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Preface

The papers contained in this volume were presented at the 21st Annual Sym-
posium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching (CPM 2010) held at NYU-Poly,
Brooklyn, New York during June 21–23, 2010.

All the papers presented at the conference are original research contributions.
We received 53 submissions from 21 countries. Each paper was reviewed by at
least three reviewers. The committee decided to accept 28 papers. The program
also includes three invited talks by Zvi Galil from Tel Aviv University, Israel,
Richard M. Karp from University of California at Berkeley, USA, and Jeffrey S.
Vitter from Texas A&M University, USA.

The objective of the annual CPM meetings is to provide an international
forum for research in combinatorial pattern matching and related applications.
It addresses issues of searching and matching strings and more complicated pat-
terns such as trees, regular expressions, graphs, point sets, and arrays. The goal
is to derive non-trivial combinatorial properties of such structures and to exploit
these properties in order to either achieve superior performance for the corre-
sponding computational problems or pinpoint conditions under which searches
cannot be performed efficiently. The meeting also deals with problems in com-
putational biology, data compression and data mining, coding, information re-
trieval, natural language processing and pattern recognition.

The Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching started in 1990,
and has since taken place every year. Previous CPM meetings were held in Paris,
London, Tucson, Padova, Asilomar, Helsinki, Laguna Beach, Aarhus, Piscat-
away, Warwick, Montreal, Jerusalem, Fukuoka, Morelia, Istanbul, Jeju Island,
Barcelona, London, Ontario, Pisa, and Lille.

Starting from the third meeting, proceedings of all meetings have been pub-
lished in the LNCS series, volumes 644, 684, 807, 937, 1075, 1264, 1448, 1645,
1848, 2089, 2373, 2676, 3109, 3537, 4009, 4580, 5029, 5577, and 6129.

Selected papers from the first meeting appeared in volume 92 of Theoretical
Computer Science, from the 11th meeting in volume 2 of Journal of Discrete
Algorithms, from the 12th meeting in volume 146 of Discrete Applied Mathe-
matics, from the 14th meeting in volume 3 of Journal of Discrete Algorithms,
from the 15th meeting in volume 368 of Theoretical Computer Science, from the
16th meeting in volume 5 of Journal of Discrete Algorithms, and from the 19th
meeting in volume 410 of Theoretical Computer Science.

The whole submission and review process was carried out with the help of
the EasyChair conference system. The conference was sponsored by the NYU-
Poly, Brooklyn, and by IBM Research. Special thanks are due to the members of
the Program Committee who worked very hard to ensure the timely review of all
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the submitted manuscripts, and participated in stimulating discussions that led
to the selection of the papers for the conference.

April 2010 Amihood Amir
Laxmi Parida
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Algorithms for Forest Pattern Matching

Kaizhong Zhang and Yunkun Zhu

Dept. of Computer Science, University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario N6A 5B7, Canada

kzhang@csd.uwo.ca, yzhu233@csd.uwo.ca

Abstract. Ordered labelled trees are trees where the left-to-right order
among siblings is significant. An ordered labelled forest is a sequence of
ordered labelled trees. Given an ordered labelled forest F (“the target
forest”) and an ordered labelled forest G (“the pattern forest”), the for-
est pattern matching problem is to find a sub-forest F ′ of F such that
F ′ and G are the most similar over all possible F ′. In this paper, we
present efficient algorithms for the forest pattern matching problem for
two types of sub-forests: closed subforests and closed substructures. As
RNA molecules’ secondary structures could be represented as ordered
labelled forests, our algorithms can be used to locate the structural or
functional regions in RNA secondary structures.

1 Introduction

An ordered labelled tree is a tree where the left-to-right order among siblings
is significant and each node is labelled by a symbol from a given alphabet. An
ordered labelled forest is a sequence of ordered labelled trees. Ordered labelled
trees and forests are very useful data structures for hierarchical data representa-
tion. In this paper, we refer to ordered labelled trees and ordered labelled forests
as trees and forests, respectively.

Among numerous applications where trees and forests are useful representa-
tions of objects, the need for comparing trees and forests frequently arises. As a
typical example, consider the secondary structure comparison problem for RNA.
Since RNA is a single strand of nucleotides, it folds back onto itself into a shape
that is topologically a forest [14,3,6,10], which we call its secondary structure.
Figure 1 which is adapted from [5] shows an example of the RNA GI:2347024
structure, where (a) is a segment of the RNA sequence, (b) is its secondary
structure and (c) is the forest representation. Algorithms for the edit distance
between forests (tree) [15,2] could be used to measure the global similarity be-
tween forests (trees). Motivated mainly by the problem of locating structural or
functional regions in RNA secondary structures, the forest (tree) pattern match-
ing (FPM) problem became interesting and attracted some attention [3,4,5,6].

In this paper, the forest pattern matching (FPM) problem is defined as the
following: Given a target forest F and a pattern forest G, find a sub-forest F ′ of

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 1–12, 2010.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010



2 K. Zhang and Y. Zhu

Fig. 1. (a) A segment of the RNA GI: 2347024 primary structure [8], (b) its secondary
structure, (c) its forest representation

F which is the most similar to G over all possible F ′. There are various ways to
define the term “sub-forest”. For the definition of “sub-forest” as substructures or
simple substructures [5], algorithms have been developed [15,5]. We consider two
alternative definitions of “sub-forest”: closed subforests and closed substructures.

For the closed subforests definition, we present an efficient algorithm which
improved the complexity results given in [5] of CPM 2006. For the new closed
substructures definition, we present an efficient algorithm.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we use the following definitions and notations.
Let F be any given forest, we use a left-to-right postorder numbering of the

nodes in F . |F | denotes the number of nodes in F . In the postorder numbering,
F [i..j] will generally be an ordered subforest of F induced by the nodes numbered
from i to j inclusive. Let f [i] be the ith node in F and F [i] be the subtree rooted
at f [i]. A subforest of F is an ordered sequence of subtrees of F . A substructure
of F is any connected sub-graph of F . l(i) denotes the postorder number of the
leftmost leaf descendant of f [i]. We say f [i1] and f [i2] (or just i1 and i2) are
siblings if they have the same parent. DF and LF denote the depth and the
number of leaves of F respectively. To simplify the presentation, we assume that
the forest F has an imaginary parent node, denoted by p(F ). Finally we define
the key roots of F as the set K(F ) = {p(F )}∪{i | i ∈ F and i has a left sibling}
and from [15] we have |K(F )| ≤ LF .
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2.1 Forest Edit Distance

Our algorithms are based on forest edit distance. For forest edit distance, there
are three edit operations on a forest F . (1) Change: to change one node label
to another in F . (2) Delete: to delete a node i from F (making the children of
i become the children of the parent of i and then removing i). (3) Insert: to
insert a node i into F (the complement of delete). An edit operation can be
represented as (a, b) where a and b are labels of forest nodes or a null symbol
indicating insertion or deletion. Let γ be a cost function that assigns to each
edit operation (a, b) a nonnegative real number γ(a, b). We constrain γ to be a
distance metric.

Let S be a sequence s1, · · · , sk of edit operations. An S-derivation from A to B
is a sequence of forests A0, · · · , Ak such that A = A0, B = Ak, and Ai−1 → Ai via
si for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We extend γ to the sequence S by letting γ(S) =

∑i=|S|
i=1 γ(si).

Formally the distance between F and G is defined as follows:

δ(F, G) = min{γ(S) | S is an edit operation sequence taking F to G}.

The definition of γ makes δ a distance metric also. Equivalently forest edit
distance can also be defined using the minimum cost mapping between two
forests [11,15].

Tai [11] gave the first algorithm for computing the tree edit distance between
two given trees F and G (one can easily extend this algorithm to the forest
edit distance problem). Zhang and Shasha [15] gave a more efficient algorithm
for this problem running in O(|F | · |G| · min{DF , LF } · min{DG, LG}) time and
O(|F | · |G|) space. More recently, Klein [7], Touzet [12], and Demaine et al. [2]
developed faster algorithms which have better time complexity in the worst case.
The algorithm of Demaine et al. [2] runs in O(|F | · |G|2 · (1 + log |F |

|G|), |G| < |F |,
time and O(|F | · |G|) space.

2.2 Sub-forest Definitions

Let F be a forest. In this paper, we consider two types of sub-forests of F : (1) a
closed subforest : a sequence of subtrees of F such that their roots are consecutive
siblings. (2) a closed substructure: a sequence of substructures of F such that
their roots are consecutive siblings. Figure 2 shows these two types of sub-forests
of the forest F in Figure 1(c). Here, F1 is a substructure of F , F2 is a closed
subforest of F , and F3 is a closed substructure of F .

Therefore, we can now define the forest pattern matching (FPM) problem
more formally: given a target forest F and a pattern forest G, find a sub-forest
(using any one of the above definitions for “sub-forest”) F ′ of F which minimizes
the forest edit distance to G over all possible F ′.

Forest pattern matching problem for substructures have been studied in [15,5].
Forest pattern matching problem for closed subforests has been studied in [5].
We propose the forest pattern matching problem for closed substructures. The
motivation is from the forest representation of RNA secondary structures. In
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Fig. 2. Examples of variant sub-forest of the forest F in Figure 1(c)

this representation, see Figure 1, sibling nodes are in fact connected through the
backbone of RNA primary structure. Therefore, it is natural to assume that,
in addition to the parent child connection, a node is also connected to its left
and right siblings. Hence a closed substructure we defined is just a connected
sub-graph in this representation. A closed substructure can be used to repre-
sent a pattern local to a multiple loop, although it does not imply a physically
connected RNA fragment in a tree representatation of RNA [1].

2.3 Previous Work and Our Results

The problem of finding a most similar “closed subforest” was discussed by
Jansson and Peng in their CPM 2006 paper [5] and their algorithm runs in
O(|F | · |G| ·LF ·min{DG, LG}) time and O(|F | · |G|+LF ·DF · |G|+ |F | ·LG ·DG)
space.

In this paper, we show how to solve the forest pattern matching (FPM) prob-
lem efficiently based on [15,2] for two types of sub-forests, “closed subforest” and
“closed substructure”. The time complexity of our algorithms are summarized
in Table 1 and the space complexity of our algorithm is O(|F | · |G|).

Table 1. Our results

FPM Time complexity Section

Closed subforest
O(|F | · |G| · min{DF , LF } · min{DG, LG})

O(|F | · |G| · (|G| · (1 + log |F |
|G| ) + min{DF , LF })) 3.1

Closed substructure
O(|F | · |G| · min{DF , LF } · min{DG, LG})

O(|F | · |G| · (|G| · (1 + log |F |
|G| ) + min{DF , LF })) 3.2

Compared with the algorithm of Jansson and Peng [5], our first algorithm
solving the same problem is faster and uses less space. Our second algorithm
solves the problem of finding a most similar closed substructure which could be
used to search an RNA structural pattern local to a multiple loop.
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3 Algorithms for the Forest Pattern Matching Problem

In this section, we present efficient algorithms for forest pattern matching
problem for two types of sub-forests, closed subforest and closed substructure,
respectively. We also refer the forest pattern matching problem as the problem
of finding a most similar sub-forest.

3.1 An Algorithm for Finding a Most Similar Closed Subforest

Given a target forest F and a pattern forest G, our goal is to compute

min{δ(F [l(i1)..i2], G) | i1 and i2 are siblings}.

Jansson and Peng [5] gave an algorithm for this problem in O(|F | · |G| · LF ·
min{DG, LG}) time and O(|F | · |G| + LF · DF · |G| + |F | · LG · DG) space.
We present an algorithm which is more efficient in both time and space. Our
algorithm combines the idea of [15] and the method of approximate pattern
matching for sequences [9,13].

We first examine sequence pattern matching method and then give a natural
extension from sequence pattern matching to forest pattern matching for closed
subforest.

Given a pattern sequence P [1..m] and a text sequence T [1..n], the problem
is to find a segment T [k..l] in the text which yields a minimum edit distance
to P [1..m]. The idea is that in calculating the score for T [1..i] and P [1..j], any
prefix of T [1..i] could be deleted without any penalty. In other words, the score
is min{δ(T [i1..i], P [1..j]) | 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i + 1}.

Now consider a node i in a forest F and let the degree of node i be di and its
children be i1, i2, . . . , idi. Given a pattern forest G, we would like to find u and
v such that F [l(iu)..iv] yields the minimum distance to G. Let k ∈ F [is] where
1 ≤ s ≤ di, how could we define a score Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) for F [l(i1)..k] and
G[1..j] in order to extend the definition from sequences to forests?

If k ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , idi}, then F [l(i1)..k] is a sequence of sibling
trees, i.e. T [i1], . . . , T [is]. Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) is therefore defined as
min{δ(F [l(it)..is], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s + 1} where δ(, ) is the forest edit distance.
In particular, if s = 1, then the score is min{δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]), δ(∅, G[1..j])}
which can be obtained directly using the forest edit distance algorithm.

If k /∈ {i1, i2, . . . , idi}, then Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) is defined as
min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s} since F [l(is)..k] is a proper part of F [is]
that can not be deleted without penalty.

With this definition, min{Δ(F [l(i1) ..it], G[1..|G|]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ di} is what we
want to compute for node i. We have the following two lemmas for the the
calculation of Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]).
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Lemma 1. Let i, F and G be defined as the above, i1 ≤ k ≤ idi and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|,
then

Δ(∅, ∅) = 0;

Δ(F [l(i1)..k], ∅) =
{

0 if k ∈ {i1, . . . , idi}
Δ(F [l(i1)..k − 1], ∅) + γ(f [k],−); otherwise

Δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]) = min
{

δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j])
δ(∅, G[1..j]).

Proof. This is directly from the above definition. �

Lemma 2. Let i, F and G be defined as the above, i1 < k ≤ idi and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|,
then

Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j])

= min

⎧
⎨

⎩

Δ(F [l(i1)..k − 1], G[1..j]) + γ(f [k],−),
Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j − 1]) + γ(−, g[j]),
Δ(F [l(i1)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) + δ(F [l(k)..k], G[l(j)..j]).

Proof. We prove this lemma inductively. The base case is k = i1 + 1
where we need the fact that Δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j])= min{δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]),
δ(∅, G[1..j])}.

For k > i1 and k ∈ {i2, i3, . . . , idi},

min

⎧
⎨

⎩

Δ(F [l(i1)..k − 1], G[1..j]) + γ(f [k],−)
Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j − 1]) + γ(−, g[j])
Δ(F [l(i1)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) + δ(F [l(k)..k], G[l(j)..j])

= min

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

min{δ(F [l(it)..k − 1], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s} + γ(f [k],−)
min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j − 1]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s + 1} + γ(−, g[j])
min{δ(F [l(it)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s}

+ δ(F [l(k)..k], G[l(j)..j])

= min
{

min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s}
δ(∅, G[1..j]).

= min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s + 1}
= Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]).

For k > i1 and k /∈ {i2, i3, . . . , idi},

min

⎧
⎨

⎩

Δ(F [l(i1)..k − 1], G[1..j]) + γ(f [k],−)
Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j − 1]) + γ(−, g[j])
Δ(F [l(i1)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j)− 1]) + δ(F [l(k)..k], G[l(j)..j])

= min

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

min{δ(F [l(it)..k − 1], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s} + γ(f [k],−)
min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j − 1]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s} + γ(−, g[j])
min{δ(F [l(it)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s}

+ δ(F [l(k)..k], G[l(j)..j])
= min{δ(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s}
= Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]). �
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Fig. 3. The bold line is the leftmost path of F [i]. The black nodes (a,c) belong to lp(i)
and the black and gray nodes (a,b,c,d) belong to layer(i).

With these two lemmas, we can calculate min{Δ(F [l(i1) · · · it], G[1..|G|) | 1 ≤
t ≤ di} using dynamic programming. However, we have to do this for every node
i of F . Because for each child subtree of F [i] the calculation starts at i1 instead
of l(i1) and δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]) is needed in the calculation, the best way is
to do the calculations for all the nodes on the path from a leaf to its nearest
ancestor key root together. In this way, we do the computation layer by layer,
see Figure 3. Lemma 3 and 4 extend Lemma 1 and 2 from a node to the leftmost
path of a key root. Due to the page limitation, we omit the proofs.

We will need the following definitions: lp(i): a set which contains the nodes
on the leftmost path of F [i] except the root i; layer(i): a set which contains all
of the sibling nodes of nodes in lp(i) including lp(i). In Figure 3, lp(i) = {a, c}
and layer(i) = {a, b, c, d}. With these definitions, we have the following two
lemmas. In Lemma 4, for convenience, forestdist(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) represents
δ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) and treedist(i1, j1) represents δ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[l(j1)..j1]).

Lemma 3. Let i be a key root of F , l(i) ≤ i1 < i and 1 ≤ j1 ≤ |G|, then

Δ(∅, ∅) = 0;

Δ(F [l(i)..i1], ∅) =
{

0 if i1 ∈ layer(i)
Δ(F [l(i)..i1 − 1], ∅) + γ(f [i1],−); if i1 /∈ layer(i)

Δ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) = min
{

forestdist(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1])
δ(∅, G[1..j1]).

if i1 ∈ lp(i)

Lemma 4. Let i be a key root of F , l(i) ≤ i1 < i, i1 /∈ lp(i), and 1 ≤ j1 ≤ |G|,
then

Δ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1])

= min

⎧
⎨

⎩

Δ(F [l(i)..i1 − 1], G[1..j1]) + γ(f [i1],−),
Δ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1 − 1]) + γ(−, g[j1]),
Δ(F [l(i)..l(i1) − 1], G[1..l(j1) − 1]) + treedist(i1, j1).
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Our algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm. In the first stage of our
algorithm, we call forest edit distance algorithm [15,2] for F and G to get
treedist(i, j) needed in Lemma 4. In the second stage, the key roots of F are
sorted in an increasing order and put in an array KF . And for any key root k
of F , we first call forest edit distance algorithm of [15] for F [k] and G to get
forestdist(, ) needed in Lemma 3 and then call the procedure for Δ(, ) compu-
tation for F [k] and G. We are now ready to give our algorithm for finding a most
similar closed subforest of F to G:

Theorem 1. Our algorithm correctly computes the cost of an optimal solution.

Proof. Because of step 1 in Algorithm 1, all the treedist(, ) used in step 7
in Procedure Delta(F [i], G) are available. Because of step 4 in Algorithm 1,
all the forestdist(, ) used in step 7 in Procedure Delta(F [i], G) are available.

�

Input: A target forest F and a pattern forest G.
Output: min{Δ(F [l(x1)..x2], G) | x1 is x2’s leftmost sibling}.
Algorithm:
Call TreeDistance(F,G) according to [15] or [2];1

for i′ := 1 to |KF | do2

i := KF [i′];3

Call ForestDistance(F [i], G) according to [15];4

Call Procedure Delta(F [i], G);5

end6

Algorithm 1. Finding a most similar closed subforest of F to G

Procedure Delta(F [i], G):
Δ(∅, ∅) = 0;1

for i1 := l(i) to i − 1 do2

Compute Δ(F [l(i)..i1], ∅) according to Lemma 3.3

end4

for i1 := l(i) to i − 1 do5

for j1 := 1 to |G| do6

Compute Δ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1 ]) according to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.7

end8

end9

Theorem 2. Our algorithm can be implemented to run in O(|F | · |G| ·
min{DF , LF } · min{DG, LG}) time and O(|F | · |G|) space.

Proof. The time and space complexity of the computation for the edit distance
of all subtree pairs of F and G is O(|F | · |G| · min{DF , LF} · min{DG, LG})
and O(|F | · |G|) due to [15]. For one key root i, the time and space for
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ForestDistance(F [i], G) and Delta(F [i], G) are the same: O(|F [i]| · |G|). There-
fore the total time and space for all key roots are O(|G||F | ·min{DF , LF }) and
O(|G||F |) due to Lamma 7 in [15]. Hence the time and space complexity of
our algorithm are O(|F | · |G| · min{DF , LF } · min{DG, LG}) and O(|F | · |G|)
respectively.

If we use the algorithm [2] to compute the edit distance, the time complexity
is O(|F | · |G|2 · (1 + log(|F |/|G|))) and the total time complexity is O(|F | · |G| ·
(|G| · (1+ log |F |

|G|)+min{DF , LF })). �

3.2 An Algorithm for Finding a Most Similar Closed Substructure

In this section we consider the problem of finding a most similar closed sub-
structure. Recall that, for a given forest F , a subtree of F is one of F [i]
where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and a subforest of F is an ordered sequence of subtrees
of F .

Giving a target forest F and a pattern forest G, the forest removing distance
from F to G, δr(F, G), is defined as the following where subf(F ) is the set of
subforests of F and F \ f represents the forest resulting from the deletion of
subforest f from F .

δr(F, G) = min
f∈subf(F )

{δ(F \ f, G)}

Zhang and Shasha’s algorithm [15] for approximate tree pattern matching with
removing solves this problem. This can also be solved using the technique of
Demaine et al. [2].

We again consider a node i in forest F and let the degree of node i be di and its
children be i1, i2, . . . , idi . Let k ∈ F [is] where 1 ≤ s ≤ di, we now define another
removing distance δR(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) as follows where subf(F, node set) is
the set of subforests of F such that nodes in node set are not in any of the
subforests.

δR(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) = min
f∈subf(F [l(i1)..k],{i1,...idi

})
δ(F [l(i1)..k] \ f, G[1..j])

From this definition and the algorithm in [15], we have the following formula for
δR(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]), where 1 ≤ t ≤ s.

δR(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) =

min

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δR(F [l(it)..l(k) − 1], G[1..j]), if k /∈ {i1, i2, . . . , idi}
δR(F [l(it)..k − 1], G[1..j]) + γ(f [k],−),
δR(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j − 1]) + γ(−, g[j]),
δR(F [l(it)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) + γ(f [k], g[j])

+ δr(F [l(k)..k − 1], G[l(j)..j − 1]).
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We can now define Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) for F [l(i1)..k] and G[1..j] using
δR(, ) for closed substructures. This is exactly the same way as we define
Δ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) using δ(, ) for closed subforests.

If k ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , idi}, then Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) is defined as
min{δR(F [l(it)..is], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s + 1}.

In particular, if s = 1, Ψ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]) is min{δR(∅, G[1..j]),
δR(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j])} = δr(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]) which can be obtained directly
using the forest removing distance algorithm.

If k /∈ {i1, i2, . . . , idi}, then Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]) is defined as
min{δR(F [l(it)..k], G[1..j]) | 1 ≤ t ≤ s}.

For the calculation of Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j]), we have the following two lemmas.
The proofs are similar to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

Lemma 5. Let i, F and G be defined as the above, i1 ≤ k ≤ idi and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|,
then

Ψ(∅, ∅) = 0;
Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], ∅) = 0;
Ψ(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]) = δr(F [l(i1)..i1], G[1..j]).

Lemma 6. Let i, F and G be defined as the above, i1 < k ≤ idi and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|,
then

Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j])

= min

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ψ(F [l(i1)..l(k) − 1], G[1..j]), if k /∈ {i2, . . . , idi}
Ψ(F [l(i1)..k − 1], G[1..j]) + γ(f [k],−),
Ψ(F [l(i1)..k], G[1..j − 1]) + γ(−, g[j]),
Ψ(F [l(i1)..l(k) − 1], G[1..l(j) − 1]) + γ(f [k], g[j])

+ δr(F [l(k)..k − 1], G[l(j)..j − 1]).

Lemma 7 and 8 extend Lemma 5 and 6 from a node to the leftmost path of a
key root. Due to the page limitation, we omit the proofs.

Lemma 7. Let i be a key root of F , l(i) ≤ i1 < i and 1 ≤ j1 ≤ |G|, then

Ψ(∅, ∅) = 0;
Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], ∅) = 0;
Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) = δr(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]). if i1 ∈ lp(i)

Lemma 8. Let i be a key root of F , l(i) < i1 < i, i1 /∈ lp(i), and 1 ≤ j1 ≤ |G|,
then

Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) =

min

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ψ(F [l(i)..l(i1) − 1], G[1..j1]), if i1 /∈ layer(i)
Ψ(F [l(i)..i1 − 1], G[1..j1]) + γ(f [i1],−),
Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1 − 1]) + γ(−, g[j1]),
Ψ(F [l(i)..l(i1) − 1], G[1..l(j1) − 1]) + γ(f [i1], g[j1])

+ δr(F [l(i1)..i1 − 1], G[l(j1)..j1 − 1]).

We can now show our algorithm for closed substructures.
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Input: A target forest F and a pattern forest G.
Output: min{Ψ(F [l(x1)..x2], G) | x1 is x2’s leftmost sibling}.
Algorithm:
Call Tree RemoveDistance(F,G) according to [15];1

for i′:=1 to |K(F )| do2

i := K(F )[i′];3

Call Forest RemoveDistance(F [i], |G|) according to [15];4

Call Procedure Psi(F [i], G);5

end6

Algorithm 2. Finding most similar closed substructure of F to G

Procedure Psi(F [i], G):
Ψ(∅, ∅) = 0;1

for i1 := l(i) to i − 1 do2

Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], ∅) = 0;3

end4

for i1 := l(i) to i − 1 do5

for j1 := 1 to |G| do6

Compute Ψ(F [l(i)..i1], G[1..j1]) according to Lemma 7 and Lemma 8.7

end8

end9

4 Conclusion

We have presented two algorithms for the forest pattern matching problem for
two types of sub-forest. Our first algorithm for finding a most similar closed
subforest is better than that of [5]. Our second algorithm for finding a most
similar closed substructure can be used to search for local forest patterns.

When the input are two sequences represented as forests, both our algorithms
reduce to the sequence approximate pattern matching algorithm [9]. When the
input are two sequences represented as linear trees, our second algorithm reduces
to the sequence approximate pattern matching algorithm [9].
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Affine Image Matching Is Uniform
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Abstract. Affine image matching is a computational problem to deter-
mine for two given images A and B how much an affine transformated A
can resemble B. The research in combinatorial pattern matching led to a
polynomial time algorithm which solves this problem by a sophisticated
search in the set D(A) of all affine transformations of A. This paper shows
that polynomial time is not the lowest complexity class containing this
problem by providing its TC0-completeness. This result means not only
that there are extremely efficient parallel solutions but also reveals further
insight into the structural properties of image matching. The completeness
in TC0 relates affine image matching to a number of most basic problems
in computer science, like integer multiplication and division.

Keywords: digital image matching, combinatorial pattern matching,
design and analysis of parallel algorithms.

1 Introduction

The affine image matching problem (AIMP, for short) is to determine for two
given images A and B how much an affine transformation of A can resemble
B. Affine image matching (AIM) has a wide range of applications in various
image processing settings, e.g., in computer vision [16], medical imaging [5,18,19],
pattern recognition, digital watermarking [7], etc.

Recently, discretization techniques developed in the combinatorial pattern
matching research (CPM, for short) have been used successfully for AIM. Apart
from algorithmic achievements, this led to improved techniques for the analysis of
the problem. Essentially, all algorithms developed in CPM for computing a best
match f(A) with B share the same plane idea, to perform exhaustive search of
the entire set D(A), which contains all affine transformations of A. Surprisingly,
the fastest known methods which determine the provably best affine image match
come from this simple approach. In fact, the main challenge of computing D(A),
is to find a discretization of the set F of all affine transformations. A convenient
starting point for the research in this direction is given by the discretization
techniques developed in CPM, although the problem in the focus of CPM consists
in locating an exact match of an affine transformation of A in B, rather than on
computing the best one like in AIM. See e.g. [17,11,10,1,4,3,2].

In [13,14] affine transformations are characterized by six real parameters and,
based on this, a new generic discretization of F is developed which is basically

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 13–25, 2010.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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a partition of the parameter space R
6 into subspaces ϕ1, . . . , ϕτ(n), where τ(n)

depends on the size n×n of image A. Every subspace ϕi represents one possible
transformation of A and consequently the cardinality of D(A) is shown to be
in O(n18) by estimating an upper bound on the number τ(n) of subspaces. The
discretization motivates an algorithm that first constructs a data structure In
representing the partition and then, to solve the AIMP, it searches all images in
D(A) by traversing In. Its running time is linear in τ(n) and thus, in O(n18) for
images A and B of size n× n.

However, the exact time complexity remains unknown. It is also an open
question whether the decision version of the AIMP is included in a complexity
class that is “easier” than P – the class of problems decidable in polynomial
time. Particularly, it is open whether the problem belongs to low complexity
classes of the hierarchy inside P:

AC0 ⊂ TC0 ⊆ NC1 ⊆ L ⊆ P.

Every class in the hierarchy implies a structural computational advantage against
the hardness in P. This paper continues the research on AIM in the combinatorial
setting using the algebraic approach introduced in [13] and refined in [14] to
give a new, surprisingly low complexity for AIM by showing that the affine
image matching problem is TC0-complete. TC0 is a very natural complexity
class because it exactly expresses the complexity of a variety of basic problems in
computation, such as integer addition, multiplication, comparison and division.

The containment of the AIMP in TC0 ⊆ NC1 means first that AIM can be
solved in logarithmic parallel time on multi-processor systems which have bounded
fan-in architecture. However, theoretically it can even be solved in constant time
if the processors are assumed to have unbounded fan-in. Secondly, since TC0 ⊆ L
AIM can also be solved on deterministic sequential machines using only a loga-
rithmic amount of memory. Finally, the completeness of the AIMP in TC0 means
that there is no polynomially sized, uniformly shaped family of Boolean formulas
expressing AIM since this captures the computational power of AC0 �= TC0.

Anyway, the new results have no immediate impact on practical settings of
AIM. In fact, they have to be seen more as an ambition to uncover the structural
properties of AIM and related problems. Particularly, the novel TC0 approach to
AIM is based on a characterization of the parameter space partition ϕ1, . . . , ϕτ(n)

for affine transformations. Every subspace ϕi is shown to exhibit a positive vol-
ume such that an algorithm can simply sample a certain subregion of R

6 to hit
every element of the partition. Thus D(A) can be computed without the data
structure In that implicitely represents the space partition. Interestingly, this
is not an hereditary property. The parameter space partition of linear trans-
formations, i.e., the subset of F without translations, contains subspaces with
zero volume [14]. This means that, although linear image matching is weaker
than AIM, the low-complexity approach of this paper cannot be applied to this
problem in a straight forward manner. The author leaves the estimation of this
problem’s complexity as an open challenge.

This paper presents results which heavily build on previous work [13,14].
After a short presentation of technical preliminaries Section 3 briefly provides
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the basics of the AIM approach introduced in [13,14] which are necessary to
understand the new results of this paper. Then Section 4 provides the new TC0

approach to AIM and next Section 5 proves that the AIMP belongs to the hardest
problems of TC0. Finally, the paper concludes by drawing a wider picture of the
finding’s impact. All proofs are removed due to space limitations.

2 Technical Preliminaries

Digital Images and their Affine Transformations. Through the whole
paper, an image is a two-dimensional array of pixels, i.e., of unit squares parti-
tioning a certain square area of the real plane R

2. The pixels of an image A are
indexed over a set N = {(i, j) | − n ≤ i, j ≤ n}, where n is called the size of A.
The geometric center point of the pixel with index (i, j) can be found at coordi-
nates (i, j). Each pixel (i, j) has a color A〈i, j〉 that is an element from a finite
set Σ = {0, 1, . . . , σ} of color values. To simplify the dealing with A’s borders let
A〈i, j〉 = 0 if (i, j)�∈ N . The distortion between two given images A and B of size
n is measured by Δ(A, B) =

∑
(i,j)∈N δ(A〈i, j〉, B〈i, j〉) where δ : Σ ×Σ → N is

a function charging color mismatches, for example, δ(c1, c2) = |c1 − c2|.
The set F of affine transformations contains exactly all injective functions

f : R
2 → R

2 which can be described by

f(x, y) = ( a1 a2
a4 a5 ) · ( x

y ) + ( a3
a6 ) (1)

for some constants a1, . . . , a6 ∈ R, with the additional property of a1a5 �= a2a4.
Applying an affine transformation f to A gives a transformed image f(A) of

size n. To define a color value for any pixel (i, j) in f(A), let f−1 be the inverse
function of f . Notice that f−1 is always an affine transformation, too. Then define
the color value f(A)〈i, j〉 as the color A〈I, J〉 of the pixel (I, J) = [f−1(i, j)],
where [(x, y)] := ([x], [y]) denotes rounding both components of a vector (x, y) ∈
R

2. Hence, determining f(A)〈i, j〉 means to choose the pixel (I, J) of A which
geometrically contains the point f−1(i, j) in its square area. This setting models
nearest-neighbor interpolation, commonly used in image processing. Now, any
image A defines the set D(A) = {f(A) | f ∈ F} that contains all possible affine
transformations of A.

Based on this, the following defines the affine image matching problem:

For given images A and B of size n find the minimal distortion Δ(f(A), B) over
all transformations f ∈ F .

For the analysis of complexity aspects consider the decision variant of this prob-
lem which asks if there is a transformation f ∈ F which yields Δ(f(A), B) ≤ t
for some given threshold t ∈ N.

Circuit Complexity. This paper discusses the complexity of certain functions
f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ mapping binary strings to binary strings. Let |s| be the
length of a binary string s ∈ {0, 1}∗ and for all i ∈ {0 . . . , |s| − 1} let s〈i〉 denote
the ith character of s. Moreover, let 1n be the string of n sequent characters 1
and for all strings s and s′ let s|s′ be their concatenation.
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Circuits C can be imagined as directed acyclic graphs were vertices, also
called gates, compute Boolean functions. Gates gain input truth values from
predecessor gates and distribute computation results to all their successor gates.
If C has n sources and m sinks, then it computes a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m,
i.e., C computes for every input string of length n an output string of length
m. This makes circuits weaker than other computational models, which can
compute functions f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗. Consequently one considers families C =
{C1, C2, . . .} of circuits to compute f for every input length n with an individual
circuit Cn. On the other hand, such families can be surprisingly powerful because
they may not necessarily be finitely describable in the traditional sense. A usual
workaround is a uniformity constraint which demands that every circuit Cn

of C can be described by a Turing machine MC with resource bounds related
to n. Usually MC is chosen much weaker than the computational power of C to
avoid the obscuration of C’s complexity. This paper considers only DLOGTIME-
uniform families C where MC has to verify in O(log n) time whether Cn fulfills a
given structural property like, e.g., “Gate i computes the ∧-function” or “Gate
i is a predecessor of gate j”.

The class DLOGTIME-uniform FAC0 contains all functions f : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}∗ which can be computed by constant-depth, polynomial-size families C
of DLOGTIME-uniform circuits, i.e., where (a) every gate computes a function
“∧”, “∨” or “¬”, (b) all circuits Cn can be verified by a Turing machine MC that
runs in O(log n)-time (c) the number of gates in Cn grows only polynomially in n
and (d) regardless of n, the length of any path in Cn from input to output is not
longer than a constant. For convenience denote this class also by UD-FAC0. A
prominent member of UD-FAC0 is the addition function of two integer numbers.

If the gates can also compute threshold-functions Tk, a generalization of “∧”
and “∨” which is true if at least k inputs are true, then the generated function
class is called DLOGTIME-uniform FTC0 (UD-FTC0), a class that contains a
big variety of integer arithmetic functions.

A decision problem is a set Π ⊆ {0, 1}∗, i.e., a set of strings. By UD-AC0

denote the class of all decision problems which can be decided by a function
f ∈ UD-FAC0, i.e., f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} is a function with f(s) = 1 ⇔ s ∈ Π .
Accordingly, UD-TC0 is the class of decision problems decidable by a function
in UD-FTC0.

This paper uses special decision problems Πf for any function f : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}∗. The set Πf contains all binary strings s which encode pairs (i, s′) ∈
N × {0, 1}∗ using a unary encoding for integer i and a binary encoding for s′

such that (i, s′) ∈ Πf if and only if f(s′)〈i〉 = 1, i.e., if the ith character of f(s′)
is a 1. Clearly, f is in UD-FAC0 if the output length of f is bounded polynomially
in the input length and Πf is in UD-AC0. A circuit family C deciding Πf can
be used to compute also f simply by spending one circuit of C for every output
bit. The same holds for functions in UD-FTC0.

By definition, UD-(F)AC0 is a subset of UD-(F)TC0 and thus, UD-FAC0-
reductions are suited well to define completeness in the class UD-TC0. A problem
Π is UD-TC0-complete if Π belongs to UD-TC0 and if for all Π ′ ∈ UD-TC0 there
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is a function rΠ in UD-FAC0 such that for all s ∈ {0, 1}∗ it is true s ∈ Π ′ ⇔
rΠ(s) ∈ Π . Clearly, since UD-FAC0-reductions are transitive, it is also sufficient
for UD-TC0-completeness to find one other UD-TC0-complete problem Π ′ and
then provide a function r in UD-FAC0 such that for all s ∈ {0, 1}∗ it is true
s ∈ Π ′ ⇔ r(s) ∈ Π . A canonical UD-TC0-complete set is MAJ, containing
strings over {0, 1}∗ with a majority of 1-characters [6].

For convenience the uniformity statement UD is mostly omitted in the rest
of the paper since all considered circuit families apply DLOGTIME-uniformity.
Due to space limitations this section cannot go into further details of this rich
theory and the author refers the reader to the text book [21].

First Order Logic. First order formulas are an important concept from logic. A
comprehensive introduction to first order logic and in particular the connection
to circuit families is given in [21].

In this paper a first order formula F is build recursively over a unary pred-
icate s(·) and two binary predicates bit(·, ·) and <(·, ·) by the standard use
of “∧”, “∨”, “¬”, “∀” and “∃”. Without loss of generality F is of the form
F = Q1v1 . . . QmvmF ′ where Q1, . . . , Qm are quantifiers, “∀” or “∃”, for the
variables v1, . . . , vm and F ′ is a quantifier free formula. The variables v1, . . . , vm

are called bounded and every other variable in F ′ is free. If there are no free
variables then F is called a sentence.

The assertion of a formula F is either true or false, which is defined over the
recursive construction of F and relative to (1) a universe, that is a finite subset
{0, . . . , n − 1} of N, (2) a specification of s(·) and (3) an assignment of values
for free variables. The meaning of the binary predicates is fixed, thus, bit(a, i) is
true if and only if the ith bit in the n-bit binary representation of a is one, and
<(a, b) is true if and only if a < b.

This paper applies first order logic to describe sets of strings Π ⊆ {0, 1}∗,
i.e., decision problems. Particularly, any string s ∈ {0, 1}∗ defines a universe
{0, . . . , |s| − 1} and a specification of s(·) by giving for all i ∈ {0, . . . , |s| − 1}
that the predicate s(i) is true if and only if s〈i〉 = 1. Consequently, a string s
alone determines the truth value of a sentence F because it has no free variables.
Then a string s is said to model F , which is denoted by s |= F , if s satisfies F .
Thereby a sentence F describes a set ΠF = {s ∈ {0, 1}∗ | s |= F}. For example
F = ∃v s(v) gives the set of strings which contain at least one character 1.

If F has free variables v1, . . . , vm, then a string s alone is not enough to deter-
mine the truth value. However, in this case the formula F [v1 ← i1, . . . , vm ← im],
where the free variables are assigned certain values i1, . . . , im from the universe,
defines a proper truth value. This paper applies the concept of free variables
in terms of a modular design principle. The variables v1, . . . , vm can be under-
stood as parameters of F which influence the formula’s assertion. This means
that F can be applied as a subformula in a sentence F ′ which uses v1, . . . , vm to
pass auxiliary arguments i1, . . . , im to F . Such “subformula-calls” are denoted
by F [i1, . . . , im].
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The set of all problems Π which can be expressed by a first order sentence
F , i.e., for which Π = ΠF , is denoted by FO. It turns out that FO = UD-AC0.
Consequently integer addition is first-order-expressible and therefore this paper
utilizes the subformula ADD[x1, x2, y] which is satisfied if and only if x1, x2 and
y are assigned values satisfying x1 + x2 = y.

TC0 being a generalization of AC0 implies that a characterization of TC0 in
terms of first order logic needs a language extension. Therefore consider beside
“∀” and “∃” the additional majority quantifier “M”, which is defined as follows:
The sentence F = Mv F ′ is true for given strings s if and only if the formulas
F ′[v ← i] are true for a majority of assignments of i ∈ {0, . . . , |s| − 1} to the
free variable v. Then UD-TC0 = FO[M ], the set of problems expressible by first
order sentences with additional quantifier “M”.

In some cases it is difficult to express certain relations in FO or FO[M ]-
sentences just because the values of variables are restricted to {0, . . . , |s| − 1}.
However, one can simply assume that there are long variables v which are able
to take values in the range {−|s|k−1, . . . , |s|k−1} for some arbitrary constant k.
The value of v can simply be represented in k+1 ordinary variables v0, . . . , vk−1

and sgn by v = (−1)sgn ·∑k−1
i=0 |s|i · vi. A sentence F using a long variable

v realizes the quantification and the predicates <(·, ·) and bit(·, ·) over v by
reducing them to their ordinary counterparts.

Beside long variables first order logic can be extended also with a ≤(·, ·)
predicate because it easily reduces to <(·, ·). This paper applies these predicates
in infix notation.

3 Previous Results

Previous work [13,14] presented a new algorithmic approach to solve affine image
matching in linear time with respect to the cardinality |D(A)|. Moreover, it
provided an upper bound of O(n18) for this cardinality which means that AIM
can be solved in polynomial time. This section briefly discusses some basics of
this approach which are used in this paper.

By equation (1) in the previous section, all transformations in F can be char-
acterized by the six parameters a1 to a6. Hence, each affine transformation f
can be described by a point (a1, . . . , a6)T in the six-dimensional parameter space
R

6. Reversely, every such point in R
6 which fulfills a1a5 �= a2a4 characterizes

an affine transformation. Now, a discrete characterization of F can be obtained
by a subdivision of the parameter space R

6 into a finite number of subspaces
ϕ1, . . . , ϕτ(n) with the following property: Any pair of transformations f, f ′ ∈ F
gives the same transformation f(A) = f ′(A) of an image A of size n if their in-
verses f−1 and f ′−1 are represented by points (a1, . . . , a6)T , resp. (a′

1, . . . , a
′
6)

T ,
contained in the same subspace ϕi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , τ(n)}. This means that
each of the τ(n) subspaces represents one transformed image in D(A).

The principle of the polynomial time algorithm is searching the whole setD(A)
which is a common practice in the CPM. Using the discrete characterization
of F the algorithm traverses all the subspaces ϕ1 to ϕτ(n) of the parameter
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space. With each subspace it finds one of the possible transformed images A′ in
D(A). Subsequently, the distortion between such images A′ and B is evaluated
to eventually find the best match.

For images of size n the subdivision of the parameter space into the spaces
ϕ1 to ϕτ(n) is determined by the following set Hn of functions R

6 → R:

Hn = {Iijk(a1, . . . , a6) = ia1 + ja2 + a3 − (k − 0.5) | (i, j) ∈ N , k ∈ {−n, . . . , n + 1}}
∪ {Jijk(a1, . . . , a6) = ia4 + ja5 + a6 − (k − 0.5) | (i, j) ∈ N , k ∈ {−n, . . . , n + 1}}

Hence, Hn = {	1, . . . , 	r(n)} is a set of r(n) = (2n +1)2(2n + 2) linear functions
where every 	w, either 	w = Iijk or 	w = Jijk for some (i, j) ∈ N and k ∈
{−n, . . . , n + 1}, describes the following two subspaces of R

6:

h+(	w) = {(a1, . . . , a6)T ∈ R
6 | 	w(a1, . . . , a6) ≥ 0},

h−(	w) = {(a1, . . . , a6)T ∈ R
6 | 	w(a1, . . . , a6) < 0}.

The meaning of the sets h+(	w) and h−(	w) can be understood as follows:
All the points (a1, . . . , a6)T in h+(Iijk) describe inverse affine transformations
f−1(x, y) = ( a1 a2

a4 a5 ) · ( x
y ) + ( a3

a6 ) which have one thing in common: It is always
true that [f−1(i, j)] = (I, J) with I ≥ k. Accordingly, all points (a1, . . . , a6)T in
h−(Iijk) give transformations f−1 which uniquely fulfill [f−1(i, j)] = (I, J) with
I < k. Finally, a similar property is true for the J-coordinate of [f−1(i, j)] =
(I, J) depending on the situation of the point describing f−1 with respect to
h+(Jijk) and h−(Jijk).

Now, the partition of the parameter space into the pieces ϕ1 to ϕτ(n) is defined
by the intersection of the subspaces h+(	) and h−(	) given by the lines 	 in Hn.
Particularly, for Hn = {	1, . . . , 	r(n)} define

A(Hn) =

{

ϕ ⊆ R
6

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ϕ =

r(n)⋂

w=1

hsw(	w) for some s1, . . . , sr(n) ∈ {+,−}, ϕ�= ∅
}

.

In literature the set A(Hn) is called the (hyperplane) arrangement given by Hn.
For detailed information on such arrangements see [8]. In this paper the elements
of A(Hn) are called faces.

The relation between A(Hn) and D(A) is the most important property for-
mulated in [14]:

Theorem 1 ([14]). For all n and every image A of size n there exists a sur-
jective mapping

Γn : A(Hn)→ D(A).

Thus, Theorem 1 reduces the enumeration of D(A), a set with no obvious struc-
ture, to the enumeration of A(Hn). In turn, the efficient enumeration of all faces
in A(Hn) can be realized easily. The algorithm conveniently constructs a graph
In, which contains a node v(ϕ) for each face ϕ ∈ A(Hn) and which encodes
the incidence of faces by edges, i.e., two nodes v(ϕ) and v(ϕ′) are connected by
an edge if the faces ϕ and ϕ′ are neighbors in R

6. For a detailed description of
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incidence graphs for arrangements and the complexity of computing them see [8]
and [9]. The affine image matching algorithm proposed in [14] works as follows

The AIM Algorithm
1. Construct the incidence graph In;
2. Perform depth first searching to traverse all nodes v(ϕ) in In;
3. For each enumerated face ϕ apply Γn(ϕ) to compute f(A);
4. Return the image f(A) that induces the minimum distortion Δ(f(A), B).

This algorithm finds the best affine image match in O(|A(Hn)|) time plus the
time needed to compute the incidence graph which is linear with respect to
|A(Hn)|, too. The following estimation bounds the algorithm’s running time:

Theorem 2 ([14]). The cardinality of A(Hn) is O(n18). As a consequence AIM
can be done in time bounded by O(n18).

The rest of this paper shows how to avoid the sequential manner of computation
and introduces how to get a TC0 circuit family to solve affine image matching.
Moreover, it provides a simple FAC0-reduction of the majority function to the
affine image matching problem.

4 Membership in TC0

Define Π ⊆ {0, 1}∗ the set of strings s = n|a|b|t which encode (1) a number
n ∈ N in zero-terminated unary 1n0, (2) two images A and B of size n by binary
strings a and b each of (2n+1)�log2(σ+1)� bits and (3) a number t ∈ N in binary
representation such that the minimum of Δ(f(A), B) over all transformations
f in F is at most t. Hence, the set Π is a concrete realization of the AIMP’s
decision version. This section develops an FO[M ]-sentence F to express Π , i.e.,
such that ΠF = Π , which implies that the decision version of AIM is in TC0.
Subsequently it argues that also the optimization version is in FTC0.

Basically the new FO[M ] approach to AIM is somehow a relaxation of the
old one. To compute D(A) it is sufficient to find one point from every face in
A(Hn) in order to describe a representative inverse affine transformation f−1.
By Theorem 1 one can find all images f(A) in D(A) in this way. The graph In

makes sure that every face in A(Hn) is processed only once. However, it may
be possible to drop the computation of In if one does not insist on this exact
processing of A(Hn).

Consequently, the FO[M ] approach works as follows: To find at least one
point from every face in A(Hn) a sentence F can sample a hypercube region of
R

6 in such a way that avoids points (a1, . . . , a6)T with the property a1a5 = a2a4.
In this way all images f(A) of D(A) can be computed in a parallel fashion. Then
F expresses Δ(f(A), B) and subsequently the minimum over all f ∈ F .

For this new technique consider Gn, the grid of points
⎛

⎝

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

⎞

⎠ = 10−7n−7 ·
⎛

⎝

t1+0.5
t2
t3
t4

t5+0.5
t6

⎞

⎠
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where t1, . . . , t6 are integers in the set {−1012n13, . . . , 1012n13}. The central prop-
erty of Gn applied in F is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 3. 1. |Gn| ∈ O(n78).
2. Every point p = (a1, . . . , a6)T ∈ Gn fulfills a1a5 �= a2a4.
3. For all faces ϕ in A(Hn) there is a point p in the grid Gn such that p ∈ ϕ.

The proof of the theorem is somewhat technical. However, it first shows that
there is a hypercube that intersects all faces ofA(Hn). Then it establishes a lower
bound on the volume of all faces. Consequently, if the hypercube is sampled with
points of adequately small distance, every face of A(Hn) gets a hit. Because all
points (a1, . . . , a6)T avoid the condition a1a5 = a2a4 it is satisfactory to process
the grid Gn to find all elements of D(A) for any given image A of size n.

The advantage of Gn against In is the simple structure which can be easily
generated on the fly. The disadvantage is the enormous growth of size, which,
nevertheless, remains polynomial in n.

The following develops a rough idea of the sentence F that expresses Π .
Particularly,

F = ∃t1 . . .∃t6 DELTA[t1, . . . , t6] ∧ (−1012n13 ≤ t1) ∧ (t1 ≤ 1012n13) ∧ . . .

∧ (−1012n13 ≤ t6) ∧ (t6 ≤ 1012n13)

is build by a subformula DELTA[t1, . . . , t6] which is true for given parameters
t1, . . . , t6 if the string s encodes numbers and images that fulfill Δ(f(A), B) ≤ t
where f−1 is the transformation given by the grid point (t1, . . . , t6)T . In this
fashion the sentence samples all points of the grid Gn and accepts if and only if
at least one of them represents a transformation of A which resembles B enough
in terms of t. Theorem 3 guarantees the correctness of this approach. Obviously
t1 to t6 are variables representing long integers such that they can hold values
polynomially in n.

The formula DELTA can be expressed in first order logic with majority
quantifiers as follows: Basically, DELTA[t1, . . . , t6] has to (1) find the trans-
formation f−1 represented by (t1, . . . , t6)T , (2) compute the sum Δ(f(A), B) =∑

(i,j)∈N δ(A〈f−1(i, j)〉, B〈i, j〉) and (3) compare this to t. The computation of
f−1 by the grid point (t1, . . . , t6)T means to determine

I =
[

(2t1+1)i+2t2j+2t3
2·107n7

]
and J =

[
2t4i+(2t5+1)j+2t6

2·107n7

]
.

for all (i, j) ∈ N . This is easily first-order-expressible with majority because it
involves only a constant number of integer additions, multiplications, divisions
and roundings, all functions in TC0 [6,12]. Now since iterated addition is also in
TC0 [6] DELTA can easily compute the sum of δ(A(I, J), B(i, j)) over all (i, j) ∈
N . Consequently, the descriptiveness of F in first order logic with majority
depends on the function δ : Σ×Σ → N. However, since Σ is finite it follows that
δ is even first order-expressible. The expression equivalence between FO[M ] and
TC0 implies:

Lemma 1. The decision version of Affine Image Matching is in UD-TC0.
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Consequently there exists a uniform family C of constant-depth, polynomial-size
threshold circuits which decide Π . The optimization version of the AIMP can be
computed by similar means using C. Basically this can be done by constructing
another family Cf of threshold circuits which try all possible values of Δ(f(A), B)
in separate parallel copies of C’s circuits. Since Δ(f(A), B) ≤ m ·(2n+1)2, where
m = max{δ(c1, c2) | c1, c2 ∈ Σ) is a constant, it follows that this approach
induces at most a polynomial growth in size. Then, since the minimum of all
satisfying distortion trials can be computed in UD-AC0 [6], the depth remains
constant, too.

Theorem 4. Affine Image Matching is in UD-FTC0.

5 Completeness in TC0

This section shows the decision version of the AIMP to be TC0-complete. Con-
sider the TC0-complete majority problem, i.e., the set MAJ ⊆ {0, 1}∗ of strings
which contain at least �0.5|s|� characters 1. This section gives an FAC0-reduction
r of MAJ to Π , the set of strings s encoding A, B and t such that the minimum
Δ(f(A), B) over all affine transformations f is at most t. Hence, r is a function
which maps strings s ∈ {0, 1}∗ to a binary encoding of images A and B and an
integer t such that s ∈MAJ if and only if Δ(A, B) ≤ t. Remember, a function r
is in FAC0 if the set Πr is in AC0. Consequently, this section argues the existence
of a first order sentence F which expresses Πr, i.e., such that ΠF = Πr.

The basic idea for the reduction is in fact very simple: Consider any string
s ∈ {0, 1}∗. Then imagine images As and Bs of size n = 4|s| where As〈i, j〉 =
Bs〈i, j〉 = 0 for all pixels (i, j) ∈ N with j �= 0. Additionally set

As〈i, 0〉 =
{

s〈i〉, if 0 ≤ i < |s|
1, otherwise and Bs〈i, 0〉 = 1

for all i ∈ {−n, . . . , n} and let ts = �0.5|s|�. Obviously, As contains a copy of
s and Bs a row of 1-characters. Moreover ts describes the maximum number
of 0-characters in s to be in MAJ. Then the majority of characters in s is 1
if and only if Δ(As, Bs) ≤ ts for the distortion measure δ(c1, c2) = |c1 − c2|.
Hence, if transformations were not allowed on As this approach would already
be successful.

However, the AIMP allows any affine transformation on As and thus, the
above relation is not enough. To use a similar approach As and Bs are extended
in such a way that the transformations that lead to the optimal match are close
to identity and thus, still count the number of zeros in s. For this end leave most
of As and Bs as before but for all k ∈ {−n, . . . , n} let

As〈k,−n + 2〉 = As〈k, n− 2〉 = As〈−n + 2, k〉 = As〈n− 2, k〉 =
Bs〈k,−n〉 = Bs〈k, n〉 = Bs〈−n, k〉 = Bs〈n, k〉 = 2

i.e., draw a frame in As and a little bigger frame in Bs. Now consider the following
lemma:
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Lemma 2. Let s ∈ {0, 1}∗ and As, Bs and ts as defined above. Moreover, con-
sider the transformation

fopt(x, y) = ( a 0
0 a ) · ( x

y ) + ( 0
0 )

where a = 16|s|
16|s|−7

. Then s contains a majority of characters 1 if and only if
Δ(fopt(As), Bs) ≤ ts for δ(c1, c2) = |c1 − c2|.
The transformation fopt guarantees that (1) the string s remains unaltered and
(2) the rest of fopt(As) looks like Bs. This means Δ(fopt(As), Bs) equals the
number of 0 in s and thus, is at most ts if and only if the majority of characters
in s is 1. However, that is not enough. It remains to show that there is no
transformation f ′ ∈ F that performs a better match of f ′(A) to B because
otherwise the solution of the AIMP would rather go with f ′ and not fopt:

Lemma 3. For all s ∈ {0, 1}∗ it is true that Δ(fopt(As), Bs) under δ(c1, c2) =
|c1 − c2| is minimum over all affine transformations in F .

The basic idea behind the lemma’s proof is that the frames in f(As) and Bs

have to be aligned. Together with the alignment of the row j = 0 this leaves
all in all only one true transformation f(As). Moreover, the small frame in A
guarantees that f(As) has to be scaled up to match B’s frame. This results in
the effect that every pixel (I, J) in the center of A is represented by a pixel (i, j)
in f(As), i.e., (I, J) = [f−1(i, j)]. Consequently no s-character 0 represented in
A is forgotten in f(As). Thus, every transformation f(As) has to count at least
all characters 0 in the string s.

The rest is to argue that the computation r(s) = (As, Bs, ts) of the images
As and Bs as well as the threshold ts from the string s can be accomplished
by a first order sentence expressing Πr. However, a big deal of that is simply
copying and filling in constants. In particular, both As and Bs can be computed
by these simple operations, namely, inserting the string s in As and preparing
the frames in both images. The most complex work is the computation of ts
because it contains a division. But whereas general division is TC0-complete the
division by the constant two can be established using only addition by

DIV2[x, y] = ∃z ADD[y, y, x] ∨ (ADD[y, y, z] ∧ADD[z, 1, x]),

i.e., there is a first order subformula DIV2[x, y] that expresses �0.5x� = y. The
following theorem states the completeness result:

Theorem 5. The decision version of the AIMP is UD-TC0-complete under
UD-FAC0-reductions.

6 Conclusions

This paper analyzes the complexity of affine image matching. It argues the ex-
istence of a first order sentence using the majority quantifier that expresses this
problem, thus, showing that affine image matching is contained in UD-FTC0.
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Moreover, it gives a UD-FAC0-reduction from majority to affine image matching
and therefore provides that the problem is even complete in UD-TC0.

This work concentrates on affine image matching and neglects the superset of
projective transformations and the subset of linear transformations considered
in [14]. It is a natural conjecture that linear image matching can also be solved
in TC0 and that projective image matching is at least hard in TC0.

In particular the whole approach of this paper can be easily transfered to
the case of projective transformations, i.e., even projective image matching is
UD-TC0-complete under UD-FAC0-reductions. This paper sticks to affine image
matching only for convenience because some results become more technical for
projective transformations. Beside the pure complication of introducing previous
work, especially the formulation of an analogue of Theorem 3 requires handling
a multiplicity of cases which makes the basic ideas less perspicuous.

For linear transformations the case is more complicated. Although a proper
subclass, the structure of linear transformations is geometrically harder than in
the affine case. This results basically from the fact that the arrangement A(Hn)
under linear transformations contains faces which have no volume. Consequently,
it is likely that they are missed during a sampling process as described in this
paper. The same holds for several of the small subclasses of affine transforma-
tions like scaling and rotation which were analyzed in [15]. Although the author
believes that image matching under each of these classes can be done in TC0,
it remains open whether this is true. At least the problem’s hardness for TC0 is
evident even for scalings because the reduction builds mainly on Δ and benefits
from a restriction on the class of transformations.

Regarding the practicability of this paper’s results notice that problems in
TC0 can be solved very efficiently in time. However, whereas TC0 restricts size
only polynomially, it is practically impossible to create circuits of n78 proces-
sors even for small n. But the containment in TC0 has to be seen more in a
structural context that gains insight into the problem’s properties. Particularly,
the immense growth in size is partially caused by the weak uniformity con-
straint, which is a natural choice for complexity analysis. But more powerful
models of construction produce much smaller circuits. Consider e.g. P-uniform
TC0 families, i.e., where circuits Cn must be constructible by a Turing machine
in polynomial time. This is a very natural model for practical settings because
it allows resources consumption during the planning of Cn but saves them when
Cn comes into operation. Under this setting the graph In can be generated and
then used to construct Cn, thus, to reduce the size consumption of the circuit.

According to the above note, this paper is another step towards image match-
ing in real applications. The author hopes that it helps to initiate future work
on the practical aspects of image matching like for example the first impressions
that were revealed from [20].
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Abstract. The dictionary matching problem seeks all locations in a text
that match any of the patterns in a dictionary. In the compressed dictio-
nary matching problem, the input is in compressed form. In this paper
we introduce the 2-dimensional compressed dictionary matching problem
in Lempel-Ziv compressed images, and present an efficient solution for
patterns whose rows are all periodic. Given k patterns, each of (uncom-
pressed) size m×m, and a text of (uncompressed) size n×n, all in 2D-LZ
compressed form, our algorithm finds all occurrences of the patterns in the
text. The algorithm is strongly inplace, i.e., the extra space it uses is pro-
portional to the optimal compression of the dictionary, which is O(km).
The preprocessing time of the algorithm is O(km2), linear in the uncom-
pressed dictionary size, and the time for performing the search is linear in
the uncompressed text size, independent of the dictionary size. Our algo-
rithm is general in the sense that it can be used for any 2D compression
scheme which can be sequentially decompressed in small space.

1 Introduction

The compressed matching problem is the problem of finding all occurrences of a
pattern in a compressed text. Various algorithms have been devised to solve the
2D compressed matching problem, e.g., [6, 3, 4]. The dictionary matching problem
is that of locating all occurrences of a set of patterns in a given text. In this paper
we introduce the compressed dictionary matching problem in 2-dimensions. Com-
pressed dictionary matching can be trivially solved using any compressed pattern
matching algorithm and searching for each pattern separately. Preferably, an al-
gorithm should scan the text once so that its search time depends only on the size
of the text and not on the size of the dictionary of patterns. Aho and Corasick
achieved this goal for uncompressed patterns and text.
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We address 2D compressed dictionary matching when the patterns and text
are in LZ78 compressed form. Space is an important concern of a compressed
pattern matching algorithm. An algorithm is strongly inplace if the amount of
extra space it uses is proportional to the optimal compression of the data. The
algorithm we present is both linear time and strongly inplace. The problem we
are addressing is of practical significance. Many images are stored in Lempel-Ziv
compressed form. Facial recognition is a direct application of 2D compressed
dictionary matching. The goal of such software is to identify individuals in a
larger image based on a dictionary of previously identified faces. An efficient
algorithm does not depend on the size of the database of known images.

Pattern matching cannot be performed directly on compressed data since com-
pression is context-sensitive. The same uncompressed string can be compressed
differently in different files, depending on the data that precedes the matching
content. The key property of LZ78 is the ability to perform decompression using
constant space in time linear in the uncompressed string. We follow the assump-
tion of Amir et. al. [3] and consider the row-by-row linearization of 2D data.

Existing algorithms for 2D dictionary matching are not sequential. Thus, they
are not easily adapted to form strongly-inplace algorithms. Amir and Farach
contributed a 2D dictionary matching algorithm that can be used for square
patterns [2]. Its time complexity is linear in the size of the text with prepro-
cessing time linear in the size of the dictionary. Their algorithm linearizes the
patterns by considering subrow/subcolumn pairs around the diagonal, which is
not conducive to row-by-row decompression. Idury and Schaffer discuss multiple
pattern matching in two dimensions for rectangular patterns [9]. Although their
algorithm is efficient, the data structures require more space than we allow.

We do not know of a small-space dictionary matching algorithm for even
one-dimensional data. Multiple pattern matching in LZW compressed text is
addressed by Kida et. al. [10]. They present an algorithm that simulates the
Aho-Corasick search mechanism for compressed, one-dimensional texts and an
uncompressed dictionary of patterns. Their approach uses space proportional
to both the compressed text and uncompressed dictionary sizes, which is more
space than we allow.

In this paper we present an algorithm that solves the 2D LZ-Compressed
Dictionary Matching Problem where all pattern rows are periodic and the periods
are no greater than m/4. Given a dictionary of 2D LZ-compressed patterns,
P1, P2, . . . , Pk, each of uncompressed size m × m, and a compressed text of
uncompressed size n × n, we find all occurrences of patterns in the text. Our
algorithm is strongly inplace since it uses O(km) space. The best compression
that LZ78 can achieve on the dictionary is O(km) [14]. The time complexity
of our algorithm is O(km2 + n2 log σ), where σ = min(km, |Σ|) and Σ is the
alphabet. After preprocessing the dictionary, the time complexity is independent
of the dictionary size.

Amir et. al. present an algorithm for strongly-inplace single pattern matching
in 2D LZ78-compressed data [3]. Their algorithm requires O(m3) time to pre-
process the pattern of uncompressed size m × m and search time proportional
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to the uncompressed text size. Our preprocessing scheme can be used to reduce
the preprocessing time of their algorithm to O(m2), linear in the size of the
uncompressed pattern, resulting in an overall time complexity of O(m2 + n2).

2 Overview

We overcome the space requirement of traditional 2D dictionary matching al-
gorithms with an innovative preprocessing scheme that converts 2D patterns
to a linear representation. The pattern rows are initially classified into groups,
with each group having a single representative. We store a witness, or position
of mismatch, between the group representatives. A 2D pattern is named by the
group representative for each of its rows. This is a generalization of the naming
technique used by Bird [7] and Baker [5] to linearize 2D data. The preprocessing
is performed in a single pass over the patterns with no need to decompress more
than two pattern rows at a time. O(1) information is stored per pattern row,
resulting in a total of O(km) information. Details of the preprocessing stage can
be found in Section 3.

In the text scanning phase, we name the rows of the text to form a 1D repre-
sentation of the 2D text. Then, we use an Aho-Corasick (AC) automaton [1] to
mark candidates of possible pattern occurrences in the 1D text in O(n2 log σ)
time. Since similar pattern rows were grouped together, we need a verification
stage to determine if the candidates are actual pattern occurrences. With addi-
tional preprocessing of the 1D pattern representations, a single pass suffices to
verify potential pattern occurrences in the text. The details of the text scanning
stage are described in Section 4.

The algorithm of Amir et. al. [3] is divided into two cases. A pattern can (i)
have only periodic rows with all periods ≤ m/4 or (ii) have at least one aperiodic
row or a row with a period > m/4. We focus on the more difficult case, (i). In
such an instance, the number of pattern occurrences is potentially larger than the
amount of working space we allow. Our algorithm performs linear-time strongly-
inplace 2D LZ-compressed dictionary matching of patterns in which all rows are
periodic with periods ≤ m/4.

A known technique for minimizing space is to work with small overlapping text
blocks of uncompressed size 3m/2×3m/2. The potential starts all lie in the upper-
left m/2×m/2 square. If O(km2) space were allowed, then the 2D-LZ dictionary
matching problem would easily be solved by decompressing small text blocks and
using any known 2D dictionary matching algorithm within each text block. How-
ever, a strongly-inplace algorithm, such as ours, uses only O(km) extra space.

We follow the framework of [3] to sequentially decompress small blocks of 2D-
LZ data in time linear in the uncompressed text and in constant space. O(m)
pointers are used to keep track of the current location in the compressed text.

3 Pattern Preprocessing

Definition 1. A string p is primitive if it cannot be expressed in the form p =
uk, for k > 1 and a prefix u of p.
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Definition 2. A string p is periodic in u if p = u′uk where u′ is a suffix of u,
u is primitive, and k ≥ 2.

A periodic string p can be expressed as u′uk for one unique primitive u. We refer
to u as “the period” of p. Depending on the context, u can refer to either the
string u or the period size |u|.
Definition 3. [8] A 2D m × m pattern is h-periodic, or horizontally periodic,
if two copies of the pattern can be aligned in the top row so that there is no
mismatch in the region of overlap and the length of overlap in each row is ≥ m/2.

Observation 1. A 2D pattern is h-periodic iff each of its rows is periodic.

A dictionary of h-periodic patterns can occur Ω(km) times in a text block. It is dif-
ficult to search for periodic patterns in small space since the output can be larger
than the amount of extra space we allow. We take advantage of the periodicity of
pattern rows to succinctly represent pattern occurrences. The distance between
any two overlapping occurrences of Pi in the same row is the Least Common Mul-
tiple (LCM) of the periods of all rows of Pi. We precompute the LCM of each
pattern so that O(1) space suffices to store all occurrences of a pattern in a row,
and O(km) space suffices to store all occurrences of h-periodic patterns.

We introduce two new data structures that allow our algorithm to achieve a
small space yet linear time complexity. They are the witness tree and the offset
tree. The witness tree facilitates the linear-time preprocessing of pattern rows.
The offset tree allows the text scanning stage to achieve linear time complexity,
independent of the number of patterns in the dictionary.

3.1 Lyndon Word Naming

Definition 4. Two words x, y are conjugate if x = uv, y = vu for some words
u, v [12].

Definition 5. A Lyndon word is a primitive string which is lexicographically
smaller than any of its conjugates [12].

We partition the pattern rows into disjoint groups. Each group is given a different
name and a representative is chosen for each group. Pattern rows whose periods
are conjugates of each other are grouped together. Conjugacy is an equivalence
relation. Every primitive word has a conjugate which is a Lyndon word; namely,
its least conjugate. Computing the smallest conjugate of a word is a practical way
of obtaining a standard representation of a word’s conjugacy class. This process
is called canonization and can be done in linear time and space [12]. We will use
the same 1D name to represent all patterns whose periods are conjugates of each
other. This enables us to linearize the 2D patterns in a meaningful manner.

We decompress and name the pattern rows, one at a time. After decompressing
a row, its period is found and canonized. If a new Lyndon word or a new period
size is encountered, the row is given a new name. Otherwise, the row adopts the
name already given to another member of its conjugacy class. A 2D pattern is
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Fig. 1. Three 2D patterns with their 1D representations. Patterns 1 and 2 are not the
same, yet their 1D representations are the same.

transformed to a 1D representation by naming its rows. Thus, an m×m pattern
can be represented in O(m) space and a 2D dictionary can be represented in
O(km) space.

Three 2D patterns and their 1D representations are shown in Figure 1. To
understand the naming process we will look at Pattern 1. The period of the
first row is aabb, which is four characters long. It is given the name 1. When
the second row is examined, its period is found to be aabc, which is also four
characters long. aabb and aabc are both Lyndon words of size four, but they
are different, so the second row is named 2. The period of the third row is abca,
which is represented by the Lyndon word aabc. Thus, the second and third rows
are given the same name even though they are not identical.

Pattern preprocessing is performed on one row at a time to conserve space. We
decompress one row at a time and gather the necessary information. An LZ78
compressed string can be decompressed in time and space linear to the size of the
uncompressed string [3]. After decompressing a pattern row, its period is identified
using known techniques in linear time and space, i.e., using a KMP automaton [11]
of the string. Then, we compute and store O(1) information per row1: period size,
name, and position of the first Lyndon word occurrence in the row (LYpos).

We use the witness tree to name the pattern rows. Since we know which
Lyndon word represents a row, the same name is given to pattern rows whose
periods are conjugates of each other. Rows that have already been named are
stored in a witness tree. We only compare a new string to previously named
strings of the same size. The witness tree keeps track of failures in Lyndon word
character comparisons. With the witness tree, we compare at most one named
row to the new row.

3.2 Witness Tree

Components of witness tree:

– Internal node: position of a character mismatch. The position is an integer
∈ [1, m].

1 This is under the assumption that the word size is large enough to store log m bits
in one word.
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Fig. 2. A witness tree for the Lyndon words of length 4

– Edge: labeled with a character in Σ. Two edges emanating from a node must
have different labels.

– Leaf: an equivalence class representing one or more pattern rows.

When a new row is examined, we need to determine if the Lyndon word of its
period has already been named. An Aho-Corasick [1] automaton completes this
task in O(km2) time and space, but we allow only O(km) space. The witness
tree allows us to identify the only named string of the same size that has no
recorded position of mismatch with the new string, if there is one. A witness
tree for Lyndon words of length four is depicted in Figure 2.

The witness tree is used as it is constructed in the pattern preprocessing
stage. As strings of the same size are compared, points of distinction between
the representatives of 1D names are identified and stored in a tree structure.
When a mismatch is found between strings that have no recorded distinction,
comparison halts, and the point of failure is added to the tree. Characters of
a new string are examined in the order dictated by traversal of the witness
tree, possibly out of sequence. If traversal halts at an internal node, the string
receives a new name. Otherwise, traversal halts at a leaf, and the new string
is sequentially compared to the string represented by the leaf. Depending on
whether comparison completes successfully, the new string receives either the
name of the leaf or a new name.

As an example, we explain how the name 7 becomes a leaf in the witness
tree of Figure 2. We seek to classify the Lyndon word acbc, using the witness
tree for Lyndon words of size four. Since the root represents position 4, the
first comparison finds that c, the fourth character in acbc, matches the edge
connecting the root to its right child. This brings us to the right child of the
root, which tells us to look at position 3. Since there is a b at the third position
of acbc, we reach the leaf labeled 2. Thus, we compare the Lyndon words acbc
and aabc. They differ at the second position, so we create an internal node for
position 2, with leaves labeled 2 and 7 as its children, and their edges labeled a
and c, respectively.
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Lemma 1. Of the named strings that are the same size as a new string, i, there
is at most one equivalence class, j, that has no recorded mismatch against i.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose we have two such classes, l and j.
Both l and j have the same size as i and neither has a recorded mismatch with
i. By transitivity of the equivalence relation, we have not recorded a mismatch
between l and j. This means that l and j should have received the same name.
This contradicts the assumption that l and j are different classes. ��
Lemma 2. The witness trees for the rows of k patterns, each of size m×m, is
O(km) in size.

Proof. The proof is by induction. The first time a string of size u is encountered,
initialize the tree for strings of size u to a single leaf. Subsequent examination of
a string of size u contributes either zero or one new node (with an accompanying
edge) to the tree. Either the string is given a name that has already been used
or it is given a new name. If the string is given a name already used, the tree
remains unchanged. If the string is given a new name, it mismatched another
string of the same size. There are two possibilities to consider.

(i) A leaf is replaced with an internal node to represent the position of mis-
match. The new internal node has two leaves as its children. One leaf represents
the new name, and the other represents the string to which it was compared.
The new edges are labeled with the characters that mismatched.

(ii) A new leaf is created by adding an edge to an existing internal node. The
new edge represents the character that mismatched and the new leaf represents
the new name. ��
Corollary 1. The witness tree for Lyndon words of length u has depth ≤ u.

Lemma 3. A pattern row of size O(m) is named in O(m) time using the ap-
propriate witness tree.

Proof. By Lemma 1, a new string is compared to at most one other string, j.
A witness tree is traversed from the root to identify j. Traversal of a witness
tree ceases either at an internal node or at a leaf. The time spent traversing a
tree is bounded by its depth. By Corollary 1, the tree-depth is O(m), so the tree
is traversed in O(m) comparisons. Thus, a new string is classified with O(m)
comparisons. ��
The patterns are named in O(km2) time using only O(km) extra space. This
time complexity is optimal since each pattern row must be decompressed and
examined at least once. Since we require only O(1) rows to be decompressed at
a time, naming is done within O(m) extra space.

3.3 Preprocessing the 1D Patterns

Once the pattern rows are named, an Aho-Corasick (AC) automaton is con-
structed for the 1D patterns of names. (See Figure 1 for the 1D names of three
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patterns.) Several different patterns have the same 1D name if their rows belong
to the same equivalence classes. This is easily detected in the AC automaton
since the patterns occur at the same terminal state.

The next preprocessing step computes the Least Common Multiple (LCM)
of each distinct 1D pattern. This can be done incrementally, one row at a time,
in time proportional to the number of pattern rows. The LCM of an h-periodic
pattern reveals the horizontal distance between its candidates in a text block.
This conserves space as there are fewer candidates to maintain. In effect, this
will also conserve verification time.

If several patterns share a 1D name, an offset tree is constructed of the Lyndon
word positions in these patterns. We defer the description of the offset tree to
Section 4.1 where it is used in the verification phase.

In summary, pattern preprocessing in O(km2) time and O(m) space:

1. For each pattern row, (i) decompress (ii) compute period and canonize (iii)
store period size, name, first Lyndon word occurrence (LYpos).

2. Construct AC automaton of 1D patterns.
3. Find LCM of each 1D pattern.
4. For multiple patterns of same 1D name, build offset tree.

4 Text Scanning

Our algorithm processes the text once and searches for all patterns simultane-
ously. The text is broken into overlapping blocks of uncompressed size 3m/2 ×
3m/2. Each text row is decompressed O(1) times with 1 or 2 pointers to mark
the end of each row in the block of text. One pointer indicates the position in
the compressed text. When the endpoint of a row in the text block occurs in
middle of a compressed character, a second pointer indicates its position within
the compressed character. In total, O(m) pointers are used to keep track of the
current location in the compressed text.

The text scanning stage has three steps:

1. Name rows of text.
2. Identify candidates with a 1D dictionary matching algorithm, e.g., AC.
3. Verify candidates separately for each text row using the offset tree of the 1D

pattern.

Step 1. Name Text Rows
We search a 2D text for a 1D dictionary patterns using a 1D Aho-Corasick (AC)
automaton. A 1D pattern can begin at any of the first m/2 positions of a text
block row. The AC automaton can branch to one of several characters; we can’t
afford the time or space to search for each of them in the text row. Thus, we
name the rows of a text block before searching for patterns. The divide-and-
conquer algorithm of Main and Lorentz [13] finds all maximal repetitions that
cross a given point in linear time. Repetitions of length ≥ m that cross the
midpoint and have a period size ≤ m/4 are the only ones that are of interest to
our algorithm.
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Lemma 4. At most one maximal periodic substring of length ≥ m with period
≤ m/4 can occur in a text block row of size 3m/2.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that two maximal periodic sub-
strings of length m, with period ≤ m/4 occur in a row. Call the periods of these
strings u and v. Since we are looking at periodic substrings that begin within an
m/2×m/2 square, the two substrings overlap by at least m/2 characters. Since u
and v are no larger than m/4, at least two adjacent copies of both u and v occur
in the overlap. This contradicts the fact that both u and v are primitive. ��
After finding the only maximal periodic substring of length ≥ m with period
≤ m/4, the text rows are named in much the same way as the pattern rows
are named. The period of the maximal run is found and canonized. Then, the
appropriate witness tree is used to name the text row. We use the witness tree
constructed during pattern preprocessing since we are only interested in identi-
fying text rows that correspond to Lyndon words found in the pattern rows. At
most one pattern row will be decompressed to classify the conjugacy class of a
text row. In addition to the name, period size, and LYpos, we maintain a left
and right pointer for each row of a text block. left and right mark the endpoints
of the periodic substring in the text. The LYpos (position of first Lyndon word
occurrence) is computed relative to the left pointer of the row. This process is
repeated for each row, and O(m) information is obtained for the text block.

Complexity of Step 1: The largest periodic substring of a row of width 3m/2,
if it exists, can be found in O(m) time and space [13]. Its period can be found
and canonized in linear time and space [12]. The row is named in O(m) time
and space using the appropriate witness tree (Lemma 3). Overall, O(m2) time
and O(m) space is needed to name the rows of a text block.

Step 2. Identify Candidates
After Step 1 completes, a 1D text remains, each row labeled with a name, period
size, LYpos, and left/right boundaries. A 1D dictionary matching algorithm, such
as AC, is used to mark occurrences of the 1D patterns of names. The occurrence
of a 1D pattern indicates the potential occurrence of 2D pattern(s) since several
2D dictionary patterns can have the same 1D name. All candidates, or possible
pattern starts, are in rows marked with occurrences of the 1D pattern. The
occurrence of a 1D pattern is not sufficient evidence that a 2D pattern actually
occurs. Thus, a separate verification step is necessary. The left pointer with the
LYpos identify the first occurrence of a pattern row. Since the patterns are h-
periodic, pattern occurrences are at multiples of the first row’s period size that
leave enough space for the pattern width before right.

Complexity of Step 2: 1D dictionary matching in a string of size m can be
done in O(m log σ) time and O(mk) space using an AC automaton [1].

Step 3. Verify Candidates
The verification process considers each row of text that contains candidates
separately. Recall that a text row contains candidates iff a 1D pattern begins
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Fig. 3. (a) Two consistent patterns are shown. Each pattern is a horizontal cyclic
shift of the other. (b) The first Lyndon word occurrence on each row of the pattern is
represented by a sequence of Xs. (c) The representative of this consistency class. The
class representative is the shift in which the Lyndon word of the first row begins at the
first position.

there. Several patterns can share a 1D representation. We need to verify the
overall width of the 1D names, as well as the alignment of the periods among
rows.

After identifying a text row as containing candidates for a pattern occurrence,
we need to ensure that the labeled periodic string extends over at least m columns
in each of the next m rows. We are interested in the minimum of all right pointers,
minRight, as well as the maximum of all left pointers, maxLeft, as this is the
range of positions in which the pattern(s) can occur. If the pattern will not fit
between minRight and maxLeft, i.e., minRight−maxLeft < m, candidates in the
row are eliminated.

The verification stage must also ascertain that the Lyndon word positions in
the text align with the Lyndon word positions in the pattern rows. Naively, this
can be done in O(m3) time. We verify a candidate row in O(m) time using the
offset tree of a 1D pattern.

Several different patterns that have the same 1D representation can occur
at overlapping positions on the same text row. We call such a set of patterns
consistent. Consistent patterns can be obtained from one another by performing
a horizontal cyclic permutation of the characters, i.e., by moving several columns
to the opposite end of the matrix. Figure 3 depicts a pair of consistent patterns.
Pattern consistency is an equivalence relation. We can form equivalence classes
of patterns with the same 1D name and then classify the text as belonging to
at most one group. We choose a representative for each equivalence class. The
class representative is the shift in which the Lyndon word of the first row begins
at the first position.

Each row of the 2D array is represented by its 1D arrays of names and LYpos.
To convert a pattern to one that is consistent with it, its rows are shifted by
the same constant, but the LYpos of its rows may not be. However, the shift
is the same across the rows, relative to the period size of each row. Figure 3
shows an example of consistent patterns and the relative shifts of their rows.
Notice that (b) can be obtained from (c) by shifting two columns towards the
left. The first occurrence of the Lyndon word of the first row is at position 3 in
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(b) and at position 1 in (c). This shift seems to reverse in the third row, since the
Lyndon word first occurs at position 1 in (b) and at position 3 in (c). However,
the relative shift remains the same, since the shift is cyclic. We summarize this
relationship in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Two patterns are consistent iff the LYpos of all their rows are shifted
by C mod period size of the row, where C is a constant.

The proof is omitted due to lack of space and will be included in the journal
version.

4.1 Offset Tree

We construct an offset tree to align the shifted LYpos arrays of patterns with
the same 1D name so that the text can be classified, and ultimately verified, in
O(m) time. This allows the text scanning stage to complete in time proportional
to the text size, independent of the dictionary size. An offset tree is shown in
Figure 4.

Components of offset tree:

– Root: represents the first row of a pattern.
– Internal node: represents a row from 1 to m, strictly larger than its parent.
– Edge: labeled by shifted LYpos entries. Two edges that leave a node must

have different labels.
– Leaf: represents a consistency class of dictionary patterns.

We construct an offset tree for each 1D pattern of names. One pattern at a time,
we traverse the tree and compare the shifted LYpos arrays in sequential order
until a mismatch is found or we reach a leaf. If a mismatch occurs at an edge
leading to a leaf, a new internal node and a leaf are created, to represent the
position of mismatch and the new consistency class, respectively. If a mismatch
occurs at an edge leading to an internal node, a new branch is created (and
possibly a new internal node) with a new leaf to represent the new consistency
class.
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Fig. 4. Offset tree for patterns 1 and 2 which have the same 1D name. The LYpos
entries are not shifted for the first pattern since its first entry is 1, while the LYpos
entries of the second pattern are shifted by 2 mod period size of row.
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Lemma 6. The consistency class of a string of length m is found in O(m) time.

The proof is omitted due to lack of space and will be included in the journal
version.

Observation 2. The offset trees for k 1D patterns, each of size m, is of size
O(km).

We modify the LYpos array of the text to reflect the first Lyndon word occurrence
in each text row after maxLeft. Each modified LYpos entry is ≥ maxLeft and
can be computed in O(1) time with basic arithmetic.

We shift the text’s LYpos values so that the Lyndon word of the first row
occurs at the first position. We traverse the offset tree to determine which pat-
tern(s), if any, are consistent with the text. If traversal ceases at a leaf, then its
pattern(s) can occur in the text, provided the text is sufficiently wide.

At this point, we know which patterns are consistent with the window of m
rows beginning in a given text row. The last step is to locate the actual positions
at which a pattern begins, within the given text row. We need to reverse the shift
of the consistent patterns by looking up the first LYpos of each pattern that is
consistent with the text block. Then we verify that the periodic substrings of the
text are sufficiently wide. That is, we announce position i as a pattern occurrence
iff minRight − i ≥ m. Subsequent pattern occurrences in the same row are at
LCM multiples of the pattern.

Complexity of Step 3: There can be O(m) rows in a text block that contain
candidates. maxLeft and minRight are computed in O(m) time for the m rows
that a pattern can span. The LYpos array is modified and shifted in O(m) time.
Then, the offset tree is traversed with O(m log σ) comparisons. Determining the
actual occurrences of a pattern requires O(m) time, proportional to the width
of a pattern row.

Verification of a candidate row is done in O(m log σ) time. Overall, verification
of a text block is done in time proportional to the uncompressed text block size,
O(m2 log σ). The verification process requires O(m) space in addition to the
O(km) preprocessing space.

Complexity of Text Scanning Stage: Each block of text is processed sepa-
rately in O(m) space and in O(m2 log σ) time. Since the text blocks are O(m2)
in size, there are O(n2)/(m2) blocks of text. Overall, O(n2 log σ) time and O(m)
space are required to process text of uncompressed size n × n.

5 Conclusion

We have developed the first strongly-inplace dictionary matching algorithm for
2D LZ78-compressed data. Our algorithm is for h-periodic patterns in which the
period of each row is ≤ m/4. The preprocessing time-complexity of our algorithm
is optimal, as it is proportional to the uncompressed dictionary size. The text
scanning stage searches for multiple patterns simultaneously, allowing the text
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block to be decompressed and processed one row at a time. After information
is gathered about the rows of a text block, potential pattern occurrences are
identified and then verified in a single pass. Overall, our algorithm requires only
O(km) working space.

We would like to extend the algorithm to patterns with an aperiodic row or
with a row whose period period > m/4. With such a row, many pattern rows
with different 1D names can overlap in a text block row. Pattern preprocessing
can focus on the first such row of each pattern and form an AC automaton of
those rows. However, verification of the candidates requires a small-space 1D
dictionary matching algorithm, which seems to be an open problem.
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Abstract. Searching for genes encoding microRNAs (miRNAs) is an
important task in genome analysis. Because the secondary structure of
miRNA (but not the sequence) is highly conserved, the genes encoding
it can be determined by finding regions in a genomic DNA sequence that
match the structure. It is known that algorithms using a bidirectional
search on the DNA sequence for this task outperform algorithms based
on unidirectional search. The data structures supporting a bidirectional
search (affix trees and affix arrays), however, are rather complex and
suffer from their large space consumption. Here, we present a new data
structure called bidirectional wavelet index that supports bidirectional
search with much less space. With this data structure, it is possible
to search for RNA secondary structural patterns in large genomes, for
example the human genome.

1 Introduction

It is now known that microRNAs (miRNAs) regulate the expression of many
protein-coding genes and that the proper functioning of certain miRNAs is im-
portant for preventing cancer and other diseases. microRNAs are RNA molecules
that are encoded by genes from whose DNA they are transcribed, but they are
not translated into protein. Instead each primary transcript is processed into a
secondary structure (consisting of approximately 70 nucleotides) called a pre-
miRNA and finally into a functional miRNA. This so-called mature miRNA is
21-24 nucleotides long, so a gene encoding a miRNA is much longer than the pro-
cessed mature miRNA molecule itself. Mature miRNA molecules are either fully
or partially complementary to one or more messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules,
and their main function is to down-regulate gene expression. The first miRNA
was described by Lee et al. [1], but the term miRNA was only introduced in 2001
when the abundance of these tiny regulatory RNAs was discovered; see [2] for an
overview. miRNAs are highly conserved during evolution, not on the sequence
level, but as secondary structures. Thus, the task of finding the genes coding for
a certain miRNA in a genome is to find all regions in the genomic DNA sequence
that match its structural pattern. Because the structural pattern often consists
of a hairpin loop and a stem (which may also have bulges), the most efficient
algorithms first search for candidate regions matching the loop and then try to
extend both ends by searching for complementary base pairs A–U, G–C, or G–U
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that form the stem. Because T (thymine) is replaced with U (uracil) in the tran-
scription from DNA to RNA, one must search for the pairs A–T, G–C, or G–T
in the DNA sequence. For example, if the loop is the sequence GGAC, then it is
extended by one of the four nucleotides to the left or to the right, say by G to
the right, and all regions in the DNA sequence matching GGACG are searched
for (by forward search). Out of these candidate regions only those survive that
can be extended by C or T to the left because only C and T (U, respectively)
form a base pair with G, and the stem is formed by complementary base pairs.
In other words, in the next step one searches for all regions in the DNA sequence
matching either CGGACG or TGGACG (by backward search). Such a search
strategy can be pursued only if bidirectional search is possible. Mauri and Pavesi
[3] used affix trees for this purpose, while Strothmann [4] employed affix arrays.

Research on data structures supporting bidirectional search in a string started
in 1995 with Stoye’s diploma thesis on affix trees (the English translation ap-
peared in [5]), and Maaß [6] showed that affix trees can be constructed on-line
in linear time. Basically, the affix tree of a string S comprises both the suffix
tree of S (supporting forward search) and the suffix tree of the reverse string
Srev (supporting backward search). It requires approximately 45n bytes, where
n is the length of S. Strothmann [4] showed that affix arrays have the same
functionality as affix trees, but they require only 18n–20n bytes (depending on
the implementation). An affix array combines the suffix arrays of S and Srev,
but it is a complex data structure because the interplay between the two suffix
arrays is rather difficult to implement. In this paper, we present a new data
structure called bidirectional wavelet index that consists of the wavelet tree of
the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string of S (supporting backward search) and
the wavelet tree of the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string of Srev (supporting
forward search). In contrast to affix arrays, however, the interplay between the
two is easy to implement. Our experiments show that the bidirectional wavelet
index decreases the space requirement by a factor of 21 (compared to affix ar-
rays), making it possible to search bidirectionally in very large strings.

2 Preliminaries

Let Σ be an ordered alphabet whose smallest element is the so-called sentinel
character $. If Σ consists of σ characters and is fixed, then we may view Σ as
an array of size σ such that the characters appear in ascending order in the array
Σ[1..σ], i.e., Σ[1] = $ < Σ[2] < . . . < Σ[σ]. In the following, S is a string of
length n over Σ having the sentinel character at the end (and nowhere else). For
1 ≤ i ≤ n, S[i] denotes the character at position i in S. For i ≤ j, S[i..j] denotes
the substring of S starting with the character at position i and ending with the
character at position j. Furthermore, Si denotes the ith suffix S[i..n] of S. The
suffix array SA of the string S is an array of integers in the range 1 to n specify-
ing the lexicographic ordering of the n suffixes of the string S, that is, it satisfies
SSA[1] < SSA[2] < . . . < SSA[n]; see Fig. 1 for an example. In the following, SA−1

denotes the inverse of the permutation SA. The suffix array was introduced by
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i SA BWT SSA[i]

getBounds([6..11], [1..7], )

getBounds([4..8], [5..7], )

getBounds([3..7], [5..6], )

Fig. 1. Left: Suffix array and Burrows-Wheeler-transformed string BWT of string S =
el_anele_lepanelen$. Right: Conceptual illustration of the wavelet tree of the string
BWT = nle_pl$nnlleee_eaae. Only the bit vectors are stored; the corresponding
strings are shown for clarity. The shaded regions and the function getBounds will be
explained later.

Manber and Myers [7]. In 2003, it was shown independently and contemporane-
ously by three research groups that a direct linear time construction of the suffix
array is possible. To date, over 20 different suffix array construction algorithms are
known; see [8] for details. Forward search on a suffix array can be done in O(log n)
time per character by binary search; see [7].

Given the suffix array SA of a string S, the Burrows and Wheeler transforma-
tion BWT[1..n] of S is defined by BWT[i] = S[SA[i] − 1] for all i with SA[i] �= 1
and BWT[i] = $ otherwise; see Fig. 1. In virtually all cases, the Burrows-Wheeler
transformed string compresses much better than the original string; see [9]. The
permutation LF , defined by LF (i) = SA−1[SA[i] − 1] for all i with SA[i] �= 1
and LF (i) = 1 otherwise, is called LF -mapping. Its inverse permutation is usu-
ally called ψ-function. Both LF and ψ can be represented more compactly than
the suffix array. A compressed full-text index based on a compressed form of
the LF -mapping is commonly referred to as FM-index [10]. If it is based on a
compressed ψ-function it is usually called compressed suffix array [11]. The LF -
mapping can be implemented by LF (i) = C[c] + Occ(c, i) where c = BWT[i],
C[c] is the overall number (of occurrences) of characters in S which are strictly
smaller than c, and Occ(c, i) is the number of occurrences of the character c in
BWT[1..i]. Details about the Burrows and Wheeler transform and related topics
can for instance be found in [12].
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Algorithm 1. Given c ∈ Σ and an ω-interval [i..j], backwardSearch(c, [i..j])
returns the cω-interval if it exists, and ⊥ otherwise.
backwardSearch(c, [i..j])

i← C[c] + Occ(c, i− 1) + 1
j ← C[c] + Occ(c, j)
if i ≤ j then return [i..j]
else return ⊥

Ferragina and Manzini [10] showed that it is possible to search a pattern
character-by-character backwards in the suffix array SA of string S, without
storing SA. Backward search can be implemented such that each step takes
only constant time, albeit a more space-efficient implementation takes O(log σ)
time; see below. In the following, the ω-interval in SA of a substring ω of S
is the interval [i..j] such that ω is a prefix of SSA[k] for all i ≤ k ≤ j, but
ω is not a prefix of any other suffix of S. For example, the le-interval in the
suffix array of Fig. 1 is the interval [13..15]. Searching backwards in the string
S = el_anele_lepanelen$ for the pattern le works as follows. By definition,
backward search for the last character of the pattern starts with the ε-interval
[1..n], where ε denotes the empty string. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of
one backward search step. In our example, backwardSearch(e, [1..19]) returns
the e-interval [6..11] because C[e] + Occ(e, 1 − 1) + 1 = 5 + 0 + 1 = 6 and
C[e] + Occ(e, 19) = 5 + 6 = 11. In the next step, backwardSearch(l, [6..11])
delivers the le-interval [13..15] because C[l]+Occ(l, 6−1)+1 = 11+1+1 = 13
and C[l] +Occ(l, 11) = 11 + 4 = 15.

With the space-efficient wavelet tree introduced by Grossi et al. [13], each
step of the backward search in string S takes O(log σ) time, as we shall see
next. We say that an interval [l..r] is an alphabet interval, if it is a subinterval
of [1..σ], where σ = |Σ|. For an alphabet interval [l..r], the string BWT[l..r] is
obtained from the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string BWT of S by deleting all
characters in BWT that do not belong to the subalphabet Σ[l..r] of Σ[1..σ]. As
an example, consider the string BWT = nle_pl$nnlleee_eaae and the alphabet
interval [1..4]. The string BWT[1..4] is obtained from nle_pl$nnlleee_eaae by
deleting the characters l, n, and p. Thus, BWT[1..4] = e_$eee_eaae.

The wavelet tree of the string BWT over the alphabet Σ[1..σ] is a balanced
binary search tree defined as follows. Each node v of the tree corresponds to a
string BWT[l..r], where [l..r] is an alphabet interval. The root of the tree cor-
responds to the string BWT = BWT[1..σ]. If l = r, then v has no children.
Otherwise, v has two children: its left child corresponds to the string BWT[l..m]

and its right child corresponds to the string BWT[m+1..r], where m = � l+r
2 �. In

this case, v stores a bit vector B[l..r] of size r − l + 1 whose i-th entry is 0 if
the i-th character in BWT[l..r] belongs to the subalphabet Σ[l..m] and 1 if it
belongs to the subalphabet Σ[m+1..r]. To put it differently, an entry in the bit
vector is 0 if the corresponding character belongs to the left subtree and 1 if it
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Algorithm 2. For a character c, an index i, and an alphabet interval [l..r],
the function Occ′(c, i, [l..r]) returns the number of occurrences of c in the string
BWT[l..r][1..i], unless l = r (in this case, it returns i).
Occ′(c, i, [l..r])

if l = r then return i
else

m = � l+r
2
�

if c ≤ Σ[m] then
return Occ′(c, rank0(B

[l..r], i), [l..m])
else

return Occ′(c, rank1(B
[l..r], i), [m + 1..r])

belongs to the right subtree; see Fig. 1. Moreover, each bit vector B in the tree is
preprocessed such that the queries rank0(B, i) and rank1(B, i) can be answered
in constant time [14], where rankb(B, i) is the number of occurrences of bit b
in B[1..i]. Obviously, the wavelet tree has height O(log σ). Because in an actual
implementation it suffices to store only the bit vectors, the wavelet tree requires
only n log σ bits of space plus o(n log σ) bits for the data structures that support
rank-queries in constant time.

The query Occ(c, i) can be answered by a top-down traversal of the wavelet
tree in O(log σ) time. As an example, we compute Occ(e, 16) on the wavelet tree
of the string BWT = nle_pl$nnlleee_eaae from Fig. 1. Because e belongs to
the first half Σ[1..4] of the ordered alphabet Σ, the occurrences of e correspond
to zeros in the bit vector at the root, and they go to the left child, say node v1,
of the root. Now the number of e’s in BWT[1..7] = nle_pl$nnlleee_eaae up to
position 16 equals the number of e’s in the string BWT[1..4] = e_$eee_eaae up
to position rank0(B[1..7], 16). So we compute rank0(B[1..7], 16) = 8. Because e
belongs to the second quarter Σ[3..4] of Σ, the occurrences of e correspond to
ones in the bit vector at node v1, and they go to the right child, say node v2, of
v1. The number of e’s in BWT[1..4] = e_$eee_eaae up to position 8 is equal to
the number of e’s in BWT[3..4] = eeeeeaae up to position rank1(B[1..4], 8) = 5.
In the third step, we must go to the right child of v2, and the number of e’s in
BWT[3..4] = eeeeeaae up to position 5 equals the number of e’s in BWT[4..4] =
eeeeee up to position rank1(B[3..4], 5) = 5. Since BWT[4..4] consists solely of e’s
(by the way, that is the reason why it does not appear in the wavelet tree) the
number of e’s in BWT[4..4] up to position 5 is 5. Pseudo-code for the computation
of Occ(c, i) = Occ′(c, i, [1..σ]) can be found in Algorithm 2.

3 Bidirectional Search

The bidirectional wavelet index of a string S consists of

– the backward index, supporting backward search based on the wavelet tree
of the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string BWT of S, and
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i SSA[i] i Srev
SArev [i]

Fig. 2. Bidirectional wavelet index of S = el_anele_lepanelen$

– the forward index, supporting backward search on the reverse string Srev of
S (hence forward search on S) based on the wavelet tree of the Burrows-
Wheeler transformed string BWTrev of Srev.

The difficult part is to synchronize the search on both indexes. To see this,
suppose we know the ω-interval [i..j] in the backward index as well as the ωrev-
interval [irev..jrev] in the forward index, where ω is some substring of S. Given
[i..j] and a character c, backwardSearch(c, [i..j]) returns the cω-interval in the
backward index (cf. Algorithm 1), but it is unclear how the corresponding in-
terval, the interval of the string (cω)rev = ωrevc, can be found in the forward
index. Vice versa, given [irev..jrev] and a character c, backward search returns
the cωrev-interval in the forward index, but it is unclear how the corresponding
ωc-interval can be found in the backward index. Because both cases are symmet-
ric, we will only deal with the first case. So given the ωrev-interval, we have to
find the ωrevc-interval in the forward index. As an example, consider the bidirec-
tional wavelet index of the string S = el_anele_lepanelen$ in Fig. 2, and the
substring ω = e = ωrev. The e-interval in both indexes is [6..11]. The le-interval
in the backward index is determined by backwardSearch(l, [6..11]) = [13..15]
and the task is to identify the el-interval in the forward index.

All we know is that the suffixes of Srev are lexicographically ordered in the for-
ward index. In other words, the ωrevc-interval [p..q] is a subinterval of [irev..jrev]
such that (note that |ωrev| = |ω|)
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– Srev[SArev[k] + |ω|] < c for all k with irev ≤ k < p,
– Srev[SArev[k] + |ω|] = c for all k with p ≤ k ≤ q,
– Srev[SArev[k] + |ω|] > c for all k with q < k ≤ jrev.

In the example of Fig. 2,

– Srev[SArev[k] + 1] = $ < l for k = 6,
– Srev[SArev[k] + 1] = l for all k with 7 ≤ k ≤ 9,
– Srev[SArev[k] + 1] = n > l for all k with 9 < k ≤ 11.

Unfortunately, we do not know these characters, but if we would know the num-
ber smaller of all occurrences of characters at these positions that precede c in
the alphabet and the number greater of all occurrences of characters at these
positions that follow c in the alphabet, then we could identify the unknown
ωrevc-interval [p..q] by p = irev + smaller and q = jrev − greater. In our exam-
ple, the knowledge of smaller = 1 and greater = 2 would yield the el-interval
[6 + 1..11 − 2] = [7..9]. The key observation is that the multiset of characters

{Srev[SArev[k] + |ω|] : irev ≤ k ≤ jrev}
coincides with the multiset {BWT[k] : i ≤ k ≤ j}. In the example of Fig. 2,

{Srev[SArev[k] + 1] : 6 ≤ k ≤ 11} = { $, l, l, l, n, n} = {BWT[k] : 6 ≤ k ≤ 11}
In other words, it suffices to determine the numbers smaller and greater of
all occurrences of characters in the string BWT[i..j] that precede and follow
character c in the alphabet Σ. And this task can be accomplished by a top-
down traversal of the wavelet tree of BWT. The procedure is similar to the
implementation of Occ(c, i) as explained above. As an example, we compute the
values of smaller and greater for the interval [6..11] and the character l. This
example is illustrated in Fig. 1. Because l belongs to the second half Σ[5..7]
of the ordered alphabet Σ, the occurrences of l correspond to ones in the bit
vector at the root, and they go to the right child, say node v1, of the root.
In order to compute the number of occurrences of characters in the interval
[6..11] that belong to Σ[1..4] and hence are in the left child of the root, we
compute

(a0, b0) = (rank0(B[1..7], 6 − 1), rank0(B[1..7], 11)) = (2, 3)

and the number we are searching for is b0 − a0 = 3 − 2 = 1. Then we descend
to the right child v1 and have to compute the boundaries of the search interval
in the bit vector B[5..7] that corresponds to the search interval [6..11] in the bit
vector B[1..7]. These boundaries are a1 + 1 and b1, where

(a1, b1) = (rank1(B[1..7], 6 − 1), rank1(B[1..7], 11)) = (3, 8)

Proceeding recursively, we find that l belongs to the third quarter Σ[5..6] of Σ,
so the occurrences of l correspond to zeros in the bit vector at v1, and they go
to the left child, say node v2, of v1. Again, we compute
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Algorithm 3. Given a BWT-interval [i..j], an alphabet-interval [l..r], and c ∈
Σ, getBounds([i..j], [l..r], c) returns the pair (smaller, greater), where smaller
(greater) is the number of all occurrences of characters from the subalphabet
Σ[l..r] in BWT[i..j] that are smaller (greater) than c.
getBounds([i..j], [l..r], c)

if l = r then return (0, 0)
else

(a0, b0)← (rank0(B
[l..r], i− 1), rank0(B

[l..r], j))
(a1, b1)← (i− 1− a0, j − b0)

/* (a1, b1) = (rank1(B
[l..r], i− 1), rank1(B

[l..r], j)) */
m = � l+r

2
�

if c ≤ Σ[m] then
(smaller, greater)← getBounds([a0 + 1..b0], [l..m], c)
return (smaller, greater + b1 − a1)

else
(smaller, greater)← getBounds([a1 + 1..b1], [m + 1..r], c)
return (smaller + b0 − a0, greater)

(a′0, b
′
0) = (rank0(B[5..7], 4 − 1), rank0(B[5..7], 8)) = (2, 7)

(a′1, b
′
1) = (rank1(B[5..7], 4 − 1), rank1(B[5..7], 8)) = (1, 1)

The number of occurrences of characters in the string BWT[3..8] that belong to
Σ[7] = p is b′1 − a′1 = 1 − 1 = 0 and the new search interval in the bit vector
B[5..6] is [a′0 + 1..b′0] = [3..7]. In the third step, we compute

(a′′0 , b
′′
0) = (rank0(B[5..6], 3 − 1), rank0(B[5..6], 7)) = (1, 4)

(a′′1 , b
′′
1) = (rank1(B[5..6], 3 − 1), rank1(B[5..6], 7)) = (1, 3)

and find that there are b′′1−a′′1 = 2 occurrences of the character n and b′′0−a′′0 = 3
occurrences of the character l. In summary, during the top-down traversal,
we found that in the string BWT[6..11] there is one character smaller than
l (so smaller = 1), there are two characters greater than l (so greater =
2), and three characters coincide with l. Pseudo-code for the computation of
(smaller, greater) = getBounds([i..j], [1..σ], c) can be found in Algorithm 3.

4 Experimental Results

An implementation of the bidirectional wavelet index is available under the GNU
GeneralPublicLicense athttp://www.uni-ulm.de/in/theo/research/seqana.
To assess the performance of our new data structure, we used it to search for RNA
secondary structures in large DNA sequences. We adopted the depth-first search
method described in [4]; for space reasons, it is not repeated here. The following
RNA secondary structures are also taken from [4]:
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Table 1. Comparison of the running times (in seconds) of the searches for the six RNA
structural patterns in the human DNA sequence (about one billion nucleotides). The
numbers in parentheses below the pattern names are the numbers of matches found.
Index 1© is our new bidirectional wavelet index, Index 2© consists of the suffix array
SA of S (supporting binary search in the forward direction), and the wavelet tree of
the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string of S (supporting backward search). Index 3©
is similar to Index 2©, but SA is replaced with a compressed suffix array.

Index MB hairpin1 hairpin2 hairpin4 hloop(5) acloop(5) acloop(10)
(2343) (286) (3098) (14870) (294) (224)

1© 799 11.053 0.079 0.792 28.373 0.958 0.420

2© 4408 8.855 0.041 0.365 22.208 0.781 0.336

3© 1053 137.371 0.651 5.642 345.860 12.174 6.381

1. hairpin1 = (stem:=N{20,50}) (loop:=NNN) ^stem
2. hairpin2 = (stem:=N{10,50}) (loop:=GGAC) ^stem
3. hairpin4 = (stem:=N{10,15}) (loop:=GGAC[1]) ^stem
4. hloop(length) = (stem:=N{15,20}) (loop:=N{length}) ^stem
5. acloop(length) = (stem:=N{15,20}) (loop:=(A|C){length}) ^stem

The symbol N is used as a wildcard matching any nucleotide. The first pattern
describes a hairpin structure with an apical loop consisting of three nucleotides.
On the left and right hand sides of the loop are two reverse complementary se-
quences, each consisting of 20 - 50 nucleotides. The second pattern describes a
similar structure, where the loop must be the sequence GGAC. The [1] in the
third pattern means that one nucleotide can be inserted at any position, i.e., the
loop is one of the sequences GGAC, NGGAC, GNGAC, GGNAC, GGANC or GGACN. In the
last two patterns length denotes the length of the loop sequence. For example,
in the pattern acloop(5) the loop consists of five nucleotides, each of which must
either be A or C. In the experiments reported in Table 1, we searched for six pat-
terns in the first five chromosomes of the human genome.1 The concatenation of
the DNA sequences of these five chromosomes is called “human DNA sequence”
in the following; it constitutes about one third of the whole genome (one billion
nucleotides). All experiments were conducted on a PC with a Dual-Core AMD
Opteron 8218 processor (2,6 GHz) and 8 GB main memory. Unfortunately, the
implementations of affix trees/arrays [3,4] are currently not available.2 For this
reason, one cannot compare the running times. (We conjecture, however, that
our method outperforms the affix array method.) Nevertheless, we can say some-
thing about the space consumption. According to Strothmann [4], an affix array
requires 18 bytes per nucleotide, so approximately 16.8 GB for the human DNA
sequence. The bidirectional wavelet index (index 1©) takes only 799 MB; see
Table 1. Hence it decreases the space requirement by a factor of 21.
1 http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/bigZips/chromFa.tar.gz
2 However, a reimplementation of the affix array method is under way.
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Due to the lack of affix tree/array implementations, we compared our method
with the following two approaches to support bidirectional search. First, we com-
bined the two well-known data structures supporting forward search (the suffix
array SA of string S) and backward search (the wavelet tree of the Burrows-
Wheeler transformed string BWT of S), and obtained an index (index 2©) which
also supports bidirectional search. Because both data structures deliver intervals
of the suffix array, the two searches can directly be combined without synchro-
nization. Interestingly enough, in the technical literature this natural approach
has not been considered yet, i.e., it is new as well. Table 1 shows that index 2©
takes 4.4 GB for the human DNA sequence. Second, to reduce the space con-
sumption even more, we replaced the suffix array in index 2© by a compressed
suffix array (CSA) which also supports binary search in the forward direction,
yielding index 3©. This reduces the memory consumption by another factor of 4,
but slows down the running time by a factor of 15.5 (compared with index 2©);
see Table 1. This is because the CSA must frequently recover SA-values from
its sampled SA-values (in our implementation every twelveth value is stored;
more samples would decrease the running time, but increase the memory re-
quirements). By contrast, the time-space trade-off of our bidirectional wavelet
index 1© is much better: it reduces the space consumption by a factor of 5.5, but
it is only 1.2 - 2.2 time slower than index 2©. This can be attributed to the fact
that SA-values are solely needed to output the positions of the matching regions
in the string S (in our implementation a hundredth of all SA-values is stored).
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Abstract. Kosaraju in “Computation of squares in a string” briefly
described a linear-time algorithm for computing the minimal squares
starting at each position in a word. Using the same construction of suffix
trees, we generalize his result and describe in detail how to compute the
minimal α power, with a period of length longer than s, starting at each
position in a word w for arbitrary exponent α > 1 and integer s ≥ 0. The
algorithm runs in O(α|w |)-time for s = 0 and in O(|w |2)-time other-
wise. We provide a complete proof of the correctness and computational
complexity of the algorithm. The algorithm can be used to detect cer-
tain types of pseudo-patterns in words, which was our original goal in
studying this generalization.

1 Introduction

A word of the form ww is a square, which is the simplest type of repetition. Study
on repetitions in words occurred as early as Thue’s work [23] in the early 1900’s.
There are many works in the literature on finding repetitions (periodicities), an
important topic in combinatorics on words. In 1983, Slisenko [21] described a
linear-time algorithm for finding all syntactically distinct maximal repetitions in
a word. Crochemore [5], Main and Lorentz [17] described linear-time algorithms
for testing whether a word contains any square and thus for testing whether a
word contains any repetition. Since a word of length n may have Ω(n2)-many
square factors (such as word 0n), only primitively-rooted or maximal repetitions
are ordinarily considered. Crochemore [4] described an O(n log n)-time algorithm
for finding all maximal primitively-rooted integer repetitions, where maximal
means that some kth power cannot be extended in either direction to obtain the
(k + 1)th power. The O(n log n)-time is optimal since a word of length n may
have Ω(n log n)-many primitively-rooted repetitions (such as Fibonacci words).
Apostolico and Preparata [1] described an O(n log n)-time algorithm for finding
all right-maximal repetitions. Main and Lorentz [16] described an O(n log n)-
time algorithm for finding all maximal repetitions. Gusfield and Stoye [22,10]
described several algorithms for finding repetitions. Both the number of dis-
tinct squares [8,12] and the number of maximal repetitions (runs) [14] in a word
are in O(n). This fact suggests the existence of linear-time algorithms on dis-
tinct (or maximal) repetitions. Main [18] described a linear-time algorithm for
finding all left-most occurrences of distinct maximal repetitions. Kolpakov and

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 51–62, 2010.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Kucherov [14] described a linear-time algorithm for finding all occurrences of
maximal repetitions. See the paper [6] for the most recent survey of the topic.

Rather than considering repetitions from a global point of view, there are
works considering repetitions from a local point of view. In a five-pages extended
abstract, Kosaraju [15] briefly described a linear-time algorithm for finding the
minimal square when starting at each position in a word. In the same vein, Duval,
Kolpakov, Kucherov, Lecroq, and Lefebvre [7] described a linear-time algorithm
for finding the local periods (of squares) centered at each position in a word.
Since there may be Ω(log n) primarily-rooted maximal repetitions starting at
the same position (for example, consider the left-most position in a Fibonacci
word), the local approach cannot achieve the same efficiency by directly applying
linear-time algorithms on finding maximal repetitions.

In this paper, we generalize Kosaraju’s algorithm [15] for computing mini-
mal squares. Instead of squares, we discuss arbitrary (fractional) powers. Based
on a proper modification of Kosaraju’s algorithm, we use the same techniques
of Weiner’s algorithm for suffix-tree construction and lowest-common-ancestor
query algorithms, and describe in detail an algorithm: the algorithm takes an
arbitrary rational number α > 1 and integer s ≥ 0, starts at each position in a
word w, and finds the minimal α power with a period of length longer than s.
This algorithm runs in O(α|w |)-time for s = 0 and in O(|w |2)-time for arbitrary
s. In this paper, we provide a complete proof of the correctness and computa-
tional complexity of the modified algorithm. In concluding, we show how this
algorithm can be used to detect certain types of pseudo-patterns in words, which
was our original goal in studying this algorithm.

2 Preliminary

We assume the alphabet Σ is fixed throughout this paper. Let w = a1a2 · · · an be
a word. The length |w | of w is n. A factor w[p .. q] of w is the word apap+1 · · ·aq

if 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n; otherwise w[p .. q] is the empty word ε. In particular, w[1 .. q]
and w[p .. n] are called a prefix and a suffix, respectively. The reverse of w is the
word wR = an · · · a2a1. Word w is called an α power for rational number α > 1
if w = xky for some words x, y and integer k such that x �= ε, y is a prefix of x,
and α = k + | y |

| x | , where α is called the exponent and x is called the period ; we
also write w = xα in this case. The 2nd power and the 3rd power are called the
square and the cube, respectively.

The prefix period (resp., strict prefix period) of a word w with respect to
exponent α and integer s is the shortest word x of length |x | > s, such that xβ

is a prefix of w for some exponent β ≥ α (resp., β = α). We denote the length
of the prefix period by ppα

s (w), if there is one, or otherwise ppα
s (w) = +∞. For

example, if word w = 0100101001, then pp2
0(w) = 3, pp3

0(w) = +∞, pp2
3(w) = 5,

pp
3/2
0 (w) = pp

5/4
0 (w) = 2, and the length of the strict prefix period of w with

respect to exponent 5/4 and integer 0 is 8. By definition, ppp1
s1

(w) ≤ ppp2
s2

(w) for
s1 ≤ s2, p1 ≤ p2. Furthermore, the following lemma holds naturally.
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Lemma 1. Let α > 1 be a rational number, s ≥ 0 be an integer, and word u be a
prefix of word v. (1) If ppα

s (u) �= +∞, then ppα
s (v) = ppα

s (u). (2) If ppα
s (v) �= +∞

and |u | ≥ α · ppα
s (v), then ppα

s (u) = ppα
s (v); otherwise, ppα

s (u) = +∞. The
lemma also holds when the length of the prefix period ppα

s is replaced by the
length of the strict prefix period.

The right minimal period array of a word w is defined with respect to the ex-
ponent α and the integer s as rmpα

s (w)[i] = ppα
s (w[i .. n]), and the left minimal

period array is defined as lmpα
s (w)[i] = ppα

s (w[1 .. i]R), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For ex-
ample, if word w = 0100101001, then rmp2

0(w) = [ 3, +∞, 1, 2, 2, +∞, +∞,
1, +∞, +∞ ] and rmp

3/2
1 (w) = [ 2, 3, 5, 2, 2, 2, +∞, +∞, +∞, +∞ ] (in the

non-strict sense).
A suffix tree Tw for a word w = w[1 .. n] is a rooted tree with each edge labeled

with a non-empty word that satisfies the following conditions.

1. All internal nodes excluding the root have at least two children;
2. labels on edges from the same node begin with different letters;
3. there are exactly n leaves, denoted by leafi, and τ(leafi) = w[i .. n]$,

where function τ maps each node v to the word obtained by concatenating the
labels along the path from the root to v, and $ is a special letter not in the
alphabet of w. By definition, a suffix tree for a word is unique up to renaming
nodes and reordering among children. For more details on suffix tree, see the
book [9, Chap. 5–9].

root

leaf2 leaf3 leaf1

0$ $
0

100$

Fig. 1. The suffix tree for 100

We denote by p(v), or more specifically by pTw(v), the father of node v in the
tree Tw. The concepts ancestor and descendent are defined as usual. If node x
is a common ancestor of nodes y and z in Tw, by the definition of a suffix tree,
τ(x) is a common prefix of τ(y) and τ(z). We define function δ as δ(v) = | τ(v) |.

We denote by lca(u, v) the lowest common ancestor of nodes u and v in a tree
such that any other common ancestor of u and v is an ancestor of lca(u, v). After
a linear-time preprocessing on the tree, the lowest common ancestor of any pair
of nodes can be found in constant-time [11,20].

Lemma 2. Let leafi, leafj, i > j, be leaves in Tw. The word on the edge from
p(leafi) to leafi is not longer than the word on the edge from p(leafj) to leafj.

A suffix tree for a word can be constructed in linear-time [25,19,24]. Both
Kosaraju’s algorithm [15] for computing rmp2

0(w) and our generalization for
computing rmpα

s (w) for arbitrary α > 1 and s ≥ 0 are based on Weiner’s al-
gorithm [25]. Consequently, we briefly describe it here (see Fig. 2). Weiner’s
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algorithm constructs suffix tree Tw by adding leafn, . . . , leaf2, leaf1 into a suf-
fix tree incrementally. After each extension by leafi, the new tree is precisely
the suffix tree Tw[i .. n]. By using indicator vectors and inter-node links, the total
time to locate positions y at Lines 7–8 is in O(n). We omit the details of the
method for locating y because it is not quite relevant.

Input: a word w = w[1 .. n].
Output: the suffix tree Tw.
begin function make_suffix_tree(w)1

construct Tn = Tw[n .. n] ;2

for i from n− 1 to 1 do Ti ←−extend(Ti+1, w[i .. n]) ; // Ti = Tw[i .. n]3

return T1 ;4

end5

begin function extend(tree, word[i .. n]) // we assume tree = Tword[i+1 .. n]6

find the proper position y in tree to insert the new node leafi ;7

if needed, split an edge x→ z to x→ y, y → z by adding a new node y ;8

create and label the edge y → leafi by word[i + | τ (y) | .. n]$ ;9

end10

Fig. 2. Framework of Weiner’s algorithm for constructing suffix tree

3 The Algorithm for Computing rmpα
s (w) and lmpα

s (w)

First, we show how to compute both non-strict and strict prefix periods from
the suffix tree Tw in O

(
| w |

min{s,ppα
0 (w)}

)
-time. Although in the worst case the time

can be in Θ(|w |), when both s and ppα
0 (w) are in Ω(|w |), the time does not

depend on |w |, which is one of the essential reasons that the time of computing
rmpα

0 (w) and lmpα
0 (w) is linear in |w |.

Lemma 3. Let α > 1 be a rational number, s ≥ 0 be an integer, and Tw be the
suffix tree for a word w. Then ppα

s (w) can be computed in O
(

|w |
min{s,ppα

0 (w)}

)
-

time, even for the strict prefix period case.

Proof. There is an O
(

|w |
min{s,ppα

0 (w)}

)
-time algorithm (see Fig. 3) to compute

ppα
s (w). First, along the path from leaf1 to the root, we find the highest ancestor

h of leaf1 such that δ(h) ≥ (α − 1)(s + 1). Second, we find the lowest common
ancestor of leaf1 and every leafi, i > s + 1, that is a descendent of h and check
whether the inequality

δ(lca(leaf1, leafi)) ≥ (α − 1)(i − 1) (1)

holds. If no such leafi satisfies (1), then ppα
s (w) = +∞; otherwise, ppα

s (w)
= i − 1, where i is the smallest i such that leafi satisfies (1).

To prove correctness, we observe that w = xβy for some non-empty word x and
β ≥ α if, and only if, the common prefix of w[1 .. n] and w[|x | + 1 .. n] is of length
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Input: a suffix tree tree = Tw[1 .. n] and two integers s ≥ 0, α > 1.
Output: the length of the prefix period ppα

s (w).
begin function compute_pp(tree, s, α)1

if α(s + 1) > n then return +∞ ; else h←− leaf1 ;2

while δ(p(h)) ≥ (α− 1)(s + 1) do h←− p(h) ;3

pp←− +∞ ;4

preprocessing the tree rooted at h for constant-time lca operation ;5

foreach leafi being a descendent of h other than leaf1 do6

if δ(lca(leaf1, leafi)) ≥ (α− 1)(i− 1) and i− 1 > s then7

if pp > i− 1 then pp←− i− 1 ; // w[1 .. i− 1] is a period8

return pp ;9

end10

Fig. 3. Algorithm for computing ppα
s (w), using the suffix tree Tw

at least �(α − 1)|x |�, which means leaf|x |+1 satisfies (1). Furthermore, such x
satisfies |x | > s only if leaf|x |+1 satisfies δ(lca(leaf1, leaf|x |+1)) ≥ (α−1)(s+1),
which means leaf|x |+1 is a descendent of h. The minimal length of such a period,
if any, is returned and correctness is ensured.

Let us turn to the computational complexity. Let Th be the sub-tree rooted at
h and let l be the number of leaves in Th. By the definition of a suffix tree, each
internal node has at least two children, and thus the number of internal nodes in
Th is less than l. Therefore, the time cost of the algorithm is linear in l. Now we
prove l ≤ 1 + n

min{s+1,ppα
0 (w)} by contradiction. Suppose l > 1 + n

min{s+1,ppα
0 (w)}

and leafi1 , leafi2, . . . , leafil
are leaves of Th. Then, there are l-many factors of

length t = (α − 1)(s + 1) such that w[i1 .. i1 + t − 1] = w[i2 .. i2 + t − 1] = · · · =
w[il .. il + t − 1]. Since 1 ≤ ij ≤ n for 1 ≤ j ≤ l, the pigeon hole principle
guarantees two indices, say i1 and i2, such that 0 ≤ i2 − i1 ≤ n

l−1 < min{s +
1, ppα

0 (w)}. Then the common prefix of w[i1 .. n] and w[i2 .. n] is of length at
least t = (α − 1)(s + 1) > (α − 1)(i2 − i1), which means there is a prefix
of w[i1 .. i1 + t − 1] = w[i2 .. i2 + t − 1] = w[1 .. t − 1] that is an α power with
period of length i2 − i1, which contradicts i2 − i1 < ppα

0 (w). Therefore, the
number of leaves in Th is l ≤ n

min{s+1,ppα
0 (w)} + 1 and the algorithm runs in

O
(

n
min{s,ppα

0 (w)}

)
-time.

For the strict prefix period, we add an extra condition “i−1 mod den = 0” to
the if -statement in Line 7 to check whether the length of a candidate period is
a multiple of den for α = num/den, gcd(num, den) = 1. This condition ensures
that the period for the exponent α is strict. �	

For a word w = w[1 .. n], the left minimal period array and the right minimal
period array satisfy lmpα

s (w)[i] = rmpα
s (wR)[n + 1 − i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In what

follows, we solely discuss the algorithm for computing rmpα
s (w).

A suffix tree with prefix periods T πα
s

w for a word w is a suffix tree Tw integrated
with a labeling function πα

s (v) = ppα
s (τ(v)). When s and α are clear from the
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context, we simply write T π
w . The suffix tree with prefix periods satisfies the

following property.

Lemma 4. Let α > 1 be a rational number, s ≥ 0 be an integer, and w be a
word. For any node v in the tree T π

w such that πα
s (p(v)) = +∞, either πα

s (v) is
+∞ or πα

s (v) satisfies δ(p(v))/α < πα
s (v) ≤ p(v)/(α − 1).

Proof. Let v be a node in T π
w with πα

s (p(v)) = +∞. Suppose πα
s (v) �= +∞. Since

τ(p(v)) is a prefix of τ(v) and πα
s (p(v)) = +∞, the inequality δ(p(v)) < απα

s (v) fol-
lows by Lemma 1. The common prefix of τ(v)[1 .. δ(v)] and τ(v)[πα

s (v) + 1 .. δ(v)]
is of length at least (α− 1)πα

s (v). Since p(v) is the lowest ancestor of v in T π
w , the

inequality (α − 1)πα
s (v) ≤ δ(p(v)) holds. This completes the proof. �	

Now we will show how to construct the T πα
s

w for a word w with arbitrary s ≥ 0
and α > 1. Then rmpα

s (w) can be obtained directly from T π
w by rmpα

s (w) =
[πα

s (leaf1), . . . , πα
s (leafn)]. This result generalizes Kosaraju’s result [15] for the

case s = 0, α = 2.
The algorithm is outlined in Fig. 4. The main idea is to use Weiner’s algorithm

to construct the underlying suffix tree Tw[i .. n] for i = n, . . . , 1 (Lines 2,5) and
a series of auxiliary trees (Lines 3,8,11,15,17) to help compute the π (Line 18).
By Weiner’s algorithm (see Fig. 2), at each step, either one or two nodes are
created in the underlying suffix tree and we assign the π values on those new
nodes (Lines 7,10,18). The father y of leafi is a new node when there is a split
on the edge from x to z. Since πα

s (z) is already computed, we update πα
s (y)

directly. leafi is the second new node. When πα
s (p(leafi)) �= +∞, we update

πα
s (leafi) directly. Otherwise, we compute πα

s (leafi) by constructing auxiliary
suffix trees. The näıve method constructs Tw[i .. n] and then computes πα

s (leafi) =
ppα

s (w[i .. n]), both of which run in O(|w[i .. n] |)-time. We instead construct
a series of trees A = Tw[i .. j] for some j in such a way that ppα

s (w[i .. n]) =
ppα

s (w[i .. j]). Additionally, the total time of constructing the trees A is in O(n);
the time of computing πα

s (leafi) = ppα
s (w[i .. j]) in each A is in O(α) for s = 0

and in O(n) for arbitrary s.

Theorem 1. Let α > 1 be a rational number and s ≥ 0 be an integer. Function
compute_rmp in Fig. 4 correctly computes rmpα

s (w) for w.

Proof. The correctness of the algorithm relies on the claim Ti = T π
w[i .. n]. By

Weiner’s algorithm, the underlying suffix tree of Ti is indeed Tw[i .. n]. So it re-
mains to show the assignment of πα

s (v) on each node v is correct.
At the beginning, Tw[n .. n] contains two nodes and we have πα

s (root) = ppα
s (ε) =

+∞, πα
s (leafn) = ppα

s (w[n .. n]) = +∞. Thus, the assignments on Line 2 are
correct. Node y is the father of z (when splitting happens) and the father of leafi.
Thus, by Lemma 1, the assignments on Lines 7,10 are correct. The only remaining
case is the assignment of πα

s (leafi) when πα
s (y) = +∞. Since y = p(leafi), by

Lemma 4, ppα
s (τ(leafi)) > δ(y)/α, and thus the arguments for calling compute_pp

on Line 18 is valid. The only thing that remains is to prove that ppα
s (w[i .. n]) =

ppα
s (w[i .. j]).
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Input: a word w = w[1 .. n] and two integers s ≥ 0, α > 1.
Output: the right minimal period array rmpα

s (w).
begin function compute_rmp(w, s, α)1

construct Tn by constructing Tw[n .. n] with π(root), π(leafn)←− +∞ ;2

A←− empty, j ←− n, and d←− 0 ;3

for i from n− 1 to 1 do4

Ti ←−extend(Ti+1, w[i .. n]) ; // Ti = Tw[i .. n]5

if splitting then // y, z are obtained from extend()6

if δ(y) ≥ απ(z) then π(y)←− π(z) ; else π(y)←− +∞ ;7

if j − i + 1 > 2αd/(α− 1) or δ(y) < d/2 then A←− empty ;8

if π(y) �= +∞ then9

π(leafi)←− π(y) ;10

if A �= empty then A←−extend(A, w[i .. j]) ;11

else12

if A = empty then13

d←− δ(y) and j ←− i + (α + 1)d/(α− 1)− 1 ;14

A←−make_suffix_tree(w[i .. j]) ;15

else16

A←−extend(A, w[i .. j]) ;17

π(leafi)←−compute_pp(A, max{s, δ(y)/α}, α) ;18

rmp[i]←− π(leafi) ; // Ti = T π
w[i .. n] is made19

rmp[n]←− +∞ and return rmp ;20

end21

Fig. 4. Algorithm for computing rmpα
s (w)

First, we claim that δ(pTi(leafi)) ≤ δ(pTi+1(leafi+1))+1, where the subscript
of p specifies in which tree the father is discussed. If pTi(leafi+1)pTi+1(leafi+1),
then there is splitting on the edge from pTi+1(leafi+1) to leafi+1, and thus
leafi, leafi+1 have the same father in Ti. So τ(leafi) begins with a repetition of a
single letter. Thus, we have δ(pTi(leafi)) = δ(pTi(leafi+1)) = δ(pTi+1(leafi+1))+
1. If pTi(leafi+1) = pTi+1(leafi+1), then since δ(leafi) = δ(leafi+1) + 1, by
Lemma 2, we have δ(pTi(leafi)) ≤ δ(pTi(leafi+1)) + 1 = δ(pTi+1(leafi+1)) + 1.

We claim δ(y) ≤ j − i + 1 − 2
α−1d holds immediately before Line 18, where

y = p(leafi). Consider the suffix tree A. If A is newly created, then δ(y) = d,
i = j +1− α+1

α−1d. Thus, δ(y) = j− i+1− 2
α−1d. If A is extended from a previous

suffix tree, then the index i decreases by 1, and the depth δ(y) increases at most
by 1. So δ(y) ≤ j − i + 1 − 2

α−1
d still holds.

Now we prove ppα
s (w[i .. n]) = ppα

s (w[i .. j]). If ppα
s (w[i .. n]) = +∞, by

Lemma 1, ppα
s (w[i .. j]) = +∞ = ppα

s (w[i .. n]). Assume ppα
s (w[i .. n]) �= +∞.

By Lemma 4, ppα
s (w[i .. n]) = ppα

s (τ(leafi)) ≤ δ(y)
α−1

. In addition, j− i+1 ≤ 2α
α−1

d
always holds immediately before Line 18 whenever A �= empty. Therefore,
α · ppα

s (w[i .. n]) ≤ α
α−1

(
j − i + 1 − 2

α−1d
)
≤ |w[i .. j] |, and thus, by Lemma 1,

it follows ppα
s (w[i .. j]) = ppα

s (w[i .. n]). This completes the proof of the correct-
ness of the algorithm. �	
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Theorem 2. The algorithm in Fig. 4 computes rmpα
s (w) in O(α|w |)-time for

s = 0 and in O(|w |2)-time for arbitrary s.

Proof. Let n = |w |. Constructing the underlying suffix tree Tw is in O(n)-
time. Every remaining statement except those on Lines 11,15,17,18 can each be
done on constant-time in a unit-cost model, where we assume the operations on
integers with O(log n)-bits can be done in constant-time.

Now we consider the computation of Line 18. We already showed in the proof
of Theorem 1 that ppα

s (w[i .. j]) = ppα
s (w[i .. n]). By Lemma 4, ppα

s (w[i .. n]) >
δ(y)
α . In addition, j − i +1 ≤ 2α

α−1d and δ(y) ≥ 1
2d always hold when A �= empty.

By Lemma 3, since A = Tw[i .. j], the running time of each calling to compute_pp
in Fig. 3 is linear in

|w[i .. j] |
min{max{s, δ(y)/α}, ppα

0 (w[i .. j])} ≤ 2αd/(α − 1)
min{d/2α, ppα

0 (w[i .. j])} ,

which is in O(α) for s = 0 and is in O(n) otherwise.
Now we consider the computation of Lines 11,15,17. Those statements con-

struct a series of suffix trees A = Tw[i .. j] by calling make_suffix_tree and
extend in Fig. 2. Each suffix tree is initialized at Line 15, extended at Lines 11,17,
and destroyed at Line 8. Suppose there are, in total, l such suffix trees, and
suppose, for 1 ≤ m ≤ l, they are initialized by A = Tw[im .. jm] with dm =
δ(pTim

(leafim)) and destroyed when A = Tw[i′m .. jm] such that either jm − (i′m −
1) + 1 > 2α

α−1dm or δ(pTi′m−1
(leafi′m−1)) < 1

2dm. In addition, when A �= empty,
the inequality jm − i + 1 ≤ 2α

α−1
dm always holds for im ≤ i ≤ i′m. Since a suf-

fix tree is constructed in linear-time in the tree size, the total running time on
Lines 11,15,17 is linear in

l∑
m=1

|w[i′m .. jm] | =
l∑

m=1

(jm − i′m + 1) ≤
l∑

m=1

2α

α − 1
dm.

First, we consider those cases jm − (i′m − 1) + 1 > 2α
α−1

dm. Then jm − i′m + 1 =
2α

α−1dm, jm = im + α+1
α−1dm − 1 hold, and thus im − i′m =

(
jm − α+1

α−1dm + 1
)
−(

jm + 1 − 2α
α−1dm

)
= dm. Hence,

∑
case 1

2α
α−1dm = 2α

α−1

∑
case 1(im − i′m) ≤

2α
α−1 ((n − 1) − 1) = O(n). Second, we consider those cases δ(pTi′m−1

(leafi′m−1))
< 1

2dm. It follows δ(pTi′m−1
(leafi′m−1)) − δ(pTim

(leafim)) < − 1
2dm.

In the proof of Theorem 1, we already showed δ(pTi(leafi)) −
δ(pTi+1(leafi+1)) ≤ 1. Hence, we have

∑
case 2

2α
α−1

dm <

2α
α−1

∑
case 2 2

(
δ(pTim

(leafim)) − δ(pTi′m−1
(leafi′m−1))

)
≤ 4α

α−1
(n − 1) = O(n).

The only remaining case is that the suffix tree A is not destroyed even after the
construction of T1. This situation can be avoided by virtually adding a letter £
not in the alphabet of w at the beginning of w. Thus, the total running time on
Lines 11,15,17 is in O(n).

Therefore, the total running time of the algorithm is in O(αn) for s = 0 and
in O(n2) for arbitrary s. �	
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The discussion in this section is also valid for the strict prefix period. The strict
version of the algorithm in Fig. 3 slightly differs from the non-strict version as
described in the proof of Lemma 3, and the algorithm in Fig. 4 is the same.

4 Applications — Detecting Special Pseudo-Powers

In this section, we will show how the algorithm for computing rmpα
s (w) and

lmpα
s (w) can be applied to test whether a word w contains any factor of a

particular type of repetition: the pseudo-powers.
Let Σ be the alphabet. A function θ : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is called an involution if

θ(θ(w)) = w for all w ∈ Σ∗ and called an antimorphism if θ(uv) = θ(v)θ(u)
for all u, v ∈ Σ∗. We call θ an antimorphic involution if θ is both an involution
and an antimorphism. For example, the classic Watson-Crick complementarity in
biology is an antimorphic involution over four letters {A, T, C, G} such that A �→ T,
T �→ A, C �→ G, G �→ C. For integer k and antimorphism θ, we call word w a pseudo
kth power (with respect to θ) if w can be written as w = x1x2 · · ·xk such that
either xi = xj or xi = θ(xj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. In particular, we call a pseudo 2nd
(3rd) power a pseudo square (cube). For example, over the four letters {A, T, C, G},
the word ACGCGT = ACGθ(ACG) is a pseudo square and ACGTAC = ACθ(AC)AC is
a pseudo cube with respect to the Watson-Crick complementarity. Pseudo kth
powers are of particular interest in bio-computing [3]. A variation on the pseudo
kth power has also appeared in tiling problems [2].

Chiniforooshan, Kari, and Xu [3] discussed the problem of testing whether a
word w contains any pseudo kth power as a factor. There is a linear-time al-
gorithm and a quadratic-time algorithm for testing pseudo squares and pseudo
cubes, respectively. For testing arbitrary pseudo kth powers, the known algo-
rithm is in O(|w |2 log |w |)-time.

We will show these particular types of pseudo kth powers, θ(x)xk−1 , xk−1θ(x),
and (xθ(x))

k
2 (where (xθ(x))

k
2 = (xθ(x))�

k
2 �x for odd k) can be tested faster.

First, we need the following concept. The centralized maximal pseudo-palindrome
array cmpθ

w of word w with respect to an antimorphic involution θ is de-
fined by cmpθ

w[i] = max
{
m : 0 ≤ m ≤ min{i, |w | − i}, θ(w[i − m + 1 .. i]) =

w[i + 1 .. i + m]
}

for 0 ≤ i ≤ |w |. For example, cmpθ
0100101001 = [ 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0,

0, 0, 2, 0, 0 ].

Lemma 5. Let θ be an antimorphic involution. The array cmpθ
w can be com-

puted in O(|w |)-time.

Proof. Constructing suffix tree Tw£θ(w), where letter £ is not in w, cmpθ
w can be

computed via Tw£θ(w) by cmpθ
w[i] = δ(lca(leafi+1, leaf2n−i+2)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1

and cmpθ
w[0] = cmpθ

w[n] = 0. �	

Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 2 and s ≥ 0 be integers, and θ be an antimorphic in-
volution. Whether a word w contains any factor of the form xk−1θ(x) (resp.,
θ(x)xk−1) with |x | > s can be tested in O(|w |2)-time and in O(k|w |)-time for
s = 0.
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Proof. Computing lmpk−1
s (w) (resp., rmpk−1

s (w)) and cmpθ
w, there is a factor

xk−1θ(x) (resp., θ(x)xk−1) with |x | > s if and only if lmpk−1
s (w)[i] ≤ cmpθ

w[i]
(resp., rmpk−1

s (w)[i] ≤ cmpθ
w[i − 1]) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. �	

Theorem 4. Let k ≥ 2 and s ≥ 0 be integers and θ be an antimorphic involu-
tion. Whether a word w contains any factor of the form (xθ(x))

k
2 with |x | > s

can be tested in O(|w |2/k)-time.

Proof. Computing cmpθ
w and enumerating all possible indices and periods, there

is a factor (xθ(x))
k
2 with |x | > s if, and only if, there are k − 1 consecutive

terms greater than s in cmpθ
w with indices being an arithmetic progression with

difference greater than s. �	

5 Conclusion

We generalized Kosaraju’s O(|w |)-time algorithm of computing minimal squares
starting at each position in a word w, which by our definition is presented by
rmp2

0(w). We showed a modified algorithm that can compute, for an arbitrary
rational number α > 1 and integer s ≥ 0, the minimal α powers to the right
and to the left, with (either non-strict or strict) period larger than s, starting at
each position in a word, which are presented as the right minimal period array
rmpα

s (w) and the left minimal period array lmpα
s (w), respectively.

The algorithm is based on the frame of Weiner’s suffix-tree construction. Al-
though there are other linear-time algorithms for suffix-tree construction, such as
McCreight’s algorithm and Ukkonen’s algorithm, none of the two can be altered
to compute minimal period arrays with the same efficiency, due to the special
requirement that the suffixes of the given word are added into the tree in the
order of shortest to longest and πα

s (v) is only updated when node v is created.
The näıve approach to compute rmpα

s (w) is to compare factors, for each
position and for each possible choice of period, to test whether that period
satisfies the definition of the prefix period. This procedure leads to an algorithm
using O(1) extra space and running in O(|w |3/α)-time. By building a failure
table as used in the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern matching algorithm [13], there
is an algorithm using O(n)-space and running in O(n2)-time for the case of non-
strict prefix period with s = 0. The algorithm in the paper uses O(n)-space, runs
in O(α|w |)-time for s = 0, and runs in O(|w |2)-time for arbitrary s. Here we
assume the alphabet is fixed. An online interactive demonstration of all three
algorithms can be found at the author’s web-page [26].

We showed the algorithm for computing minimal period arrays can be used
to test whether a word w contains any factor of the form xkθ(x) (resp., θ(x)xk)
with |x | > s, which runs in O(k|w |)-time for s = 0 and runs in O(|w |2)-
time for arbitrary s. We also discussed an O(|w |2/k)-time algorithm for testing
whether a word w contains any factor of the form (xθ(x))

k
2 with |x | > s. All

of the words xx · · ·xθ(x), θ(x)x · · · xx, xθ(x)xθ(x) · · · are pseudo-powers. There
are possibilities that some particular types of pseudo-powers other than those
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discussed here may be detected faster than the known O(|w |2 log |w |)-time
algorithm.
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The Property Suffix Tree with Dynamic
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Abstract. Recently there has been much interest in the Property In-
dexing Problem ([1],[7],[8]), where one is interested to preprocess a text
T of size n over alphabet Σ (which we assume is of constant size), and a
set of intervals π over the text positions, such that give a query pattern
P of size m we can report all of the occurrences of P in T which are
completely contained within some interval from π. This type of match-
ing is extremely helpful in scenarios in molecular biology where it has
long been a practice to consider special areas in the genome by their
structure.

The work done so far has focused on the static version of this problem
where the intervals are given a-priori and never changed. This paper is
the first to focus on several dynamic settings of π including an incremen-
tal version where new intervals are inserted into π, decremental version
where intervals are deleted from π, fully dynamic version where intervals
may be inserted or deleted to or from π, or batched insertions where a set
of intervals is inserted into π. In particular, the batched version provides
us with a new (optimal) algorithm for the static case.

1 Introduction

In many pattern matching applications the text has some properties attached to
various locations in it. A property for a string is the set of intervals corresponding
to the parts of the string satisfying the conceptual property we are looking for.
Property Matching, involves a string matching between the pattern and the text,
and the requirement that the text part is contained within one of the intervals.

Some examples come from molecular biology, where it has long been a practice
to consider special areas of the genome by their structure. Examples are repet-
itive genomic structures [10] such as tandem repeats, LINEs (Long Interspersed
Nuclear Sequences) and SINEs (Short Interspersed Nuclear Sequences) [9]. Many
problems in biology can be expressed as property matching problems, for exam-
ple, finding all occurrences of a given pattern in a genome, provided it appears
in a SINE, or LINE.

Clearly, there is no great challenge in sequential pattern matching with prop-
erties since the intersection of the properties and matching can be done in linear
time. However, the problem becomes more complex when it is required to index
a text with properties. The classical pattern matching problem [2],[13] is that of
finding all occurrences of pattern P = p1p2 · · · pm in text T = t1t2 · · · tn, where
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T and P are strings over alphabet Σ. In the indexing problem we are given a
large text that we want to preprocess in a manner that allows fast solution of
the following queries: ”Given a (relatively short) pattern P find all occurrences
of P in T in time proportional to |P | and the number of occurrences”.

The indexing problem and its many variants have been central in pattern
matching (e.g. [18],[6],[5],[15],[3]). However, when it comes to indexing a text
with properties, we are now presented with a dilemma. If we use the conventional
indexing techniques and then do the intersection with the properties, our worst
case time may be very large in case the pattern appears many times, and there
may not be any final matches in case all the indexed matches do not satisfy the
property.

Thus, a few recent results papers have tackled this problem by building the
Property Suffix Tree (or PST for short), which is essentially a suffix tree, where
each suffix is truncated so we only consider the smallest prefix of it which satisfies
our property. In [1], where the PST was defined, it was shown how one can
construct the PST in O(|π| + n log log n) time using weighted ancestor queries
([4],[12]). Later on, in [7] the authors there showed how one can construct the
PST in O(|π| + n) time using range minimum queries. However, there was an
unfortunate error in their result, which was corrected by [8].

In this paper, we consider the dynamic version of the problem, where intervals
are inserted or removed to or from the property. We present algorithms for a
few versions of this problem, namely incremental updates, decremental updates,
fully dynamic updates, and batched updates. While one could use the previous
results, and use the dynamic versions of the inner data structures in there (like
dynamic range minimum queries), the overhead of such a change is too expensive.
Thus, we present a new approach for confronting the PST, resulting in a new
optimal construction algorithm for the static case as well. The approach is based
on clever use of suffix links.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give some definitions and
preliminaries. In section 3 we confront the incremental version of the dynamic
problem, which includes the introduction of the basic procedure implementing
our new approach for this problem, using suffix links. In section 4 we show how
to solve the decremental version. In sections 5 and 6, we show how to solve the
fully dynamic and batched versions, respectively, and the batched version leads
us to a new optimal static construction.

2 Preliminaries and Definitions

For a string T = t1 · · · tn, we denote by Ti···j the substring ti · · · tj . The suffix
Ti···n is denoted by T i, and the suffix tree of T is denoted by ST (T ). The leaf
corresponding to T i in ST (T ) is denoted by leaf(T i). The label of an edge e
in ST (T ) is denoted by label(e). The concatenation of all of the labels of edges
from the root of the suffix tree to a node u is denoted by label(u). For a node u
in the suffix tree of a string T , we denote by STu the subtree of the suffix tree
rooted by u.

We are now ready to define a property for a string.
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Definition 1. A property π of a string T = t1...tn is a set of intervals π =
{(s1, f1), ..., (st, ft)} where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t it holds that: (1) si, fi ∈ {1, ..., n},
and (2) si ≤ fi. The size of property π, denoted by |π|, is the number of intervals
in the property (or in other words - t).

The following definition is a slight simplification of a similar definition in [1].

Definition 2. Given a text T = t1...tn with property π and pattern P = p1...pm,
we say that P matches Ti···j under property π if P = Ti···j, and there exists
(sk, fk) ∈ π such that sk ≤ i and j ≤ fk.

If P = Ti···j we want to be able to quickly check if there exists an interval
(s, f) ∈ π for which s ≤ i ≤ j ≤ f . To simplify such a test we introduce the
notion of extents and the maximal extent.

Definition 3. Given a text T = t1...tn with property π for every text location
1 ≤ i ≤ n and interval (s, f) ∈ π such that s ≤ i ≤ f we say that f is an extent
of i. The maximal extent of i is the extent of i of largest value, or in other words,
the finish of the interval containing i which is the most distant from i. We denote
the maximal extent of i by end(i). If for some location i there is no interval in
π containing it, we define end(i) = NIL.

The following lemma shows us the connection between the maximal extents
defined by a property π, and being able to quickly test if a pattern matches a
location in the text under π.

Lemma 1. Given a text T = t1...tn with property π and pattern P = p1...pm,
P matches Ti···j under property π if and only if P = Ti···j and j ≤ end(i).

Proof. We need to show that j ≤ end(i) if and only if there exists (sk, fk) ∈ π
such that sk ≤ i and j ≤ fk. The first direction is true, as by definition of
maximal extents, if j ≤ end(i) we have that there exists an interval (s, f) ∈ π
such that s ≤ i ≤ j ≤ f = end(i). The reverse direction is true as well, as if
there exists an interval (sk, fk) ∈ π such that sk ≤ i and j ≤ fk, we have that
i ∈ [sk, j] ⊆ [sk, fk] and so fk is an extent of i implying that j ≤ fk ≤ end(i). ��
Being that the size of π can be O(n2), it would be helpful if we could reduce π
to another property π′ where we are guaranteed that the size of π′ is at most n.
In fact, it will be even more helpful to reduce our property to one of minimal
size. This can be accomplished with the following.

Definition 4. Two properties π and π′ for text T = t1...tn are said to be con-
gruent if for any pattern P , P matches a substring Ti,j under π if and only if it
matches the same substring under π′.

The congruent relation between properties defines equivalence classes for all
possible properties of a text of size n. Every two properties in a given equivalence
class will produce the same output when querying a text T with pattern P under
those properties. This naturally leads us to the following definition:
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Definition 5. A property π for a string of length n is said to be minimal if
for any property π′ congruent to π we have that |π| ≤ |π′|. Also, the process of
converting π′ into π is called minimizing π′.

Lemma 2. A property π for a string of length n can be minimized using the
following process. For any two intervals (s, f), (s′, f ′) ∈ π we remove (s′, f ′) if
one of the following conditions holds: (a)s < s′ ≤ f ′ < f , (b)s < s′ ≤ f ′ = f , or
(c) s′ = s ≤ f ≤ f ′. Furthermore, the minimized form of π is of size O(n).

Proof. Due to space limitations, this easy proof is omitted. ��

Definition 6. A property π for a string of length n is said to be in standard
form if (a) π is minimal, and (b) s1 < s2 < · · · < s|π|.

For some of the dynamic settings (incremental, and batch inserts) we will want to
maintain π in its minimized form. For other settings, we will need to maintain π
completely (meaning not minimized), as deletions of intervals can strongly affect
the resulting properties’ equivalence classes due to deletions from two different
properties in the same equivalence class.

2.1 The Property Suffix Tree

The PST in essence shortens the root to leaf path of each suffix (leaf) in the
suffix tree, to its maximal extent. A simple (naive) method for constructing the
PST would be for every leaf in the suffix tree, traverse the path from the root to
it, and stop at the character corresponding to the maximal extent of the suffix.
If this location is an edge, we break that edge into two, and insert a new node
for the suffix. If this location is a node, we just add the suffix to a list of suffixes
in each node. When removing the leaf corresponding to the suffix in the original
suffix tree, and the edge connecting it to its parent, we might need to remove
the parent from the tree as well. In fact, we won’t want to remove nodes from
the tree, but rather create a shortcut edge skipping the internal node that needs
to be removed. So, we can envision the PST to be the complete suffix tree with
the addition of some shortened suffix nodes, and shortcut edges, so that when
we traverse the PST (through the suffix tree) with a pattern query, we take a
shortcut edge whenever possible.

When answering a query, we traverse down the PST with our pattern, and
once we find the edge or node corresponding to the pattern, we traverse that
node’s or edge’s subtree to output all of the (shortened) suffixes in it. It should be
noted that although not all of the nodes in the subtree have at least two children
(as some inner nodes correspond to shortened suffixes), we can still perform this
traversal in time linear in the size of the output as the non branching nodes are
those which correspond to part of the output.

The construction takes quadratic time, and is therefore inefficient. However,
we show in section 6.1 how the PST can be constructed in linear time.
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3 The Incremental Version

In this section it is shown how to solve the following problem:

Problem 1. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T we wish to
maintain the PST under the following updates efficiently:

– Insert(s, f) - Insert a new interval (s, f) into π.

We assume that π is maintained in standard form. So π consists of at most n
intervals, each with a different starting index.

There are several types of updates that can happen to the PST due to an
Insert(s, f) update. These different types of updates are provided by the different
interactions between the newly inserted interval (s, f) and the intervals already
in π prior to the insertion. For simplicity we assume that there is only one interval
(s′, f ′) ∈ π, such that [s, f ] ∩ [s′, f ′] �= ∅. This interval can be easily located in
O(f − s) time by maintaining each interval in its starting and end location (due
to the minimized form, there is at most one starting and one ending interval at
each location). Then we can scan the length of the interval, locating (s′, f ′) (if
it exists). In a situation where there are no starting or finishing locations in the
interval, we check end(s) so that if it is not NIL, it must be that end(s) > f and
so the new interval is completely contained within an already existing interval
in π (a situation which we briefly discuss next).

The possible interactions are as follows

1. The first type of interaction is when s′ ≤ s ≤ f ≤ f ′. In such a case the new
interval does not affect the maximum extent of any of the text locations due
to this interaction and so the PST and π remain unchanged as we want to
maintain π in standard form.

2. The second type of interaction is when s ≤ s′ ≤ f ′ ≤ f . In such a case
the new interval completely contains (s′, f ′) so for any text location i where
s ≤ i ≤ f , the new interval will change end(i) to be f , and the PST must
be updated to support this. Furthermore, the insertion of the new interval
will force (s′, f ′) out of π to be replaced by (s, f).

3. The third type of interaction is when s ≤ s′ ≤ f ≤ f ′. In such a case we
only need to update the maximal extent for text location i where s ≤ i < s′

as for any location s′ ≤ i ≤ f ′ we have that f ′ provides a longer property
extent. The PST must be updated to support this, and the new interval is
added to π.

4. The fourth type of interaction is when s′ ≤ s ≤ f ′ ≤ f . In such a case we
only need to update the maximal extent for text location i where s ≤ i ≤ f ′

as for any text location s ≤ i ≤ f ′ we have that f provides a longer property
extent (as opposed to the one provided by (s′, f ′)), and for the remaining
f ′ < i ≤ f we have that end(i) = f as it is the only extent available. The
PST must be updated to support this, and the new interval is added to π.

For the last three (out of four) types of interactions, we need to update
the maximum extent for some text locations, and update the PST accordingly.
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The locations for which we will have changes made in the PST can be found
in O(f − s) time by scanning the interval in the text, and marking the appro-
priate locations (according to the interaction). If we are given the old location
of a shortened suffix in the PST prior to the insertion, together with its new
location in the PST after the insertion, the additional work will take constant
time. Thus, we are left with the job of locating the new position of each location
in the interval which imposes a change in the PST, as the old locations can be
easily maintained per location. This is explained next.

3.1 The PST Update Traversal

We begin by noting that in any interaction that imposes changes to the suffix
tree, the location s (the start of the interval) will always cause a change. We
traverse the PST with the substring Ts,f , till we reach a node u for which label(u)
is a prefix of Ts,f and is of maximum length. We can denote label(u) = Ts,x for
some s ≤ x ≤ f . If x = f then the shortened suffix of s needs to be inserted at
u in the PST (as f is the maximal extent of s). Otherwise, let w be the child of
u in the PST for which the first character on the edge (u, w) is tx+1. The path
in the PST corresponding to Ts,f ends on this edge, and so, the shortened suffix
of s needs to be inserted at a new node v breaking the edge (u, w) into two.
We note briefly that the time to traverse any edge in the traversal can be done
in constant time, as we know that Ts,f is in the text. However, when inserting
the new edge v, we want to insert it into the original suffix tree as well (as edge
(u, w) might be a shortcut). To do this, we traverse down the suffix tree from u
till we reach a node (û) for which label(û) is a prefix of Ts,f and is of maximum
length. We can denote label(û) = Ts,x̂ for some s ≤ x̂ ≤ f . If x̂ = f then the
shortened suffix of s needs to be inserted at û in the suffix tree. Otherwise, let ŵ
be the child of û in the suffix tree for which the first character on the edge (û, ŵ)
is tx̂+1. We then insert node v into edge (û, ŵ), updating shortcuts as needed.

We now wish to find the new location in the PST for s + 1. We could re-
scan the PST with Ts+1,f , however that would take too long. Instead, we use
the suffix link of u to find a node u′ for which label(u) = ts l̇abel(u′). Thus,
label(u′) = Ts+1,x. From u′ we continue to traverse down the suffix tree with
the substring Tx+1,f , till we reach a node u1 for which label(u1) is a prefix of
Ts+1,f and is of maximum length. We can denote label(u1) = Ts,x1 for some
s + 1 ≤ x1 ≤ f . If x1 = f then the shortened suffix of s + 1 needs to be inserted
at the node corresponding to u1 in the PST. Otherwise, let w1 be the child of
u1 for which the first character on the edge (u1, w1) is tx1+1. The path in the
PST corresponding to Ts+1,f ends on this edge, and so, the shortened suffix of
s + 1 needs to be inserted at a new node v1 breaking the edge (u1, w1) into two.
As before, when inserting the new node v1, we want to insert it into the original
suffix tree as well. To do this, we take the suffix link from û, and continue to
traverse down the suffix tree from the node at the other side of the suffix link
û1 for which label(û1) is a prefix of Ts+1,f and is of maximum length. We can
denote label(û1) = Ts+1,x̂1 for some s + 1 ≤ x̂1 ≤ f . The rest of the work for
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this case is the same as in the first phase, however we might also need to update
suffix links for the newly inserted node.

We continue this process, where at the i′th iteration we use the suffix link of ui−1

to find a node u′
i−1 for which label(ui−1) = ts l̇abel(u′

i−1). Thus, label(u′
i−1) =

Ts+i,x. From u′
i−1 we continue to traverse down the suffix tree with the substring

Txi,f , till we reach a node ui for which label(ui) is a prefix of Ts+i,f and is of max-
imum length. We can denote label(ui) = Ts,xi for some s + i ≤ x1 ≤ f . If xi = f
then the shortened suffix of s + i needs to be inserted at the node corresponding
to ui in the PST. Otherwise, let wi be the child of ui for which the first character
on the edge (ui, wi) is txi+1. The path in the PST corresponding to Ts+i,f ends
on this edge, and so, the shortened suffix of s + i needs to be inserted at a new
node breaking the edge (ui, wi) into two. As before, when inserting the new node
vi, we want to insert it into the original suffix tree as well. To do this, we take the
suffix link from ûi, and continue to traverse down the suffix tree from the node at
the other side of the suffix link ûi for which label(ûi) is a prefix of Ts+i,f and is of
maximum length. We can denote label(ûi) = Ts+i,x̂1 for some s+ i ≤ x̂i ≤ f . The
rest of the work for this case is the same as in the first phase, however we might
also need to update suffix links for the newly inserted node.

The process ends after f − s iterations. In each iteration we updated the
location of at most one shortened suffix. The running time is as follows. All of
the updates done to a suffix once its new location is found take constant time.
The total traversal in order to find all of the new locations in the PST take a
total of (f − s) time, as in each iteration i we will traverse from xi−1 to xi, and
from x̂i−1 to x̂i.

3.2 Multiple Interactions

If our new interval (s, f) interacts with more than one interval already in π
we need to be able to determine which different interactions occur, and decide
accordingly which locations require a change. In order to do this, we note that
the two types of interactions that might cause the maximum extent for a given
location not to change are the first and third. It is enough to detect one interval
(s′, f ′) ∈ π whose interaction with (s, f) is of the first type. This can be done by
checking the end location of s. So assume this is not the case, and focus on dealing
with many interactions of the third type. we can locate all such interactions in
O(f − s) time by scanning the interval, and checking end locations for each
location encountered. for a location i if end(i) > f then we know that for any
location j such that ≤ j ≤ f , end(j) will not change. So, once we reach the
first s ≤ i ≤ f we know that the only locations that need to change are in the
range [s, i−1]. Once these locations have been determined, we perform the PST
update traversal in order to complete the process.

Theorem 7. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T it is
possible to maintain the PST under Insert(s, f) operations in O(f − s) time.
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4 The Decremental Version

In this section it is shown how to solve the following problem:

Problem 2. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T we wish to
maintain the PST under the following updates efficiently:

– Delete(s, f) - Delete the interval (s, f) from π.

As intervals are being deleted from π, maintaining π in standard form is
dangerous, as once an interval is deleted, we might require another interval which
was not in the standard form. Therefore we can no longer assume that the size
of π is linear in the size of the text. We begin with a preprocessing phase in
which for every text location i we build two lists. The first list, denoted by ϕi, is
the list of all intervals in π for which the starting time is i, sorted by decreasing
finishing time. The second list, denoted by γi is the list of all intervals in π for
which the finishing time is i, sorted by increasing starting time. We can easily
construct both lists in O(n + |π|) time. In addition, we use a hash function such
that given an interval (s, f) we can locate in constant time if (s, f) ∈ π, and if
so it will return two pointers to nodes, one to the node in the list ϕs and one to
the node in the list γf which refer to that interval in those lists.

Like in the incremental version, there are several types of updates that can
happen to the PST due to a Delete(s, f) update. These different types of updates
are provided by the different interactions between the deleted interval (s, f) and
the other intervals currently in π. For simplicity we assume that there is only
one interval (s′, f ′) ∈ π \ {(s, f)}, such that [s, f ]∩ [s′, f ′] �= φ. This interval can
be easily found in O(f − s) time as mentioned before in the incremental version,
however we need to use the first nodes in the lists ϕi and γi for each s ≤ i ≤ f .

1. The first type of interaction is when s′ ≤ s ≤ f ≤ f ′. In such a case
the deleted interval does not affect the maximum extent of any of the text
locations.

2. The second type of interaction is when s ≤ s′ ≤ f ′ ≤ f . In such a case the
deleted interval completely contains (s′, f ′) and so for any text location i
where s′ ≤ i ≤ f ′, the deletion will change end(i) to be f ′, while for the
other locations in [s, f ] we need to set their end location to NIL.

3. The third type of interaction is when s ≤ s′ ≤ f ≤ f ′. In such a case we
only need to update the end location for text location i where s ≤ i < s′ to
be NIL.

4. The fourth type of interaction is when s′ ≤ s ≤ f ′ ≤ f . In such a case we
only need to update the end location for text location i where s ≤ i ≤ f as
for any location s ≤ i ≤ f ′ we have that f ′ provided the longer property
extent (as opposed to the one provided by (s, f)), and for the remaining
f ′ < i ≤ f we have that end(i) = NIL as there is no extent available.

For the last three (out of four) types of interactions, we need to update the
maximum extent for some text locations, and update the PST accordingly.
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The locations for which we will have changes made in the PST can be found
in O(f − s) time by scanning the interval in the text, and marking the appropri-
ate locations (according to the interaction). If we are given the old location of a
shortened suffix in the PST prior to the insertion, together with its new location
in the PST after the insertion or an indication that no such extent exists, the
additional work will take constant time. Thus, we are left with the job of locating
the new position of each location in the interval which imposes a change in the
PST, as the old locations can be easily maintained per location.

In order to do this, we want to use the PST update traversal. However in
order for the traversal to be correct, we must prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Any change to a maximal extent made due to a Delete(s, f) update
will result in a NIL, or an extend k such that s ≤ k ≤ f .

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a text location i such that due
to a Delete(s, f) update, end(i) changes to be k such that k < s or k > f . if k < s
then we also must have i < s, and as such the interval which provides i with its
maximal extent does not interact with (s, f), contradicting our assumption that
end(i) was changed. If k > f , then there exists an interval (s′, k) ∈ π such that
s′ ≤ i ≤ f < k. However, this interval existed prior to the deletion of (s, f) and
so the maximal extent of i should not have changed due to the deletion. ��
Now aided by the lemma, we note that the PST traversal will traverse through
all of the new locations that the shortened suffixes need to be updated at due
to the deletions. Also, we must remove (s, f) from ϕs and gammaf , however as
these values are hashed, this takes constant time. The running time is the same
as that of the insert operation - O(f − s).

4.1 Multiple Interactions

If our deleted interval (s, f) interacts with more than one interval in π \ {(s, f)}
we need to be able to determine which different interactions occur, and decide
accordingly which locations require a change. This is done in a similar method
to that of the insertions, and is thus omitted.

Theorem 8. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T it is
possible to maintain the PST under Delete(s, f) operations in O(f − s) time.

5 The Fully Dynamic Version

Problem 3. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T we wish to
maintain the PST under the following updates efficiently:

– Insert(s, f) - Insert a new interval (s, f) into π.
– Delete(s, f) - Delete the interval (s, f) from π.
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As intervals are being deleted from π, maintaining π in standard form is still
dangerous, as once an interval is deleted, we might require another interval which
was not in the standard form. We begin with a preprocessing phase in which for
every text location i we build ϕi and γi, both maintained as dynamic priority
queues. In addition, we use a hash function such that given an interval (s, f) we
can locate in constant time if (s, f) ∈ π, and if so it will return two pointers
to nodes, one to the node in ϕs and one to the node in γf which refer to that
interval in those lists.

The procedures for processing an insertion or deletion are the same as that
of the incremental and decremental ones, with the following changes. All of the
interactions that are made with ϕi and γi for some location i are done through
the appropriate priority queue. Thus each update performs two lookups (one
for a minimum value, and one for a maximum value), each insertion performs
two priority queue insertions, and each deletion performs two priority queue
deletions. We can use the data structure by van Emde Boas [17] so that each
priority queue operation requires O(log log n) time. Thus we have the following.

Theorem 9. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T it is
possible to maintain the PST under Delete(s, f) and Insert(s, f) operations in
O(f − s + log log n) time per operation.

6 The Batched Insert Version and the Static Case

In this section we solve the following problem.

Problem 4. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T we wish to
maintain the PST under the following updates efficiently:

– Insert(I) - Insert the set of intervals I = {(s1, f1), (s2, f2), ..., (s�, f�)}
into π.

We could perform an insert operation per interval in I, and that would take
O(

∑
(s,f)∈I f − s) time. However, we do better by presenting an algorithm that

runs in O(cover-size(I)) where

cover-size(I) = |{1 ≤ i ≤ n : ∃(s, f) ∈ Is.t.i ∈ [s, f ]}|.
To do this, we begin by processing the intervals in I as follows. We start with
an array A of size n. We do not need to spend the time to initialize A - instead
we can use standard techniques which know for a given location in A if it has
been set or not. Next we create an undirected graph G = (V, E), where for each
interval (sk, fk) ∈ I we have a corresponding vertex vk ∈ V , and we initiate E
to be empty. Now for each 1 ≤ i ≤ � we scan A[s], A[s + 1], ..., A[f ] and do the
following. For each location in A, if it was never initialized, we insert i. Otherwise,
it has some value j in it, and so we insert (vi, vj) into E, and stop the scan for this
interval. The total running time for all of the scans will be O(cover-size(I)+|I|) =
O(cover-size(I)). Next, we find the connected components in G in O(|I|) time.
For each connected component C, we define IC to be the subset of intervals in
I which corresponds to the vertices in C.
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Lemma 4. Let C and C′ be two different connected components of G. Then
cover-size(IC) + cover-size(IC′) = cover-size(IC ∪ IC′).

Proof. If cover-size(IC)+ cover-size(IC′) > cover-size(IC ∪ IC′) (as the opposite
is clearly not true) then this implies that there exists an interval with a vertex
in C, and an interval with a vertex in C′, such that the intersection of those
two intervals is not empty. However, from the way we chose the edges in G,
this implies that there is an edge between those two vertices, contradicting the
assumption that C and C′ are different connected components. ��
For each connected component C we can convert IC to be in standard form in
time O(cover-size(IC)). So we will assume IC is in standard form. We also as-
sume with out loss of generality, that for every interval in IC , its interactions
with π prior to the batch insertion cause some changes (as this can be checked
in O(cover-size(IC)) as well). Denote IC = {(si1 , fi1), (si2 , fi2), ..., (si|C| , fi|C|)},
where for every i1 ≤ j ≤ i|C| − 1 we have ij < ij+1. For each i1 ≤ j ≤ i|C| we do
Insert(sj , fj) with the following changes. When we run the PST update traversal,
we only run till we reach the suffix at sj+1. Once this point is met, we know that
the maximal extent from this point onwards is at least fj+1 which is larger than
fj. Being that at that point we are considering the shortened suffix Tsj+1,fj we can
continue traversing down the tree in order to obtain the location of Tsj+1,fj+1 , and
then start the work needed for interval (sj+1, fj+1). Thus, the total time spent on
interval j is sj+1 − sj , and the total time spent on all intervals is

f|C| − s|C| +
j=i|C|−1∑

j=i1

sj+1 − sj = O(cover-size(IC)).

For each connected component C we can convert IC to be in standard form in
time O(cover-size(IC)). So we will assume IC is in standard form. We also assume
that for every interval in IC , its interactions with π prior to the batch insertion
cause some changes (as this can be checked in O(cover-size(IC)) as well). Denote
IC = {(si1 , fi1), (si2 , fi2), ..., (si|C| , fi|C|)}, where for every i1 ≤ j ≤ i|C| − 1 we
have ij < ij+1. For each i1 ≤ j ≤ i|C| we do Insert(sij , fij ) with the following
changes. When we run the PST update traversal, we only run till we reach the
suffix at sij+1 . Once this point is met, we know that the maximal extent from
this point onwards is at least fij+1 which is larger than fij . Being that at that
point we are considering the shortened suffix Tsij+1 ,fij

we can continue traversing
down the tree in order to obtain the location of Tsij+1 ,fij+1

, and then start the
work needed for interval (sij+1 , fij+1). Thus, the total time spent on interval ij
is sij+1 − sij , and the total time spent on all intervals is

f|C| − s|C| +
j=i|C|−1∑

j=i1

sij+1 − sij = O(cover-size(IC)).

Problem 5. Given a PST for text T = t1...tn and a property π of T can maintain
the PST under the following updates:
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– Insert(I) - Insert the set of intervals I = {(s1, f1), (s2, f2), ..., (s�, f�)}
into π,

where each update takes O(cover-size(I) time.

6.1 The (New) Static Version

The static version is a special case of batched update, where we have only one
update whose intervals are all the intervals in π. This reproves the following.

Theorem 10. Given a property π over T = t1...tn it is possible to construct the
PST O(|π| + m) time.
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Abstract. Finding approximate overlaps is the first phase of many se-
quence assembly methods. Given a set of r strings of total length n and an
error-rate ε, the goal is to find, for all-pairs of strings, their suffix/prefix
matches (overlaps) that are within edit distance k = �ε��, where � is the
length of the overlap. We propose new solutions for this problem based
on backward backtracking (Lam et al. 2008) and suffix filters (Kärkkäinen
and Na, 2008). Techniques use nHk + o(n log σ) + r log r bits of space,
where Hk is the k-th order entropy and σ the alphabet size. In practice,
methods are easy to parallelize and scale up to millions of DNA reads.

1 Introduction

High-throughput short read sequencing is revolutionizing the way molecular bi-
ology is researched. For example, the routine task of measuring gene expression
by microarrays is now being replaced by a technology called RNA-seq [4,27];
the transcriptome is shotgun sequenced so that one is left with a set of short
reads (typically e.g. of length 36 basepairs) whose sequence is known but it is
not known from which parts of the genome they were transcribed. The process
is hence reversed by mapping the short reads back to the genome, assuming that
the reference genome sequence is known. Otherwise, one must resort to sequence
assembly methods [24].

The short read mapping problem is essentially identical to an indexed multiple
approximate stringmatching problem [21] when using a proper distance/similarity
measure capturing the different error types (SNPs, measurement errors, etc.). Re-
cently, many new techniques for short read mapping have come out building on
the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [1] and on the FM-index [7] concept. The
FM-index provides a way to index a sequence within space of compressed sequence
exploiting BWT. This index provides so-called backward search principle that
enables very fast exact string matching on the indexed sequence. Lam et al. [13]
extended backward search to simulate backtracking on suffix tree [28], i.e., to sim-
ulate dynamic programming on all relevant paths of suffix tree; their tool BWT-SW
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provides an efficient way to do local alignment without the heuristics used in many
common bioinformatics tools. The same idea of backward backtracking coupled
with search space pruning heuristics is exploited in the tools tailored for short
read mapping: bowtie [14], bwa [16], SOAP2 [5]. In a recent study [17], an exper-
imental comparison confirmed that the search space pruning heuristics used in
short read mapping software are competitive with the fastest index-based filters
— suffix filters [11] by Kärkkäinen and Na — proposed in the string processing
literature.

In this paper, we go one step further in the use of backward backtracking
in short read sequencing. Namely, we show that the technique can also be used
when the reference genome is not known, i.e., as part of overlap-layout-consensus
sequence assembly pipeline [12]. The overlap-phase of the pipeline is to detect
all pairs of sequences (short reads) that have significant approximate overlap.
We show how to combine suffix filters and backward backtracking to obtain a
practical overlap computation method that scales up to millions of DNA reads.

2 Background

A string S = S1,n = s1s2 · · · sn is a sequence of symbols (a.k.a. characters or
letters). Each symbol is an element of an alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , σ}. A substring
of S is written Si,j = sisi+1 . . . sj . A prefix of S is a substring of the form S1,j ,
and a suffix is a substring of the form Si,n. If i > j then Si,j = ε, the empty string
of length |ε| = 0. A text string T = T1,n is a string terminated by the special
symbol tn = $ �∈ Σ, smaller than any other symbol in Σ. The lexicographical
order “<” among strings is defined in the obvious way. Edit distance ed(T, T ′)
is defined as the minimum number of insertions, deletions and replacements of
symbols to transform string T into T ′ [15]. Hamming distance h(T, T ′) is the
number of mismatching symbols between strings T and T ′.

The methods to be studied are derivatives of the Burrows-Wheeler transform
(BWT) [1]. The transform produces a permutation of T , denoted by T bwt, as
follows: (i) Build the suffix array [19] SA[1, n] of T , that is an array of pointers
to all the suffixes of T in the lexicographic order; (ii) The transformed text is
T bwt = L, where L[i] = T [SA[i]− 1], taking T [0] = T [n]. The BWT is reversible,
that is, given T bwt = L we can obtain T as follows [1]: (a) Compute the array
C[1, σ] storing in C[c] the number of occurrences of characters {$, 1, . . . , c−1} in
the text T ; (b) Define the LF mapping as follows: LF (i) = C[L[i]]+rankL[i](L, i),
where rankc(L, i) is the number of occurrences of character c in the prefix L[1, i];
(c) Reconstruct T backwards as follows: set s = 1, for each n − 1, . . . , 1 do
ti ← L[s] and s← LF [s]. Finally put the end marker tn ← $.

The FM-index [7] is a self-index based on the BWT. It is able to locate the
interval SA[sp, ep] that contains the occurrences of any given pattern P without
having SA stored. The FM-index uses an array C and function rankc(L, i) in
the so-called backward search algorithm, calling the rankc(L, i) function O(|P |)
times. Its pseudocode is given below.
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Algorithm. Count(P [1 . . . m],L[1 . . . n])
(1) i← m;
(2) sp← 1; ep← n;
(3) while (sp ≤ ep) and (i ≥ 1) do
(4) s← P [i];
(5) sp← C[s] + ranks(L, sp− 1)+1;
(6) ep← C[s] + ranks(L, ep);
(7) i← i− 1;
(8) if (ep < sp) return “not found”

else return “found (ep− sp + 1) occurrences”.

The correctness of the algorithm is easy to see by induction: At each phase i,
the range [sp, ep] gives the maximal interval of SA pointing to suffixes prefixed
by P [i . . .m].

To report the occurrence positions SA[i] for sp ≤ i ≤ ep a common approach
is to sample SA values and then use the LF -mapping to derive the unsampled
values from the sampled ones.

Many variants of the FM-index have been derived that differ mainly in the
way the rankc(L, i)-queries are solved [22]. For example, on small alphabets, it is
possible to achieve nHk + o(n log σ) bits of space, for moderate k, with constant
time support for rankc(L, i) [8]. Here Hk is the standard k-th order entropy, i.e.,
the minimum number of bits to code a symbol once its k-symbol context is seen.
There holds Hk ≤ log σ.

Let us denote by tLF and tSA the time complexities of LF -mapping (i.e.
rankc(L, i) computation) and SA[i] computation, respectively.

3 All-Pairs Suffix/Prefix Matching

Given a set T of r strings T 1, T 2, . . . , T r, of total length n, the exact all-pairs
suffix/prefix matching problem is to find, for each ordered pair T i, T j ∈ T , all
nonzero length suffix/prefix matches (dubbed overlaps). The problem can be
solved in optimal time by building a generalized suffix tree for the input strings:

Theorem 1 ([9, Sect. 7.10]). Given a set T of r strings of total length n, let
r∗ be the number of exact suffix/prefix overlaps longer than a given threshold.
All such overlaps can be found in O(n+ r∗) time and in Θ(n log n) bits of space.

In the sequel, we concentrate on approximate overlaps and more space-efficient
data structures. Instead of generalized suffix trees, the following techniques use a
FM-index built on the concatenated sequence of strings in T . Since all strings T i

contain the $-terminator as their last symbol, the resulting BWT T bwt contains
all r terminators in some permuted order. This permutation is represented with
an array D that maps from positions of $s in T bwt to strings in T . Thus, the
string T i corresponding to a terminator T bwt[j] = $ is i = D[rank$(T bwt, j)].
The array requires d log d bits.

Next subsection introduces a basic backtracking algorithm that can find ap-
proximate overlaps within a fixed distance k. The second subsection describes a
filtering method that is able to find approximate overlaps when the maximum
number of errors depends on length of the overlap.
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3.1 Backward Backtracking

The backward search can be extended to backtracking to allow the search for
approximate occurrences of the pattern [13]. To get an idea of this general ap-
proach, let us first concentrate on the k-mismatches problem: The pattern P1,m

approximately matches a substring X1,m of some string T i ∈ T , if there are at
most k indices i such that P [i] �= X [i] (i.e. Hamming distance h(P, X) ≤ k).
The following pseudocode finds the k-mismatch occurrences, and is analogous
to the schemes used in [14,16]. The first call to the recursive procedure is
kmismatches(P, T bwt, k, m, 1, n).

Algorithm. kmismatches(P, L, k, j, sp, ep)
(1) if (sp > ep) return ;
(2) if (j = 0)
(3) Report SA[sp], . . . , SA[ep]; return ;
(4) for each s ∈ Σ do
(5) sp′ ← C[s] + ranks(L, sp− 1)+1;
(6) ep′ ← C[s] + ranks(L, ep);
(7) if (P [j] �= s) k′ ← k − 1; else k′ ← k;
(8) if (k′ ≥ 0) kmismatches(P, L, k′, j − 1, sp′, ep′);

The difference between the kmismatches algorithm and exact searching is
that the recursion considers incrementally, from right to left, all different ways
the pattern can be altered with at most k substitutions. Simultaneously, the
recursion maintains the suffix array interval SA[sp . . . ep] where suffixes match
the current modified suffix of the pattern.

To find approximate overlaps of T i having at most k mismatches, we call
kmismatches(T i, T bwt, k, |T i|, 1, n) and modify the algorithm’s output as fol-
lows. Notice that, at each step, the range T bwt[sp . . . ep] contains $-terminators
of all strings prefixed (with at most k mismatches) by the suffix T i

j,m where
m = |T i|. Thus, each of the terminators correspond to one valid overlap of
length j. Terminators and their respective strings T i′ can be enumerated from
the array D in constant time per identifier; the identifiers i′ to output are in the
range D[rank$(T bwt, sp) . . . rank$(T bwt, ep)].

The worst case complexity of backward backtracking is O(|Σ|kmk+1tLF).
There are several recent proposals to prune the search space [14,16] but none of
them can be directly adapted to this suffix/prefix matching problem.

To find all-pairs approximate overlaps, the k-mismatch algorithm is called for
each string T i ∈ T separately. Thus, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 2. Given a set T of r strings of total length n, and a distance k,
let r∗ be the number of approximate suffix/prefix overlaps longer than a given
threshold and within Hamming distance k. All such approximate overlaps can be
found in O(σk

∑
T∈T |T |k+1tLF + r∗) time and in nHk + o(n log σ) + r log r bits

of space.

From the above theorem, it is straightforward to achieve a space-efficient and
easily parallelizable solution for the exact all-pairs suffix/prefix matching prob-
lem (cf. Theorem 1):
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Corollary 1. Given a set T of r strings of total length n, let r∗ be the number
of exact suffix/prefix overlaps longer than a given threshold. All such overlaps
can be found in O(ntLF +r∗) time and in nHk +o(n log σ)+r log r bits of space.1

When k-errors searching (edit distance in place of Hamming distance) is used
instead of k-mismatches, one can apply dynamic programming by building one
column of the standard dynamic programming table [26] on each recursive step.
Search space can be pruned by detecting the situation when the minimum value
in the current column exceeds k. To optimize running time, one can use Myers’
bit-parallel algorithm [20] with the bit-parallel witnesses technique [10] that
enables the same pruning condition as the standard computation. We omit the
details for brevity.

3.2 Suffix Filters

We build on suffix filters [11] and show two different ways to modify the original
idea to be able to search for approximate overlaps. Let us first describe a sim-
plified version of the original idea using an example of approximate matching of
string P with edit distance k.

Suffix filter splits the string to be searched, here P of length m, into k + 1
pieces. More concretely, let string P be partitioned into pieces P = α1α2 · · ·αk+1.
Because the FM-index is searched backwards, it is more convenient to talk about
prefix filters in this context. Now the set of filters to be considered is S =
{α1α2 · · ·αk+1, α1α2 · · ·αk, . . . , α1} as visualized in Fig. 1. To find candidate
occurrences of P within edit distance k, each filter S ∈ S is matched against T
as follows. We use backward backtracking (Sect. 3.1) and match pieces of the
filter S starting from the last one with distance k′ = 0. When the backtracking
advances from one piece to next one (i.e. the preceding piece), the number of
allowed errors k′ is increased by one. Figure 1 gives a concrete example on how
k′ increases. If there is an occurrence of P within distance k, at least one of the
filters will output it as an candidate [11]. In the end, all candidate occurrences
must be validated since the filters may find matches having edit distance larger
than k. However, suffix filters have been shown to be one of the strongest filters
producing quite low number of wrong candidates [11].

Approximate suffix/prefix matches of T i ∈ T can be found as follows. Instead
of a fixed distance k, we are given two parameters: an error-rate ε ≤ 1 and a
minimum overlap threshold t ≥ 1. Now an overlap of length � is called valid if
it is within edit distance �ε�	 and � ≥ t. Again, the string T i is partitioned into

1 Notice that a stronger version of the algorithm in [9, Sect. 7.10] (the one using
doubly-linked stacks) can be modified to find r′ < r2 pairs of strings with maximum
suffix/prefix overlap longer than a given threshold. We can simulate that algorithm
space-efficiently replacing doubly-linked stacks with dynamic compressed bit-vectors
[18] so that time complexity becomes O(n(tSA + log n) + r′) and space complexity
becomes nHk + o(n log σ)+ r log r +n(1+ o(1)). We omit the details, as we focus on
the approximate overlaps. A stronger variant for approximate overlaps is an open
problem.
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Fig. 1. Prefix filters for a string P that
has been partitioned into even length
pieces. Numbers correspond to maximum
number of errors allowed during backward
search.

Fig. 2. String T i has an overlap of length
� = 3p with T j . One of the first three
filters is bound to find the overlap during
backward search.

pieces, denoted αi, but now the number of pieces is determined by the threshold
t and error-rate ε. Let k = �εt	 be the maximum number of errors allowed for
the shortest overlap possible, and for simplicity, let us assume that all pieces are
of even length p (to be defined later). Now the number of pieces is h = �|T i|/p	.

Candidate overlaps are found by searching each prefix filter Si = α1α2 · · ·αi

for 1 ≤ i ≤ h separately: start the backward search from the end of the last
piece αi and match it exactly. Each time a boundary of two pieces is crossed,
the number of allowed errors is increased by one. Now assume that pieces from i
to jth piece have been processed, that is, the current range [sp . . . ep] corresponds
to pieces αjαj+1 · · ·αi. Before the backward search crosses the boundary from
the piece αj to αj−1, we check the range T bwt[sp . . . ep] and output those $-
terminators as candidate overlaps. These candidates are prefixes of strings in T
that may be valid approximate overlaps of length p · (h− j + 1). Only overlaps
whose lengths are multiples of the piece length p can be obtained.

We give two different strategies to find all approximate overlaps, not just those
with length p, 2p, 3p, . . . But first, let us prove that the final set of candidates
produced by the above method contains all valid overlaps of length pj for any
j ≥ �t/p	 (recall that valid overlaps must be longer than t).

Assume that there is a valid overlap of length � = pj between T i and some
T j, as displayed in Fig. 2. Prefix filters of T i will locate this occurrence if we
can guarantee that the suffix T i

m−�,m has been partitioned into �ε�	+ 1 pieces,
where �ε�	 gives the maximum edit distance for an overlap of length �. Recall
that in our partition the suffix T i

m−�,m was split into pieces of length p. We can

define p as min|T i|
�=t � �

�ε��+1	. This guarantees that we have chosen short enough
pieces for our partition, as at least one of the filters Sh, Sh−1, . . . , Sh−j+1 will
output the string T j as a candidate overlap. Figure 2 illustrates this idea. In the
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Fig. 3. Strategy I produces p different
partitions of T i

Fig. 4. Strategy II produces two different
partitions of T i

end, all candidate overlaps must be validated since some of the candidates may
not represent a valid approximate overlap.

Strategy I produces p different partitions for T i so that the boundaries (start
position of pieces) cover all indices of T i. For simplicity, assume that m = |T i|
is a multiple of p. The jth partition, 1 ≤ j ≤ p, has boundaries {j, p + j, 2p +
j, . . . , m}. As a result, the very last piece “shrinks” as seen in Fig. 3. Each
partition forms its own set of filters, which are then searched as described above.
It is straightforward to see that filters of the jth partition find all overlaps of
lengths � ∈ {p− j + 1, 2p− j + 1, 3p− j + 1, . . . , m − j + 1}. Thus, all overlap
lengths � ≥ t are covered by searching through all p partitions. Advantage of
this strategy is that during the backward search, we can always match p symbols
(with 0-errors) before we check for candidate matches. The “shrinking” last piece
αh can be shorter than p but it never produces candidates since p ≤ t. Downside
is that the number of different filter sets Si to search for grows to p.

Strategy II produces only two partitions for T i. Again, assume that m = |T i|
is a multiple of p. Now the two partitions have the boundaries {1, p + 1, 2p +
1, . . . , m} and {�p/2	, p + �p/2	, 2p + �p/2	, . . . , m}, as visualized in Fig. 4. To
acquire candidates for all overlap lengths � ≥ t, we modify the backtracking
search as follows: instead of outputting candidates only at the boundaries, we
start to output candidates after �p/2	 symbols of each piece has been matched.
More precisely, assume we are matching symbol at position i′ in some αi. If
i′ ≤ p−�p/2	,we output all $-terminators from range T bwt[sp . . . ep] as candidate
overlaps. Then the first partition outputs candidates for overlap lengths � ∈
[�p/2	, p]

⋃
[p + �p/2	, 2p]

⋃
· · · and the second partition for lengths � ∈ [p +

1, p + �p/2	]
⋃

[2p + 1, 2p + �p/2	]
⋃
· · · Since �p/2	 ≤ t, these filters together

cover all overlap lengths � ≥ t. Obvious advantage of this strategy is that only two
sets of filters must be searched. However, the number of candidates produced is
generally higher than in strategy I. If p is really small, the number of candidates
found after �p/2	 symbols grows substantially.

Unfortunately, prefix filters cannot guarantee any worst-case time complexi-
ties. We conclude with the following theorem:
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Table 1. Experiments with k-mismatches. Time is reported as average time (s) per
read. Strategy II produces exactly the same overlaps as strategy I.

Method t k ε Time (s) Max. � Avg. � Std.dev. �

Backtracking 20 2 – 0.005 506 33.9 24.0
20 4 – 0.277 506 27.4 16.4
20 6 – ≈ 8 full result not computed

Strategy I 20 – 5% 0.365 524 42.1 34.5
20 – 10% 0.753 1040 46.5 38.1
40 – 2.5% 0.212 506 74.8 45.6
40 – 5% 0.213 524 76.7 45.7
40 – 10% 0.553 1040 78.8 46.4

Strategy II 20 – 5% 0.140 524 42.1 34.5
20 – 10% 0.990 1040 46.5 38.1
40 – 2.5% 0.029 506 74.8 45.6
40 – 5% 0.053 524 76.7 45.7
40 – 10% 0.341 1040 78.8 46.4

Table 2. Experiments with k-errors. Time is reported as average time (s) per read.
Strategy II produces exactly the same overlaps as strategy I.

Method t k ε Time (s) Max. � Avg. � Std.dev. �

Backtracking 40 2 – 0.031 535 77.2 49.4
40 4 – ≈ 6 full result not computed

Strategy I 40 – 2.5% 1.196 561 116.1 80.9
40 – 5% 1.960 1010 121.4 82.2
40 – 10% ≈ 6 1040 123.9 80.5

Strategy II 40 – 2.5% 0.072 561 116.1 80.9
40 – 5% 0.179 1010 121.4 82.2
40 – 10% 1.730 1040 123.9 80.5

Theorem 3. Given a set T of r strings of total length n, a minimum overlap
threshold t ≥ 1 and an error-rate ε, all approximate overlaps within edit distance
�ε�	, where � is the length of the overlap, can be found using prefix filters and in
nHk + o(n log σ) + r log r bits of space.

4 Experiments

We implemented the different techniques described in Sect. 3 on top of succinct
data structures from the libcds library2. The implementation supports both the
k-mismatches and k-errors (i.e. edit distance) models. Edit distance computation
is done using bit-parallel dynamic programming [20]. Overlaps can be searched
by using either the backtracking algorithm (for fixed k) or suffix filters (for error-
rate ε). The experiments were run on Intel Xeon E5440 and 32 GB of memory.

2 http://code.google.com/p/libcds/
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Fig. 5. Average time per read when the number of sequences increases from 1 to 5
million. The average times for ε = 5% (both edit distance and mismatches) were
measured using strategy II with minimum overlap length t = 40. All averages were
measured by matching 10 000 reads against each set.

The algorithms were tested on sets of DNA sequences produced by a 454 Se-
quencing System [2]. All of the DNA was sequenced from one individual Melitaea
cinxia (a butterfly). Since the 454 system is known to produce sequencing errors
in long homopolymers (runs of single nucleotide) [6], all homopolymers longer
than 5 were truncated. The full set contained 5 million reads of total length
1.7 GB. The average read length was 355.1 with a standard deviation of 144.2.
Smaller sets of 4, 3, 2, and 1 million reads were produced by cutting down the
full set. Majority of these experiments were run using the smallest set of one
million reads to allow extensive coverage of different parameters in feasible time.

Our implementation of the suffix filters uses extra n log σ + O(d log u
d ) bits

(plain sequences plus a delta-encoded bit-vector in main memory) to be able to
check candidate matches more efficiently. In practice, the total size of the index
for the sets of 5 and 1 million reads was 2.8 GB and 445 MB, respectively. A
minimum overlap length t ∈ {20, 40} was used to limit the output size. Further-
more, results were post-processed to contain only the longest overlaps for each
ordered string pair.

Table 1 summarizes our results on k-mismatch overlaps for the set of one
million reads. As expected, backtracking slows down exponentially and does not
scale up to high values of k. The parameter k = 4 corresponds approximately
to 0.7% ≤ ε ≤ 20%. Strategy I is faster than strategy II when the piece length
gets small (ε = 10% and t = 20). On all other parameters, however, it is more
efficient to check the candidates produced by the two filters in strategy II, than
to search through all partitions in strategy I. Notice that strategy II (ε = 5% and
t = 40) is only about 10 times slower than k = 2 but produces a significantly
bigger quantity of long overlaps (cf. Fig. 6). Against k = 4, strategy II is on
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par regarding time (when t = 40) and produces longer overlaps. Table 2 gives
numbers for similar tests in the k-errors model.

In our third experiment, we measured the average time as a function of the
number of sequences. Figure 5 gives the average times per read for backtracking
with 2-mismatch and suffix filters with ε = 5% and t = 40. The suffix filters,
for both edit distance and mismatch, slow down by a factor of ≈ 3.5 between
the smallest and largest set. The backtracking algorithm slows down only by a
factor of ≈ 1.5.

The graph in Fig. 6 displays the frequencies of overlap lengths computed with
the different k and ε parameters. Notice that increasing k from 2 to 4 mismatches
mainly increases the number of short overlaps.Overlaps computed using error-rate
give a much gentle distribution of overlaps, since they naturally allow less errors
for shorter overlaps. Furthermore, at overlap lengths 100–400, the 10%-mismatch
search finds about 5 times more overlaps than methods with fixed k. When search-
ing with 10%-edit distance, there are more than a hundred times more overlaps of
length 300 compared to the 2-mismatch search. This suggests that insertions and
deletions (especially at homopolymers) are frequent in the dataset.

5 Discussion

Currently, many state-of-the-art sequence assemblers for short read sequences
(e.g. [23,29,3]) use de Bruijn graph alike structures that are based on the q-grams
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shared by the reads. It will be interesting to see whether starting instead from the
overlap graph (resulting from the approximate overlaps studied in this paper), and
applying the novel techniques used in the de Bruijn appoaches, yields a competi-
tive assembly result. Such pipeline is currently under implementation [25].
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Abstract. The problem of dictionary matching is a classical problem in
string matching: given a set S of d strings of total length n characters over
an (not necessarily constant) alphabet of size σ, build a data structure so
that we can match in a any text T all occurrences of strings belonging to
S. The classical solution for this problem is the Aho-Corasick automaton
which finds all occ occurrences in a text T in time O(|T | + occ) using a
representation that occupies O(m log m) bits of space where m ≤ n + 1
is the number of states in the automaton. In this paper we show that the
Aho-Corasick automaton can be represented in just m(log σ + O(1)) +
O(d log(n/d)) bits of space while still maintaining the ability to answer to
queries in O(|T |+ occ) time. To the best of our knowledge, the currently
fastest succinct data structure for the dictionary matching problem uses
O(n log σ) bits of space while answering queries in O(|T | log log n + occ)
time. In the paper we also show how the space occupancy can be reduced
to m(H0+O(1))+O(d log(n/d)) where H0 is the empirical entropy of the
characters appearing in the trie representation of the set S, provided that
σ < mε for any constant 0 < ε < 1. The query time remains unchanged.

1 Introduction

A recent trend in text pattern matching algorithms has been to succinctly encode
data structures so that they occupy no more space than the data they are built
on, without a too significant sacrifice in their query time. The most prominent
example being the data structures used for indexing texts for substring matching
queries [15, 8, 9].

In this paper we are interested in the succinct encoding of data structures
for the dictionary matching problem, which consists in the construction of a
data structure on a set S of d strings (a dictionary) of total length n over an
alphabet of size σ (wlog we assume that σ ≤ n) so that we can answer to queries
of the kind: find in a text T all occurrences of strings belonging to S if any.
The dictionary matching problem has numerous applications including computer
security (virus detection software, intrusion detection systems), genetics and
others. The classical solution to this problem is the Aho-Corasick automaton
[1], which uses space O(m log m) bits (where m is the number of states in the
automaton which in the worst case equals n + 1) and answers queries in time
O(|T | + occ) (where occ is number of occurrences) if hashing techniques are

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 88–100, 2010.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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used, or O(|T | log σ + occ) if only binary search is permitted. The main result
of our paper is that the Aho-corasick automaton can be represented in just
m(log σ+3.443+o(1))+d(3 log(n/d)+O(1)) bits of space while still maintaining
the same O(|T | + occ) query time. As a corollary of the main result, we also
show a compressed representation suitable for alphabets of size σ < mε for
any constant 0 < ε < 1. This compressed representation uses m(H0 + 3.443 +
o(1)) + O(d log(n/d)) bits of space where H0 is the empirical entropy of the
characters appearing in the trie representation of the set S. The query time of
the compressed representation is also O(|T | + occ).

The problem of succinct encoding for dictionary matching has already been
explored in [2, 10, 16, 11]. The results in [2] and [11] deal with the dynamic case
which is not treated in this paper. The best results for the static case we have
found in the literature are the two results from [10] and the result from [16]. A
comparison of the results from [10, 16] with our main result is summarized in
table 1 (the two dynamic results of [2, 11] are not shown as in the static case
they are dominated by the static results in [10, 16]). In this table, the two results
from [10] are denoted by HLSTV1 and HLSTV2 and the result of [16] is denoted
by TWLY. For comparison purpose, we have replaced m with n in the space and
time bounds of our data structure.

Table 1. Comparison of dictionary matching succinct indexes

Algorithm Space usage (in bits) Query time
HLSTV1 O(n log σ) O(|T | log log(n) + occ)
HLSTV2 n log σ(1 + o(1)) + O(d log(n)) O(|T |(logε(n) + log(d)) + occ)
TWLY n log σ(2 + o(1)) + O(d log(n)) O(|T |(log(d) + log σ) + occ)
Ours n(log σ + 3.443 + o(1)) + O(d log(n/d)) O(|T | + occ)

Our results assume a word RAM model, in which usual operations including
multiplications, divisions and shifts are all supported in constant time. We as-
sume that the computer word is of size Ω(log n), where n is the total size of
the string dictionary on which we build our data structures. Without loss of
generality we assume that n is a power of two. All logarithms are intended as
base 2 logarithms. We assume that the strings are drawn from an alphabet of
size σ, where σ is not necessarily constant. That is, σ could be as large as n.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the main tools
that will be used in our construction. In section 3 we present our main result.
In section 4, we give a compressed variant of the data structure. Finally some
concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 Basic Components

In this paper, we only need to use three basic data structures from the literature
of succinct data structures.
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2.1 Compressed Integer Arrays

We will use the following result about compression of integer arrays:

Lemma 1. Given an array A of n integers such that
∑

0≤i<n A[i] = U . We can
produce a compressed representation that uses n(�log(U/n)� + 2 + o(1)) bits of
space such that any element of the array A can be reproduced in constant time.

This result was first described in [9] based on Elias-Fano coding by Elias [5]
and Fano [6] combined with succinct bitvectors [3] which support constant time
queries.

2.2 Succinctly Encoded Ordinal Trees

In the result of [13] a tree of n nodes of arbitrary degrees where the nodes are
ordered in depth first order can be represented in n(2 + o(1)) bits of space so
that basic navigation on the tree can be done in constant time. In this work we
will only need a single primitive: given a node x of preorder i (the preorder of
a node is the number attributed to the node in a DFS lexicographic traversal of
the tree), return the preorder j of the parent of x.

The following lemma summarizes the result which will be used later in our
construction:

Lemma 2. A tree with n nodes of arbitrary degrees can be represented in n(2+
o(1)), so that the preorder of the parent of a node of given preorder can be
computed in constant time.

In this paper we also use the compressed tree representation presented in [12]
which permits to use much less space than 2n + o(n) bits in the case where tree
nodes degrees distribution is skewed (e.g. the tree has much more leaves than
internal nodes).

Lemma 3. A tree with n nodes of arbitrary degrees can be represented in n(H∗+
o(1)), where H∗ is the entropy of the degree distribution of the tree, so that the
preorder of the parent of a node of given preorder can be computed in constant
time.

2.3 Succinct Indexable Dictionary

In the paper by Raman, Raman and Rao [14] the following result is proved :

Lemma 4. a dictionary on a set Γ of m integer keys from a universe of size
U can be built in time O(m) and uses B(m, U) + o(m) bits of space, where
B(m, U) = log

(
U
m

)
, so that the following two operations can be supported in

constant time:

– select(i): return the key of rank i in lexicographic order (natural order of
integers).

– rank(k): return the rank of key k in lexicographic order if k ∈ Γ . Otherwise
return −1.
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The term B(m, U) = log
(

U
m

)
is the information theoretic lower bound on the

number of bits needed to encode all possible subsets of size n of a universe of size
U(we have

(
U
m

)
different subsets and so we need log

(
U
m

)
to encode them). The

term B(m, U) can be upper bounded in the worst case by m(log(e)+log(U/m)).
The space usage of the dictionary can then be simplified as B(m, U) + o(m) ≤
m(log(e) + log(U/m) + o(1)) ≤ m(log(U/m) + 1.443 + o(1)).

3 The Data Structure

Before describing our new representation, we briefly recall the original Aho-
Corasick automaton. The variant described here may slightly differ from other
ones for the reason that this variant is simpler to adapt to our case. In partic-
ular the strings of S are implicitly represented by the automaton and are never
represented explicitly.

Given a set of strings S, our Aho-Corasick automaton has m = |P | states
where P is the set of all prefixes of strings in S including the empty string and
all the strings of S. Each state of the automaton uniquely corresponds to one
of the elements of P . We thus have |P | = m ≤ n + 1 states in the automaton.
The states that correspond to strings in S are called terminal states. Our Aho-
Corasick representation has three kinds of transitions: next,failure and report:

– For each state vp corresponding to a prefix p, we have a transition next(vp, c)
labeled with character c from the state vp to a state vpv corresponding to a
prefix pc for each prefix pc ∈ P . Hence we may have up to σ next transitions
per state.

– For each state vp we have a failure transition which connects vp to the state
vq corresponding to the longest suffix q of p such that q ∈ P and p �= q.

– Additionally , for each state vp, we may have a report transition from the
state vp to the state corresponding to the longest suffix q of p such that q ∈ S
and p �= q if such q exists (a report transition always points to a terminal
state). If for a given state vp no such string exists, then we do not have a
report transition from the state vp.

Our new data structure is very simple. We essentially use two succinctly encoded
dictionaries, two succinctly encoded ordinal trees and one Elias-Fano encoded
array. The representation we use is implicit in the sense that the strings of the
dictionary are not stored at all. A query will output the occurences as triplets
of the form (occ start pos, occ end pos, string id) where string id is the identi-
fier of a matched string from S and occ start pos (occ end pos) is the starting
(ending) position of the occurrence in the text.

The central idea is to represent each state corresponding to a prefix p ∈
P , by a unique number rankP (p) ∈ [0, m − 1] which represents the rank of
p in P in suffix-lexicographic order (the suffix-lexicographic order is similar to
lexicographic order except that the strings are compared in right-to-left order
instead of left-to-right order). Then it is easy to see that the failure transitions
form a tree rooted at state 0 (which we call a failure tree) and a DFS traversal of
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Fig. 1. The Aho-Corasick automaton for the set {"ABC","B","BC","CA"}

the tree will enumerate the states in increasing order. Similarly, the set of report
transitions represent a forest of trees, which can be transformed into a tree rooted
at state 0 (which we call a report tree) by attaching all the roots of the forest
as children of state 0. Then similarly a DFS traversal of the report tree will
also enumerate the states of the automaton in order. Then computing a failure
(report) transition for a given state amounts to finding the parent of the state
in the failure (report) tree. It turns out that the succinct tree representations
(lemma 2 and lemma 3) do support parent queries on DFS numbered trees in
constant time.

3.1 State Representation

We now describe the state representation and the correspondence between states
and strings. The states of our Aho-Corasick automaton representation are de-
fined in the following way:

Definition 1. Let P be the set of all prefixes of the strings in S, and let m = |P |.
We define the function state as a function from P into the interval [0, m − 1]
where state(p) = rankP (p) is the rank of the string p in P according to the suffix-
lexicographic order (we count the number of elements of P which are smaller than
p in the suffix lexicographic order).

The suffix-lexicographic order is defined in the same way as standard lexico-
graphic order except that the characters of the strings are compared in right-to-
left order instead of left-to-right order. That is the strings of P are first sorted
according to their last character and then ties are broken according to their next-
to-last character, etc. . . . In order to distinguish final states from the other states,
we simply note that we have exactly d terminal states corresponding to the d
elements of S. As stated in the definition, each of the m states is uniquely iden-
tified by a number in range [0, m−1]. Therefore in order to distinguish terminal
from non-terminal states, we use a succinct indexable dictionary, in which we
store the d numbers corresponding to the d terminal states. As those d numbers
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all belong to the range [0, m − 1], the total space occupation of our dictionary
is (at most) d(log(m/d) + 1.443 + o(1)) bits. In the following, we denote this
dictionary as the state dictionary.

3.2 Representation of Next Transitions

We now describe how next transitions are represented. First, we note that a
transition goes always from a state corresponding to a prefix p where p ∈ P
to a state corresponding to a prefix pc for some character c such that pc ∈ P .
Therefore in order to encode the transition labeled with character c and which
goes from the state corresponding to the string p (if such transition exists), we
need to encode two informations: whether there exists a state corresponding to
the prefix pc and the number corresponding to that state if it exists. In other
words, given state(p) and a character c, we need to know whether there exists
a state corresponding to pc in which case, we would wish to get the number
state(pc).

The transition from state(p) to state(pc) can be done in a very simple way
using a succinct indexable dictionary (lemma 4) which we call the transition
dictionary. For that, we notice that state(p) ∈ [0, m − 1]. For each non empty
string pi = p′ici where pi ∈ P , we store in the transition dictionary, the pair
pair(pi) = (ci, state(p′i)) as the concatenation of the bit representation of ci

followed by the bit representation of state(p′i). That is we store a total of m − 1
pairs which correspond to the m − 1 non empty strings in P . Notice that the
pairs are from a universe of size σm. Notice also that the pairs are first ordered
according to the characters ci and then by state(p′i) (in the C language notation
a pair is an integer computed as pair(pi) = (ci << log m) + state(p′i). Now the
following facts are easy to observe:

1. Space occupation of the transition dictionary is m(log((σ · m)/m) + 1.443 +
o(1)) = m(log σ + 1.443 + o(1)).

2. The rank of the pairs stored in the succinct dictionary reflects the rank of
the elements of P in suffix-lexicographic order. This is easy to see as we are
sorting pairs corresponding to non empty strings, first by their last characters
before sorting them by the rank of their prefix excluding their last character.
Therefore we have rank(pair(pi)) = state(pi) + 1, where rank function is
applied on the transition dictionary.

3. A pair (ci, state(p′i)) exists in the transition dictionary if and only if we have
a transition from the state corresponding to p′i to the state corresponding to
p′ici labeled with the ci.

From the last two observations we can see that a transition from a state
state(p) for a character c can be executed in the following way: first compute
the pair (c, state(p)). Then query the transition dictionary using the function
rank((c, state(p))). If that function returns −1, we can deduce that there is
no transition from state(p) labeled with character c. Otherwise we will have
state(pc) = rank((c, state(p))) + 1. In conclusion we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 5. The next transitions of an Aho-corasick automaton whose states are
defined according to definition 1 can be represented in (at most) m(log σ+1.443+
o(1)) bits of space such that the existence and destination state of a transition
can be computed in constant time.

3.3 Representation of Failure Transitions

We now describe how failure transitions are encoded. Recall that a failure tran-
sition connects a state representing a prefix p to the state representing a prefix q
where q is the longest suffix of p such that q ∈ P and q �= p. The set of failure
transitions can be represented with a tree called the failure tree. Each node in the
failure tree represents an element of P and each element of P has a corresponding
node in the tree. The failure tree is simply defined in the following way:

– The node representing a string p is a descendant of a node representing the
string q if and only if q �= p and q is suffix of p.

– The children of any node are ordered according to the suffix-lexicographic
order of the strings they represent.

Now an important observation on the tree we have just described is that a
depth first traversal of the tree will enumerate all the elements of P in suffix-
lexicographic order. That is the preorder of the nodes in the tree corresponds
to the suffix lexicographic order of the strings of P . It is clear from the above
description that finding the failure transition that connects a state state(p) to
a state state(q) (where q is the longest element in P such that q is a suffix
of p and q �= p) corresponds to finding the parent in the failure tree of the
node representing the element q. Using a succinct encoding (lemma 2), the tree
can be represented using space 2m + o(m) bits such that the parent primitive
is supported in constant time. That is the node of the tree corresponding to
a state p will have preorder state(p), and the preorder of the parent of that
node is state(q). A failure transition is computed in constant time by state(q) =
parent(state(p)).

Lemma 6. The failure transitions of the Aho-corasick automaton whose states
are defined according to definition 1 can be represented in m(2 + o(1)) bits of
space such that a failure transition can be computed in constant time.

3.4 Representation of Report Transitions

The encoding of the report transitions is similar to that of failure transitions. The
only difference with the failure tree is that except for the root, every internal node
is required to represent an element of S. We remark that the report transitions
form a forest of trees, which can be transformed into a tree by connecting all the
roots of the forest (nodes which do not have a report transition) as children of
state 0 (which hence becomes the root of the tree). In other words a report tree
is the unique tree built on the elements of P which satisfies :
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– All the nodes are descendants of the root (representing state 0) which rep-
resents the empty string.

– The node representing a string p is a descendant of a node representing a
non empty string s if and only if s ∈ S, s �= p and s is a suffix of p.

– All children of a given node are ordered according to the suffix-lexicographic
order of the strings they represent.

We could encode the report tree in the same way as the failure tree (using lemma
2) to occupy m(2+o(1)) bits of space. However we can obtain better space usage
if we encode the report tree using the compressed tree representation (lemma
3). More specifically, the report tree contains at most d internal nodes as only
strings of S can represent internal nodes. This means that the tree contains at
least m − d leaves. The entropy of the degree distribution of the report tree is
d(log(m/d) + O(1)) bits and the encoding of lemma 3 will use that much space
(this can easily be seen by analogy to suffix tree representation in [12] which
uses d(log((d + t)/d) + O(1)) bits of space for a suffix tree with d internal nodes
and t leaves). Report transitions are supported similarly to failure transitions
in constant time using the parent primitive which is also supported in constant
time by the compressed tree representation (lemma 3).

Lemma 7. The report transitions of the Aho-corasick automaton whose states
are defined according to definition 1 can be represented in d(log(m/d) + O(1))
bits of space such that a report transition can be computed in constant time.

3.5 Occurence Representation

Our Aho-corasick automaton will match strings from S which are suffixes of
prefixes of the text T . This means that the Aho-corasick automaton will output
the end positions of occurrences. However the user might need to also have
the start position of occurrences. For that we have chosen to report occur-
rences as triplets (occ start pos, occ end pos, string id), where string ∈ S and
occ start pos (occ end pos) is the start (end) position of the occurrence in the
text. For that we need to know the length of the matched strings. But this infor-
mation is not available as we do not store the original strings of the dictionary
in any explicit form. We note that our algorithm outputs string identifiers as
numbers from interval [0, d − 1] where the identifier of each string corresponds
to the rank of the string in the suffix lexicographic order of all strings. Hence
in order to store the string lengths, we succinctly store an array of d elements
using the Elias-Fano encoding. In that array a cell i will store the length of the
pattern number i. We call the resulting compressed array as the pattern length
store. As the total length of the strings of the dictionary is n, the total space
usage of the pattern length store will be d(�log(n/d)� + 2).

If the user has to associate specific action to be applied when a given string
is matched, then he may use a table action of size d, where a cell number i
stores the value representing the action associated with the pattern number i.
The table could be sorted during the building of the state dictionary.
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3.6 Putting Things Together

Summarizing the space usage of the data structures which are used for repre-
sentation of the Aho-Corasick automaton:

1. The state dictionary which indicates the final states occupies at most
d(log(m/d) + 1.443 + o(1)) ≤ d(log(n/d) + 1.443 + o(1)) bits of space.

2. The next transitions representation occupies B(m, mσ)+o(m) ≤ m(log(σ)+
1.443 + o(1)) bits of space.

3. The failure transitions representation occupies m(2 + o(1)) bits of space.
4. The report transitions representation occupies d(log(m/d) + O(1)) ≤

d(log(n/d) + O(1)) bits of space.
5. The pattern length store occupies d(�log(n/d)� + O(1)) bits of space.

The following lemma summarizes the space usage of our representation:

Lemma 8. The Aho-corasick automaton can be represented in m(log σ+3.443+
o(1)) + d(3 log(n/d) + O(1)) bits of space.

Implicit representation of the dictionary strings. We note that the state
dictionary and the transition dictionary can be used in combination as an implicit
representation of the elements of S.

Lemma 9. For any integer i ∈ [0, d−1], we can retrieve the string x ∈ S of rank
i (in suffix-lexicographic order) in time O(|x|) by using the transition dictionary
and state dictionary.

The proof of the lemma is left to the full version.

3.7 Queries

Our query procedure essentially simulates the Aho-Corasick automaton opera-
tions, taking a constant time for each simulated operation. In particular perform-
ing each of the three kinds of transitions takes constant time. Thus our query
time is within a constant factor of the query time of the original Aho-Corasick.

Lemma 10. The query time of the succinct Aho-Corasick automaton on a text
T is O(|T | + occ), where occ is the number of reported occurrences.

3.8 Construction

We now describe the construction algorithm which takes O(n) time . The algo-
rithm is very similar to the one described in [4]. We first write each string si of
S in reverse order and append a special character # at the end of each string
giving a set R. The character # is considered as smaller than all characters of
original alphabet σ. Then, we build a (generalized) suffix-tree on the set R. This
can be done in time O(n) using the algorithm in [7] for example. Each leaf in
the suffix tree will store a list of suffixes where a suffix s of a string x ∈ R
is represented by the pair (string pointer, suf pos), where string pointer is a
pointer to x and suf pos is the starting position of s in x. Then we can build
the following elements:
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1. The transition dictionary can be directly built as the suffix tree will give
us the (suffix-lexicographic) order of all elements of P by a DFS traversal
(top-down lexicographic traversal).

2. The failure tree is built by a simple DFS traversal of the suffix tree.
3. The report tree is built by doing a DFS traversal of the failure tree.
4. The state dictionary can be built by a traversal of the report tree.
5. The pattern length store can be built by a simple traversal of the set S.

Details of the construction are left to the full version.

Lemma 11. The succinct Aho-corasick automaton representation can be con-
structed in time O(n).

The results about succinct Aho-Corasick representation are summarized by the
following theorem:

Theorem 1. The Aho-corasick automaton for a dictionary of d strings of total
length n characters over an alphabet of size σ can be represented in m(log σ +
3.443+o(1))+d(3 log(n/d)+O(1)) bits where m ≤ n+1 is the number of states in
the automaton. A dictionary matching query on a text T using the Aho-corasick
representation can be answered in O(|T | + occ) time, where occ is the number
of reported strings. The representation can be constructed in O(n) randomized
expected time.

4 Compressed Representation

The space occupancy of theorem 1 can be further reduced to m(H0 + 3.443 +
o(1))+d(3 log(n/d)+O(1)), where H0 is the entropy of the characters appearing
as labels in the next transitions of the Aho-Corasick automaton:

Theorem 2. The Aho-corasick automaton for a set S of d strings of total length
n characters over an alphabet of size σ can be represented in m(H0 + 3.443 +
o(1)) + d(3 log(n/d) + O(1)) bits where m ≤ n + 1 is the number of states in
the automaton and H0 is the entropy of the characters appearing in the trie
representation of the set S. The theorem holds provided that σ < mε for any
constant 0 < ε < 1. A dictionary matching query for a text T can be answered
in O(|T | + occ) time.

Proof. Compared to theorem 1 we only modify the representation of the next
transition which dominates the total space usage. That is, we reduce the space
used to represent the next transitions from m(log σ + 1.443 + o(1)) to m(H0 +
1.443 + o(1)) and thus reduce the total space usage to m(H0 + 3.443 + o(1)) +
d(3 log(n/d) + O(1)) bits of space. We will use σ indexable dictionaries instead
of a single one to represent the next transitions. Each dictionary corresponds to
one of the characters of the alphabet. That is a pair (c, state) will be stored in
the dictionary corresponding to character c (we note that dictionary by I[c]).
Additionally we store a table T [0..σ − 1]. For each character c we set T [c] to the
rank of character c (in suffix-lexicographic order) relatively to the set P (that
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is the number of strings in the set P which are smaller than the string ′′c′′ in
the suffix lexicographic order). Let Y be the set of pairs to be stored in the
transition dictionary. The indexable dictionary I[c] will store all values statei

such that (c, statei) ∈ Y . Thus the number of elements stored in I[c] is equal to
the number of next transitions labeled with character c.

Now the target state for a transition pair (c, state) is obtained by T [c] +
rankI[c](state), where rankI[c](state) is the rank operation applied on the dic-
tionary I[c] for the value state. Let’s now analyze the total space used by
the table T and by the indexable dictionaries. The space usage of table T is
σ log m ≤ mε log m = o(m). An indexable dictionary I[c] will use at most
tc(log(m/tc) + 1.443 + o(1)) bits , where tc is the number of transitions la-
beled with character c. Thus the total space used by all indexable dictionaries is∑

0≤c<σ tc(log(m/tc)+1.443+o(1)) = m(H0+1.443+o(1)) and the total summed
space used by the table T and the indexable dictionaries is m(H0+1.443+o(1)).�

5 Concluding Remarks

Our work gives rise to two open problems: the first one is whether the term
3.443m in the space usage of our method which is particularly significant for
small alphabets (DNA alphabet for example) can be removed without incurring
any slowdown. The second one is whether the query time can be improved to
O(|T | log σ/w + occ) (which is the best query time one could hope for).
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A A Full Example

Let’s now take as example the set S = {′′ABC′′,′′ B′′,′′ BC′′,′′ CA′′}.
The example is illustrated in figures 1 and 2. The set P of pre-
fixes of S sorted in suffix-lexicographic order gives the sequence:
′′ ′′, ′′A′′, ′′CA′′, ′′B′′, ′′AB′′, ′′C′′, ′′BC′′, ′′ABC′′. The first prefix
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Fig. 2. Failure and report trees for the set {"ABC","B","BC","CA"}
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(the empty string) in the sequence corresponds to state 0 and the last one
corresponds to state 7. For this example, we store the following elements:

– The transition dictionary stores the following pairs:
(A, 0), (A, 5), (B, 0), (B, 1), (C, 0), (C, 3), (C, 4).

– The state dictionary stores the states 2, 3, 6, 7 which correspond to the final
states of the automaton (states corresponding to the strings of S).

– The report and failure trees are depicted in figure 2.
– The pattern length store, stores the sequence 2, 1, 2, 3 which correspond

to the lengths of the strings of S sorted in suffix lexicographic order
(′′CA′′,′′ B′′,′′ BC′′,′′ ABC′′).
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Abstract. We consider the k-difference and k-mismatch problems in
the pseudo-realtime model where the text arrives online and the time
complexity measure is per arriving character and unamortised. The well-
known k-difference/k-mismatch problems are those of finding all align-
ments of a pattern of length m with a text of length n where the
edit/Hamming distance is at most k. Offline, the literature gives efficient
solutions in O(nk) and O(n

√
k log k) time, respectively. More recently,

a pseudo-realtime solution was given for the former in O(k log m) time
and the latter in O(

√
k log k log m) time per arriving text character. Our

work improves these complexities to O(k) time for the k-difference prob-
lem and O(

√
k log k + log m) for the k-mismatch problem. In the process

of developing the main results, we also give a simple solution with opti-
mal time complexity for performing longest common extension queries in
the same pseudo-realtime setting which may be of independent interest.

1 Introduction

We revisit the problem of pattern matching in streaming data. Many well known
and successful techniques have been developed since the 1970s for pattern match-
ing under a variety of norms. However, almost without exception, it has been
assumed that the entirety of the text is available to the algorithm during the
length of its operation. In two recent papers [3,4] the pseudo-realtime (PsR)
model was introduced. Here it is assumed that we are given a pattern P in
advance and the text T to which it is to be matched arrives one character at
a time. The overall task is to report matches between the pattern and text as
soon as they occur and to bound the worst case time per text input character.
The terminology extends the idea of realtime computing for situations where
achieving constant time per character is not feasible. Crucially, the running time
of the resulting algorithms is not amortised.

We focus on the well-known k-difference and k-mismatch problems in
the pseudo-realtime model. Previously, deterministic algorithms which run in
O(k log m) and O(

√
k log k log m) time per text character respectively were

shown [3,4]. Our contribution is to narrow the gap between the best known
result in the offline setting and that which is achievable deterministically in
pseudo-realtime. We first consider the k-difference problem and show how to
solve it in O(k) time per text character in the PsR setting, thus matching the
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best known O(nk) time offline result of [8]. In order to achieve this complexity
we require a realtime longest common extension (LCE) data structure which
can be updated in constant time as new text characters arrive and which still
permits constant time queries. Our solution achieves both aims and is, in the
authors’ view, remarkably straightforward and of independent interest. We then
show how to develop an O(

√
k log k+log m) time per character PsR solution for

the k-mismatch problem, improving on the previous PsR result and enabling us
to close in on the O(n

√
k log k) time offline solution of [2]. Our solution requires

two main technical innovations. First, a new filtering result given in Theorem 10
limits the number of k-mismatches that can occur in a length k contiguous region
of the text. Second, we present a new trick that combines the PsR partitioning
scheme presented in [3] with a fast algorithm for small values of k.

Our motivation goes further than the interesting theoretical question of
whether offline and online approximate pattern matching algorithms need neces-
sarily have different time complexities. The removal of the multiplicative log m
factor, which is not there in the original offline versions, is also particularly sig-
nificant as these bounded versions of the Hamming and edit distance problems
are relevant to situations where the value of k is small.

Prior to the work on PsR approximate pattern matching, the problem of exact
matching in constant time per new text character has been considered in [5] for
example. Very recently, randomised algorithms both for the exact matching and
k-mismatch problems in the streaming model, where the amount of working
memory is smaller than the pattern size, have also been given [10].

2 Pseudo-realtime k-Differences

The k-difference problem is defined in relation to the edit distance. The edit dis-
tance between the pattern, P and some text substring, T [i′ . . . i], is the minimum
number of insert, delete and mismatch operations required to transform P into
T [i′ . . . i]. These operations insert a single character, delete a single character or
substitute one character for another (mismatch). We consider a formulation of
the problem where the goal is to output the locations of all substrings of the
text to which the pattern can be transformed in at most k operations. For each
such location we also output the edit distance. In the pseudo-realtime model we
will require that each such location, T [i′ . . . i] is outputted as T [i] arrives.

In a recent paper, the present authors demonstrated an algorithm for
pseudo-realtime k-differences requiring O(k log m) time per character and O(m)
space [4]. As each T [i] arrives, their algorithm outputs the minimal edit distance
over all substrings of the form T [i′ . . . i] with distance at most k. Prior to this
work, Landau, Myers and Schmidt presented a different k-differences algorithm
in a related incremental model [7]. They allow text characters to arrive at either
end of the text and output all locations as required in O(k) time per arriving
character. However, their work is not immediately applicable in the PsR model
as it requires the entire text to be preprocessed in advance for constant time
LCE queries.
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In order to adapt the previous O(k) time k-differences algorithm to the sit-
uation where the text cannot be inspected in advance, we develop a realtime
version of the LCE data structure in Section 2. The LCE is traditionally com-
puted via lowest common ancestor (LCA) queries on a generalised suffix tree
of the pattern and text. However we completely avoid the complications that
would arise from performing dynamic LCA queries on an unamortised version of
a suffix tree, giving a conceptually simple solution which may be of independent
interest. We are then able to use this result to derive the final PsR k-differences
result in Theorem 5.

A Simple Realtime Scheme for Constant Time LCE Queries

We give a dynamic text indexing structure that supports longest common ex-
tension (LCE) queries in constant time. The pattern is processed in advance
in linear time. An important feature of our approach is that it supports the
text arriving online one character at time and all operations, including updat-
ing the data structures used, can be performed in constant time without any
amortisation assumptions.

Throughout we let i be the index of the most recently received text character,
T [i]. For a given pattern and text, the longest common extension, LCE(i′, j),
is the length of the longest prefix of P [j, . . . m] and T [i′, i] which is common to
both. In addition we will also consider pattern/pattern longest common exten-
sion queries, denoted by LCEP (j, j′). The value of LCEP (j, j′) is the length of
the longest common prefix of P [j . . . m] and P [j′ . . .m]. Observe that we can
preprocess P in linear time to answer LCEP queries in constant time before any
text has arrived using for example [9].

In the following, we will assume that all symbols in T occur at least once in
P . If this is not the case, we add a new character, δ into the alphabet which
is different from all pattern and text characters. We then modify P so that
P [m] = δ and modify T as each character arrives online to replace any character
not in P with a δ in constant time per character. The LCE returned may be at
most one symbol too long or too short. This can be corrected with knowledge
of the original P [m] in constant time per query. The details are simple but are
omitted for brevity.

Our algorithm splits the text into contiguous substrings which are encoded
as triples, (i′, j′, �), each representing a text substring T [i′, i′ + � − 1] which
equals a pattern substring P [j′, j′ + � − 1]. We refer to such triple as a p-region
and a disjoint ordered sequence of triples which encodes the entire text as a
p-representation. The length of a p-representation is the number of triples it
contains. Trivially, a representation of at most length n always exists as each T [i′]
occurs somewhere in P . To motivate the use of these representations, consider
that to answer an LCE query between the pattern and text we could use a
p-representation instead to identify a sequence of LCEP queries to perform. We
now show in Lemma 1 that if our p-representation is of minimal length, we need
never perform more than three LCEP queries. It will then remain only to show
how to build such a minimal representation efficiently in realtime.
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Lemma 1. In a minimal length p-representation of T , for any query LCE(i′, j′)
at most three of the p-regions overlap T [i′, i′ + LCE(i′, j′) − 1].

Proof. For a contradiction, assume that at least four p-regions overlap T [i′, i +
LCE(i′, j′) − 1]. There must be two contiguous p-regions which correspond to
text substrings which are themselves substrings of T [i′, i + LCE(i′, j′) − 1]. Let
(a, b, �) and (a+�, b+�, �′) be two such p-regions. Observe that T [a, a+�+�′−1]
and P [b, b + � + �′ − 1] are substrings of T [i′, i′ + LCE(i′, j′) − 1] and P [j′, j′ +
LCE(i′, j′)−1] respectively. By the definition of the LCE we have that T [i′, i′+
LCE(i′, j′)− 1] matches P [j′, j′ + LCE(i′, j′)− 1], therefore T [a, a + � + �′ − 1]
matches P [b, b + � + �′ − 1] and (a, b, � + �′) is a p-region. Further we can obtain
a shorter p-representation of T by replacing the two original p-regions with this
new p-region, a contradiction. ��
For any p-representation φ(T ), we can obtain a representation of T [1, i], de-
noted φi(T ) by shortening the region containing T [i] to end at text position
i and removing all regions to its right. For our realtime algorithm we desire
a p-representation, φ(T ), with the property that φi(T ) is minimal for all i.
Observe that such a representation is suited to greedy construction. For mo-
tivation consider the pattern P = bab and text, T = aba. There is a minimal
p-representation given by φ(T ) = (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2). However, the representation
φ2(T ) = (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1) is not of minimal length. On the other hand, it is easily
verified that there is another minimal p-representation, φ′(T ) = (1, 2, 2), (3, 2, 1)
for which φ′

1(T ) and φ′
2(T ) are both minimal. Lemma 2 shows that for any

pattern and text such a representation exists.

Lemma 2. For any pattern and text, there exists a minimal length p-
representation, φ(T ), such that for all i, φi(T ) is a p-representation of T [1, i]
with minimal length.

Proof. We begin by letting r(T ) be an arbitrary minimal p-representation of
T . Consider the largest i such that ri(T ) is not minimal. If no such i exists,
then there is no work to be done. Otherwise we will modify r(T ) to make ri′(T )
minimal for all i ≤ i′ ≤ n. Consider the p-region which contains T [i] in r(T ). If
the region extends to the right of T [i], split it in two so that there is a break
immediately after T [i]. This split increases |r(T )| by one. However, we can now
replace all the regions to the left of this break with the regions in any minimal
p-representation of T [1, i]. As ri(T ) was not minimal pre-modification this step
decreases the length of |r(T )| by at least one. Therefore our modified r(T ) is no
longer than the original and in fact must be of the same length. Further, observe
that ri(T ) is now minimal and ri′(T ) is still minimal for all i < i′ ≤ n. We can
repeat this process until an r(T ) is obtained for which ri(T ) is minimal for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n as required. Let φ(T ) = r(T ). ��
Our algorithm incrementally constructs a greedy p-representation of the text
seen so far, T [1, i], which we denote gi(T ). We show below in Lemma 3 this is a
minimal length p-representation of T [1, i]. As a preprocessing step, we construct
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a suffix tree of the pattern in linear time. When T [i] arrives we compute gi(T )
from gi−1(T ) as follows. Consider the rightmost p-region in gi−1(T ) which has
the form (i − �, b, �) for some b, �. We determine whether this region can be
extended into a p-region (i − �, b, � + 1). To perform this check efficiently we
maintain a pointer into the position in the suffix tree representing the rightmost
p-region. Observe that the region can be extended iff it is possible to step down
from the current position in the suffix tree using the character T [i]. If the p-
region cannot be extended, we insert a new p-region, (i, b′, 1) where b′ is some
location such that P [b′] = T [i] and update the suffix tree pointer.

Lemma 3. For all i, the greedy p-representation, gi(T ), which represents T [1, i]
is of minimal length.

Proof. Let φ(T ) be a minimal length p-representation with the property that
φi(T ) is minimal for all i. Such a φ(T ) exists by Lemma 2. We prove that
|gi(T )| = |φi(T )| by induction on i. Observe that for the base case i = 1, we
have that |g1(T )| = |φ1(T )| = 1. Therefore by the inductive hypothesis, we as-
sume that |gi′(T )| = |φi′(T )| for all 1 ≤ i′ < i. By the algorithm description,
|gi(T )| either equals |gi−1(T )| or |gi−1(T )| + 1. In the former, by the mono-
tonicity of φi(T ), we have that |φi(T )| = |gi(T )|. Therefore we assume that
|gi(T )| = |gi−1(T )| + 1. Let (a, b, �) and (a′, b′, �′) be the triples corresponding
to the rightmost p-regions in gi−1(T ) and respectively φi−1(T ). First suppose
that a < a′ and observe that φa(T ) contains less than |φi−1(T )| regions. How-
ever, ga(T ) contains |gi−1(T )| = |φi−1(T )| regions, which is a contradiction as
|ga(T )| = |φa(T )| by the inductive hypothesis (a < a′ ≤ i). Therefore we have
that a ≥ a′. Further, by the construction of gi(T ), we have that T [a, i] does not
match any substring of P and therefore T [a′, i] does not match any substring of
P . Therefore |φi(T )| = |φi−1(T )| + 1 as required. ��
Theorem 4. There exists a dynamic data structure which can answer LCE
queries between the pattern and T [1, i] in O(1) time. When a new text char-
acter, T [i + 1] arrives, the structure can be updated in O(1) time. The structure
requires O(i) space and O(m) pattern preprocessing time.

Proof. The algorithm described maintains a p-representation of the text seen so
far which is minimal by Lemma 3. When a text character arrives, the checks
required can be performed in constant time1. By Lemma 1 we require at most
three LCEP queries to perform an LCE query. These LCEP queries can be
identified and then performed in constant time. ��

The k-Differences Algorithm

Careful inspection of the k-difference algorithm of Landau, Myers and
Schmidt [7] shows that by using the pseudo-realtime LCE processing that we
1 Strictly speaking traversing a suffix tree also incurs an O(log |Σ|) penalty at the

nodes. However we omit this from our results to be consistent with the large body
of previous work.
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have presented their algorithm can be translated fully to the pseudo-realtime
model. The details are left for the full version of the paper but the result is
summarised in Theorem 5.

Theorem 5. The k-differences problem can be solved in the PsR model in O(k)
time per character and O(m) space.

3 Pseudo-realtime k-Mismatches

The k-mismatch problem is defined in relation to the hamming distance which is
the number mismatches (single character differences) between two strings. The
goal is to find all alignments where the hamming distance is at most k. For
each such location we also output the hamming distance. In the pseudo-realtime
model we will require that each such location, T [i − m + 1 . . . i] is outputted as
T [i] arrives.

We now present our pseudo-realtime k-mismatch algorithm which follows the
overall structure of the offline solution of Amir et al. [2]. Their structure is in
turn based on a general frequent/infrequent splitting trick which is originally
due to Abrahamson and Kosaraju [1,6]. Our algorithm is parameterised by two
variables f and b which will feature in the time complexity. These will then be
set to minimise the time complexity per character in terms of k and m. When
minimising, we will ensure that bf ≥ 3k which will be required below. We term
a character to be frequent if it occurs at least 6f times in the pattern. We now
separate the algorithm into two cases determined by the number of frequent
characters in the pattern:

Case 1: There Are Fewer Than 6b Frequent Characters in the
Pattern

For this case we are able to modify the solution of Amir et al. [2] to make the
solution PsR. Their original method counts matches rather than mismatches and
considers frequent and infrequent characters separately. They observe that each
text position which matches an infrequent character matches at fewer than,
in our case 6f , positions in the pattern. Therefore all matches involving an
infrequent character can be found in O(nf) time by directly counting the number
of matches at each alignment. This process can be made PsR straightforwardly
as the work is performed independently for each new text character that arrives.
However we may require O(log |Σ|) time to classify the arriving text character.
This process is therefore upper-bounded by O(f +log m) time per text character
if the text is arriving online.

To handle a single frequent character, Amir et al. transform the pattern and
text into binary representations. These representations have a 1 at locations
where the frequent character occurs and 0 otherwise. They observe that the num-
ber of matches at each alignment can then be found using cross-correlations in
O(n log m) time. However, if the text arrives online, we cannot use the standard
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FFT-based cross-correlation method. Instead we replace this with the pseudo-
realtime cross-correlation method of [3,4]. This method now requires O(log2 m)
time per arriving text character. As there are fewer than 6b frequent charac-
ters, the original process requires a total of O(nb log m) time and our modified
pseudo-realtime process requires O(b log2 m) time per character. The result is
summarised in Lemma 6.

Lemma 6. Assume that the pattern contains fewer than 6b frequent characters,
each of which occurs at least 6f times. The k-mismatch problem can solved in
pseudo-realtime in O(f + b log2 m) time per character and O(m) space.

Case 2: There Are at Least 6b Frequent Characters in the Pattern

As in Amir et al.’s offline algorithm we perform two main stages. First, we fil-
ter the locations where a potential match could occur and second we verify the
filtered locations which indeed contain at most k mismatches. It is essential for
the translation to the pseudo-realtime setting that unlike the original, our filter-
ing results restrict not just the number but also the distribution of potentially
matching locations. Intuitively this is because otherwise we may encounter a
long stretch of potentially matching locations each requiring Θ(k) time to verify.
To perform the verification in pseudo-realtime, we will require the use of our re-
altime LCE results which were presented in Section 2 and also careful scheduling
to ensure that the time complexity of the resulting algorithm is unamortised.

We begin by trimming the pattern to remove its rightmost 3k characters,
as there are at least 6b frequent characters in P we have that m > 3k. The
mismatches between these 3k positions and the text will be handled separately.
For motivation we consider the advantage of this trimming. Consider some pat-
tern/text alignment where the rightmost character of the trimmed pattern is
aligned with the most recently arrived text character, T [i]. At this alignment,
the rightmost position of the full pattern is aligned with text character T [i+3k].
Therefore there are 3k text character arrivals between the first point at which we
have the seen the text aligned with the trimmed pattern and the point at which
we must output the result. We will use this delay to give us sufficient scheduling
flexibility to output in pseudo-realtime.

The algorithm begins by preprocessing the pattern to identify a set of 2b
pattern substrings which can be used to filter the text locations where a k-
mismatch could occur. Formally, we say that R[j . . . j′] is an f -balanced substring
of some string R for symbol s ∈ Σ if the substring R[j . . . j′−k] contains exactly
2f occurrences of s, and R[j′ − k + 1 . . . j′] contains at most f occurrences of s.

To find enough f -balanced substrings in the trimmed pattern to perform our
filtering we need to show that the trimmed pattern still contains many characters
which are almost frequent (but not too frequent). As bf ≥ 3k there cannot be
more than b symbols which occur at least f times in the rightmost 3k positions in
the pattern. Further observe that as the trimmed pattern is of length (m−3k) it
contains at most b symbols which occur at least (m−3k)/b times. Therefore the
trimmed pattern contains at least 4b symbols which occur at least 5f and less
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than (m− 3k)/b times and hence by Lemma 7 we have that either the trimmed
pattern or its reverse contains an f -balanced substring for each of at least 2b
distinct symbols in Σ. We concentrate our explanation on the former case. In
the latter case, simple modifications are needed and are left for the full version.
It is straightforward to find f -balanced substrings in the trimmed pattern for
2b distinct symbols in O(sort(m)) time. Here sort(m) is the time taken to sort
the pattern by character which is upper bounded by O(m log |Σ|). We denote
the f -balanced substring found for some symbol s by Wp(s). Further for each
Wp(s) := P [j . . . j′] we construct a linked list, Lp(s) of the 2f occurrences of s
in P [j . . . j′ − k] in O(m) total time and space.

Lemma 7. Consider an arbitrary string R. Let s ∈ Σ be a symbol which occurs
at least 5f and less than |R|/b times in R with bf ≥ 3k. There is an f -balanced
substring in either R or the reverse of R.

Proof. Assume that R has no k-length substring which contains at most f occur-
rences of s. Therefore we have that all disjoint k length substrings of R contain
more than f occurrences of s, so R contains more than f |R|/k ≥ |R|/b occur-
rences of s, a contradiction. Consider the first k-length R substring to contain
at most f occurrences of s. As s occurs at least 5f times there are at least 2f
occurrences of s either to the left or to the right of this substring. The result
follows from the definition of an f -balanced substring above. ��
As the text arrives we will monitor the text substrings which align with the
f -balanced substrings found during preprocessing. For each of the 2b f -balanced
substrings we define the corresponding text window, Wt(s, i), to be the substring
of T of length |Wp(s)| which is aligned with Wp(s) when the rightmost position
in the trimmed pattern is aligned with T [i] (the most recently arrived character).
For each text window, we maintain a list Lt(s, i) of up to 4f + 1 of the latest
(rightmost) occurrences of s in Wt(s, i). As there are 2b such windows these lists
can be updated when a new character arrives in O(b) total time per character
(and use O(m) total space). Lemma 8 gives the first filtering result for these text
windows.

Lemma 8. If at least b of the text windows, Wt(s, i), contain more than 4f
occurrences of s then T [i + 3k − m + 1 . . . i] has more than k mismatches with
the trimmed pattern.

Proof. We have for a single such s that Wt(s, i) contains more than 4f oc-
currences of s while Wp(s) contains at most 3f so we have found more than f
mismatches where the text character is s. Across all such symbols we have found
more than bf ≥ 3k mismatches which gives the desired result. ��
As there are 2b text windows, by Lemma, 8, we only need to consider locations
where at least b of the text windows contain at most 4f occurrences of their
corresponding symbol. Using the lists described above we can determine whether
the current T [i] has this property in constant time. Having found a suitable T [i],
we will show how to efficiently find all alignments in the the next k positions
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which have at most k mismatches with the trimmed pattern. Recall that the
alignment of the rightmost position in the trimmed pattern with T [i] corresponds
to the alignment of the full pattern with T [i + 3k]. Hence we still have 3k text
arrivals remaining before we need to output our first result. After finding all
these positions, the algorithm begins again with the first suitable position after
T [i+k−1]. Note that computations discussed may overlap but it is easily verified
that this only increases the time complexity by a small multiplicative constant.

Let i′ be a suitable text position as identified above, which is fixed in the re-
mainder. Consider the at least b f -balanced substrings which correspond to text
windows, Wt(s, i) containing at most 4f occurrences of s. We have that these
f -balanced substrings contain a total of at least b ·2f ≥ 6k distinct pattern posi-
tions. Pick 2k of these pattern positions. For each alignment in the next k, count
the matches involving one of those picked pattern positions. Each pattern posi-
tion is in some list, Lp(s) and by the construction of the f -balanced substrings,
during the next k alignments it only matches with text positions in Lt(s, i′).
As each |Lt(s, i′)| ≤ 4f , we perform at total of at most 8fk comparisons in this
step. We distribute these comparisons over the next k arriving characters so that
O(f) comparisons are made per alignment. Discard any alignment which has less
than k matches. By Lemma 9 we have that at most 8f alignments remain and
that all discarded alignments had more than k mismatches. Note that there are
still 2k text arrivals before we must make our first output.

Lemma 9. If at least b of the text windows, Wt(s, i), contain at most 4f oc-
currences of s then there are at most 8f alignments where there are at most
k-mismatches with the trimmed pattern in the next k text arrivals. The algo-
rithm above correctly identifies these positions.

Proof. Consider the 2k positions picked in the algorithm description. Recall that
each picked pattern position is in some Ls and matches at most |Lt(s, i′)| ≤ 4f
times in the next k alignments. Summing over all 2k pattern positions this gives
a total of at most 8kf matches. However, any alignment with less than k matches
must have more than k mismatches as there are 2k positions. Therefore there
are at most 8f positions where a k-mismatch could occur. ��
Theorem 10 summarises the main filtering result that we have shown which can
be seen as a tightening of the central filtering result of Amir et al. [2]. It follows
directly from Lemma 8, Lemma 9 and the algorithm description.

Theorem 10. Assume there are at least 5b symbols, each of which occurs at
least 5f times in the pattern where bf ≥ 3k. In k consecutive alignments of the
pattern with the text, there are at most 8f positions where a k-mismatch occurs.

Having found the at most 8f potential matching alignments in the next k align-
ments, it only remains to verify them. To find mismatches with the trimmed pat-
tern we use the online LCE query algorithm presented in section 2. We can process
the text to answer text/pattern LCE queries in constant time per arriving charac-
ter. Further we can perform the LCE queries in constant time. We can find up to
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k + 1 mismatches at a potential location using k + 1 constant time LCE queries.
We distribute the at most 8f(k + 1) queries evenly over the next k text arrivals
requiring O(f) time per character. Again note that there are still k text arrivals
before we must make the first output and 2k before the final output (for these k
alignments).

We now consider mismatches in the final 3k positions in the pattern. We
only need to consider the at most 8f known potential k-mismatching alignments
identified by the filtering as if the trimmed pattern does not k-mismatch then
the full pattern certainly does not. Therefore we must make Θ(fk) comparisons
to determine the remaining mismatches. We distribute these comparisons evenly
over the next 2k text arrivals. The comparisons are performed ordered left to
right by corresponding alignment. Careful inspection shows that we will have
each result by the time it is needed on the arrival of a new text character. The
result is summarised in Lemma 11.

Lemma 11. Assume that the pattern contains at least 6b frequent characters,
each of which occurs at least 6b times and that bf ≥ 3k. The k-mismatch problem
can solved in pseudo-realtime in O(f + b log2 m) time per character and O(m)
space.

We are now able to give the first new result for the k-mismatch problem in
pseudo-realtime setting. Theorem 12 combines the algorithms for the two cases
detailed above.

Theorem 12. The k-mismatch problem can be solved in pseudo-realtime in
O(

√
k log m + log2 m) time per character and O(m) space.

Proof. By combining Lemma 6 and Lemma 11 we obtain a general algorithm
for the k-mismatch algorithm in pseudo-realtime which is upper bounded by
O(f + b log2 m) time per character (and O(m) space). To give the desired result,
let f = 2�√k log m	 and b = 2�√k/ log m	. Observe that we have that bf ≥ 3k
as required. By substituting and simplifying we obtain the result as stated. ��

An Improved k-Mismatch Algorithm

The result in Theorem 12 depends on both k and m. We now show how to
reduce the complexity so that the dependence on log m is only additive rather
than multiplicative. First consider the case that k5 ≥ m/2. In this case the
algorithm presented above requires O(

√
k log k) time per character as desired.

Therefore we only consider the case that k5 < m/2:
Following the black box methodology of Clifford et al. [3], we divide the pat-

tern into consecutive substrings of halving length P1, P2 . . . Ps. However, we set
s so that the final section is of length k5/2 ≤ |Ps| < k5. Note that all sections
except section s have |Pi| > k5. Also note that 2 ≤ s ≤ �log m	. Using the
techniques of the previous work we can compute matches of P1, P2 . . . Ps−1 before
they are needed. However this time we use the small k algorithm of Amir et al [2]
(Cor 6.1) for each section. Their algorithm requires O(n + nk4 log k/m) time.
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Therefore for subpattern Pi with i < s, the time per arriving text character is
upper bounded by O

(
1 + k4 log k/|Pi|

) ∈ O(1) as |Pi| > k5. We achieve this com-
plexity by distributing the work over arriving characters as described by the black
box methodology. To compute mismatches with the final section, we use the result
of Theorem 12. As |Ps| < k5, this requires O(

√
k log k) time per character. The

results can be summed in O(log m) time per character giving a total complexity
as summarised by Theorem 13.

Theorem 13. The k-mismatch problem can be solved in pseudo-realtime in
O(

√
k log k + log m) time per character and O(m) space.
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Abstract. The PQ-tree is a fundamental data structure that can en-
code large sets of permutations. It has recently been used in compara-
tive genomics to model ancestral genomes with some uncertainty: given
a phylogeny for some species, extant genomes are represented by per-
mutations on the leaves of the tree, and each internal node in the phy-
logenetic tree represents an extinct ancestral genome, represented by a
PQ-tree. An open problem related to this approach is then to quantify
the evolution between genomes represented by PQ-trees. In this paper
we present results for two problems of PQ-tree comparison motivated by
this application. First, we show that the problem of comparing two PQ-
trees by computing the minimum breakpoint distance among all pairs
of permutations generated respectively by the two considered PQ-trees
is NP-complete for unsigned permutations. Next, we consider a gener-
alization of the classical Breakpoint Median problem, where an ances-
tral genome is represented by a PQ-tree and p permutations are given,
with p ≥ 1, and we want to compute a permutation generated by the
PQ-tree that minimizes the sum of the breakpoint distances to the p
permutations. We show that this problem is Fixed-Parameter Tractable
with respect to the breakpoint distance value. This last result applies
both on signed and unsigned permutations, and to uni-chromosomal and
multi-chromosomal permutations.

1 Introduction

PQ-tree is a fundamental data structure in computer science. First invented
by Booth and Lueker as a tool to verify whether a matrix has the consecutive
ones property [4], it has numerous applications: for example, recognizing interval
graphs, testing whether a graph is planar, and creating a contig map from DNA
segments [4,1,14]. In short, a PQ-tree on the set Σ = {1, . . . , n} is a plane rooted
tree with three kinds of nodes: P-nodes, Q-nodes and leaves, with n leaves labeled
on Σ (no two leaves can have the same label). A fundamental feature of PQ-trees
is that a given PQ-tree encode in linear space a possibly exponential number of
permutations.
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Recently, PQ-trees have been used to represent extinct ancestral genomes from
a set of extant genomes represented by permutations on the same set of markers
(see [6] and references there). The PQ-tree representing an extinct ancestral
genome generates possible marker orders that accounts for some uncertainty
regarding the order of some markers along the ancestral chromosomes. Note
that some other ways to account for uncertainty or contradictory information
have been defined, such as partial orders [18], but not in the context of ancestral
genomes.

Once the internal nodes of a phylogenetic tree are each labeled with a PQ-
tree representing the corresponding extinct genome, a natural question is to use
this information to infer quantitative properties on the evolution that gener-
ated the observed extant genomes. For branches linking two internal nodes in
the tree, this amounts to quantify the similarity between these two PQ-trees.
We consider here the breakpoint distance. Following previous works on com-
paring structures generating several permutations, we consider the Minimum-
Breakpoint-Permutation from PQ-Trees (MBP-PQ): given two PQ-trees T1 and
T2, find a permutation s1 generated by T1 and a permutation s2 generated by
T2 such that the breakpoint distance between s1 and s2 is minimum. We show
that, as for partial orders [10,3], this problem is NP-complete. Next, we consider
the restricted problem where T2 generates a single permutation, that we call
the One-Sided MBP-PQ, and we show that this problem is Fixed-Parameter
Tractable (FPT), with parameter being the optimal breakpoint distance. We
show that the same result holds for the more general median problem that con-
siders p permutations {s1, . . . , sp} and a PQ-tree T and asks for a permutation s
generated by T that minimizes the sum of the p breakpoint distances between s
and each permutation in {s1, . . . , sp}, that we call the p-Minimum-Breakpoint-
Median from PQ-Tree (p-MBM-PQ). This problem generalizes naturally the
classical Breakpoint-Median Problem, by imposing constraints on the possible
medians, at least for permutations that represent uni-chromosomal genomes. As
far as we know, our FPT algorithm is only the second occurrence of an FPT
result for hard median problems, after [11].

2 Preliminaries

Permutations, breakpoints and medians. Genomes with unique gene content are
encoded using permutations on an alphabet of genome markers. Let Σ be such an
alphabet of n markers. A uni-chromosomal permutation is a permutation on Σ.
Given a permutation s, an adjacency a, b is composed of two markers that form
a substring in s, either as ab or ba. A linear permutation of n markers contains
then n− 1 adjacencies. From now on, we omit the term linear and consider that
by default every permutation is linear. The two extremities of a permutation
are called telomeres. A multi-chromosomal permutation having k chromosomes
is a set of k permutations on k disjoint subsets of Σ. It then contains n − k
adjacencies and 2k telomeres.
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Given two permutations s1 and s2, over the same set of alphabet Σ, we say
ab forms a common adjacency if ab or ba is a substring in both s1 and s2.
Otherwise, if ab appears in s1 and neither ab nor ba appears in s2, then we
say ab forms a breakpoint. A marker a is a common telomere to s1 and s2 if
it is a telomere in both permutations. We denote by a(s1, s2) (resp. t(s1, s2))
the number of common adjacencies (resp. telomeres) between s1 and s2. The
breakpoint distance between s1 and s2 is defined, as in [17], by the following
formula: db(s1, s2) = n − a(s1, s2) − t(s1, s2)/2. Note that when s1 and s2 are
uni-chromosomal permutations, it is common to frame them by two new markers,
that become telomeres, and the distance formula, that we will use in this case,
is db(s1, s2) = n− a(s1, s2), which is the number of breakpoints between s1 and
s2. In both cases, the breakpoint distance can obviously be computed in linear
time.

Given p permutations {s1, . . . , sp}, the Breakpoint-Median Problem asks for
a permutation s that minimizes

∑p
i=1 db(si, s).

To handle signed markers in permutations, we use the same idea as in [12]:
we double the number of markers and for marker i, we represent it with the
two consecutive markers (2i − 1) (2i), and for marker −i we represent it with
(2i) (2i− 1). Common adjacencies and telomeres can then be described as com-
mon adjacencies for the corresponding unsigned permutations.

PQ-trees. Formally, a PQ-tree for unsigned permutations is a plane tree with
internal nodes that can be either P-nodes or Q-nodes (P-nodes and Q-nodes
have at least 2 children). (Note that when a P-node has 2 children, it is really
a Q-node.) Reading the leaves of a PQ-tree in a post-order traversal gives a
permutation called the signature of this PQ-trees. The operations of reordering
the children of a P-node in an arbitrary way and reversing the children of a Q-
node (and mirroring the corresponding subtrees) are called allowed operations.
These operations define an equivalence relation between PQ-trees: two PQ-trees
are equivalent if and only if we can transform one into the other by a sequence
of allowed operations. The set of uni-chromosomal permutations generated by a
given PQ-tree is the set of the signatures of all the PQ-trees of its equivalence
class. See Figure 1 for an illustration of PQ-trees and generated uni-chromosomal
permutations. When dealing with multi-chromosomal permutations, we assume
the root of the considered PQ-tree T is a P-node. The set of multi-chromosomal

P

Q P

Q

8 7 65

2 1 4 3

2 1 4 3

5 8 7 6

(A) (B)

Fig. 1. (A) A PQ-tree T . 〈2, 1, 4, 3, 7, 6, 8, 5〉 and 〈3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8〉 are permutations
generated by this PQ-tree, but not 〈1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8〉 as 1 has to be adjacent to 4
because they are adjacent siblings in a Q-node. (B) A graph representation G of T .
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permutations from a PQ-tree, is defined as follows: a multi-chromosomal permu-
tation s with k chromosomes is generated by a PQ-tree T if and only if there
exists a uni-chromosomal permutation s′ generated by T such that, discarding
k−1 adjacencies in s′ formed of markers that belong to subtrees rooted at differ-
ent children of the root of T results in s. We denote the number of permutations
generated by a PQ-tree T by P (T ), assuming the context makes it clear if they
are uni-chromosomal or multi-chromosomal.

PQ-trees for signed permutations have the additional constraint that, for every
i, the leaves 2i and 2i − 1 are consecutive siblings of a Q-node.

Problem statements. We now formally state the problems we will investigate
in this paper. Each has four different versions, depending on whether the con-
sidered permutations are uni-chromosomal or multi-chromosomal, and signed or
unsigned.

Minimum Breakpoint Permutations from PQ-trees (MBP-PQ):
Input: PQ-trees T1 and T2 over the same set of n markers, integer K.
Question: Can T1 and T2 generate permutations s1 and s2 respectively such
that db(s1, s2) ≤ K?

The One-Sided MBP-PQ is the special case where T2 generates a single
permutation called s2. It is a special case of a more general problem, that gen-
eralizes the classical Breakpoint Median Problem.

p-Minimum Breakpoint Median from PQ-tree (p-MBM-PQ):
Input: PQ-trees T and p permutations s1, . . . , sp over the same set of n markers,
integer K.
Question: Can T generate a permutation s such that

∑p
i=1 db(s, si) ≤ K?

FPT algorithms. An FPT (Fixed-Parameter Tractable) algorithm for an opti-
mization problem Π with parameter value p is an algorithm which solves the
problem in O(f(p)nc) time, where f is any function only on p, n is the input
size and c is some fixed constant not related to p. For convenience we also say
that Π is in FPT. More details on FPT algorithms can be found in [8].

Existing results. If T is a PQ-tree generating all possible permutations, the p-
MBM-PQ Problem is equivalent to the classical Breakpoint-Median Problem
described above, that is NP-hard, for signed or unsigned, uni-chromosomal or
multi-chromosomal permutations [5,16,17]. In the uni-chromosomal case, even in
the case where the median is constrained to have only adjacencies that appear
in at least one of the genomes si, the problem is NP-hard [5]. This implies
immediately that the p-MBM-PQ Problem is NP-hard, for p ≥ 3, in all cases.

The MBP-PQ Problem, which we prove to be NP-complete in next section for
unsigned permutations, can be solved by an FPT algorithm whose parameter is
t = P (T1) × P (T2), as it is easy to list all permutations generated by T1 and
T2 in polynomial time and examine each pair of permutations to compute the
breakpoint distance. However P (T ) can be superexponential for a PQ-tree T
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with a P-node of large degree, and it is at least exponential in the number of
Q-nodes, as each Q-node can be reversed to generate a new signature.

The same argument applies to the p-MBM-PQ Problem, and, even in the
case where T has only Q-nodes (say q Q-nodes), the time complexity of the
algorithm is O(2qn). In datasets where ancestral genomes are well defined and
P (T ) is small, this approach is the most efficient, especially as it allows to con-
sider more precise distances than the breakpoint distance. However, we consider
in Section 5 some real data where P (T ) is too large for this approach, which
motivates our investigation of an FPT with respect to an alternative param-
eter. In Section 4, we describe an FPT algorithm parameterized by the value
of the searched optimal solution, that is the breakpoint distance of the median
permutation to the input permutations.

3 MBP-PQ Is NP-Complete

In this section, we prove that MBP-PQ is NP-complete for uni-chromosomal
and multi-chromosomal permutations, on unsigned markers. We first consider
uni-chromosomal case. We reduce X3C (Exact Cover by 3-Sets) to MBP-PQ.
Recall that the input for X3C is a set of 3-sets S = {S1, S2, ..., Sm}. Each set Si

contains exactly 3 elements from a base set V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, where n = 3q for
some integer q. The problem is to decide whether there are q 3-sets in S which
cover each element in V exactly once.

MBP-PQ is obviously in NP and we now show that X3C can be reduced to
MBP-PQ in polynomial time.

We first outline the difficulty in the proof and how to handle them one by
one. In terms of generating permutations, P-nodes give the maximum amount
of freedom while Q-nodes give the minimum amount of freedom. So we need
to somehow balance the use of P-nodes with Q-nodes. (1) In a solution for
X3C, each element belongs to exactly one selected 3-set. We enforce this by
constructing a sub-tree in T1 for each element, using both P- and Q-nodes, such
that the element will appear exactly once in the final solution. (2) The second
difficulty is to make sure that we must construct a subtree in T2 such that the
number of possible adjacencies (non-breaking point) it could generate has a fixed
pattern. We construct such a sub-tree, using no P-nodes, for each 3-set. Once
these difficulties are resolved, we still need to have a match between the possible
adjacencies in T1 and T2; moreover, these matches imply a solution for X3C.
Next we present the details.

We first construct T1 as follows. The root of T1, r(T1), is a Q-node. Each of the
children Fi of the root corresponds to an element vi in V and is of 4 levels (with
some leaves possibly compressed in level-3, see Figure 2 (A)), and these children
are further separated by peg markers (which are leaf nodes directly under the root
r(T1)). Note that peg markers are only used to separate Tf ’s. Let vi appear in
Sp1 , Sp2 , ..., Spt . For each vi, we construct a subtree Fi as follows. The left child of
r(Fi) is a P-node which contains t Q-nodes as children, and the contents of these
Q-nodes are: vi,p1s

′
i,p2

, vi,p2s
′
i,p3

, ..., vi,pts
′
i,p1

. The right child of r(Fi) is a P-node
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ip iq iq ir ir ip s s sip iq irv s’ v s’ v s’

vip sip

(B)(A)

Fig. 2. The subtree Fi. In (A) and (B) the dotted arcs indicate the corresponding
adjacencies. (A) shows the construction that vi appears three times in S. (B) shows
the case when vi appears only once in S.

with t leaves: si,p1 , si,p2 , ..., si,pt . Intuitively, vi,pwsi,pw forms an adjacency iff Spw

is selected (to cover vi) in the final X3C solution. In Figure 2 (A), note that t = 3.
When vi appears in S exactly once (say, in Sp), Fi would be a Q-node with

two leaves: vi,p, si,p (Figure 2 (B)). We would have to use some peg markers to
compose new leaf nodes to bound s′i,p so that it will never be adjacent to vi,p.
We will cover this special case at the end of the whole proof. At this point, we
assume that each vi appears in the 3-sets in S at least twice. We summarize the
construction of Fi’s with the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Fi can generate at most one adjacency vi,pwsi,pw for some 1 ≤ w ≤ t.

We now construct T2. The root of T2 is also a Q-node. Each of the children of
r(T2) is a subtree Hp with a root being a Q-node. Hp corresponds to a 3-set
Sp = {vi, vj , vk}. An illustration of Hp is shown in Figure 3. Notice that Hp has
five levels. We have the following lemmas.

Lemma 2. Hp can generate exactly two sets of adjacencies in the form of
{vi,psi,p, vj,psj,p, vk,psk,p} or {vi,ps

′
i,p, vj,ps

′
j,p, vk,ps

′
k,p}.

Lemma 3. T1 and T2 each can generate at most 3m adjacencies in the form of
vi,psi,p or vi,ps

′
i,p.

Proof. Following Lemma 2, T2 can generate at most 3m adjacencies in the form
of vi,psi,p or vj,ps

′
j,p.

vip

v

v

s’ s ip jp jp

kp

jp

ips s’ kpskp s’

ipv vjp

kpv

s’ip kps jps sip s’kp s’jp

(A)   (B)

Fig. 3. The subtree Hp corresponding to Sp = {vi, vj , vk}. (A) and (B) show the two
different kinds of adjacencies (marked by dotted arcs).
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Following Lemma 1, T1 can generate exactly n adjacencies in the form of
vi,pwsi,pw for some 1 ≤ w ≤ t. The remaining 3m − n adjacencies can obviously
be generated in the form of vi,ps

′
i,p. ��

Lemma 4. The input X3C instance has a valid solution if and only if T1 and
T2 can generate 3m adjacencies.

Proof. The “only if” part is easy to prove. Assume that the instance (S, V ) has
a solution, let Sp = {vi, vj , vk} be in the solution. We permute the P-nodes
in Fi and the Q-nodes in Hp such that vi,psi,p forms an adjacency. Following
Lemma 3, we can obtain 3m adjacencies in T1 and T2.

We now prove the “if” part. Assume that T1 and T2 generate exactly 3m
adjacencies, we first show that there must be n adjacencies in the form of vi,psi,p.
If it is not the case, say in T2 some vi,p is never forming an adjacency with si,p,
then the adjacencies in T1, T2 will not reach 3m. Symmetrically, if in T1 one of
the subtrees Fi cannot generate t adjacencies, then there is no way T1, T2 can
generate 3m adjacencies.

Now assume that among the 3m adjacencies in T1, T2 there are n adjacencies in
the form of vi,psi,p, we argue that they exactly present a corresponding solution
for X3C. By the way we construct T1, if vi,p forms an adjacency with si,p then
it implies that Sp is selected as part of the solution for the X3C instance. As we
have exactly n adjacencies in the form of vi,psi,p, each of the element appears in
the X3C solution exactly once and we have a valid solution for the X3C instance
(S, V ). ��
Theorem 1. MBP-PQ is NP-complete for uni-chromosomal unsigned permu-
tations.

Proof. Now it is necessary to cover the special case when vi appears in S exactly
once. In this case we use some peg markers as leaves to bound s′i,p such that it
will never be adjacent to vi,p. The peg markers will be directly under the roots of
T1 and T2 so we can order them in increasing and decreasing order respectively
so that the peg markers will not form adjacencies in T1 and T2. It is easy to see
that we will not use more than O(n) peg markers.

Let N be the number of peg markers used in the construction. Following
Lemma 4, there are 9m markers in T1 and T2. Therefore, the input X3C instance
has a valid solution if and only if T1 and T2 can generate two permutations with
N + 6m − 1 breakpoints.

It is clear that the whole transformation takes linear time. Hence, MBP-PQ
is NP-complete. ��
We can extend the proof to the multi-chromosomal case. Given an instance
(T1, T2) of the uni-chromosomal case, create an instance (T ′

1, T
′
2) by adding to

T1 (resp. T2) a P-node root and two children Q-nodes with each 4 leaves n +
1, n + 2, n + 3, n + 4 (resp. n + 2, n + 4, n + 1, n + 3), in this order in both cases,
and n + 5, n + 6, n + 7, n + 8 (resp. n + 6, n + 8, n + 5, n + 7), again in this order
in both cases. There are no common telomeres in T1 and T2. Therefore, (T1, T2)
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has breakpoint distance K if and only if (T ′
1, T

′
2) has breakpoint distance K + 8

because we add 8 markers that do not form any adjacency, neither common
telomere.

Corollary 1. MBP-PQ is NP-complete for multi-chromosomal unsigned
permutations.

It is open whether one can design efficient FPT and/or approximation algorithms
for the optimization version of MBP-PQ.

4 An FPT Algorithm for One-Sided MBP-PQ and
p-MBM-PQ

In this section, we solve both One-Sided MBP-PQ and p-MBM-PQ with an FPT
algorithm, whose parameter is the value of the optimal breakpoint distance.
We first describe our algorithm for the uni-chromosomal case, then discuss its
generalization to the multi-chromosomal case.

A graphical representation of PQ-trees. We first introduce a graph-like repre-
sentation of a PQ-tree, that encodes the adjacency constraints between markers,
and was used in [6] to represent ancestral genomes in a linear-like way. The graph
G associated to a PQ-tree T has vertices for all nodes (internal and leaves) of T
except the root, if it is a P-node. We call the vertices that correspond to leaves
markers. And the vertices corresponding to P-nodes (resp. Q-nodes) are called
super P-nodes (resp. Q-nodes). Edges of G are defined only between pairs of
markers (or, of course, two super-nodes which must be adjacent): two markers
x and y define an edge (x, y) if and only if they are consecutive children of a
Q-node. Edges of G are called black edges. See Figure 1.

We also add an additional structure on G by embedding the vertices following
the recursive structure of T : the vertices of G corresponding to the children of
a node are embedded into the vertex representing this node (see Figure 1 (B)).
A vertex (leaf or super-node) X is contained in another vertex Z if X �= Z and
the node corresponding to X is a descendant of the one corresponding to Z in
T (hence Z is a super-node); as a consequence, all the strings generated by X
are substrings of those generated by Z.

We now describe how to augment the graph representation G1 of a PQ-tree
T1 using another permutation s2. It turns out that this will be the basis for us to
handle the ancestral genome analysis when a phylogeny is given. We start with
G1, and then add an edge, called a blue edge, (x, y) in G1 for every adjacency
xy in s2. We denote this new graph G′

1 (note that G′
1 conserves the embedding

structure we defined on G1: only blue edges are added). The degree of a super-
node X in G′

1 is the number of edges that connects a marker inside X to a
marker outside X . See Figure 1 and Figure 4.

At this point, it is easy to see that the One-Sided MBP-PQ Problem is closely
related to the classical Minimum Path Cover Problem.
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An FPT algorithm for the One-Sided MBP-PQ Problem. We first state an easy
lemma that describes constraints on the blue edges that can be conserved in an
optimal solution of the problem.

Lemma 5. An optimal solution for One-Sided MBP-PQ can be obtained by per-
forming the following operations on G′

1.

1. If a marker x is in the middle of a Q-node Y which contains x, then one
can delete all the blue edges incident to x to obtain an optimal solution.

2. If a marker x is of degree greater than two, then an optimal solution could
be obtained by allowing at most two blue edges connecting to x.

3. If a super-node X is of degree greater than two, then an optimal solution
could be obtained by allowing at most two blue edges connecting to some
markers inside X.

Let r be the maximum degree of a super node, after all edge deletion operations
at Step 1 of Lemma 5 have been performed. (If r ≤ 2 the problem is trivially
solvable. So we assume that r ≥ 3.) The principle of the FPT algorithm is to
use a bounded search tree [8] that considers super nodes of degree at least three
and, for such a node X , conserves 2 blue edges that link a marker inside X and a
marker outside X . Let K be the optimal solution value for One-Sided MBP-PQ,
and f(K) be the size (number of nodes) of the search tree. It is sufficient to keep
deleting edges such that the resulting nodes have degree at most two, so we have
the following recurrence relation

f(K) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0 if K = 0,
1 if K = 1,

≤
(

r
r − 2

)

f(K − r + 2) if K > 1.

The main recurrence can be simplified as

f(K) ≤
(

r
2

)

f(K − r + 2) =
r(r − 1)

2
f(K − r + 2).

This recurrence achieves its maximum value when r = 3. Therefore,

f(K) ≤ 3K .

Once K blue edges are deleted from G′, all we need to do is to check whether
the resulting graph on Σ defined by the markers and the remaining black and
blue edges is composed of paths. If less than K blue edges are deleted and there
is no vertex of degree at least three left, we can check whether there are still any
(disjoint) cycles left, if so, then delete the blue edges accordingly to break these
cycles. If, after K blue edges are deleted and no valid solution is found, then we
report ‘No solution of size K’. This can be easily done in O(n) time as at this
point the maximum degree of any vertex is at most two. Therefore, we can use
this bounded search tree method to obtain an algorithm which runs in O(3Kn)
time, once G′

1 is computed.
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abc defxy

T1

a − b − c x − y d − e − f
G’

(A)

(B)

s  2 = xyfabcde

1

Fig. 4. An example for the FPT algorithm for One-Sided MBP-PQ

In Figure 4, we show a simple example for the algorithm. An example of T1 and
s2 is illustrated in Figure 4 (A). The augmented graph G′

1 is shown in Figure 4 (B).
The optimal solution value is K = 1. According to the algorithm, we will have to
delete one blue (or dashed) edge in G′

1. The algorithm has the choice of deleting
either (a, f), (y, f), or (c, d). Clearly, deleting (a, f) gives us the optimal solution
with s1 = abcdefyx and exactly one breakpoint between s1 and s2 = xyfabcde.
Deleting (y, f) or (c, d) alone both leads to infeasible solutions.

Theorem 2. One-Sided MBP-PQ can be solved in O(3Kn) time for
uni-chromosomal signed and unsigned permutations, where n is the number of
markers and K is the number of breakpoints in the optimal solution.

Solving the p-MBM-PQ Problem. It is easy to see that p-MBM-PQ can be solved
in O(3Kn) time as well. The idea is to compute the graph G for the input PQ-
tree T and then add blue edges from adjacencies in si, for i = 1, . . . , p. Now a
blue edge (x, y) is weighted, with the weight corresponding to the total number
of adjacencies xy or yx in si, for i = 1, . . . , p. So such a weight can be an integer
in [1,p]. Let this augmented (weighted) graph be G′′. Then the problem is clearly
equivalent to deleting blue edges with a total weights of K ′ ≤ K from G′′ such
that the resulting graph is composed of paths. If there are K ′′ such paths, then
adjacencies need to be added to transform them into a single path, and arbitrary
adjacencies can be used, each contributing p to the breakpoint distance, that is
then K ′ + p(K ′′ − 1). This leads to the following result.

Corollary 2. p-MBM-PQ can be solved in O(3Kn) time for uni-chromosomal
signed and unsigned permutations.

Note that the actual running time of the FPT algorithm we described is in general
much faster than O(3Kn) as any adjacency in one of the genomes si that is dis-
carded following Lemma 5.(1) increases the breakpoint distance by 1 but is not
considered in the computation. More formally, if d is the number of edges dis-
carded due to Lemma 5.(1), the running time is in fact O(3K−dn). This has been
confirmed in our initial computational results. We can also immediately apply our
algorithm to the variant where the median is constrained to contain only adja-
cencies that appear in at least one permutation si, which is also NP-hard for the
classical Breakpoint-Median Problem [5]. Indeed, it suffices to forbid deleting blue
edges that disconnects the augmented graph, which is obviously connected at first.
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Handling multi-chromosomal permutations. We need here to account for two
things: the set of generated permutations is different (larger in fact) and the
breakpoint distance requires to consider common telomeres. To deal with both
of these issues, we add in the augmented graph a vertex W , that represents
telomeres, and a blue edge (W, a) for every telomere a in the si’s. Then, a set
of blue edges defining a valid permutation implies that, once edges (W, a) are
discarded, the resulting edges comprise of a set of paths. Finally, as common
telomeres contribute to half the weight of common adjacencies in the break-
point distance formula, when the bounded search discards a blue edge (W, a), it
increases the distance by 1/2 instead of 1. This proves the following result.

Corollary 3. p-MBM-PQ can be solved in O(32Kn) time for multi-chromosomal
signed and unsigned permutations.

5 Application to Real Datasets

We present here preliminary computational results on some mammalian and yeast
genomes to illustrate the ability of our FPT algorithm to handle real datasets,
using a regular Lenovo laptop and C++. Precise data and results are available
at the URL http://www.cs.montana.edu/bhz/PQ-TREE.html. In both cases, we
change a multi-choromosomal genome into a uni-chromosomal signed permuta-
tion; as a consequence, we do not compute exactly the breakpoint distance as
defined in [17], as we might create conserved adjacencies and we ignore common
telomeres in the computation of the distance. But these results are presented to il-
lustrate the ability of our algorithm to handle datasets with PQ-trees generating
a large number of permutations. The running times are still high (varying from
two days to about a week), but they are already better than what the theoretical
results imply (for the three cases, we have K = 69, 108, and 348).

The mammalian dataset we use is from the following simple phylogenetic
tree of five species, (((Human,Macaca)I,(Mouse,Rat)II)III,Dog), given in Newick
format, and we are interested in the ancestors of Human and Macaca (node I)
and Mouse and Rat (node II). Permutations and PQ-trees at nodes I and II were
generated using methods as described as in [15]. In this case, n = 689. In the
companion webpage, we show in detail the dataset and the sequences generated
using the FPT algorithm for 2-MBM-PQ, for node I and node II. For node I, we
found that the optimal breakpoint distance is 69, and for node II, the optimal
distance is larger, at 108. Notice that these solutions are not unique (in fact in
both cases there are about 10! permutations which minimizes db(s, s1)+db(s, s2),
due to that the roots of the trees are both P-nodes). So an exhaustive search
would not work to generate an optimal permutation for node III.

The yeast data is from [13], the PQ-tree has a root which is a Q-node with 34
children (which are all Q-nodes or leaves). Among these 34 children, 8 of them
are leaves. We found an optimal distance of 348. If we wanted to enumerate all
generated permutations, we would have to try 226 different permutations.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we make the first step in comparing the similarity of PQ-trees, with
application to comparative genomics. While the general problem is NP-complete
(not a surprise!), we show that several interesting cases, that are relevant from
an applied point of view, are in FPT, parameterized by the optimal breakpoint
distance. We also present some preliminary computational results.

Our first open question is how to construct a general graph or hypergraph
incorporating all the information regarding two PQ-trees T1 and T2. Without
such a (hyper?) graph, it seems difficult to design approximation and FPT algo-
rithms for the optimization version of MBP-PQ (and possibly some other ways
to compare the similarity of T1 and T2). A related question would be to find an
FPT algorithm for MBP-PQ whose parameter is the breakpoint distance. When
this distance is zero, the problem is in fact easy to solve: it is easy to decide if
T1 and T2 can generate the same permutation [4,2].

How to improve the efficiency of the FPT algorithms for One-Sided MBP-PQ
and p-MBM-PQ also makes interesting questions. The only other FPT algorithm
for a breakpoint median problem, described in [11], has complexity O(2.15Kn),
and it remains to see how the ideas used in that algorithm can be translated to
the case where the median is constrained to be generated by a given PQ-tree.

Regarding p-MBM-PQ, it is recently proved in [17] that the Breakpoint Me-
dian Problem for signed multi-chromosomal genomes is tractable if the median
is allowed to have circular chromosomes; it can indeed be solved by a simple
maximum weight matching algorithm. In the case of the p-MBM-PQ, the cor-
responding problem would allow that, in the median, the leaves of one or more
subtree rooted at children of the root form a circular chromosome. The com-
plexity of this problem is open.

Finally, what if we consider the problems under other distances such as the
DCJ (Double-Cut-and-Join) distance? Intuitively, we can expect that such prob-
lems are hard too. For example, comparing two PQ-trees of height 2 (every path
between a leaf and the root contains at most two edges) whose internal nodes
are all P-nodes is equivalent to computing the syntenic distance [9] between two
genomes represented by the gene content of their chromosomes and with no gene
order information, which is NP-hard [7].
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Abstract. We show that for any constant t ≥ 2, k-INDEPENDENT SET and
k-DOMINATING SET in t-track interval graphs are W[1]-hard. This settles an
open question recently raised by Fellows, Hermelin, Rosamond, and Vialette. We
also give an FPT algorithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval graphs, parameterized
by both k and t, with running time max{tO(k), 2O(k log k)} · poly(n), where n
is the number of vertices in the graph. This slightly improves the previous FPT
algorithm by Fellows, Hermelin, Rosamond, and Vialette. Finally, we use the
W[1]-hardness of k-INDEPENDENT SET in t-track interval graphs to obtain the
first parameterized intractability result for a recent bioinformatics problem called
MAXIMAL STRIP RECOVERY (MSR). We show that MSR-d is W[1]-hard for
any constant d ≥ 4 when the parameter is either the total length of the strips, or
the total number of adjacencies in the strips, or the number of strips in the optimal
solution.

1 Introduction

The intersection graph Ω(F) of a family of sets F = {S1, . . . , Sn} is the graph with
F as the vertex set and with two different vertices Si and Sj adjacent if and only if
Si ∩ Sj �= ∅. The family F is called a representation of the graph Ω(F).

Let t be an integer at least two. A t-interval is the union of t disjoint intervals in
the real line. A t-track interval is the union of t disjoint intervals in t disjoint parallel
lines called tracks, one interval on each track. A t-interval graph is the intersection
graph of a family of t-intervals. A t-track interval graph is the intersection graph of a
family of t-track intervals. If all intervals in the representation of a t-interval graph have
unit lengths, then the graph is called a unit t-interval graph. Similarly for unit t-track
interval graphs.

As generalizations of the ubiquitous interval graphs, multiple-interval graphs such
as t-interval graphs and t-track interval graphs have wide applications, tradition-
ally to scheduling and resource allocation [3,5], and more recently to bioinformat-
ics [17,2,19,7,14,1]. In particular, 2-interval graphs and 2-track interval graphs are
natural models for the similar regions of DNA sequences [17,2,1] and for the helices of
RNA secondary structures [19,7,14].

Fellows, Hermelin, Rosamond, and Vialette [9] recently initiated the study of the
parameterized complexity of multiple-interval graph problems. In general graphs, the
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three classical optimization problem k-VERTEX COVER, k-INDEPENDENT SET, and k-
DOMINATING SET, parameterized by the optimal solution size k, are exemplary prob-
lems in parameterized complexity theory [8]: it is well-known that k-VERTEX COVER

is in FPT, k-INDEPENDENT SET is W[1]-hard, and k-DOMINATING SET is W[2]-hard.
Since t-interval graphs are a special class of graphs, all FPT algorithms for k-VERTEX

COVER in general graphs immediately carry over to t-interval graphs. On the other
hand, the parameterized complexity of k-INDEPENDENT SET in t-interval graphs is
not at all obvious. Indeed, in general graphs, k-INDEPENDENT SET and k-CLIQUE are
essentially the same problem, but in t-interval graphs, they manifest different parame-
terized complexities. Fellows et al. [9] showed that k-INDEPENDENT SET in t-interval
graphs is W[1]-hard for any constant t ≥ 2, then, in sharp contrast, gave an FPT algo-
rithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval graphs parameterized by both k and t. Similarly, the
parameterized complexity of k-DOMINATING SET in t-interval graphs is not obvious
either. Fellows et al. [9] showed that k-DOMINATING SET in t-interval graphs is also
W[1]-hard for any constant t ≥ 2.

At the end of their paper, Fellows et al. [9] raised three open questions. First,
are k-INDEPENDENT SET and k-DOMINATING SET in 2-track interval graphs W[1]-
hard? Second, is k-DOMINATING SET in t-interval graphs W[2]-hard? Third, can the
parametric time-bound of their FPT algorithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval graphs be
improved?

The t disjoint tracks for a t-track interval graph can be viewed as t disjoint “host”
intervals in the real line for a t-interval graph. Thus the class of t-track interval graphs
is contained in the class of t-interval graphs. The containment is proper because the
complete bipartite graph Kt2+t−1,t+1 is a t-interval graph but not a t-track interval
graph [21]. It is also known that for any t ≥ 1, t-interval graphs are a proper subclass
of (t + 1)-interval graphs, and unit t-interval (resp. unit t-track interval) graphs are a
proper subclass of t-interval (resp. t-track interval) graphs; see [18,12,13,10]. Fellows
et al. [9] proved that k-INDEPENDENT SET and k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-interval
graphs are both W[1]-hard, hence k-INDEPENDENT SET and k-DOMINATING SET in
t-interval graphs are both W[1]-hard for all t ≥ 2. The main result of this paper is
the following theorem that answers the first open question of Fellows et al. [9] and
strengthens their W[1]-hardness results to encompass even the most basic subclass of
multiple-interval graphs:

Theorem 1. k-INDEPENDENT SET and k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-track interval
graphs are W[1]-hard.

Given a graph G and a vertex-coloring κ : V (G) → {1, 2, . . . , k}, the problem
k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE is that of deciding whether G has a clique of k ver-
tices containing exactly one vertex of each color. Fellows et al. [9] proved that k-
MULTICOLORED CLIQUE is W[1]-complete, then proved that both k-INDEPENDENT

SET and k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-interval graphs are W[1]-hard by FPT reduc-
tions from k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE. Our proof of Theorem 1 follows the same
strategy. We note that this k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE technique [9] is quickly be-
coming a standard tool for FPT reductions. We are unable to answer the second open
question of Fellows et al. [9] on the possible W[2]-hardness of k-DOMINATING SET in
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t-interval graphs, but believe that any new techniques developed for this problem would
also have far-reaching influence in parameterized complexity theory.

Let’s move on to the third open question. Fellows et al. [9] presented an FPT algo-
rithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval graphs parameterized by both k and t. They estimated
that the running time of their algorithm is tO(k log k) · poly(n), where n is the number
of vertices in the graph, and asked whether the parametric time-bound of tO(k log k) can
be improved. Our next theorem makes some small progress on this open question:

Theorem 2. For any constant c ≥ 3, there is an algorithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval
graphs with running time O(tck) · O(nc) if k ≤ 1

4 · n1−1/c, where n is the number
of vertices in the graph. In particular, there is an FPT algorithm for k-CLIQUE in t-
interval graphs with running time max{tO(k), 2O(k log k)} · poly(n).

Finally, we extend the W[1]-hardness results in Theorem 1 to a bioinformatics
problem. In comparative genomic, the first step of sequence analysis is usually to de-
compose two or more genomes into syntenic blocks that are segments of homologous
chromosomes. For the reliable recovery of syntenic blocks, noise and ambiguities in the
genomic maps need to be removed first. A genomic map is a sequence of gene mark-
ers. A gene marker appears in a genomic map in either positive or negative orientation.
Given d genomic maps as signed sequences of gene markers, MAXIMAL STRIP RE-
COVERY (MSR-d) [22,6] is the problem of finding d subsequences, one subsequence
of each genomic map, such that the total length � of the strips in these subsequences is
maximized. Here a strip is a maximal string of at least two markers such that either the
string itself or its signed reversal appears contiguously as a substring in each of the d
subsequences in the solution. Without loss of generality, we can assume that all markers
appear in positive orientation in the first genomic map, as in [22,15]. For example, the
two genomic maps (the markers in negative orientation are underlined)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
8 5 7 6 4 1 3 2 12 11 10 9

have two subsequences

1 3 6 7 8 10 11 12
8 7 6 1 3 12 11 10

of the maximum total strip length 8. The strip 〈1, 3〉 is positive and forward in both
subsequences; the other two strips 〈6, 7, 8〉 and 〈10, 11, 12〉 are positive and forward in
the first subsequence, but are negative and backward in the second subsequence. The
four markers 2, 4, 5, 9 are deleted. Intuitively, the strips are syntenic blocks, and the
deleted markers are noise and ambiguities in the genomic maps.

A strip of length l ≥ 2 has exactly l−1 adjacencies between consecutive markers. In
general, m strips of total length l have l−m adjacencies. Besides the total strip length,
the total number of adjacencies in the strips is also a natural objective function of MSR-
d. For both objective functions, it is known that MSR-d is APX-hard for any d ≥ 2 [15],
and moreover is NP-hard to approximate within Ω(d/ log d) [16]. On the other hand,
for any constant d ≥ 2, MSR-d admits a polynomial-time 2d-approximation [6]. See
also [20,4] for some related results. Our following theorem gives the first parameterized
intractability result for MSR-d:
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Theorem 3. MSR-d for any constant d ≥ 4 is W[1]-hard when the parameter is either
the total length of the strips, or the total number of adjacencies in the strips, or the
number of strips in the optimal solution. This holds even if all gene markers are distinct
and appear in positive orientation in each genomic map.

2 k-Independent Set

In this section we show that k-INDEPENDENT SET in unit 2-track interval graphs
is W[1]-hard. We first review the previous FPT reduction from k-MULTICOLORED

CLIQUE in general graphs to k-INDEPENDENT SET in unit 2-interval graphs [9], then
show how to modify it into an FPT reduction from k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE in gen-
eral graphs to k-INDEPENDENT SET in unit 2-track interval graphs.

Previous Reduction. Let (G, κ, k) be an instance of k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE. The
construction consists of k+

(
k
2

)
groups of unit intervals occupying disjoint regions of the

real line. Among the k+
(
k
2

)
groups, k groups are vertex gadgets, one for each color, and(

k
2

)
groups are edge gadgets, one for each pair of distinct colors. The vertex gadgets and

the edge gadgets are then linked together, according to the incidence relation between
the vertices and the edges, by the validation gadget. Each vertex gadget selects a vertex
of a particular color. Each edge gadget selects an edge of a particular pair of colors. The
validation gadget ensures the consistency of the selections.

Vertex selection: For each color i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let Vi be the set of vertices with color i.
The vertex gadget for the color i consists of a group of intervals that can viewed as a
table1 with |Vi| rows and k +1 columns. Each row of the table corresponds to a distinct
vertex u ∈ Vi: the first interval and the last interval together form a vertex 2-interval
ûi; the other intervals, each associated with a distinct color j ∈ {1, . . . , k} \ {c} and
denoted by ui∗j , and are used for validation. The intervals in the table are arranged in a
parallelogram formation with slanted columns: the intervals in each row are disjoint; the
intervals in each column intersect at a common point; the intervals in lower rows have
larger horizontal offsets such that each interval also intersects all intervals in higher
rows in the next column.

Edge selection: For each pair of distinct colors i and j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, let Eij be
the set of edges uv such that u has color i and v has color j. The edge gadget for the
pair of colors ij consists of a group of intervals that can viewed as a table with |Eij |
rows and 4 columns. Each row of the table corresponds to a distinct edge uv ∈ Eij : the
first interval and the fourth interval together form an edge 2-interval ûivj ; the second
and the third intervals, denoted by uivj and vjui, respectively, are used for validation.
Again the intervals in the table are arranged in a parallelogram formation.

Validation: For each edge uv such that u has color i and v has color j, the validation
gadget includes two validation 2-intervals←−−uivj and−−→uivj : the 2-interval←−−uivj consists of
the interval uivj and the interval ui∗j; the 2-interval −−→uivj consists of the interval vjui

1 The table is of course only a visualization device; in reality the intervals in all rows of the table
are in the same line.
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Fig. 1. Construction for k-INDEPENDENT SET. On the left is a vertex gadget. On the right is an
edge gadget. The vertex 2-interval ûi selects the vertex u for the color i. The edge 2-interval ûivj

selects the edge uv for the pair of colors ij. The validation 2-interval validates the selections.

and the interval vj∗i. Note that each validation 2-interval consists of an interval from
an edge gadget and an interval from a vertex gadget.

In summary, the following family F of 2-intervals are constructed:

F =
{
ûi | u ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

} ∪ {
ûivj ,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | uv ∈ Eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

}
.

Refer to Figure 1 for an example. Now set the parameter k′ = k + 3
(
k
2

)
. It remains to

show that G has a k-multicolored clique if and only if F has a k′-independent set.
For the direct implication, it is easy to verify that if K ⊆ V (G) is a k-multicolored

clique, then the following subset of 2-intervals is a k′-independent set in F :
{
ûi | u ∈ K, i = κ(u)

} ∪ {
ûivj ,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | u, v ∈ K, i = κ(u), j = κ(v)

}
.

For the reverse implication, suppose that I is a k′-independent set in F . By construc-
tion, I can include at most one vertex 2-interval for each color, and at most one edge
2-interval plus at most two validation 2-intervals for each pair of distinct colors. Since
k′ = k + 3

(
k
2

)
, I must include exactly one vertex 2-interval for each color, and exactly

one edge 2-interval plus two validation 2-intervals for each pair of distinct colors. It fol-
lows that the 2

(
k
2

)
= (k − 1)k validation 2-intervals in I have exactly two intervals in

each edge gadget, and exactly k − 1 intervals in each vertex gadget. Moreover, in each
vertex gadget, the intervals of the vertex 2-interval and the k − 1 validation 2-intervals
in I must be in the same row. Similarly, in each edge gadget, the intervals of the edge
2-interval and the two validation 2-intervals in I must be in the same row. Since all
intervals in the same row of a vertex gadget are associated with the same vertex, and
all intervals in the same row of an edge gadget are associated with the same edge, the
vertex selection and the edge selection must be consistent. Thus the k vertex 2-intervals
in I corresponds to a k-multicolored clique in G.

This completes the review of the previous reduction. Before we present the new
reduction, let’s pause for a moment and ponder why this reduction works. You may
have noticed that the central idea behind the construction is essentially a geometric
packing argument. Consider each vertex 2-interval as a container of capacity k − 1,
each edge 2-interval as a container of capacity 2, and the validation 2-intervals as items
to be packed. Then, in order to pack each container to its full capacity, the items in each
container must be arranged in a regular pattern, that is, all intervals in each vertex or
edge gadget must be in the same row.
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New Reduction. We now modify the previous construction to transform each 2-interval
into a 2-track interval. Move all vertex gadgets to track 1, and move all edge gadgets to
track 2. Then all validation 2-intervals are immediately transformed into 2-track intervals.
It remains to fix the vertex 2-intervals on track 1 and the edge 2-intervals on track 2.

We first fix the vertex 2-intervals on track 1. Consider the vertex gadget for the ver-
tices Vi with color i. To fix the vertex 2-intervals in this gadget, we replace each 2-
interval ûi by two 2-track intervals ûi left and ûi right as follows:

– On track 1, let the intervals of ûi left and ûi right be the left and the right intervals,
respectively, of ûi.

– On track 2, put the intervals of ûi left and ûi right for all u ∈ Vi in a separate region,
and arrange them in a parallelogram formation with |Vi| rows and 2 columns: ûi left

in the right column, ûi right in the left column. As usual, the intervals are disjoint in
each row and are pairwise intersecting in each column, moreover the columns are
slanted such that each interval in the left column intersects all intervals in higher
rows in the right column.

Refer to Figure 2 for an illustration of the vertex 2-track intervals on the two tracks.
In a similar way (with the roles of track 1 and track 2 reversed), we replace each edge
2-interval ûivj by two 2-track intervals ûivj left and ûivj right. Then all 2-interval are
transformed into 2-track intervals. The following family F of 2-track intervals are con-
structed:

F =
{
ûi left, ûi right | u ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

}

∪ {
ûivj left, ûivj right,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | uv ∈ Eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

}
.

Now set the parameter k′ = 2k + 4
(
k
2

)
. It remains to show that G has a k-multicolored

clique if and only if F has a k′-independent set.
For the direct implication, it is easy to verify that if K ⊆ V (G) is a k-multicolored

clique, then the following subset of 2-track intervals is a k′-independent set in F :

{
ûi left, ûi right | u ∈ K, i = κ(u)

}

∪ {
ûivj left, ûivj right,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | u, v ∈ K, i = κ(u), j = κ(v)

}
.

track 1 track 2

. . .. . .

. . .. . .. . . . . .

. . .. . . . . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

ûi leftûi left ûi rightûi right

v̂i left v̂i leftv̂i right v̂i right

Fig. 2. Transforming vertex 2-intervals into 2-track intervals for k-INDEPENDENT SET
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For the reverse implication, suppose I is a k′-independent set in F . The same argu-
ment as before shows that I must include exactly two vertex 2-track intervals for each
color, and exactly two edge 2-track intervals plus two validation 2-track intervals for
each pair of distinct colors. Refer back to Figure 2. Let ûi left and v̂i right be the two
vertex 2-track intervals in I for some color i. The intersection pattern of the vertex 2-
track intervals for Vi on track 2 ensures that the row of u must not be higher than the
row of v. Without loss of generality, we can assume that they are in the same row, i.e.,
u = v, so that the set of validation intervals in the middle columns on track 1 that are
dominated by ûi left v̂i right is minimal (or, in terms of geometric packing, this gives the
container ûi left v̂i right the largest capacity on track 1). Thus we can assume that the two
vertex 2-track intervals for each color i form a pair ûi left ûi right for the same vertex u.
Similarly, we can assume that the two edge 2-track intervals for each pair of colors ij
form a pair ûivj left ûivj right for the same edge uv. Then the same argument as before
shows that the k pairs of vertex 2-track intervals in I corresponds to a k-multicolored
clique in G.

3 k-Dominating Set

In this section we show that k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-track interval graphs
is W[1]-hard. We first review the previous FPT reduction from k-MULTICOLORED

CLIQUE in general graphs to k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-interval graphs [9], then
show how to modify it into an FPT reduction from k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE in gen-
eral graphs to k-DOMINATING SET in unit 2-track interval graphs.

Previous Reduction. Let (G, κ, k) be an instance of k-MULTICOLORED CLIQUE. The
reduction again constructs k vertex gadgets, one for each color, and

(
k
2

)
edge gadgets,

one for each pair of distinct colors. The vertex gadgets and the edge gadgets are then
linked together by the validation gadget.

Vertex selection: For each color i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let Vi be the set of vertices with color
i. The vertex gadget for the color i includes one interval ∗i for the color i and one
interval ui for each vertex u ∈ Vi. The interval ∗i is combined with each interval ui to
form a vertex 2-interval ûi. The vertex gadget for Vi also includes two disjoint dummy
2-intervals that contain the left and the right endpoints, respectively, of the interval ∗i.
Edge selection: For each pair of distinct colors i and j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, let Eij be
the set of edges uv such that u has color i and v has color j. The edge gadget for the
pair of colors ij includes a group of intervals that can viewed as a table with |Eij | rows
and 3 columns. Each row of the table corresponds to a distinct edge uv ∈ Eij : the left
interval and the right interval together form an edge 2-interval ûivj ; the middle interval,
denoted by uivj , is used for validation. Again the intervals in the table are arranged in
a parallelogram formation. The edge gadget for Eij also includes two disjoint dummy
2-intervals that intersect the left intervals and the right intervals, respectively, of all edge
2-intervals ûivj .

Validation: For each edge uv such that u has color i and v has color j, the validation
gadget includes two validation 2-intervals←−−uivj and −−→uivj : the 2-interval←−−uivj consists
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dummydummy

Fig. 3. Construction for k-DOMINATING SET. On the left is a vertex gadget. On the right is an
edge gadget. The vertex 2-interval ûi selects the vertex u for the color i. The edge 2-interval ûivj

selects the edge uv for the pair of colors ij. The validation 2-interval validates the selections.

of the interval uivj and the interval ui; the 2-interval −−→uivj consists of the interval uivj

and the interval vj .
In summary, the following family F of 2-intervals are constructed:

F =
{
ûi | u ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

}

∪ {
ûivj ,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | uv ∈ Eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

} ∪ DUMMIES,

where DUMMIES is the set of 2k+2
(
k
2

)
dummy 2-intervals, two in each vertex or edge

gadget. Refer to Figure 3 for an example. Now set the parameter k′ = k+
(
k
2

)
. It remains

to show that G has a k-multicolored clique if and only if F has a k′-dominating set.
For the direct implication, it is easy to verify that if K ⊆ V (G) is a k-multicolored

clique, then the following subset of 2-intervals is a k′-dominating set in F :

{
ûi | u ∈ K, i = κ(u)

} ∪ {
ûivj | u, v ∈ K, i = κ(u), j = κ(v)

}
.

For the reverse implication, suppose that I is a k′-dominating set in F . Because ev-
ery dummy 2-interval can be replaced by an adjacent vertex or edge 2-interval in a
dominating set, we can assume without loss of generality that I does not include any
dummy 2-intervals. Then, to dominate the dummy 2-intervals2, I must include at least
one vertex 2-interval for each color, and at least one edge 2-interval for each pair of
distinct colors. Since k′ = k +

(
k
2

)
, I must include exactly one vertex 2-interval for

each color, and exactly one edge 2-interval for each pair of distinct colors. It follows
that for each pair of distinct colors ij, the two validation 2-intervals←−−uivj and−−→uivj must
be dominated by the two vertex 2-intervals ûi and v̂j , respectively. Therefore the ver-
tex selection and the edge selection are consistent, and the k vertex 2-intervals in I
corresponds to a k-multicolored clique in G.

New Reduction. We now modify the previous construction to transform each 2-interval
into a 2-track interval. To transform the vertex 2-intervals into 2-track intervals, move
the intervals ui to track 1, and move the intervals ∗i to track 2. Then, to transform

2 We remark that the construction can be simplified by including only one dummy 2-interval for
each vertex or edge gadget. Nevertheless we keep two dummy 2-intervals for each gadget in
this presentation, partly for truthfulness to the original reduction, and partly for convenience
in our new reduction (when we split each edge 2-interval into two 2-track intervals later, we
don’t have to add new dummies).
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the validation 2-intervals into 2-track intervals, move all edge gadgets to track 2. The
dummy 2-intervals can be fixed accordingly. It remains to fix the edge 2-intervals now
on track 2.

Consider the edge gadget for the edges Eij with colors ij. To fix the edge 2-intervals
in this gadget, we replace each 2-interval ûivj by two 2-track intervals ûivj left and
ûivj right as follows:

– On track 2, let the intervals of ûivj left and ûivj right be the left and the right inter-
vals, respectively, of ûivj .

– On track 1, put the intervals of ûivj left and ûivj right for all uv ∈ Eij in a sepa-
rate region, then arrange them, together with |Eij | additional dummy intervals, in a
parallelogram formation with |Eij | rows and 3 columns: ûi left in the right column,
ûi right in the left column, and dummies in the middle column. As usual, the inter-
vals are pairwise intersecting in each column, and the columns are slanted. But in
each row the three intervals are not all disjoint: the left interval and the middle inter-
val slightly overlap, and are both disjoint from the right interval. Now each interval
in the right column intersects all intervals in lower rows in the middle column, and
each interval in the left column intersects all intervals in the same or higher rows
in the middle column. Finally, each of the |Eij | dummy intervals in the middle
column is combined with an isolated dummy interval on track 2 to form a dummy
2-track interval.

Refer to Figure 4 for an illustration of the edge 2-track intervals on the two tracks. The
following family F of 2-track intervals are constructed:

F =
{
ûi | u ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

}

∪ {
ûivj left, ûivj right,

←−−uivj ,
−−→uivj | uv ∈ Eij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

} ∪ DUMMIES,

where DUMMIES is the set of 2k+2
(
k
2

)
+ |E(G)| dummy 2-track intervals, two in each

vertex or edge gadget as before, and one more for each edge (recall the middle column
of each edge gadget on track 1). Now set the parameter k′ = k + 2

(
k
2

)
. It remains to

show that G has a k-multicolored clique if and only if F has a k′-dominating set.

track 1track 2

. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .. . . . . .

. . .. . .

duivj left duivj leftduivj right duivj right

dxiyj leftdxiyj left dxiyj right
dxiyj right

Fig. 4. Transforming edge 2-intervals into 2-track intervals for k-DOMINATING SET
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For the direct implication, it is easy to verify that if K ⊆ V (G) is a k-multicolored
clique, then the following subset of 2-track intervals is a k′-dominating set in F :

{
ûi | u ∈ K, i = κ(u)

} ∪ {
ûivj left, ûivj right | u, v ∈ K, i = κ(u), j = κ(v)

}
.

For the reverse implication, suppose that I is a k′-dominating set in F . Note that any
one of the (original) two dummy 2-track intervals in each vertex or edge gadget can
be replaced by an adjacent vertex or edge 2-interval in a dominating set. Thus we can
assume without loss of generality that I includes none of these 2k + 2

(
k
2

)
dummies.

Then, to dominate these dummies, I must include at least one vertex 2-track interval
for each color, and at least two edge 2-track intervals for each pair of distinct colors.
Since k′ = k + 2

(
k
2

)
, I must include exactly one vertex 2-track interval for each color,

and exactly two edge 2-track intervals for each pair of distinct colors. Refer back to
Figure 4. Let ûivj left and x̂iyj right be the two edge 2-track intervals in I for some pair
of colors ij. The intersection pattern of the edge 2-track intervals for Eij on track 1
ensures that, in order to dominate all the (new) dummies in the middle column, the row
of xy must not be higher than the row of uv. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that they are in the same row, i.e., uv = xy, so that the set of validation intervals in the
middle column on track 2 that are dominated by ûivj left x̂iyj right is maximal. Thus the
two edge 2-track intervals for each pair of colors ij form a pair ûivj left ûivj right for
the same edge uv. Then the same argument as before shows that the k vertex 2-track
intervals in I corresponds to a k-multicolored clique in G.

4 k-Clique

In this section we prove Theorem 2. Fellows et al. [9] presented the following algorithm
CLIQUE(G, k) that decides whether a given t-interval graph G has a k-clique:

CLIQUE(G, k):

1. If |V (G)| < k, then return NO.
2. Let v be a vertex of minimum degree in G.
3. If deg(v) ≥ 2tk, then return YES.
4. If v is in a k-clique of G, then return YES.
5. Return CLIQUE(G− v, k).

The crucial step of this algorithm, step 3, is justified by a structural lemma [9,
Lemma 2]: “if G is a t-interval graph with no k-cliques then G has a vertex of de-
gree less than 2tk.” Step 4 can be implemented in O(k2 · (2tk

k

)
) time by brute force;

all other steps have running time polynomial in n. Since the total number of recur-
sive calls, in step 5, is at most n, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is
O(k2 · (2tk

k

)
) · poly(n). Fellows et al. [9] estimated that

O(k2 ·
(

2tk

k

)
) = tO(k log k), (1)

and asked whether this parametric time-bound can be improved.
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Fellows et al. [9] suggested that “a possible good place to start is to consider the
problem for constant values of t, and to attempt to obtain a parametric time-bound
of 2O(k).” This suggestion is little misleading because for constant values of t, the
algorithm CLIQUE(G, k) already attains a parametric time-bound of 2O(k). Note that(
2tk
k

) ≤ 22tk. Thus if t = O(1) then O(k2 · (2tk
k

)
) = O(22 log k · 22tk) = 2O(k).

Anyway, can we improve the parametric time-bound of tO(k log k)? We next describe
such an FPT algorithm. Our FPT algorithm has two components. The first component
is the following algorithm CLIQUE*(G, k) slightly modified from CLIQUE(G, k):

CLIQUE*(G, k):

1. If |V (G)| < k, then return NO.
2. Let v be a vertex of minimum degree in G.
3. If deg(v) ≥ 2tk, then return YES.
4. If CLIQUE*(neighbors(v), k − 1) returns YES, then return YES.
5. Return CLIQUE*(G− v, k).

Note that CLIQUE*(G, k) is identical to CLIQUE(G, k) except step 4. The follow-
ing recurrence on the time bound f(k) · g(n) captures the recursive behavior of
CLIQUE*(G, k):

f(k) · g(n) ≤ f(k − 1) · g(2tk) + f(k) · g(n− 1) + O(n2).

Lemma 1. For any constant c ≥ 3, if k ≤ 1
4 · n1−1/c, then the running time of

CLIQUE*(G, k) is O(tck) ·O(nc).

The second component of our FPT algorithm is the obvious brute-force algorithm that
enumerates and checks all k-subsets of vertices for k-cliques.

Lemma 2. For any constant c ≥ 3, if k > 1
4 · n1−1/c, then the running time of the

brute-force algorithm is 2O(k log k).

Finally, for any constant c ≥ 3, by choosing the algorithm CLIQUE*(G, k) when k ≤
1
4 · n1−1/c, and choosing the brute-force algorithm when k > 1

4 · n1−1/c, we obtain an
FPT algorithm with a parametric time-bound of

max{tO(k), 2O(k log k)}. (2)

Compare our bound (2) with the previous bound (1). It appears that we have obtained
an improvement3, but asymptotically this improvement is negligible. Check that the
estimate in (1) is not tight:

O(k2 ·
(

2tk

k

)
) = O(k2(2tk)k) = tO(k)2O(k log k)

= max{(tO(k))2, (2O(k log k))2} = max{tO(k), 2O(k log k)}.
In light of this delicate distinction, perhaps the open question on k-CLIQUE in t-interval
graphs [9] could be stated more precisely as follows:

3 Under the condition that k ≤ 1
4
· n1−1/c for some constant c ≥ 3, CLIQUE*(G,k)

clearly improves CLIQUE(G,k): in particular, for t = Θ(log k), the parametric bound of
CLIQUE*(G,k) is 2O(k log log k), and the parametric bound of CLIQUE(G,k) is 2O(k log k).
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Question 1. Is there an FPT algorithm for k-CLIQUE in t-interval graphs with a para-
metric time-bound of tO(k)?

Note that a parametric time-bound of 2O(k log k) alone is beyond reach. This is because
every graph of n vertices is a t-interval graph for t ≥ n/4 [11]. If the parameter t
does not appear in the bound, then we would have an FPT algorithm for the W[1]-hard
problem of k-CLIQUE in general graphs.

5 Maximal Strip Recovery

In this section we prove Theorem 3. Let �-MSR-d be the problem MSR-d parameterized
by the total length � of the strips in the optimal solution. We first prove that �-MSR-4 is
W[1]-hard by an FPT-reduction from k-INDEPENDENT SET in 2-track interval graphs.

Let (F , k) be an instance of k-INDEPENDENT SET in 2-track interval graphs, where
F = {I1, . . . , In} is a set of n 2-track intervals. We construct four genomic maps

G→, G←, G1, G2, where each map is a permutation of 2n distinct markers
i⊂ and

i⊃,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, all in positive orientation. G→ and G← are concatenations of the n pairs of
markers with ascending and descending indices, respectively:

G→ :
1⊂ 1⊃ · · · n⊂ n⊃

G← :
n⊂ n⊃ · · · 1⊂ 1⊃

To construct G1 and G2, we first modify the representation of the 2-track interval graph
for F until the 2n endpoints of the n intervals on each track are all distinct. This can
be done in polynomial time by a standard procedure for interval graphs. Then, on each
track, mark the left and the right endpoints of the interval for Ii by the left and the right

markers
i⊂ and

i⊃, respectively. Thus we obtain two sequences of markers for the two
genomic maps G1 and G2. This completes the construction.

Now set the parameter � = 2k. By the following two observations, it is easy to check
that F has a k-independent set if and only G→, G←, G1, G2 have four subsequences of
total strip length �:

1. G→ and G← ensure that each strip must be a pair of markers.
2. G1 and G2 encode the intersection pattern of the 2-track intervals.

Therefore �-MSR-d is W[1]-hard.
Since the length of each strip is exactly 2 in our construction, the total number of

adjacencies in the strips and the number of strips are both equal to half the total strip
length. Therefore MSR-d remains W[1]-hard when the parameter is changed to either
the total number of adjacencies in the strips or the number of strips. For any two con-
stants d and d′ such that d′ > d ≥ 2, the problem MSR-d is a special case of the
problem MSR-d′ with d′ − d redundant genomic maps. Thus the W[1]-hardness of
MSR-4 implies the W[1]-hardness of MSR-d for all constants d ≥ 4.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of highly space-efficient represen-
tation of separable graphs while supporting queries in constant time in
the RAM with logarithmic word size. In particular, we show constant-
time support for adjacency, degree and neighborhood queries. For any
monotone class of separable graphs, the storage requirement of the rep-
resentation is optimal to within lower order terms.

Separable graphs are those that admit a O(nc)-separator theorem
where c < 1. Many graphs that arise in practice are indeed separable.
For instance, graphs with a bounded genus are separable. In particular,
planar graphs (genus 0) are separable and our scheme gives the first
succinct representation of planar graphs with a storage requirement that
matches the information-theory minimum to within lower order terms
with constant time support for the queries.

We, furthers, show that we can also modify the scheme to succinctly
represent the combinatorial planar embedding of planar graphs (and
hence encode planar maps).

1 Introduction

Many applications use graphs to model connectivity information and relationship
between different objects. As the size of these graphs grow, the space efficiency
becomes increasingly important. The structural connectivity of the Web modeled
as the Web graph is an example which presently contains billions of vertices and
the number is growing [1]. As a result, compact representation of such graphs
for use in various algorithms has been in interest [2,3,4,5]. Planar (and almost
planar) graphs which capture various structural artifacts such as road networks,
form another example of graphs whose space-efficient representation is crucial
due to their massive size. For all these applications, it is desirable to represent the
graph compactly and be able to answer dynamic queries on the graph quickly.

A succinct representation of a combinatorial object is a compact representa-
tion of that object such that its storage requirement matches the information-
theoretic space lower bound to within lower order terms, and it supports a
reasonable set of queries in constant time. Succinct data structures perform
under the uniform-cost word RAM-model with Θ (lg n) word size [6]1. Hence,
the main distinction between succinct and compact representations of an object
1 lg n denotes log2 n.

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 138–150, 2010.
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is that unlike compact representations, the storage requirement of a succinct rep-
resentation cannot be a constant factor away from the optimal and moreover,
queries must perform in constant time.

Unstructured graphs are highly incompressible (see section 1.1). Fortunately
however, most types of graph that arise in practice have some structural prop-
erties. A most common structural property that graphs in practice have is that
they have small separators. A graph has small separators if its induced subgraphs
can be partitioned into two parts of roughly the same size by removing a small
number of vertices (to be defined precisely in section 2). Planar graphs (such
as 2-dimensional meshes), almost planar graphs (such as road networks, distri-
bution networks) [7,8], and most 3-dimensional meshes [9] have indeed small
separators.

In this paper, we study the problem of succinct representations of separa-
ble undirected and unlabeled graphs (as defined precisely in definition 1). We
present a succinct representation with a storage requirement which achieves
the information-theoretic bound to within lower order terms and show constant
time support for the following set of queries: adjacency queries, neighborhood
queries, and degree queries. Adjacency queries on a pair of vertices x, y de-
termines whether (x, y) is an edge. Neighborhood queries iterate through the
neighbors of a given vertex x. Finally, the degree query outputs the number of
incident edges to a given vertex x. A representation that supports these queries
in constant time has the functionality of both an adjacency list and an adjacency
matrix at the same time.

Analogous to Fredrickson’s partitioning scheme for planar graphs [8], our suc-
cinct representation is based on recursive decomposition of graphs into smaller
graphs. We repeatedly separate the given graph into smaller graphs to obtain
small graphs of poly-logarithmic size which we refer to as by mini-graphs. These
mini-graphs are further separated into yet smaller graphs of sub-logarithmic size
which we refer to as by micro-graphs. Micro-graphs have small enough sizes
to be catalogued and listed in a look-up table. Micro-graphs are encoded by
a reference to within the look-up table. At each step that a graph is repeat-
edly split into two smaller subgraphs, the vertices in the separator are copied
into both subgraphs. Therefore there are duplicate vertices in mini-graphs and
micro-graphs. The main difficulty is to be able to represent the correspondence
between duplicate vertices and the original graph vertices.

The time to construct the representation is dominated by the time needed
to recursively decompose the graph into mini-graphs and micro-graphs and also
by the time needed to assemble the look-up table for micro-graphs. The time
for finding the separators and decomposing the graph recursively varies signif-
icantly from a family of graphs to another. For instance, there are linear time
algorithms for finding separators in planar graphs and well-shaped meshes in ar-
bitrary dimensions [7,9]. For our purposes a poly-logarithmic approximation of
the separator size suffices and therefore we use Leighton-Rao’s polynomial time
construction [10]. The time required to assemble the look-up table depends on
the maximum size of micro-trees, since we need to exhaustively list all separable
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graphs modulo their isomorphism up to that size. We have a large degree of
freedom on the choice of maximum size of a micro-graph, choice of

√
lg n

lg lg n
as

the maximum micro-graph size ensures a sub-linear look-up table construction
time. Albeit, for simplicity of presentation of this paper, we will use lg n

lg lg n as the
maximum micro-graph size.

1.1 Related Work

As mentioned previously, unstructured graphs are highly incompressible. A sim-
ple counting argument shows that a random graph with n vertices and m edges
requires

⌈
lg

((n
2)
m

)⌉
bits. Blandford et al. [11] achieves this bound within a con-

stant multiplicative factor for sparse graphs. Raman et al. [12] give a repre-
sentation with a storage requirement which is roughly twice the information
theory minimum and supports adjacency and neighborhood queries in constant
time. Farzan and Munro [13] prove the infeasibility of achieving the information-
theoretic space lower bound to within lower order terms and constant-time query
support. and give a representation with a storage requirement that is a factor of
1 + ε away from the minimum (for any constant ε > 0).

Hence, space efficient representations of graphs with a certain combinato-
rial structure has been of interest: e.g. bounded-genus graphs [14], graphs with
limited arboricity, and c-decomposable graphs [15]. A strong line of research
has been on compressing planar graphs. Given a planar graph with n vertices,
Turán [16] gives a O(n)-bit representation. Keeler and Westbrook [17] improve
the space by a constant factor. He et al. [18] improve the first order term of
space to the information-theory minimum. However, none of these consider fast
support for queries.

Jacobson [19] gives a linear-space representation for planar graphs which sup-
ports adjacency queries in logarithmic time. Munro and Raman [20] gives a
linear-space encoding for planar graphs in which supports queries in constant
time. Chuang et al. [21] and subsequently Chiang et al. [22] improve the con-
stant on the high order term for space. There is a vast literature on encoding
subfamilies of planar graphs. Two important subfamilies are tri-connected planar
graphs and triangulated planar graphs for which in a culminating work Castelli
Aleardi et al. [23] show a succinct representation. This representation, used for
general planar graphs, has a storage requirement which is a constant factor away
from the optimal (and therefore is not succinct).

One important aspect in representing planar graphs has been to also represent
the associated planar embedding together with the graph (i.e. to represent planar
maps). We demonstrate our scheme yields a succinct representation for both
general planar graphs and planar maps.

Blandford et al. [11] study space-efficient representations of separable graphs
with constant time support for adjacency, degree, and neighborhood queries.
However their representation is not succinct and can have a storage which is a
multiplicative factor away from the optimal. We present a succinct representation
for separable graphs that supports the same set of queries in constant time.
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2 Preliminaries

A separator S in a graph G = (V, E) with n vertices is a set of vertices that
divides V into non-empty parts A ⊂ V and B ⊂ V such that {A, S, B} is a
partition of V , and no edge in G joins a vertex in A to a vertex in B.

Definition 1. A family of graphs G that is closed under taking the vertex-
induced subgraphs satisfies the f(.)-separator theorem [7] if there are constants
α < 1 and β > 0 such that each member graph G ∈ G with n vertices has a
separator S of size |S| < βf(n) which divides the vertices into parts A, B each
of which contains at most αn vertices (|A| ≤ αn, |B| ≤ αn). We define a family
of graphs as separable if it satisfies the nc-separator theorem for some constant
c < 1. A graph is separable if it belongs to a separable family of graphs.

Lipton, Rose, and Tarjan [24] prove that a in family of graphs satisfying a(
n/(log n)1+ε

)
-separator theorem for some ε > 0, the number of edges of a graph

is linear in the number of vertices. Since separable graphs satisfy a stronger sep-
arator theorem, a separable graph has linear number of edges.

We use the dictionary data structures heavily in this work. The first data
structure we need in our tool set is an indexable dictionary (ID) to represent a
subset of a universe supporting membership, rank, and select queries on member
elements in constant time. A membership query on a given element X determines
whether x is present in the subset. A rank query on an element x reports the
number of present elements less than x in the subset. Finally, a select query
(which are reverse to rank queries) for a given number i reports element at rank
i in the increasing order in the subset.

Lemma 1 ([12]). Given a set S of size s which is a subset of a universe U =
{1, . . . , u}, there is an indexable dictionary (ID) on S that requires lg

(
u
s

)
+

o (s) + O (log log u) bits and supports rank/select on elements of S in constant
time (rank/select on non-members is not supported).

Unlike IDs, fully indexable dictionaries (FID) support membership, rank, and
select queries on both members and non-members. These are very powerful struc-
tures, as they can support predecessor queries in constant time. As a result, they
are not as space-efficient as IDs.

Lemma 2 ([12]). Given a subset S of a universe U , there is a fully indexable
dictionary (FID) structure which requires lg

(|U|
|S|

)
+ O (|U | log log |U | / log |U |)

bits and supports rank and select queries both on members and nonmembers of
S in constant time.

3 Succinct Representation

Analogous to the compact representation of separable graphs [11], we find and
remove separators recursively to decompose the graph. Given a graph G with
n vertices, we find a small separator S (|S| < βnc) whose removal divides G
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of a separable
graph G into G1, G2

The Original Graph

Mini graph Mini graph Mini graph Mini graph

Micro graphs

Fig. 2. A schematic view of the decompo-
sition of a separable graph to mini-graphs
and then to micro-graphs

into two parts A, B with at most αn vertices each. We obtain two induced
subgraphs G1 = A∪ S and G2 = B ∪S. We remove internal edges of S from G1

(and retain them in G2). Therefore, we obtain two subgraphs G1, G2 from G.
Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of an example graph G into G1 and G2.

We decompose G1 and G2 to obtain smaller subgraphs. Smaller subgraphs
are in turn decomposed similarly into yet smaller subgraphs. We define a con-
stant δ = 2/(1 − c) where there are nc-separators (definition 1). We repeat the
separator-based decomposition till the subgraphs have at most (lg n)δ vertices
where n is the number of vertices in the initial graph. We refer to these subgraphs
with at most (lg n)δ vertices as mini-graphs.

Mini-graphs are further decomposed in the same fashion. Each mini-graph
is decomposed repeatedly until the number of vertices in subgraphs is at most
lg n/ lg lg n. We refer to these subgraphs with at most lg n/ lg lg n vertices as
micro-graphs. Figure 2 illustrates the decomposition into mini and micro graphs.

The graph representation consists of the representations of mini-graphs which
in turn consist of the representations of micro-graphs. Micro-graphs are small
enough to be catalogued by a look-up table. Vertices in separators are dupli-
cated by each iteration of the decomposition and therefore there can be many
occurrences of a single vertex of the original graph across different mini-graphs
and/or micro-graphs.

Each occurrence of a vertex receives three labels: a label within the containing
micro-graph which we refer to as by micro-graph label, a label within the con-
taining mini-graph which we refer to as by mini-graph label, and finally a label
in the entire graph which we refer to as by graph label and is visible from out-
side our abstract data type for the graph. Queries indicate vertices using their
graph labels. Dictionary structures of lemmas 1 and 2 are used to maintain the
relationship between duplicates of a single vertex.
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Combining representations of mini-graphs. We assume mini-graphs are encoded
(using a scheme to be discussed shortly), we explain here how these encodings
can be combined to represent the entire graph. We start by bounding the number
of vertices of an individual mini-graph and their accumulative size (proof omitted
due to space constrainsts):

Lemma 3. The number of mini-graphs is Θ
(
n/(log n)δ

)
. The total number of

duplicates among mini-graphs ( i.e. sum of multiplicities greater than one) is
O

(
n/ log2 n

)
. The sum of the number of vertices of mini-graphs together is n +

O
(
n/ log2 n

)
. ��

As discussed previously the given graph is unlabeled and we pick (graph) labels
for vertices. Labels of vertices with no duplicates precede labels of vertices with
duplicates. Mini-graphs are scanned in order and non-duplicate vertices are as-
signed graph labels consecutively. Duplicate vertices in the original graph are
assigned graph labels arbitrarily using the remaining labels.

To translate graph labels to/from mini-graph labels, we build a bit vector
Translate with length equal to the sum of the number of vertices in mini-
graphs. This vector spans across all mini-graphs in order containing an entry for
each vertex of a mini-graph. The entry is set to zero if the corresponding vertex
has no duplicates and is set to one if it has a duplicate. The fully indexable
dictionary (FID) of lemma 2 is used to represent one entries over the universe
of all entries in Translate. Support for rank and select on both zeros and ones
allows us to translate between locations in Translate and graph labels. The
space of this structure by lemmas 2,3 is o (n). Figure 3 depicts an overview of
these structures.

Boundaries is another bit vector which is encoded also using a FID. It marks
the boundaries of mini-graphs in Translate. Translate and Boundaries to-
gether enable us to translate labels of non-duplicate vertices. Given the graph
label of such a vertex, we find the corresponding location in Translate by a
select query and then perform rank on Boundary to obtain the mini-graph num-
ber and the offset from the predecessor one which is the mini-graph label of
that vertex. Conversely, given the mini-graph label of a non-duplicate vertex,
we perform select on boundaries to find the start location of the mini-graph in
Translate and add to it the mini-graph label to find the corresponding location
in there. Now a rank over non-duplicates gives us the graph label.

For translating labels of duplicate vertices, we maintain other structures.
Duplicates has a list for each duplicate vertex which contains all duplicates
of the vertex as positions in Translate. Duplicates empowers us to iterate
through duplicates of a vertex. Real-names is an array with length equal to the
sum of multiplicities of duplicates vertices. Its entries contain in order the graph
label of each occurrence of a duplicate vertex in Translate. Real-names allows
us to determine the graph label of an occurrence of a duplicate vertex. Using
these structures we can translate between graph labels and mini-graph labels
of duplicate vertices. To account for the space of these structures, we note that
Θ (log n) bits are used for any occurrence of duplicate vertices of which there are
Θ

(
n/ log2 n

)
by lemma 3, and therefore the space is Θ (n/ logn) bits.
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Fig. 3. Indexing structures used to translate between graph labels and mini-graph
labels

Combining representations of micro-graphs. The representation of a mini-graph
is composed of those of micro-graphs in the same manner as the representation
of the entire graph is composed out of mini-graphs. The same set of structures
are built and stored. The technical lemma in this construction is analogous to
lemma 3. The details of this construction and the proof of lemma is omitted due
to space constraints.

Lemma 4. Within a particular mini-graph of m vertices, the number of micro-
graphs is Θ ((m log log n)/ log n). The total number of duplicates ( i.e. sum of
multiplicities) is O

(
(m log log1−c n)/ log1−c n

)
. Sum of the number of vertices

of micro-graphs together is m + O
(
(m log log1−c n)/ log1−c n

)
. ��

Representations of micro-graphs. Micro-graphs have Θ (log n/ log log n) vertices
and are encoded by an Index to a look-up table. The look-up table lists all
possible micro-graphs with Θ (log n/ log log n) vertices ordered according to their
numbers of vertices. The table also stores pre-computed answers to all queries
of interest.

Index fields account for the dominant space term. Since we enumerate micro-
graphs to list them in the look-up table, the length of the Index field matches the
entropy bound for each micro-tree. Since a family of separable graphs has a linear
entropy (H() = O (n)) [11], the sum of the lengths of Index fields over all micro-
graphs is H(Σ) + o(n) where Σ is the sum of the number of vertices of micro-
graphs (o(n) comes from the round-up for individual indices). Lemmas 3 and 4
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show that Σ = n + o (n) and thus the length of the encoding is H(n) + o (n).
Since all indexes built to combine micro-graphs into mini-graphs and combine
mini-graphs into an entire graph is o (n) as shown, and the storage requirement
of the look-up table is o(n), the entire representation requires H(n) + o (n) bits.

We now turn to showing support for queries in constant time. The two main
queries of interest are neighborhood and adjacency queries and support for degree
queries is straightforward.

3.1 Neighborhood Queries

We now explain how neighbors of a vertex can be reported in constant time per
neighbor. Given a vertex v by its graph label, we first determine if it has dupli-
cates by a simple comparison. If there is no duplicates then the corresponding
mini-graph and the mini-graph label are determined. If there are duplicates, we
use Duplicates array to look-up each occurrence of the vertex one by one. Each
occurrence leads us to a particular vertex in a mini-graph.

Once confined to a mini-graph and a particular vertex u therein, we determine
analogously if u has duplicates across micro-graphs. If no duplicate exists, then
we find the micro-graph and the micro-graph label therein and the query is an-
swered using the pre-computed neighbors in the look-up table. In case duplicates
exist, array Duplicates is used and each occurrence is handled analogously.

Each neighbor vertex name is a micro-graph label and should be translated
to a graph label which is performed by a conversion to mini-graph label and
subsequently to a graph label using Translate, Boundaries structures.

3.2 Adjacency Queries

We use the same approach as in [11] and direct the edges such that in the
resulting graph each vertex has a bounded out-degree:

Lemma 5 ([11]). The edges of a separable graph can be directed in linear time
such that each vertex has out-degree at most b for some constant b > 0.

In order to answer the adjacency query q(u, v), it suffices to show how outgoing
edges of a vertex can be looked-up in constant time as the (possible) edge between
u, v is either directed from u to v or vice versa.

We cannot store the directed graph as the space requirement would exceed
our desirable bound. We only store the direction of a sub-linear number of edges.
The look-up table remains undirected and intact, and thus it does not reflect
the direction of any edge.

We add the following structures to enable constant time look-up for out-going
edges. In a mini-graph, for each vertex v with duplicates, we store b vertices that
are endpoints of edges going out of v (Θ (log log n) bits each). Similarly, in the
entire graph, for each vertex u with duplicates we explicitly store b endpoints of
edges going out of u (Θ (log n) bits each).

More importantly, for each vertex with duplicates across different mini-graphs,
we store, in Structure Duplicate-components, the mini-graph numbers in which
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it has a duplicate . We cannot simply list mini-graphs in Duplicate-components
as we must support membership queries. We use the indexable dictionary struc-
ture (lemma 1) over the universe of mini-graphs. Internal to each mini-graph, we
build the same structure as Duplicate components which captures the micro-
graph numbers of duplicates of the same vertex across different micro-graphs.
The extra space added by using these structures can be proved to be o (n).

Given a query q(u, v) on two vertices u, v. We state the procedure for vertex
u, however the same procedure must be repeated for vertex v afterwards. We
first determine if u has duplicates in different mini-graphs or micro-graphs. If
it does so, then endpoints of its outgoing edges are explicitly listed which we
compare against v by translating mini-graph and/or micro-graph labels of the
listed vertices. In case u has duplicates neither across micro-graphs within the
mini-graph nor across different mini-graphs, u appears in only one mini-graph
and one micro-graph therein. For v to have and edge to u, it must appear in
the same micro and mini-graph. We use structure Duplicate-components to
determine if v has a duplicate in the same micro-graph as u. As otherwise, there
cannot be an edge uv. We now use a rank query in Duplicate-components to
index to Duplicates and retrieve the micro-graph label of the proper duplicate
of v. Within a micro-graph, we use the look-up table, to determine if they are
adjacent in constant time.

Theorem 1. Any family of separable graphs (definition 1) with entropy H(n)
where n is the number of vertices, can be succinctly encoded in H(n) + o(n) bits
such that adjacency, neighborhood, and degree queries are supported in constant
time. ��

4 Representing Planar Maps: Encoding the
Combinatorial Embedding

A planar drawing of a planar graph is a drawing of the graph in IR2 with no edge
crossings. There is infinitely many planar drawings for any fixed planar graphs
G. Two such planar drawings are equivalent if for all vertices the clockwise cyclic
ordering of neighbors is the same in both graphs. An equivalency class of planar
drawings specifies a clockwise cyclic order of neighbors for all vertices which is
known as the combinatorial planar embedding. A planar map is a planar graph
together with a fixed combinatorial planar embedding.

In this section, we address the issue of representing (unlabeled) planar maps.
The underlying planar graphs of a planar map is separable and therefore the
representation of section 3 can encode them succinctly to support adjacency,
degree, and neighborhood queries in constant time. In planar maps representa-
tions, we not only need to encode the planar graph, but also we need to store the
combinatorial planar embedding. Hence, we enhance the definition of neighbor-
hood queries to report neighbors of a fixed vertex according to the combinatorial
planar embedding: i.e. neighbors should be reported in the clockwise cyclic order
in constant time per neighbor.
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Fig. 4. A planar map (left) and the resulting graph where edges are subdivided and
connected according to the combinatorial planar embedding (right)

We first note that we can easily achieve a planar map encoding by increas-
ing the storage requirement by a constant factor. Given a planar map G, we
subdivide all edges by introducing a dummy vertex of degree two on each edge
and connect these dummy vertices circularly around each vertex (as depicted in
figure 4. Since the number of edges of a planar graph is linear, the number of
vertices is increased by a constant factor. It is easy to verify that the resulting
graph is planar and therefore separable. We can encode this graph using any of
the compact planar graph representations referred to in section 1.1 using O(n)
bits. Using the dummy vertices, we can produce neighbors of a vertex in the cir-
cular order according to the combinatorial embedding. Moreover, we explicitly
store a bit for each dummy node which distinguishes the immediate clockwise
and counter-clockwise neighbor (e.g. we set the bit to zero if the neighbor with a
higher label is the clockwise one). Using these bits we can produce the neighbors
in the actual clockwise circular order for any fixed node. This encoding proves
that the entropy Hp(n) of planar maps is linear in the number of vertices n.

Although the simple encoding scheme achieves the entropy to within a con-
stant factor, a succinct representation that achieves the entropy tightly to within
lower order terms is desired and we will give such representation in this section.

Theorem 2. A planar map G with n vertices can be encoded succinctly in
Hp(n)+ o(n) bits where n is the number of vertices of G. The encoding supports
queries adjacency queries, degree queries, and neighborhood queries (according
to combinatorial planar embedding of G) in constant time.

We subdivide edges of G by introducing dummy vertices of degree two on each
edge as described before to obtain graph G′. Since G′ is planar and separable, we
use the succinct separable graph representation of section 3 to represent it. This
representation in its current form requires a space which is a constant factor
away from entropy Hp(n). We will make modifications to lessen the space to
Hp(n) + o(n). We will also show constant-time support for queries.

The succinct separable representation of section 3 divides G into mini-graphs
and micro-graphs and creates duplicate vertices which are repeated in more than
one mini/micro-graphs. Among dummy vertices, we retain all that are duplicates
and discard all that are not. A non-duplicate dummy vertex d is discarded by
a contraction which deletes the vertex and connects the endpoints of the edge
d stood for. We refer to by the resulting graph as Ĝ. By lemmas 3, and, 4 the
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total number of dummy vertices that are retained is o(n) and therefore the total
number of vertices in the graph is n + o(n). Using a bit vector which is stored
as in lemma 2, we explicitly store whether a vertex is a dummy vertex.

Micro-graphs are stored by references into a look-up table as before. The
micro-graph is a subgraph of G′ and therefore is planar. Furthermore, the com-
binatorial planar embedding of G′ induces a combinatorial planar embedding for
micro-graphs. The table stores the combinatorial planar embedding of micro-
graphs together with the structure of the graphs. Theorem 1 implies that the
storage requirement of the representation is Hp(n) + o(n) bits.

It only remains to show constant-time support for queries. As the degrees of
original vertices in G remain unchanged supporting degree queries is trivial. Sup-
port for adjacency queries is more complicated since we have introduced dummy
vertices on edges of G. Nevertheless, the adjacency queries in G are handled in
the same manner as adjacency queries in the representation (section 3.2). To
show support for adjacency queries in section 3.2, we first oriented the edges of
the graph such that each vertex has a bounded out-degree (lemma 5). To orient
G′, we orient the underlying graph G according to lemma 5 and if edge uv in
G has a dummy vertex d in G′, we orient edges of G′ as u → d and d → v. We
orient edges between dummy vertices according to the clockwise cyclic order. It
is easy to verify that all vertices have a constant out-degree in Ĝ, and therefore
we can repeat the same procedure as in section 3.2. However, the procedure
guarantees that we can discover edges between immediate neighbors and in Ĝ
there could be a dummy vertex on an edge. We first note that this is not an
issue within a micro-graph as using the look-up table we can easily test if two
vertices are connected through a degree-two vertex (which we must also verify
to be a dummy vertex). For vertices that have a duplicate across mini/micro-
graphs, we explicitly listed out-neighbors in section 3.2; here we list explicitly
out-neighbors through dummy vertices as well (i.e. if node u is a duplicate and
there are edges u → d → v where d is a dummy vertex, we explicitly store v in
the list). Response to adjacency queries can be computed as in section 3.2.

u

v w

d d'

Fig. 5. Supporting neigh-
borhood queries on vertex
u: vertex w is reported after
vertex v regardless of exis-
tence of d or d′

We now demonstrate how neighborhood queries
are supported. Given an edge uv between two ver-
tices u and v of graph G, the neighborhood query
is to report the next neighbor of v in the circular
order according to the combinatorial planar embed-
ding. Let us denote by d the dummy vertex in G′

that resides on edge uv of G. Also we denote by w
the next neighbor of u in the circular order in G,
and d′ the dummy vertex that resides on edge uw in
G′. Either of dummy vertices d, d′ in G′ may or may
not be present in Ĝ. Refer to figure 5.

We distinguish two cases according to whether the
edge dd′ is present or absent in Ĝ. If dd′ ∈ G′ (both
d and d′ are present in Ĝ), then clearly we can discover the next neighbor of
u by taking the edge dd′ and arriving at vertex d′ which leads us to vertex w.
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Therefore, the more interesting case is where edge dd′ is absent. In this case,
neither of d or d′ could be a duplicate vertex (as otherwise, since we retain
duplicate dummy vertices and their immediate neighbors, they both would be
present and therefore edge dd′ would exist). Since d and d′ do not have duplicates
and they are immediately connected (by edge dd′), they belong to the same
micro-graph of G′. Moreover, since u, v, w are immediate neighbors of vertices
d, d′, these vertices or a duplicate of them must also belong to the same micro-
graph. Since edges of G are not repeated in more than one micro-graph, the
micro-graph is the one containing the (possibly subdivided) edge uv in Ĝ. Hence,
the edge uw can be read from the look-up table as the next neighbor of uv in
the circular order. ��

5 Conclusion and Discussion

We studied the problem of succinctly encoding separable graphs while supporting
degree, adjacency, and neighborhood queries in constant time. For each family of
separable graphs (e.g. planar graphs). The storage is the information-theoretic
minimum to within lower order terms. We achieve the entropy bound for any
monotone family of separable graphs with no knowledge of the actual entropy for
that family of graphs since we use look-up tables for tiny graphs. Namely, when
used for planar graphs, our representation requires a space which is the entropy
of the planar graphs to within lower order terms while supporting queries in
constant time. This is when the actual entropy (or equivalently the number of
unlabeled planar graphs) is still unknown [25]. This is an improvement in the
heavily-studied compact encoding of planar graphs. Moreover, we showed that
our approach yields a succinct representation for planar maps (i.e. planar graphs
together with a given embedding).

One interesting direction for future work is to extend the idea of this paper to
represent dynamic separable graphs. These are graphs under updates in form of
insertion and deletion of vertices and edges while the graphs remains separable.
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Let U be a finite set and S a family of subsets of U. Define a hitting set as a subset
of U that intersects every element of S. The optimal hitting set problem is: given a
positive weight for each element of U, find a hitting set of minimum total weight.
This problem is equivalent to the classic weighted set cover problem.We consider
the optimal hitting set problem in the case where the set system S is not explicitly
given, but there is an oracle that will supply members of S satisfying certain
conditions; for example, we might ask the oracle for a minimum-cardinality set
in S that is disjoint from a given set Q. The problems of finding a minimum
feedback arc set or minimum feedback vertex set in a digraph are examples of
implicit hitting set problems. Our interest is in the number of oracle queries
required to find an optimal hitting set. After presenting some generic algorithms
for this problem we focus on our computational experience with an implicit
hitting set problem related to multi-genome alignment in genomics. This is joint
work with Erick Moreno Centeno.
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Abstract. We study the minimum mosaic problem, an optimization
problem originated in population genomics. We develop a new lower
bound, called the C bound. The C bound is provably higher and sig-
nificantly more accurate in practice than an existing bound. We show
how to compute the exact C bound using integer linear programming.
We also show that a weaker version of the C bound is also more accu-
rate than the existing bound, and can be computed in polynomial time.
Simulation shows that the new bounds often match the exact optimum
at least for the range of data we tested. Moreover, we give an analytical
upper bound for the minimum mosaic problem.

1 Introduction

Recombination is a key genetic process that creates mosaic population sequences
during meiosis. Throughout this paper, we assume population sequences are bi-
nary. This is justified by the current interests in single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). A SNP is a single nucleotide site where exactly two (of four) different
nucleotides occur in a large percentage of the population, and thus can be rep-
resented as a binary number. The input data is a binary matrix M with n rows
(sequences) and m columns (SNPs). Recombination plays an important role in
the evolutionary history of these sequences. Conceptually, recombination takes
two equal length sequences and generates a new sequence of same length by
concatenating a prefix of one sequence and a suffix of the other sequence. The
position between the prefix and the suffix is called a breakpoint. Studying recom-
bination in populations needs genealogical models. In this paper, we focus on a
model called the mosaic model. The mosaic model [10] assumes that current
population sequences are descendants of a small number of founder sequences.
Due to recombination, an extant sequence consists of multiple segments from
the founders, where breakpoints separate the segments. We ignore point muta-
tions in this paper. That is, extant sequences contain exact copies of founder
segments. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the mosaic structure.

The mosaic model is a recurring formulation in population genomics with
applications including study of recombinant inbred mouses [13], hidden Markov
models (HMMs) in inferring haplotypes from genotypes [2,5,8] and genotype
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Fig. 1. A minimum mosaic found by program RecBlock containing 55 breakpoints for
the given twenty sequences of length forty. Note that only the sequences are given as
input: we do not know the founders nor the positions of the breakpoints. The top four
sequences are founders inferred by program RecBlock, each with a distinct color. A
different mosaic for these sequences with 56 breakpoints was shown in [6].

imputation methods (e.g. [3]). A main technical challenge is that even when
sequences of M are formed as a mosaic, the breakpoints are invisible. Thus
inference needs to be performed to reconstruct the mosaic pattern (and the
founder sequences) from the given sequences. In [10], Ukkonen formulated an
optimization problem for the mosaic model based on parsimony.

The Minimum Mosaic Problem. For a binary matrix M with n rows (sequences)
and m columns as well as an integer Kf , find Kf founder sequences that minimize
the total number of breakpoints needed to be put in the input sequences, which
break the input sequences into segments from the founder sequences at matching
positions. Such a mosaic is called the minimum mosaic for M and the number of
breakpoints needed in the minimum mosaic is denoted as Bmin(M). Note that
no shifting is allowed: segments of founders in the input sequences must retain
their original positions in the founders.

The minimum mosaic problem can be viewed as a sequence coloring problem
as shown in Figure 1. We need to assign colors (one per each founder) to the
given sequences (i.e. sequences are colored by founders). The total number of
color changes (i.e. breakpoints) in the minimum mosaic is the smallest among
all possible coloring. Note at a column, if two sequences are assigned the same
color, then they must have identical values at this column. Also, Kf is usually
much smaller than n.

The minimum mosaic problem has a simple polynomial time algorithm for
binary data [10,12] or even for the so-called genotype data (a mixed descrip-
tion of two binary sequences) [12] when Kf = 2. There are two exact methods
for the general minimum mosaic problem, which are implemented in program
Haplovisual [10] and program RecBlock [12]. None of these exact methods runs in
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polynomial-time. Our experience suggests that program RecBlock outperforms
program Haplovisual for many datasets. The basic idea of program RecBlock is
to scan from left to right, and enumerate all possible founders at each column.
For example, suppose Kf = 3. Then there are 6 configurations for founder set-
tings at column 1: 001, 010, 100, 011, 101 and 110 (000 and 111 are excluded
because we can preprocess the input sequences to remove any columns with only
0s or only 1s, and such preprocessing does not change the solution). Now for
column 2, we need to enumerate all 6 founder configurations for each of the
configurations at column 1. Full enumeration quickly becomes infeasible. To ob-
tain a practical method, program RecBlock uses several techniques to prune the
search space. Empirical study shows that program RecBlock seems to work well
for small number of founders (say three to five) when the data is of medium
size (say 50 by 50). However, its performance degrades as Kf and/or the size of
matrix increase.

Since there exists no known polynomial-time algorithm for the minimum mo-
saic problem, heuristic methods for handling larger datasets are also developed
[12,7]. For example, program RecBlock can run in a non-optimal mode to find
relatively good solutions for larger datasets when exact solutions are difficult to
obtain. Although these methods are fast, a major problem is the lack of knowl-
edge on the optimality of their solutions. Moreover, little is known on theoretical
quantification of the mosaic structure in general.

This motivates computing lower bounds for the minimum mosaic problem. A
lower bound gives an estimate on the necessary breakpoints. Lower bounds can
be useful in the following two ways.

1. A lower bound quantifies the range of the solution, together with the up-
per bounds found by heuristic methods. In the ideal case, the lower bound
matches the upper bound, and thus certifies the optimality of the heuristic
solution. Even when the lower bound is smaller than the upper bound, the
range of solution given by the bounds can still be useful.

2. A good lower bound can speed up the branch and bound search for the
optimal solution.

A known lower bound. There is an existing lower bound (called the CH
bound) in [12] for the minimum mosaic problem, which is inspired by [4]. The
CH bound considers each segment [i, j] of M (i.e. the sub-matrix Mi,j with
columns between i and j inclusive, where i < j). We let set Si,j contain the
distinct rows of Mi,j, and we denote the multiplicity of a sequence sk

i,j ∈ Si,j

in Mi,j as nk
i,j . Each sk

i,j represents a “cluster” of nk
i,j identical sequence within

the interval. For example, in Figure 2, there are four clusters between the first
and the third columns: 001, 100, 010 and 000 (which are numbered from 1
to 4 in this order). For the cluster s1

1,3 = 001, n1
1,3 = 2, while nk

1,3 = 1 for
k = 2, 3, 4. We order sequences sk

i,j so that the list of nk
i,j is non-increasing.

Now if |Si,j | ≤ Kf , then the lower bound on Bmin(Mi,j) is simply 0. Otherwise,
Bi,j =

∑|Si,j |
k=Kf +1 nk

i,j is a lower bound on Bmin(Mi,j). For the data in Figure 2,
when Kf = 3, B1,3 = 1. We say a cluster is cut if each identical sequence of the
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cluster contains breakpoints. Otherwise, the cluster is un-cut if some sequence
of the cluster contains no breakpoints. The correctness of Bi,j as a lower bound
on Bmin(Mi,j) is due to the fact that there are only Kf colors and Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Within an interval, two distinct sequences containing no breakpoints
can not be colored by the same founder.

Bi,j for each [i, j] is often much smaller than Bmin(M). But Myers and Griffiths
[4] introduced a general method to combine Bi,j from all intervals to get a much
higher overall bound. Intuitively, we consider a straight horizontal line. We need
to place the minimum number of breakpoints along the horizontal line, so that for
each interval [i, j], there is at least Bi,j breakpoints that are properly contained
inside [i, j]. The CH bound is equal to the minimum number of breakpoints
needed. A breakpoint located at position x within [i, j] contributes to the interval
if i < x < j. Note that breakpoints are not placed at integer points. The CH
bound is simple and efficiently computable using a greedy approach [4]. However,
practical experience shows that the CH bound often significantly underestimates
Bmin(M) (see Section 4), which greatly limits its use.

Contributions. In this paper, we present a new lower bound (called the C
bound) for the minimum mosaic problem. We show that the C bound is prov-
ably higher than (or equal to) the CH bound, and often significantly higher
in practice. For a large portion of datasets we simulate, the C bound matches
Bmin(M). Thus, the C bound can be useful in quantifying the tighter range of
optimal solution. In terms of efficiency, the C bound can be computed exactly
for many datasets, and a variation of the C bound (which leads to only a little
loss of accuracy) can be computed in polynomial time. We also evaluate the per-
formance of the lower bounds in branch and bound search through simulation,
where we do observe, albeit modest, speedup. On the theoretical side, we give
an analytical upper bound on Bmin(M).

2 The C Bound: A New Lower Bound

We now present a new lower bound, called the clique bound (or simply C bound)
for the minimum mosaic problem. Clique here refers to segments of input se-
quences used in the definition of the C bound that are pairwise incompatible
(see blow). If we create a graph of sequence segments where there is an edge
between two segments if they are incompatible, the C bound corresponds to
cliques with some special property in this graph.

2.1 Breakpoint Placement

The breakpoint placement by the CH bound is a two-stage approach: first es-
timate the number of needed breakpoints inside each interval, and then place
breakpoints along a horizontal line. A breakpoint placed this way is not as-
sociated with any particular sequence. Our first idea is to adopt a one-stage
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approach: place necessary breakpoints directly in M . That is, each breakpoint
belongs to a particular sequence in M . Formally,

Placement of necessary breakpoints. Place the smallest number (denoted
as nb) of breakpoints in M (i.e. a breakpoint is placed inside some sequence of
M) such that for each interval [i, j], no more than Kf clusters remain un-cut.
Our first version of the C bound is equal to nb, which is a lower bound on
Bmin(M). This is due to Lemma 2, which is implied by Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. nb ≤ Bmin(M).

We say a lower bound x beats a lower bound y if x is always higher than or equal
to y. First note that the C bound always beats the CH bound. This is because
we can place breakpoints created by the C bound along a horizontal line by
projecting these breakpoints onto the line. These are at least Bi,j breakpoints for
[i, j] on the horizontal line. In practice, the C bound is usually higher (sometime
significantly higher) than the CH bound.

We do not know a polynomial-time algorithm to compute the exact C bound.
To compute the C bound in practice, we use the following integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) formulation. We define a binary variable Cr,c for each row r
and column c, where Cr,c = 1 if there is a breakpoint in row r between columns
c and c + 1. For each interval [i, j] with |Si,j | clusters within [i, j], we create a
binary variable Ui,j,k for the k-th cluster within [i, j], where Ui,j,k = 1 if this
cluster is un-cut within [i, j], and 0 otherwise.

Objective: minimize
∑

1≤r≤n,1≤k<m Cr,k.
Subject to

1 Ui,j,k +
∑

i≤i′<j Cr,i′ ≥ 1, for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m and each row r in
cluster k within [i, j].

2
∑|Si,j|

k=1 Ui,j,k ≤ Kf , for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.
For each 1 ≤ k < m and 1 ≤ r ≤ n, there is a binary variable Cr,k.
For each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, and 1 ≤ k ≤ |Si,j |, there is a binary variable Ui,j,k.

Briefly, constraint (1) says that cluster k is un-cut if any sequence in the cluster
contains no breakpoints. Constraint (2) says within each interval [i, j], there is
no more than Kf un-cut clusters. This ILP formulation can be solved relatively
efficiently in practice for many datasets.

A polynomial-time computable bound. The C bound beats the CH bound
both in theory and in practice. Still, we do not have a polynomial-time algorithm
for computing it. This may limit its use for larger datasets. We now show a
weaker version of the C bound (denoted as the Cw bound) that is polynomial-
time computable and provably beats the CH bound. This provides more evidence
on the strength of the exact C bound. The Cw bound is computed by solving the
linear programing (LP) relaxation of the ILP formulation of the C bound. Briefly,
linear programming relaxation treats each variable in the ILP formulation to be
a general real variable (between 0 and 1 for a binary variable). The Cw bound
is a legal lower bound on Bmin(M) because the objective of the LP relaxation
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can not be higher than that of the original C bound. The number of variables
and constraints in the ILP formulation for the C bound is O(nm2). Thus, the
Cw bound can be computed in polynomial-time.

We now show that the Cw bound beats the CH bound.

Proposition 1. Cw ≥ CH .

Proof. Conceptually, the CH bound can be computed by the following ILP for-
mulation (called the CH formulation).

Objective: minimize
∑

1≤k<m Ck.
* Subject to:

∑j−1
x=i Cx ≥ Bi,j , for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.

For each 1 ≤ k < m, there is a general integer variable Ck.

Ci refers to the number of breakpoints between columns i and i+1. We will first
show that Cw beats the objective of the LP relaxation of the CH formulation.
Then we will show the LP relaxation of the CH formulation has an integer
optimal solution. By combining these two observations, we have Cw ≥ CH .

First, we let Cr,k be an optimal solution for Cw (where Cr,k is a real value
between 0 and 1). We now let Ck =

∑
1≤r≤n Cr,k. We claim Ck is a legal solution

for the relaxed CH formulation (with the identical objective value as the Cw

formulation). To show this, we only need to show Ck satisfies
∑

i≤x<j Cx ≥ Bi,j

for each interval [i, j] when Bi,j > 0. Since
∑

i≤x<j Cx =
∑

i≤x<j,1≤r≤n Cr,x,
and from constraint [1] in the C bound formulation,

∑

i≤x<j

Cx ≥ n−
|Si,j |∑

k=1

nk
i,jUi,j,k

Since 0 ≤ Ui,j,k ≤ 1, and
∑|Si,j |

k=1 Ui,j,k ≤ Kf and note that nk
i,j is ordered

non-decreasingly, we have:
∑

i≤x<j Ci′ ≥ n−∑Kf

k=1 nk
i,j = Bi,j . We achieve the

minimum value by making each Ui,j,k = 1 for k ≤ Kf .
We now show the LP relaxation of the CH formulation has an integer optimal

solution. For contradiction, we assume no integer solutions exists for the CH
relaxed formulation. We consider an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of the
CH formulation so that its first Ci with non-integer value occurs at a column p
where p < m is the largest among all such solutions. That is, Cp is not an integer,
while Ck is an integer when k < p, and there is no optimal solutions with integer
values for C1 . . . Cp. Let Cp = v + f , where v is an integer and 0 < f < 1. Then
we create a new solution C′

k by letting C′
k = Ck when k �= p and p + 1. Then

C′
p = v and C′

p+1 = Cp+1 +f . We need to show the changed solution is legal (i.e.
satisfying constraint “*”). Note that only intervals [i, j] overlapping breakpoint
p need to be checked. This contains two cases: (a) intervals [i, p+1]; (b) intervals
[i, j], where i ≤ p and p + 1 < j. The type (a) intervals’ bounds are satisfied
because the bounds are integers and thus discarding f still satisfies the bounds
since all previous C′

k are integer. The type (b) intervals are satisfied since the
summation of C′

k values is the same as summation of Ci values. This contradicts
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our previous assumption that there is no optimal solutions with integer values
for C1 . . . Cp. Therefore, there exists an integer solution to the LP relaxation of
the CH bound. ��

2.2 Improving the C Bound

Simulation shows that the C bound (and the Cw bound) is usually higher than
the CH bound. For the datasets we simulate, the gap between the C and the CH
bounds is usually 10-20%, but the C bound can still be significantly lower than
Bmin(M). We now describe techniques that significantly improve the C bound.

We start by strengthening Lemma 1. A moment’s thought suggests Lemma 1
can be extended to overlapping segments of different intervals (instead of within
a single interval). We say segment [a1, b1] of row r1 (denoted as r1[a1, b1]) and
segment [a2, b2] of row r2 (i.e. r2[a2, b2]) are incompatible if [a1, b1] and [a2, b2]
overlap (i.e. with non-empty intersection) and r1[a1, b1] and r2[a2, b2] are not
identical within the overlapping region. Here, [a1, b1] and [b1, c1] are considered
to overlap at [b1, b1]. For example, in Figure 2, r1[1, 2] and r2[2, 3] are compatible
while r1[3, 4] and r2[2, 3] are incompatible. Then we have:

Lemma 3. Two incompatible segments can not be colored by the same founder.

c1 c2 c3 c4

r1 0 0 1 1
r2 1 |0 0 1
r3 0 0 1 0
r4 0 1 0 |1
r5 0 0 0 1

Fig. 2. An example dataset

Note that Lemma 1 is a special case of Lemma 3,
and Lemma 3 can give a higher bound than the
original C bound. This motivates an improved C
bound as follows. For each interval [i, j], we search
for pairwise incompatible segments [ik, jk], each for
one of the |Si,j | clusters. Here, i ≤ ik < jk ≤ j. It
is desired that the total length of the segments is
small. The shorter the incompatible segments are,
the more restrictive the placement of breakpoints
is: fewer breakpoints can contribute to shorter seg-
ments and so more breakpoints may be needed. Then, we require no more than
Kf incompatible segments remain un-cut:

∑|Si,j|
k=1 Uik,jk,ci,j,k(ik,jk) ≤ Kf . Here,

ci,j,k(ik, jk) is the cluster index of the [ik, jk] part within the k-th cluster of [i, j]
(since [ik, jk] may have a different set of distinct rows from [i, j]). From Lemma
4, the new C bound beats the original C bound.

Lemma 4. Using incompatible segments gives a higher C bound.

Proof. For [i, j], if Ui,j,k = 1, then there is no breakpoint between columns i
and j. Since [ik, jk] is contained inside [i, j], this implies Uik,jk,k′ = 1 (where
k′ = ci,j,k(ik, jk)). Thus, Ui,j,k ≤ Uik,jk,k′ . Since the C bound prefers smaller
Ui,j,k values (by constraint 2 of the C bound formulation), using incompatible
segments leads to a higher bound. ��
As an example, we consider the dataset in Figure 2, where we assume Kf = 3.
We first consider the ILP constraints of each interval from the original C bound.
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For example, for interval [1, 4], we have U1,4,1 +U1,4,2 +U1,4,3 +U1,4,4 +U1,4,5 ≤
3, and for r1 = 0011 we have U1,4,1 + C1,1 + C1,2 + C1,3 ≥ 1. Suppose as
shown in Figure 2, we place a breakpoint between c1 and c2 in r2 (i.e. C2,1

= 1), and a breakpoint between c3 and c4 for r4 (i.e. C4,3 = 1). This would
satisfy constraints of all intervals. But these two breakpoints will not be enough
when we consider the following five pairwise incompatible segments: r1[3, 4],
r2[1, 3], r3[3, 4], r4[2, 3] and r5[1, 3]. These segments impose an ILP constraint:
U3,4,1 + U1,3,2 + U3,4,3 + U2,3,3 + U1,3,5 ≤ 3. Clearly, setting C2,1 and C4,3 to be
1 will not satisfy this constraint since C4,3 does not contribute to r4[2, 3] (recall
C4,3 refers to the breakpoint between columns 3 and 4, and r4[2, 3] is the 3rd
cluster within [2, 3]). So only U1,3,2 = 0 and the other four terms are equal to 1.

Finding incompatible segments. Ideally, we would like to find incompatible
segments whose total length is minimized (called the shortest incompatible seg-
ments or SISs). It is not known whether there is a polynomial-time algorithm
for finding the SISs. We also want to find more than one set of SISs to obtain
higher lower bounds. Thus, we use the following heuristic algorithm for finding
approximate SISs that works reasonably well in practice. This heuristic greedily
finds incompatible segments for each cluster. To find multiple SISs, we choose
different initial positions in the first cluster.

1 Order the clusters (e.g. in the order of their appearance in the dataset).
2 Set pos1 ← 1.
3 while pos1 < m

3a Initialize the first segment for row 1 as r1[pos1, pos1 + 1].
3b For each remaining cluster row ri, let its segment be the shortest segment

such that the segment is incompatible with all previous segments.
3c Set pos1 ← pos1 + 1.

Now with ILP constraints imposed on incompatible segments, higher C bounds
can be obtained. Moreover, the C bound can also be computed faster than
the original C bound by ILP. Simulation results show that the CPLEX ILP
solver usually takes only a few seconds for fairly large datasets (say with 100
rows and 100 columns with Kf = 10), which is much faster than computing
the original C bound. The speedup is likely due to the reduction of the size of
the ILP formulation: same segments are often chosen for different overlapping
intervals, which reduces the number of needed variables. Thus, the number of
needed Ui,j,k is often much smaller than that in the original formulation. Our
experience shows that the new C formulation with overlapping segments can use
only 10% (or fewer) variables as in the original formulation for larger datasets.

Other improvements. The C bound can be further improved by the following
observations. (a) We can find different SISs by picking a small number of different
cluster orders. (b) We can avoid enumeration of all

(
m
2

)
intervals for a matrix

with m columns in searching for incompatible segments. Suppose for an interval
[a, b] the found incompatible segments within [a, b] are all between [a1, b1]. Then
we can skip all intervals [x, y] where a ≤ x ≤ a1 and b1 ≤ y ≤ b.
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2.3 Application in Finding the Exact Minimum Mosaic Using
Branch and Bound

The C bound can speedup program RecBlock in finding the exact minimum
mosaic with the branch and bound scheme. We have experimented with the
following straightforward approach. Briefly, we use the approximate C bound
to determine whether a current search path can lead to a better solution. We
first compute the C bounds for the segment of input data between column i and
m, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. For the purpose of efficiency, we only compute the
Cw bound by solving linear programming relaxation. Program RecBlock builds
a partial mosaic from column 1 to i during its search for the minimum mosaic.
If the lower bound on the minimum number of breakpoints for the sub-matrix
(from the current site to the right end of the input matrix) plus the currently
needed breakpoints in the partial solution is no smaller than the known upper
bound, then this search path will not lead to a better solution and can thus be
dropped.

Other more advanced strategies are also possible. For example, we can make
the lower bounds more effective by switching to heuristic mode with promising
search paths at each column. This may help because it may find the optimal
solution earlier whose optimality may be certified by the lower bound.

3 An Analytical Upper Bound

A natural question is how many breakpoints we may need in a minimum mosaic
for an arbitrary (i.e. unknown) n by m matrix. An answer to this question gives
an upper bound and also an estimate on the range of Bmin(M). It was stated in
[6] that there can be as many as (m− 1)n/2 breakpoints needed in a minimum
mosaic when Kf = 2. We now extend to the general case.

Proposition 2. Bmin ≤ (1− 1
Kf

)( m
�log2(Kf )� − 1)n, for any Kf .

Proof. First note that when Kf = 2, this reduces to the (m− 1)n/2 bound. Our
approach is similar to [11]. We divide M into m/	log2(Kf)
 non-overlapping
intervals, each with 	log2(Kf )
 columns. There are at most Kf distinct binary
sequences within each interval. We then pick each of these unique sequences as
founders within the interval. Thus, no breakpoints is needed inside intervals.
Since there are m/	log2(Kf )
 intervals for each of the n rows, we need no more
than (m/	log2(Kf )
 − 1)n breakpoints between intervals.

We can further improve this bound by carefully picking the colors for neigh-
boring intervals and removing some breakpoints between the intervals in a way
similar to [10,9]. More specifically, we construct a weighted bipartite graph for
two neighboring intervals IV and IV ′. A vertex Fi corresponds to a founder and
also a sequence cluster colored with this particular founder. There is an edge of
weight ni,j between vertices Fi within IV and Fj within IV ′ if there are ni,j

input sequences as concatenation of founder Fi within IV and founder Fj within
IV ′. We add a weight 0 edge between two founders if there is no such combina-
tion in the input sequences. When choosing the coloring for IV and IV ′, we use
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the maximum weighted matching of the graph: if Fi is matched with Fj , Fi and
Fj are colored by the same founder. We avoid ni,j breakpoints between IV and
IV ′ since there is no color change within these ni,j rows.

Since the input matrix M is unknown, we can not explicitly construct the
bipartite graph and compute the maximum weighted matching. Nonetheless, we
can still rely on the matching to improve the upper bound as follows. First, the
total weight of the bipartite graph is n. Also, there exists a maximum weighted
matching which is also a perfect matching since the bipartite graph is complete.
We claim that there exists a perfect matching in the bipartite graph with at
least n/Kf weight. To see this, note that there are Kf ! perfect matchings for
a bipartite graph with Kf nodes on one side, and each edge appears in exactly
(Kf − 1)! of these perfect matchings. Thus, the sum of the weights of all perfect
matchings is (Kf−1)!n. The maximum weighted matching has weight of at least
(Kf−1)!n/Kf ! = n/Kf . Therefore, we can remove at least n/Kf breakpoints at
each interval boundary by properly selecting how founders are matched for the
two neighboring intervals. So we need no more than (1−1/Kf)(m/	log2(Kf )
−
1)n breakpoints for any input dataset with Kf founders. ��

4 Simulation Results

We have implemented the lower bound method in program RecBlock with ei-
ther CPLEX (a commercial ILP solver) or GNU GLPK ILP solver (mainly a
demo of the functionalities for users without a CPLEX license). The CPLEX
version is often much faster. The simulation results in this section are for the
CPLEX version. We test our method for simulated data on a 3192 MHz Intel
Xeon workstation. We use Hudson’s program ms [1] to generate binary popula-
tion sequences. We fix the scaled population mutation rate to 10, and the scaled
recombination rate to 10, and generate 100 datasets for 20, 30, 40 and 50 se-
quences. We then remove from datasets any columns that have more than 95%
or less than 5% 1s. This helps to remove more recent mutations and focus on
the underlying mosaic structures.

Performance of lower bounds. To demonstrate the usefulness of the new C
bound, we compare the performance of the CH bound and the C bound. We use
program RecBlock to compute the exact Bmin(M). We also evaluate the approx-
imate C bound (i.e. the Cw bound) obtained by solving LP relaxation. This is
useful since the Cw bound can be more scalable when data size grows. The per-
formance of the lower bounds is shown in Table 1. We use three statistics: (a)
percent of datasets where the lower bound matches Bmin(M); (b) average gap
between the lower bound and Bmin(M) (normalized by Bmin(M)); (c) average
running time. From Table 1, we can see that the C bound is very accurate for the
range of data we test: for a large percentage of datasets, the C bound matches
Bmin(M), and the average gap between the C bound and Bmin(M) is very small
(within 2%). Moreover, the C bound remains accurate for larger Kf . In terms of
efficiency, computing the C bound scales well with large Kf : the larger Kf is, the
faster computation is. This is likely because the size of integer programs decreases
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when Kf increases since fewer intervals contain more than Kf clusters when Kf

increases. This is very useful to obtain an estimate of Bmin(M): programRecBlock
gets increasingly slower when Kf increases. We also note that the Cw bound is
very accurate, and slightly faster to compute than the original C bound. On the
other hand, the CH bound performs poorly in all the cases with much larger gaps,
although the CH bound is often much faster to compute.

Also, it appears that the GLPK version can be slow in computing the exact C
bound, while it performs relatively well in computing the approximate C bound.
For example, the GLPK version takes on average 208 seconds in computing
the exact C bound (excluding one dataset where GLPK runs for more than
one day but does not find the optimal solution), and 61 seconds for computing
the approximate C bounds with the datasets with n = 30 and Kf = 5. As
a comparison, the CPLEX version takes on average 24 seconds and 18 seconds
respectively for computing the exact and the approximate C bounds for the same
datasets. Thus, when using the GLPK version, computing the approximate C
bounds may be more practical for some more difficult datasets.

Application in finding the exact minimum mosaic using branch and
bound. We also evaluate how the C bound performs in speeding up program
RecBlock with the branch and bound scheme. Simulation results are shown in
Table 1. When Kf becomes larger, branch and bound are more likely to be
effective. Although reduction of running time is modest in these simulations,
greater speed-up could be achieved if better heuristics are used for finding upper
bounds since the C bound is often close to the optimal solution. Moreover, since
branch and bound needs to compute the C bounds for many segments, using a
more powerful integer programming solver (e.g. CPLEX) may have a significant
impact on the running time.

Table 1. Performance of lower bounds. Exact: compute Bmin(M) by program
RecBlock. Exact (C): the branch and bound mode of program RecBlock using the Cw

bound. %Opt: percentage of datasets where the lower bound matches Bmin(M). Gap:
percentage of difference between Bmin(M) and the lower bound (divided by Bmin(M)).
T: time (in seconds). n: number of sequences. Kf : number of founders.

n 20 30 40 50
Kf 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8

Exact T 1 7 39 255 8 95 848 3620 8 61 418 - 13 123 2024 -

Exact (C) T 3 7 38 196 14 48 304 2152 13 46 361 - 21 73 1671 -

CH %Opt 6 21 43 67 1 2 10 27 1 7 10 - 0 1 5 -

Gap 34 27 18 9 42 37 31 24 38 32 27 - 43 39 33 -

T <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

C %Opt 85 94 98 100 81 82 85 90 72 73 77 - 63 69 68 -

Gap 1 1 <1 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 -

T 3 3 2 2 24 19 19 14 18 18 15 12 40 37 29 21

Cw %Opt 83 94 98 100 77 81 83 90 71 70 77 - 59 67 66 -

Gap 1 1 <1 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 -

T 3 3 2 2 18 18 15 13 17 15 14 12 26 24 23 21
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Abstract. Hidden Markov models are traditionally decoded by the Vi-
terbi algorithm which finds the highest probability state path in the
model. In recent years, several limitations of the Viterbi decoding have
been demonstrated, and new algorithms have been developed to ad-
dress them (Kall et al., 2005; Brejova et al., 2007; Gross et al., 2007;
Brown and Truszkowski, 2010). In this paper, we propose a new effi-
cient highest expected reward decoding algorithm (HERD) that allows
for uncertainty in boundaries of individual sequence features. We demon-
strate usefulness of our approach on jumping HMMs for recombination
detection in viral genomes.

Keywords: hidden Markov models, decoding algorithms, recombination
detection, jumping HMMs.

1 Introduction

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are an important tool for modeling and anno-
tation of biological sequences and other data, such as natural language texts.
The goal of sequence annotation is to label each symbol of the input sequence
according to its meaning or a function. For example, in gene finding, we seek
to distinguish regions of DNA that encode proteins from non-coding sequence.
An HMM defines a probability distribution Pr(A|X) over all annotations A of
sequence X . Typically, one uses the well-known Viterbi algorithm (Forney Jr.,
1973) or its variants for more complex models (Brejova et al., 2007) to find the
annotation with the highest overall probability argmaxA Pr(A|X). In this pa-
per, we design an efficient HMM decoding algorithm that finds the optimal an-
notation for a different optimization criterion that is more appropriate in many
applications.

In recent years, several annotation strategies were shown to achieve better
performance than the Viterbi decoding in particular applications (Kall et al.,
2005; Gross et al., 2007; Brown and Truszkowski, 2010). Generally, they can be
expressed in the terminology of gain functions introduced in the context of
stochastic context-free grammars (Hamada et al., 2009). In particular, we choose
a gain function G(A, A′) which characterizes similarity between a proposed an-
notation A and the (unknown) correct annotation A′. The goal is then to find the
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annotation A with the highest expected value of G(A, A′) over the distribution
of A′ defined by the HMM, conditioning on sequence X . That is, we maximize
EA′|X [G(A, A′)] =

∑
A′ G(A, A′)P (A′|X).

Intuitively, the gain function should characterize the measure of prediction ac-
curacy appropriate for a particular application domain. If the sequences and the
true annotations are generated from the HMM, the decoding algorithm optimiz-
ing the expected gain will on average reach higher prediction accuracy, measured
by G(A, A′), than any other decoding.

In this framework, the Viterbi decoding optimizes the identity gain function
G(A, A′) = [A = A′], that is the gain is 1 if we predict the whole annotation
exactly correctly, and 0 otherwise. There may be many high-probability anno-
tations besides the optimal one, and they are disregarded by this gain function,
even though their consensus may suggest a different answer that is perhaps more
accurate locally. On the other hand, the posterior decoding (Durbin et al., 1998)
predicts at each position a label that has the highest posterior probability at that
position, marginalizing over all annotations. Therefore, it optimizes the expected
gain under the gain function that counts the number of correctly predicted labels
in A with respect to A′.

These two gain functions are extremes: the Viterbi decoding assigns a positive
gain to the annotation only if it is completely correct, while the posterior decod-
ing gain function rewards every correct label. It is often appropriate to consider
gain functions in between these two extremes. For example, in the context of
gene finding, Gross et al. (2007) use a gain function that assigns a score +1
for each correctly predicted coding region boundary and score −γ for predicted
boundary that is a false positive. Indeed, one of the main objectives of gene
finding is to find exact positions of these boundaries, since even a small error
may change the predicted protein significantly. Parameter γ in the gain function
controls the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity.

While the coding region boundaries are well defined in gene finding, and it is
desirable to locate them precisely, in other applications, such as transmembrane
protein topology prediction, we only wish to infer the approximate locations of
feature boundaries. The main reason is that the underlying HMMs do not contain
enough information to locate the boundaries exactly, and there are typically
many annotations of similar probability with slightly different boundaries. This
issue was recently examined by Brown and Truszkowski (2010) in a Viterbi-like
setting, where we assign gain to an annotation, if all feature boundaries in A
are within some distance W from the corresponding boundary in the correct
annotation A′. Unfortunately, the problem has to be addressed by heuristics,
since it is NP-hard even for W = 0.

In this paper, we propose a new gain function in which each feature boundary
in A gets score +1 if it is within distance W from the corresponding boundary in
A′, and score −γ otherwise. Our definition allows to consider nearby boundary
positions as equivalent, as in Brown and Truszkowski (2010), yet it avoids the
requirement that the whole annotation needs to be essentially correct to receive
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any gain at all. Another benefit is that our gain function can be efficiently
optimized in time linear in the length of the input sequence.

We apply our algorithm to the problem of detecting recombination in the
genome of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) with jumping HMMs
(Schultz et al., 2006). A jumping HMM consists of a profile HMM (Durbin et al.,
1998) for each known subtype of HIV. Recombination events are represented by
a special jump transitions between different profile HMMs. The goal is to deter-
mine for a new HIV genome whether it comes from one of the known subtypes
or whether it is a recombination of several subtypes. However, the exact position
of a breakpoint can be difficult to determine, particularly if the two recombin-
ing strains were very similar near the recombination point. Our gain function
corresponds to this problem very naturally: it scores individual predicted recom-
bination points, but allows some tolerance in their exact placement.

2 HERD: The Highest Expected Reward Decoding

In this section, we propose a new gain function and describe an algorithm for find-
ing the annotation with the highest expected gain. Our algorithm is a non-trivial
extension of the maximum expected boundary accuracy decoding (Gross et al.,
2007).

Hidden Markov models and notation. A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a gener-
ative probabilistic model with a finite set of states V and transitions E. There is
a single designated start state s and a final state t. The generative process starts
in the start state, and in each round it emits a single symbol xi from the emission
probability distribution evi,xi of the current state vi, and then changes the state
to vi+1 according to the transition probability distribution avi,vi+1 . The genera-
tive process continues until the final state is reached. Thus, the joint probability
of generating a sequence X = x1, . . . , xn by a state path π = s, v1, . . . , vn, t
is Pr(π, X) = as,v1 ·

∏n
i=1 evi,xi · avi,vi+1 , where vn+1 = t. In other words, the

HMM defines a probability distribution Pr(π, X) over all possible sequences X
and state paths π, or perhaps more appropriately, for a given sequence X , the
HMM defines a conditional distribution over all state paths Pr(π |X).

Our aim is to produce an annotation of an input sequence X , i.e. to label
each symbol of X by a color corresponding to its function (e.g., coding or non-
coding in the case of gene finding, or a virus subtype in case of recombination
detection). Position i in the annotation A = a1 . . . an is a boundary, if ai and ai+1

are different colors. For convenience, we consider positions 0 and n as boundaries.
A feature is a region between two consecutive boundaries.

To use HMMs for sequence annotation, we color each state v by a color
c(v). Every state path π = s, v1, . . . , vn, t thus implies an annotation c(π) =
c(v1) . . . c(vn). In general, multiple states can have the same color, and several
state paths may produce the same annotation. Thus, HMMs also define a prob-
ability distribution over annotations A, where Pr(A |X) =

∑
π:c(π)=A Pr(π |X).
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A

A′

Fig. 1. Example of buddy pairs in two annotations over three colors (white, gray, black)
for W = 3. Boundaries are shown by arrows, buddy pairs are connected by lines. The
second boundary in A does not have a buddy pair due to condition (ii), whereas the
fourth and fifth boundary due to condition (iii). In this example, G(A, A′) = 3 − 4γ.

The highest expected reward decoding problem. To formally define our problem,
we first define a gain function G(A, A′) characterizing similarity between any
two annotations A and A′ of the same sequence. We assign a positive score to a
boundary in A if A′ contains a corresponding boundary sufficiently close so that
they can be considered equivalent. This notion of closeness is formalized in the
following definition (see also Figure 1).

Definition 1. Let A and A′ be two annotations of the same sequence. Bound-
aries i in A and j in A′ are called buddies if (i) both of them separate the same
pair of colors c1 and c2, (ii) |i− j| < W , and (iii) there is no other boundary at
positions min{i, j}, . . . , max{i, j} in either A or A′.

The intuition behind condition (iii) is that the buddies should correspond to
boundaries that are only slightly shifted from their correct position, but still
separate essentially the same pair of features. In the extreme case, such as the
boundaries between gray and black features in Figure 1, even a slight shift in
the boundary causes the flanking black features to become non-overlapping.
Condition (iii) in fact enforces that pairs of such non-overlapping features are
not considered as corresponding to each other. Moreover, condition (iii) also
enforces that each boundary in A′ is a buddy to at most one boundary in A and
vice versa.

Definition 2 (Highest expected reward decoding problem). Let gain
function G(A, A′) assign score +1 to each boundary in A if it has a buddy in
A′ and score −γ to boundaries in A without a buddy. In the highest expected
reward decoding (HERD), we seek the annotation A maximizing the expected
gain EA′|X [G(A, A′)] =

∑
A′ G(A, A′) Pr(A′ |X), where the conditional probabil-

ity Pr(A′ |X) is defined by the HMM as
∑

π:c(π)=A′ Pr(π, X)/ Pr(X).

Note that our objective EA′|X [G(A, A′)] can be further decomposed. In partic-
ular, from linearity of expectation, EA′|X [G(A, A′)] =

∑
i∈B(A) Rγ(pA,i), where

B(A) is the set of all boundaries in A, pA,i is the posterior probability in the
HMM that the boundary i in A has a buddy, and Rγ(p) = p − γ · (1 − p) is the
expected score (reward) for a boundary with posterior probability p.

The HERD algorithm computes posterior probabilities and expected rewards
for all possible boundaries and then uses dynamic programming to choose an
annotation with the highest possible sum of expected rewards in its boundaries.
The details of the algorithm are described below.
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i
A • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • ◦ p(i, ◦, •, 3, 2)

◦ • • • = Pr(ai−2...i+1 = ◦ •3 |X)
◦ • • + Pr(ai−1...i+1 = ◦ •2 |X)
◦ • + Pr(ai...i+1 = ◦ • |X)
◦ ◦ • + Pr(ai...i+2 = ◦2 • |X)

Fig. 2. Illustration of annotations contributing probability to p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR) for
W = 3

Expected reward of a boundary. To compute the posterior probability pA,i that
a boundary i in A has a buddy in A′ sampled from the HMM, it is sufficient to
examine only a local neighborhood of boundary i in A. In particular, let c1 and
c2 be the two colors separated by this boundary and nL and nR be the lengths
of the two adjacent features. If nL ≤ W , the leftmost possible position of the
buddy in A′ is i−nL + 1, otherwise it is i−W + 1; a symmetric condition holds
for the rightmost position. Therefore, if A has a buddy in A′, it must be in the
interval [i−wL+1, i+wR−1], where wL = min{W, nL}, and wR = min{W, nR}.
If we denote by p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR) the sum of probabilities of all annotations A′

that have a buddy for boundary i in the interval [i − wL + 1, i + wR − 1] (see
Figure 2), the expected reward of boundary i will be Rγ(p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR)).

Probability p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR) can be expressed as a sum of simpler terms,
one for each possible position j of the buddy in A′:

p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR) =
i∑

j=i−wL+1

Pr(aj...i+1 = c1c2
i−j−1 | X)

+
i+wR−1∑

j=i+1

Pr(ai...j+1 = c1
j−i−1c2 | X).

Note that if the buddy is at position j ≤ i, this position needs to have color c1

and all successive positions up to i + 1 need to have color c2, otherwise there
would be a different boundary between i and j in A′. However, positions outside
of interval [j, i+1] can be colored arbitrarily. Similarly for the buddy at position
j > i, all positions from i up to j need to have color c1 and position j + 1 color
c2. Also note that all terms in the sum represent disjoint sets of annotations,
and therefore we are justified to compute the probability of the union of these
sets by a sum. All terms of this sum can be computed efficiently, as described at
the end of this section.

Finding the annotation with the highest expected reward. Once the expected
rewards Rγ(p(i, c1, c2, wL, wR)) are known for all possible boundaries, we can
compute the annotation A with the highest expected gain by dynamic pro-
gramming. We can view the algorithm as the computation of the highest-weight
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directed path between two vertices in a directed acyclic graph, where each path
corresponds to one annotation and its weight to the expected gain.

In particular, the graph has a vertex (i, c, w) for each position i, color c, and
window length w ≤ W . This vertex represents a boundary at position i between
an unspecified color on the left and the color c on the right, where the adjacent
feature of color c has length exactly w if w < W , or at least W otherwise. If
w < W , we will connect vertex (i, c, w) with vertices (i + w, c′, w′) for all colors
c′ and lengths w′ ≤ W . Each such edge will have weight Rγ(p(i+w, c, c′, w, w′)),
representing the expected reward of boundary at position i + w. If w = W , we
connect vertex (i, c, w) with vertices (i + w′′, c, c′, w′) for all w′′ ≥ W , w′ ≤ W
and color c′ by long-distance edges. The weight of such edges will be Rγ(p(i +
w′′, c, c′, W, w′)).

To finish the construction, we will assume that positions 0 and n + 1 are
labeled by special colors cs and cf and that these two features have corresponding
nodes in the graph. We also add a starting vertex (−1, cs, 1) and connect it to
vertices (0, c, w) according to normal rules. The annotation with the highest
reward corresponds to the highest-weight path from vertex (−1, cs, 1) to vertex
(n, cf , 1).

In this graph, the number of long-distance edges is quadratic in the length
of sequence X , leading to an inefficient algorithm. Fortunately, the cost of a
long-distance edge from (i, c, w) to (i + w′′, c, c′, w′) does not depend on index i,
only on i + w′′. Therefore, every long-distance edge can be replaced by a path
through a series of special collector vertices of the form (i, c) for a position i
and color c. There is an edge of weight 0 from (i, c, W ) to (i + W, c) for entering
the collector path at an appropriate minimum distance from i, edge of weight
0 from (i, c) to (i + 1, c) for continuing in the collector path, and an edge of
weight Rγ(p(i, c, c′, W, w′)) for leaving the collector path from vertex (i, c) to
vertex (i, c′, w′). This modified graph has O(nWC) vertices and O(nW 2C2)
edges, where n is the length of the sequence, W is the size of the window, and
C is the number of different colors in the HMM.

Implementation details and running time. The only remaining detail is the com-
putation of the posterior probabilities of the form Pr(ai...i+w = c1c2

w | X) and
Pr(ai...i+w = cw

1 c2 | X) needed to compute p(i, c, c′, w, w′). We will show how to
compute the first of these two quantities, the second is analogous.

First, we use the standard forward algorithm (Durbin et al., 1998) to com-
pute F [i, v], the sum of the probabilities of all state paths ending in state v af-
ter generating the first i symbols from X . We use a modified backward algorithm
(Durbin et al., 1998) to compute B[i, v, w], the sum of the probabilities of all state
paths generating symbols xi . . . xn that start in state v and generate the first w
symbols in the states of color c(v). Values B[i, v, 1] are computed by the standard
backward algorithm, and B[i, v, w] for 1 < w ≤ W is computed as follows:

B[i, v, w] =
∑

v → v′

c(v) = c(v′)

B[i + 1, v, w − 1] · ev,xi · av,v′ .
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Finally, the desired posterior probability is obtained by combining forward and
backward probabilities over all transitions passing from color c1 to color c2 at
position i:

Pr(ai...i+w = c1c2
w | X) =

∑

v → v′

c(v) = c1

c(v′) = c2

F [i, v] · av,v′ · B[i + 1, v′, w]/ Pr(x).

The standard forward algorithm works in O(n|E|) time, our extended backward
algorithm takes O(nW |E|) time. Posterior probabilities are summarized from
these quantities also in O(nW |E|) time. Finally, we construct and search the
graph in O(nW 2C2) time. Thus the overall running time is O(nW |E|+nW 2C2).
Note that the time is linear in the sequence length, which is very important for
applications in genomics, where we analyze very long genomic sequences.

3 Application to Viral Recombination Detection

Most HIV infections are caused by HIV-1 group M viruses. These viruses can
be classified by a phylogenetic analysis into several subtypes and sub-subtypes.
However, some HIV genomes are a mosaic of sequences from different subtypes
resulting from recombination between different strains (Robertson et al., 2000).
Our goal is to classify whether a newly sequenced HIV genome comes entirely
from one of the known subtypes or whether it is a recombination of different
subtypes, which is important for monitoring the HIV epidemics.

Schultz et al. (2006) propose to detect recombination by jumping HMMs. In
this framework, multiple sequence alignment of known HIV genomes is divided
into parts corresponding to individual subtypes or sub-subtypes, and a profile
HMM is built for each. A profile HMM (Durbin et al., 1998) represents one
column of alignment by a match state, insert state and delete state. Emission
probabilities of the match state correspond to the frequencies of symbols in that
alignment column. The insert state represents sequences inserted immediately
after the column, and the delete state is a silent state allowing to bypass the
match state without emitting any symbols, thus corresponding to a deletion. A
jumping HMM also contains low probability jump transitions between profile
HMMs corresponding to individual subtypes, as shown in Figure 3.

To use a jumping HMM for recombination detection, we color each state by
its subtype. Then, boundaries in the annotation correspond to recombination
breakpoints. Schultz et al. (2006) use the Viterbi algorithm and report the an-
notation corresponding to the most probable state path. However, the same
annotation can be obtained by many different state paths corresponding to dif-
ferent alignments of the input sequence to the profile HMMs. Even though in the
latest version of their software (Schultz et al., 2009) they augment the output by
displaing the posterior probabilities, they still output only a single annotation
obtained by the Viterbi algorithm. Since we are not interested in the alignment,
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Fig. 3. A small example of a jumping HMM with two profile HMMs. For readability,
jumping transitions between match states (M) and insert (I) or delete (D) states are
not shown.

only in the annotation, it is more appropriate to use the most probable anno-
tation instead of the most probable path. However, the problem of finding the
most probable annotation is NP-hard for many HMMs (Brejova et al., 2007),
and jumping HMMs, due to their complicated structure with many transitions
between states of different color, are likely to belong to this class.

The HERD bypasses this computational difficulty by maximizing a different
gain function that scores individual breakpoints rather than the whole annota-
tion. Compared to the Viterbi algorithm, our algorithm considers all possible
state paths (alignments) contributing to the resulting annotation. In addition,
our algorithm considers nearby potential recombination points as equivalent,
since in practice it is difficult to determine the exact recombination point, par-
ticularly in strongly conserved regions or between related subtypes.

The use of jumping HMMs on HIV genomes is relatively time consuming, as a
typical HIV genome has the length of almost 10,000 bases, and the jumping HMM
has 7,356,740 transitions. Schultz et al. (2006) use the beam search heuristic to
speed up the Viterbi algorithm. Unfortunately, this heuristic is not applicable in
our case, and our algorithm is also asymptotically slower than the Viterbi algo-
rithm by a factor of W . To reduce the running time, we use a simple anchoring
strategy, similar to the heuristics frequently used in the global sequence alignment
(Kurtz et al., 2004). We have selected 19 well-conserved portions of the HIV mul-
tiple alignment as anchors, and align the consensus sequence of each anchor to the
query sequence. In the forward and backward algorithm, we constrain the align-
ment of the query to the profile HMMs so that the position of the anchor in the
query aligns to its known position in the profile HMM. We also extend the algo-
rithm described above to handle silent states by modifying the preprocessing stage.

4 Experiments

A toy sequence annotation HMM. We have first tested our algorithm on data
generated from a toy HMM in Figure 4. This HMM has multiple state paths
for a given annotation, and we have previously demonstrated that the most
probable annotation is more accurate than the annotation corresponding to the
most probable state path found by the Viterbi algorithm (Brejova et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4. A toy HMM emitting symbols over the binary alphabet, where the numbers
inside states represent the emission probability of the symbol 1. States s and t are
silent. The HMM outputs alternating white regions of mean length 20 and gray regions
of mean length 34. The distribution of symbols is constant in the white regions, while
in the gray regions it changes towards the end. The gray regions are flanked by a two-
symbol signal 11 on both sides. The HMM was inspired by models of CT-rich intron
tails in gene finding (Brejova et al., 2007).

Table 1 shows different measures of accuracy for several decoding algorithms
on 5000 randomly generated sequences of mean length about 500. We report re-
sults for two sets of parameter values of the model, however, the trends observed
in the table generally hold also for the other combinations of p1 and p2. As we
have shown earlier, the extended Viterbi algorithm (EVA) (Brejova et al., 2007)
for finding the most probable annotation generally outperforms the Viterbi al-
gorithm. The HERD with parameters W = 5 and γ = 1 is more accurate when
the performance is measured by its own gain function, which is not surprising,
since the data and baseline predictions are generated from the same model as is
used for annotation. On the other hand, the HERD colors fewer bases correctly
and tends to place boundaries on average further away from the correct ones
than the EVA. This is also not unexpected, as the HERD explicitly disregards
small differences in the boundary position. We have also measured sensitivity
and specificity in predicting individual features. Here the HERD works better
than the EVA for some parameter settings (e.g. p1 = p2 = 0.9 in the table),
but not for others. We have also run the HERD with W = 1, which is equiv-
alent to maximum expected boundary accuracy decoding (Gross et al., 2007).
The accuracy of this decoding is very poor for γ = 1, but markedly improves for
lower penalty γ = 0.1. The reason is that for W = 1, we sum over fewer state
paths and therefore the posterior probability of a boundary rarely reaches the
threshold 1/2 necessary to achieve positive expected reward at γ = 1.

HIV recombination detection. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the HERD on pre-
dicting recombination in HIV genomes. In all tests, we have used the sequence
data and the jumping of Schultz et al. (2006), though in most tests we have
increased the jump probability Pj from 10−9 to 10−5. With the original value,
the HERD rarely predicts any recombination, since the posterior probability
of a breakpoint has to be at least 1/2 for γ = 1 to receive a positive score,
and with the lower jumping probability, we usually do not reach such a level of
confidence. We have conducted the tests on a 1696 column region of the whole
genomic alignment, starting at position 6925. This restriction allowed us to test
higher number of sequences than Schultz et al. (2006) reasonably fast.
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Table 1. The accuracy on synthetic data generated from the HMM in Figure 4. (i)
Fraction of the bases colored by the same color by the algorithm and the correct
annotation (baseline). (ii) Gain G(A, A′) of the prediction compared to the baseline.
For evaluation, the parameters of the gain function were set to W = 5 and γ = 1,
even though in some tests we have used different parameters in the algorithm. (iii) A
feature is predicted correctly if there is a corresponding feature of the same color in the
baseline with both boundaries within the distance of less than 5. Specificity (sp.) is the
fraction of all predicted features that are correct, and sensitivity (sn.) is the fraction of
baseline features that are correctly predicted. (iv) Mean distance between the baseline
and predicted boundary for all correctly predicted features.

Algorithm % bases Gain Feature Feature Avg.

correct(i) (ii) sp.(iii) sn.(iii) dist.

HMM parameters p1 = 0.9, p2 = 0.9
HERD W = 5, γ = 1 88.7% 12.7 75.9% 66.9% 1.8
HERD W = 1, γ = 1 47.5% 3.0 55.1% 17.8% 0.0
HERD W = 1, γ = 0.1 90.4% 2.4 51.8% 66.0% 0.9
Viterbi 89.4% 8.9 66.3% 47.3% 0.7
Extended Viterbi 91.2% 10.3 69.9% 56.2% 0.8

HMM parameters p1 = 0.7, p2 = 0.8
HERD W = 5, γ = 1 77.6% 5.9 54.8% 39.3% 1.37
HERD W = 1, γ = 1 47.5% 3.0 55.0% 17.7% 0.0
HERD W = 1, γ = 0.1 79.6% -2.7 38.2% 43.9% 0.9
Viterbi 75.0% 3.6 51.2% 25.7% 0.4
Extended Viterbi 79.7% 4.1 49.0% 31.3% 0.6

The first set of tests was done on 62 real HIV sequences without known
recombination. These sequences were selected from the subtypes A1, B, C, D,
F1 (10 sequences from each subtype) and G, A2, F2 (5, 3, and 4 sequences
respectively) and omitted from the training set (except for the subtypes A2,
F1 and F2 which have very few samples). As we can see in Table 2, the Viterbi
algorithm always predicts the correct result. Our algorithm on the jumping HMM
with the original low jumping probability Pj = 10−9 also produces correct answer
every time. However, the value of Pj = 10−5 leads to spurious recombinations
predicted in 11.3% of sequences, thus lowering the accuracy.

The second set of sequences contains artificial recombinants. Each of them
was created as a combination of two sequences from two different subtypes by
alternating regions of length 300. The set contains recombinants between sub-
type pairs A-B, A-C, A-G, B-C, B-G and C-G, 50 sequences from each pair.
Our algorithm performs slightly better with respect to the total number of cor-
rectly labeled bases and average distance to the correct boundary, and also it
finds individual features (recombinant regions) with much greater sensitivity and
specificity if we allow some tolerance in the boundary placement. For W = 1, the
HERD has a very low accuracy even for lowered penalty γ = 0.1. This suggests
that our generalization of the maximum expected boundary accuracy decoding
to the case W > 1 is crucial in this setting.
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Table 2. The accuracy on the HIV recombination data. The meaning of the columns
is the same as in Table 1, except that we use W = 10 and γ = 1 in the definition of
the gain function and correctly predicted features.

Algorithm % bases Gain Feature Feature Avg.

correct(i) (ii) sp.(iii) sn.(iii) dist.

Sequences without recombination
HERD, W = 10, γ = 1, Pj = 10−9 100.0% 2.0 100.0% 100.0% 0.0
HERD, W = 10, γ = 1, Pj = 10−5 93.7% 1.5 83.9% 83.9% 0.0
Viterbi 100.0% 2.0 100.0% 100.0% 0.0
Sequences with artificial inter-subtype recombination
HERD W = 10, γ = 1, Pj = 10−5 95.7% 2.61 63.1% 58.9% 2.4
HERD W = 1, γ = 0.1, Pj = 10−5 81.6% 1.17 37.7% 30.2% 1.4
Viterbi 95.4% 2.1 53.4% 47.9% 1.8
Sequences with artificial intra-subtype recombination
HERD W = 10, γ = 1, Pj = 10−5 91.6% 1.7 46.5% 41.9% 2.7
Viterbi 88.0% 1.3 32.8% 26.1% 2.7

In the third test, we have used the same procedure to create 170 artificial
recombinants between sequences of two sub-subtypes of the same subtype (A1
and A2, F1 and F2), and from the two subtypes (B and D) at a small phylogenetic
distance that is more typical for sub-subtypes. The overall accuracy is lower in
this test, because it is more difficult to distinguish recombination among more
closely related sequences. The HERD is still much more accurate at the feature
level and also more accurate than the Viterbi algorithm on the base level.

One issue with our tests is that we have used a lower jump probability
Pj = 10−9 for sequences without recombination and a higher value Pj = 10−5

for sequences with recombination. This distinction is justified by the fact that
although recombinant sequences are generally rare, suggesting a low jumping
probability, they usually have several recombination points, whose detection
then requires a higher value of Pj . In practice, when faced with a sequence
of unknown origin we propose to first test whether the sequence is likely to be a
recombinant, perhaps by a likelihood ratio test with nested models (Felsenstein,
2004) in which Pj is optimized for the input sequence in one model and set to
0 for the null model. If the sequence appears to contain recombination, we can
then apply the HERD with the higher value of Pj to determine the breakpoints.

We have also run our algorithm on 12 naturally occurring recombinants, using
W = 10, γ = 1.5, and Pj = 10−5. Here, we have used the whole length of
the sequence. Due to the small number of sequences and uncertain annotation,
we do not report the accuracy statistics. Nonetheless, on six sequences, the
HERD found the correct set of recombining subtypes (on annotated regions).
Two of them the HERD annotated better than Viterbi (CRF08, CRF12). On
the remaining six, the HERD predicted at least one erroneous subtype and often
misplaced breakpoints or jumped frequently, but the Viterbi algorithm also made
numerous mistakes on the two of these sequences.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel decoding algorithm for hidden Markov
models seeking an annotation of the sequence in which boundaries of individ-
ual sequence features are at least approximately correct. This decoding is par-
ticularly appropriate in situations where the exact boundaries are difficult to
determine, and perhaps their knowledge is not even necessary.

We apply our algorithm to the problem of recombination detection in HIV
genomes. Here, the Viterbi decoding considers for a given annotation only a
single alignment of the query to the profile HMMs and only one placement
of breakpoints. In contrast, we marginalize the probabilities over all possible
alignments and over nearby placements of recombination boundaries. As a result,
we are able to predict individual recombinant regions with greater sensitivity and
specificity.

Our experiments also suggest venues for future improvement. First of all, the
accuracy results vary with the choice of parameters Pj , W , and γ. It remains an
open question how to choose these parameters in a principled way. We have also
observed that our algorithm does not perform as well as the Viterbi algorithm in
finding the exact boundaries. Perhaps this could be solved by a gain function in
which a boundary with a more distant buddy gets a smaller score. Similarly, our
algorithm performs in some tests slightly worse in terms of base-level accuracy,
and this shortcoming perhaps could be addressed by adding a positive score for
every correctly colored nucleotide to the gain function. In general, the framework
of maximum expected gain decoding is very promising, because it allows to tailor
decoding algorithm to a specific application domain.
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Abstract. Haplotyping, also known as haplotype phase prediction, is
the problem of predicting likely haplotypes based on genotype data.
One fast computational haplotyping method is based on an evolution-
ary model where a perfect phylogenetic tree is sought that explains the
observed data. In their cpm 2009 paper, Fellows et al. studied an ex-
tension of this approach that incorporates prior knowledge in the form
of a set of candidate haplotypes from which the right haplotypes must
be chosen. While this approach may help to increase the accuracy of
haplotyping methods, it was conjectured that the resulting formal prob-
lem constrained perfect phylogeny haplotyping might be NP-complete. In
the present paper we present a polynomial-time algorithm for it. Our
algorithmic ideas also yield new fixed-parameter algorithms for related
haplotyping problems based on the maximum parsimony assumption.

1 Introduction

In large-scale studies of the relation between genomic variation and phenotypic
traits, low-cost sequencing methods are used to read out the dna sequences of
many individuals. For each individual the bases present on the two chromosomes
at a large number of snp (single nucleotide polymorphism) sites are determined,
yielding the individual’s genotype for the different sites. In order to study pheno-
typic traits that are related to the bases present on multiple loci on a single dna
strand, it is important to determine haplotypes rather than genotypes. They
describe how bases are assigned to chromosomes (this assignment of bases to
haplotypes is also known as phasing), but are expensive to determine directly.
Haplotype inference or just haplotyping methods aim at predicting haplotypes
from genotypes computationally by using biological insights into the haplotype
distribution in a population. They either use statistics, pioneered in [11], or com-
binatorics, the two most common approaches being the perfect phylogeny method
(haplotype evolution is assumed to take place with unique point mutation and
without recombination) and the maximum parsimony method (haplotype evolu-
tion is assumed to produce only few haplotypes).

Most combinatorial algorithms ignore prior knowledge that we might have on
which haplotypes may be permissible to explain a given genotype. In some sit-
uations a pool of haplotypes from prior studies is already known and we should
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only pick haplotypes out of this pool. We may even have more specific informa-
tion about the permissible haplotypes for the genotypes of the individuals: the
ethnicity of individuals may be known, allowing us to narrow the pool of per-
missible haplotypes for each individual. On the other hand, for some individuals
no prior knowledge may be available.

In the present paper we study combinatorial haplotyping methods that take
such pool constraints into account. For some or all genotypes we are given a
pool of haplotypes that are allowed for this particular genotype. The task is to
predict haplotypes for the genotypes such that all constraints are satisfied and
the haplotypes form a perfect phylogeny or their number is minimal or both.

The above ideas lead to three mathematical problems, whose complexity we
study in the present paper: cpoolspph is the constrained perfect phylogeny hap-
lotyping problem, cpoolsmh is the constrained maximum parsimony haplotyping
problem, and cpoolsmpph is the combined problem (see Section 2 for formal defi-
nitions). The two problems cpoolspph and cpoolsmh are generalizations of the two
problems cone pool for allpph and cone pool for allmh recently studied by Fellows et
al. [12]; the difference is that Fellows et al. require a single pool of haplotypes
to be used for all genotypes while we allow pools to be specified individually
for each genotype. We remark that, since we also allow that no constraints are
imposed at all, the standard problems pph, mh, and mpph (without any con-
straints) are special cases of their constrained counterparts and the algorithms
we present also work for them.

Our Results. Our first main result is a polynomial-time algorithm for cpoolspph.
It is based on an initial partition of the genotypes into independent subinstances
and a subsequent recursive decomposition of the pool constraints. Since this
algorithm also solves the simpler problem cone pool for allpph, we settle the main
open problem of Fellow et al. [12]: cone pool for allpph is polynomial-time solvable.

Our second set of results concerns maximum parsimony haplotyping. Both
mh and cone pool for allmh are known to be NP-complete, but fixed-parameter
tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution [20,12].
We show that, in contrast, cpoolsmh is hard for the class W[2] for the same pa-
rameter and, therefore, unlikely to have a fixed-parameter algorithm. We prove
this by showing that cpools for allmh, where some pool must be specified for each
genotype, is W[2]-complete. On the positive side we present a fixed-parameter
algorithm for cpoolsmh where the parameter is the number of distinct haplotypes
in the solution plus the number of times duplicated genotypes have incomparable
pool constraints.

Our third main result is that the NP-complete problem cpoolsmpph is fixed-
parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the
solution. So, cpoolsmpph has the same complexity as cone pool for allmh. As corol-
laries we obtain that mpph and cone pool for allmpph are both fixed-parameter
tractable, which was not known before. Our algorithm is a combination of the
algorithmic ideas for cpoolspph and cpoolsmh.

We have implemented our polynomial-time algorithm for cpoolspph. The im-
plementation shows that the algorithm works very fast in practice. We have
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also started applying it to real genotype data and plan to report on the results
in a future publication. In the present paper, however, we concentrate on the
algorithmic side.

Related Work. The study of the perfect-phylogeny haplotyping problem was
initiated by the seminal paper of Gusfield [13], who showed that it is solvable in
polynomial time. Subsequent papers presented conceptually simpler polynomial-
time algorithms [2,10], linear-time algorithms [5,3,18,19], and fine-grained com-
plexity-theoretic results [7,8] for it.

The problem mh is NP-complete, as remarked in [14], and a later publication
sharpens this lower bound by showing that mh remains NP-complete if every
given genotype has at most three heterozygous sites [17]. On the positive site
Sharan, Halldórsson, and Istrail [20] devised a fixed-parameter algorithm for
mh, where the parameter is the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.
Moreover, algorithms based on linear programming [4], branch-and-bound algo-
rithms [22], and a recent combination of both methods [16] are known.

To increase the accuracy of the predicted haplotypes, the perfect phylogeny
and the maximum parsimony assumptions have been combined, leading to the
problem mpph. It was shown to be NP-complete for instances with at most three
heterozygous entries per genotypes by Bafna et al. [1] and later studied by Iersel
et al. [21].

Another direction to increase prediction accuracy is to constrain the set of
solution haplotypes: Fellows et al. [12] proposed the cone pool for allpph problem
and presented polynomial-time algorithms for some special cases like the number
of heterozygous entries in the genotypes and in the sites being bounded by
small constants. They left open the complexity of cone pool for allpph and leaned
towards the conjecture that it is NP-complete. The problem cone pool for allmh is
NP-complete by a reduction from mh with at most three heterozygous entries per
genotypes (for each genotype put all its explaining haplotypes, of which there
can be at most four, into the pool). Huang et al. [15] studied approximation
algorithms for this problem, Fellows et al. [12] showed that it is fixed-parameter
tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.

Organization of This Paper. We first give formal definitions of genotypes, haplo-
types, and the computational problems we study. Sections 3, 4, and 5 are devoted
to the algorithmic and complexity-theoretic studies of cpoolspph, cpoolsmh, and
cpoolsmpph, respectively.

Due to lack of space, all proofs are omitted. They can be found in the technical
report version of this paper [9].

2 Haplotyping Problems and Constraints

A haplotype describes the genetic information from a single chromosome at snp
sites. Since most snp sites are biallelic, it is customary to encode a haplotype
as a binary string h ∈ {0, 1}n, where 0 and 1 represent the two possible alle-
les. A genotype combines the genetic information of two haplotypes by joining
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their entries to a sequence of sets. Following common conventions, instead of
sets we write a 0 or a 1 when both underlying haplotypes have this value (these
entries are called homozygous) and use the value 2 when the underlying hap-
lotypes have different entries (these entries are called heterozygous). A pair of
haplotypes {h, h′} ⊆ {0, 1}n explains a genotype g ∈ {0, 1, 2}n if for every site
s ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have g[s] = h[s] = h′[s] whenever g[s] ∈ {0, 1} and h[s] �= h′[s]
whenever g[s] = 2. In a genotype matrix A each row is a genotype. If the matrix
is clear from the context, we refer to the genotype in row i by gi. Similar, we
arrange haplotypes in a haplotype matrix B and refer to the haplotype in row i
by hi. A 2n × m haplotype matrix B explains an n × m genotype matrix A if
every genotype gi is explained by the haplotype pair {h2i−1, h2i}. We use the
term site to refer to a position in genotypes and haplotypes and to a column of
genotype and haplotype matrices.

For a pair s and t of sites the induced set ind(B, s, t) contains all strings from
{00, 01, 10, 11} that appear in the sites s and t in the haplotype matrix B. We say
that these strings are induced by s and t. The notion of induces can be extended
to genotype matrices A: for two sites s and t the set ind(A, s, t) contains a string
xy ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} if A has a genotype g with either g[s] = x ∧ g[t] = y or
g[s] = x ∧ g[t] = 2 or g[s] = 2 ∧ g[t] = y. This implies ind(A, s, t) ⊆ ind(B, s, t)
for every haplotype matrix B explaining A.

A haplotype matrix B admits a perfect phylogeny if there exists a tree T (an
undirected acyclic graph), such that: (a) Each haplotype from B labels exactly
one vertex of T ; (b) each site s ∈ {1, . . . , m} labels exactly one edge of T and
each edge is labeled by at least one site; and (c) for every two haplotypes hi

and hj from B and every site s ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we have hi[s] �= hj[s] if, and only
if, s lies on the path from hi to hj in T . It is well-known that B admits a perfect
phylogeny if, and only if, it satisfies the following four gamete property: for every
pair of sites s and t we have {00, 01, 10, 11}�= ind(B, s, t).

For the three problems pph, mh, and mpph the input is always a genotype
matrix plus, for the last two problems, a number k. The questions are whether
there exists a haplotype matrix B that explains A and admits a perfect phylogeny
(pph), has at most k different haplotypes (mh), or admits a perfect phylogeny
and has at most k different haplotypes (mpph).

Constrained Haplotyping Problems. For constrained haplotyping problems dif-
ferent kinds of constraints are specified along with the input genotype matrix.
The first kind of constraints that we study are pool constraints. Let A be an n×m
genotype matrix. A pool constraint specifies that, in the output haplotype ma-
trix, the two explaining haplotypes for some particular genotype gi should both
be drawn from a pool Hi ⊆ {0, 1}n of allowed haplotypes. We write such a
constraint as pool(i, Hi). Clearly, it suffices to allow only one such constraint
per genotype. Two pool constraints are incomparable if none of their pools is a
subset of the other.

The second kind of constraints are restrictions on the phase of sites. For a
genotype g with 2-entries in two sites s and t, the explaining haplotypes add
either {00, 11} or {01, 10} to the induced set. If there is another genotype g′
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with 2-entries in the sites s and t, then, in order to satisfy the four gamete prop-
erty, it must choose the same pair for its explaining haplotypes. In the first case
we say that s and t are phased equally, otherwise phased unequally. The con-
straints “equal-phase(s, t)” and “unequal-phase(s, t)” specify that a particular
phasing must be chosen for the two sites s and t in a solution matrix. Formally,
a haplotype matrix B satisfies equal-phase(s, t) if {01, 10} �⊆ ind(B, s, t); and
unequal-phase(s, t) if {00, 11} �⊆ ind(B, s, t).

We indicate constrained haplotyping problems by prefixing the haplotyping
problems mh, pph, and mpph with a c whose index indicates which constraints
are allowed to be specified as part of the input. The index “pools” means that
arbitrary pool constraints are allowed; “pools for all” indicates that (possibly
different) pools must be specified for all genotypes (and not only for some); and
“one pool for all” indicates that, additionally, the same pool must be specified
for all genotypes. The index “phase” indicates that phase constraints are permis-
sible. For example, cpools,phasempph is the mpph problem where both haplotype
and phase constraints are allowed as part of the input.

Haplotyping with phase constraints has not been defined formally in the lit-
erature, but many known algorithms implicitly handle phase constraints:

Fact 2.1 ([2,10]). There exists an algorithm that, given an n × m genotype
matrix with phase constraints, solves the problem cphasepph in time O(nm2).

3 Constrained Perfect Phylogeny Haplotyping

In this section we prove the following theorem, which answers the main question
of Fellows et al. [12] affirmatively: There is a polynomial-time algorithm for
cone pool for allpph.

Theorem 3.1. There exists an algorithm that solves cpools,phasepph in time
O(p(n + p)m2), where the input genotype matrix has size n × m and p is the
sum of the sizes of all pool constraints.

The outline of the algorithm for cpools,phasepph, which we detail in the rest of
this section, is as follows: Given an n × m genotype matrix A and a set K
of pool and phase constraints, our algorithm uses procedure solve-cpph from
Figure 1 to preprocesses the input and to partition the genotypes into at most m
matrices As that can be solved independently. Each matrix As has the property
that there is a site s, called the 2-site of As, that has 2-entries in all genotypes
from As. Each As along with its corresponding constraints is then solved by the
procedure solve-cpph-2-site from Figure 1 via a recursive branch-and-reduce
approach: For each of the two possible phasings between the 2-site and another
site, it branches recursively, derives new phase constraints, and splits the pool
constraints.

In the following we describe the four procedures that make up our algo-
rithm: the two main procedures solve-cpph and solve-cpph-2-site, whose
pseudo-code is depicted in Figure 1, and the simpler procedures sanitize-pool-
constraints and deduce-phase-constraints for which no pseudo-code is
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given. In the following, we say that a computational step has the correctness
property if the following holds: There exists a haplotype matrix that explains the
genotype matrix and satisfies the four gamete property and the constraints before
the step if, and only, if this holds for the instance after the step. Furthermore,
whenever the step outputs “no”, no solution exist for the current instance.

Procedure solve-cpph(A, K).
Input: An n×m genotype matrix A and a set of constraints K
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A that satisfies the four gamete
property and the constraints K, if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Preprocessing:
1 ensure that column pairs with different entries induce 00
2 sort columns decreasingly by leaf count
3 update phase constraints with induces
4 call deduce-phase-constraints
5 call sanitize-pool-constraints
Solve independent subinstances:
6 for each site s ∈ {1, . . . , m} do
7 Bs ← call solve-cpph-2-site(As, Ks, s)
8 if Bs is “no” then return “no”
9 return combination of matrices Bs and genotypes without 2-entries

Procedure solve-cpph-2-site(A,K, s2).
Input: An n×m genotype matrix A with 2-site s2 and a set of constraints K
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A that satisfies the four gamete
property and the constraints K, if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Recursion break:
1 if for every pool(i, Hi) ∈ K we have |Hi| = 2 then
2 replace all pool constraints by corresponding phase constraints
3 return solution for the resulting cphasepph instance
Recursive branch-and-reduce:
4 else for each component G′ of Gcover with corresponding instance A′, K′ do
5 s← some site from G′

6 B′
e ← call try-phase-cpph(A′, K′ ∪ {equal-phase(s2, s)}, s2)

7 B′
u ← call try-phase-cpph(A′, K′ ∪ {unequal-phase(s2, s)}, s2)

8 if B′
e = B′

u = “no” then return “no” else add B′
e or B′

u to solution
9 return solution

Sub-Procedure try-phase-cpph(A,K, s2).
1 call deduce-phase-constraints and sanitize-pool-constraints for A, K
2 if pool(i, ∅) /∈ K for all i then return solve-cpph-2-site(A, K, s2)
3 else return “no”

Fig. 1. The polynomial-time algorithm for cpools,phasepph

Procedure sanitize-pool-constraints. This procedure removes superfluous
haplotypes from pool constraints. Let K be a set of constraints. First, for a
constraint pool(i, Hi) ∈ K and a genotype gi, it removes all h from Hi for which
there exists a site s such that h[s] �= gi[s] ∈ {0, 1}. Second, it deletes every
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haplotype h from Hi for which there exists no other haplotype h′ ∈ Hi such that
{h, h′} explains gi. Third, it deletes haplotypes contradicting phase constraints:
For two sites s and t with gi[s] = gi[t] = 2, it deletes h from Hi whenever
h[s] = h[t] ∧ unequal-phase(s, t) ∈ K or h[s] �= h[t] ∧ equal-phase(s, t) ∈ K.
Finally, if a pool constraint becomes empty, it outputs “no.” Clearly, this step
has the correctness property.

Procedure deduce-phase-constraints. Let A be a genotype matrix and K a
set of constraints. The procedure repeats the following rule as long as possible:
Let s, t and u be three sites such that there is a genotype gi with gi[s] =
gi[t] = gi[u] = 2 and there is no phase constraint for the pair t and u, but
phase constraints for both pairs s and t, and s and u. If these phase constraints
have the same type, we insert equal-phase(t, u) into K and, if their type is
different, we insert unequal-phase(t, u) into K. Using graph representations for
phase constraints and their dependencies, the result of this procedure can be
computed in time O(nm2) [2,10].

Lemma 3.2. deduce-phase-constraints has the correctness property.

Procedure solve-cpph. The pseudo-code of this procedure is shown in Figure 1.
We go over this method line by line.

The first five lines preprocess the input. Line 1 extends an idea from Eskin,
Halperin and Karp [10] to constraints. For every site s we iterate downwards
through the genotypes and if a 1-entry appears before a 0-entry, we substitute
all 1-entries by 0-entries and vice versa and adjust the constraints accordingly.
As shown in [10], this step ensures that any two sites with at least one different
entry induce 00. In line 2 the procedure first calculates the leaf count [13] of each
column, which is the number of 2-entries of a column plus twice the number of
its 1-entries. Then it sorts the columns decreasingly from left to right by this
value. After this sorting we have 10 ∈ ind(A, s, t) for every two sites s and t with
different entries and s < t. This holds since otherwise there is no genotype with
g[s] = 1 ∧ g[t] ∈ {0, 2} or g[s] = 2 ∧ g[t] = 0, but at least one genotype with
g[s] ∈ {0, 2} ∧ g[t] = 1 or g[s] = 0 ∧ g[t] = 2. This would imply that the leaf
count of site t should be greater than the leaf count of site s, a contradiction.
In line 3 the algorithm considers all pairs of sites s and t and updates their
phase constraints as follows: If {00, 11} ⊆ ind(A, s, t), it inserts equal-phase(s, t)
into K; and if {01, 01} ⊆ ind(A, s, t), it inserts unequal-phase(s, t). This step
has the correctness property since the new phase constraints reflect only induces
that are already in the matrix. Finally, lines 4 and 5 deduce phase constraints
and sanitize the pool constraints. In the following, we call a matrix that has
undergone the preprocessing from lines 1 to 5 a preprocessed genotype matrix.

In lines 6 to 8 the genotype matrix A is partitioned genotype-wise into m
submatrices A1, . . . , Am, one matrix for each site. A genotype g belongs to the
matrix As if g[s] = 2 and for every site t < s we have g[t] �= 2. Each As is passed
along with the corresponding pool constraint and all phase constraints, stored
in the set Ks, to a call of the procedure solve-cpph-2-site. The construction
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of As ensures that site s has 2-entries in all genotypes from As. The effect of the
partition is stated by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.3. Let A be a preprocessed n×m genotype matrix with constraints K.
Then there exists an explaining haplotype matrix B for A that satisfies the
four gamete property and the constraints K if, and only if, for every site s ∈
{1, . . . , m} there exists an explaining haplotype matrix Bs for As that satisfies
the four gamete property and the constraints Ks.

Putting it altogether, solve-cpph correctly solves cpools,phasepph, provided that
the procedure solve-cpph-2-site is correct, which we prove next.

Procedure solve-cpph-2-site. This procedure recursively solves the instances
that are produced by solve-cpph, each consisting of a genotype matrix A with
a 2-site s2 and constraints K. The recursion stops when all pool constraints
contain only two haplotypes (they must contain at least two haplotypes be-
cause a 2-entry is present in the genotype). In such a case the phasing of the
genotype is completely known. We remove the pool constraints and, instead,
add phase constraints that describe this particular phasing: For each constraint
pool(i, {h, h′}) and sites s and t add the phase constraint equal-phase(s, t) if
h[s] = h[t] �= h′[s] = h′[t] and unequal-phase(s, t) if h[s] = h′[t] �= h[t] = h′[s].
The resulting instance of cphasepph can be solved in polynomial time by Fact 2.1.

To describe the recursive step, we need some terminology. Let geno2(s) be
the set of A’s genotypes that have a 2-entry at site s. Let Sfree be the set of
sites s of A where s �= s2 and there is no phase constraint for s and s2 in K.
Let Scover be the set of sites s ∈ Sfree for which there is no site s′ ∈ Sfree with
geno2(s) ⊆ geno2(s′); in the case that sites from Sfree have the same set of 2-
entries, we choose exactly one of them to be contained in Scover. Note that when
a genotype from A has a 2-entry in a site from Sfree, then it also has a 2-entry
a site from Scover. Let Gcover be the graph that has Scover as its vertex set and
an edge between sites s and s′ if geno2(s)∩ geno2(s

′) �= ∅. Whenever there is an
edge between sites in Gcover, then there exists a phase constraint for them.

In the recursive step the algorithm iterates over the components G′ of Gcover

and considers the submatrix A′ of A made up by all genotypes with 2-entries in
sites of G′ along with a constraints set K ′, consisting of the pool constraints for
the genotypes from A′ and all phase constraints. It chooses a site s from G′ and
adds once the constraint equal-phase(s2, s) and once unequal-phase(s2, s) to the
set of constraints. In each case, it checks which additional phase constraints are
now triggered using the sub-procedure try-phase-cpph. This sub-procedure
calls deduce-phase-constraints followed by sanitize-pool-constraints
and tries to solve the resulting instance recursively by calling solve-cpph-2-
site. If for all components a recursive call returns a solution, the procedure
combines them along with haplotypes for genotypes that are not in any matrix A′

to a solution for the whole instance. The following lemma states the correctness
of solve-cpph-2-site:

Lemma 3.4. Let A be a preprocessed n × m genotype matrix with 2-site s2

and constraints K. Then solve-cpph-2-site returns a haplotype matrix B that
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explains A and satisfies the four gamete property and the constraints K, if it
exists, or “no”, otherwise.

Runtime. The input to the algorithm consists of a genotype matrix of dimension
n×m, phase constraints and pool constraints. Let p equal the sum of the sizes of
all pool constraints. We show that the runtime is O(p(n + p)m2), as claimed in
Theorem 3.1. All individual operations of the algorithm take time at most O((n+
p)m2). Thus, it suffice to show that the tree of recursive calls of procedure solve-
cpph-2-site has at most p leafs: The procedure partitions its input matrix into
submatrices with constraints. For every submatrix A′ with constraints K ′ it may
branch into two possible phasings for the sites s2 and s. The call of deduce-
phase-constraints ensures that there are phase constraints between s2 and
all sites from G′: when two sites are connected via an edge in Gcover, we know
that there is a phase constraint for them and a genotype that contains 2-entries
in these sites and s2. Note that the phases between s2 and the sites from G′

for the case equal-phase(s2, s) are exactly opposite to the phases for the case
unequal-phase(s2, s). This implies that, since all genotypes in A′ have a 2-entry
in s2 and a site from G′, every haplotype from the pool constraints is passed to
at most one recursive call. This yields a partition of sets of haplotypes from the
pool constraints among all recursive calls. Since the procedure stops when the
sizes of the pools drop to two (or zero), the number of leafs of the recursive tree
of procedure solve-cpph-2-site is bounded by p + 1.

We remark that we have implemented the algorithm in Java and applied it
to laboratory data. Our prototypical implementation handles typical real-data
inputs in a matter of seconds on a standard machine.

4 Constrained Maximum Parsimony Haplotyping

In this section, we present two results on the fixed-parameter tractability (see [6]
for background in parametrized complexity theory) of the constrained maximum
parsimony haplotyping problem. First, we prove that cpools for allmh is W[2]-
complete when parametrized by the minimum number of distinct haplotypes
in an explaining haplotype matrix. In sharp contrast, mh and cone pool for allmh
are fixed-parameter tractable for this parameter, as shown in [20] and [12], re-
spectively. This means that the possibility to specify pool constraints on a per-
genotype basis vastly increases the complexity of the problem. Second, we show
that a fixed-parameter algorithm is possible even for cpoolsmh when we extend
the parameter to the number of distinct haplotypes plus the number of dupli-
cated genotypes that have incomparable pools.

The algorithms for mh and cone pool for allmh from the literature use data
structures that describe how haplotypes are shared among genotypes. Given an
n×m genotype matrix A, we define a haplotype sharing plan P for A of size k as
a multigraph G = (V, E) (a graph with multiple edges between the same vertices)
with |V | = k and |E| = n where (a) edges are labeled bijectively by genotypes
from A, (b) some vertices are labeled by haplotypes, and (c) every genotype that
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has two labeled incident vertices is explained by the haplotype labels. We call
a plan complete if all vertices are labeled and empty if no vertex is labeled. A
plan P extends a plan P ′ if P arises from P ′ by labeling previously unlabeled
vertices. A haplotype sharing plan P satisfies a pool constraint pool(i, Hi) if the
incident haplotypes of gi lie in Hi. With this definition, constructing haplotype
matrices with at most k distinct haplotypes is equivalent to constructing plans
of at most size k.

Given a budget k for the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution, the
known fixed-parameter algorithms for mh and cone pool for allmh consider all pos-
sible empty haplotype sharing plans of size k and check whether they can be ex-
tended to complete ones in polynomial time, using GF[2] equations for mh [20]
and dynamic-programming for cone pool for allmh [12]. To bound the number of
edges of the plan they use a preprocessing step that deletes duplicated genotypes
and retains only one of them. Since k haplotypes can explain at most k(k−1)/2
different genotypes, these algorithms consider at most O(k2n) ≤ O(k2k2

) differ-
ent empty plans.

These ideas cannot be extended to a fixed-parameter algorithm when geno-
type-specific pool constraints are given since we cannot delete duplicated geno-
types in a preprocessing step. This is due to the fact that genotypes might
have the same entries, but incomparable pools, which we cannot merge directly.
Strong evidence that no slightly variation of the standard approaches will work
is given by Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.1. cpools for allmh, parametrized by the number of distinct haplo-
types in the solution, is W[2]-complete. Consequently, cpoolsmh is W[2]-hard for
the same parametrization.

The instances constructed in the W[2]-hardness proof of cpools for allmh contain
only identical genotypes, namely completely heterozygous genotypes, while pools
might be highly incomparable. Since such a worst case instance is unlikely to be
present in practice, we propose to additionally parametrize the problem by the
maximum number l of duplicated genotypes with pairwise incomparable pool
constraints. When parametrized by the number k of distinct haplotypes and at
the same time by l, cpoolsmh becomes fixed-parameter tractable.

Theorem 4.2. cpoolsmh is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the num-
ber of distinct haplotypes that are used in an explaining haplotype matrix plus
the maximum number of duplicated genotypes with pairwise incomparable pool
constraints.

The algorithm (Figure 2 shows pseudo-code) first preprocesses the instance, such
that at most l genotypes have the same entries. Then it iterates over at most
O(k2n) ≤ O(klk2

) empty plans. After an initial check of whether a plan can be
extended to a complete one without constraints, the algorithm considers every
component of the plan independently. If a component contains genotypes having
pool constraints, it picks one of these genotypes and an incident vertex and
tries all assignments of permissible pool haplotypes to the vertex. A haplotype
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Procedure solve-cmh(A,K, k).
Input: An n×m genotype matrix A, pool constraints K and a budget k.
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A with at most k distinct haplotypes
that satisfies the constraints K, if it exists; or “no”, otherwise.
Preprocessing :
1 call sanitize-pool-constraints
2 for each gi and gj with gi = gj do
3 if there is no pool constraint for gj ,

or pool(i, Hi) ∈ K, pool(j, Hj) ∈ K, Hi ⊆ Hj then
4 delete gj

5 if there are more than lk(k − 1)/2 genotypes then output “no”
Try to extend empty haplotype sharing plans:
6 for each empty haplotype sharing plan P of size k do
7 if P cannot be extended to a complete plan then skip P
8 for each component P ′ of P do
9 if there is a genotype gi in P ′ with pool(i, Hi) ∈ K then
10 v ← some vertex incident to gi

11 for each haplotype h ∈ Hi that is permissible for v in P do
12 P ′′ ← P ′; label v with h in P ′′ and calculate haplotypes for all vertices
13 if P ′′ is a haplotype sharing plan satisfying its pool constraints then
14 store P ′′ as a solution for P ′ and continue with next P ′

15 skip P
16 else choose a permissible haplotype for one vertex from P ′,

calculate haplotypes for all other vertices, and store the solution P ′′

17 combine all P ′′ to a plan for A and K and return combined plan
18 output “no”

Fig. 2. The fixed-parameter algorithm for cpoolsmh

is permissible for a vertex in a plan if there exists an extending complete plan
with the vertex labeled by this haplotype. Conversely, its assignment directly
determines haplotypes for all other vertices in the component and it remains to
check that these haplotypes satisfy the other pool constraints. For components
without constraints, an assignment of haplotypes is always possible, due to line 7.
Since the inner part of the main loop needs only polynomial time, this gives the
desired fixed-parameter runtime.

5 Constrained Maximum Parsimony
Perfect Phylogeny Haplotyping

We show that cpools,phasempph and, therefore, mpph and cone pool for allmpph,
are fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes
in the solution.

Theorem 5.1. cpools,phasempph is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the
number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.

We prove the theorem by combining the recursive branch-and-reduce technique
from Section 3 with haplotype sharing plans, which control the size of solutions.
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The algorithm first ensures that the input contains no duplicate genotypes. Then
it iterates over at most O(k2n) ≤ O(k2k2

) empty plans. In every iteration it
computes the partition from solve-cpph and solves the matrices independently.
For this, it also decomposes the current plan such that a subplan is made up
by the edges from the genotypes of its corresponding submatrix. To ensure that
different instances are not related through vertices in the plan, the algorithm
labels all vertices that are incident to genotypes from different submatrices with
haplotypes. In the second main part, a recursive branch-and-reduce procedure,
instances are partitioned such that the different parts are neither related through
the matrix nor through the plan. For each part, similar to procedure solve-
cpph-2-site, the algorithm branches into different phases between two columns.
After labeling some vertices in the plan and sanitizing pool constraints, the
algorithm solves completely independent matrices recursively. The iteration over
at most O(k2k2

) plans and the polynomial-time recursion give the desired fixed-
parameter runtime.

6 Conclusion

We studied phylogeny- and parsimony-based haplotype inference in the pres-
ence of pool and phase constraints. Our main result is that cpools,phasepph is
polynomial-time solvable by a new recursive decomposition technique for geno-
types and pools. This solves the question from [12] whether cone pool for allpph is
polynomial-time solvable. Our Java implementation of this algorithm shows that
it works fast in practice. We showed that cpoolsmh is W[2]-hard by proving that
cpools for allmh is W[2]-complete when parametrized by the number of distinct
haplotypes in the solution. Both problems are fixed-parameter tractable when
we also use the comparability of the pools as a parameter. For cpools,phasempph
we presented an algorithm that extends the recursive decomposition of geno-
types and pools by a decomposition of haplotype sharing plans, yielding a fixed-
parameter algorithm for cpools,phasempph with respect to the number of distinct
haplotypes in the solution.

For future work one research direction would be to incorporate more general
constraints, like, for example, ∗-constraints where some entries in the haplotypes
can be chosen freely. We may also try to allow a few additional rare haplotypes
to be used that are not in any pool. A second direction would be to adjust the
ideas to algorithms that work on incomplete data.
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Abstract. The Robinson-Foulds distance, which is the most widely used
metric for comparing phylogenetic trees, has recently been generalized
to phylogenetic networks. Given two networks N1, N2 with n leaves, m
nodes, and e edges, the Robinson-Foulds distance measures the number
of clusters of descendant leaves that are not shared by N1 and N2. The
fastest known algorithm for computing the Robinson-Foulds distance
between those networks runs in O(m(m + e)) time. In this paper, we
improve the time complexity to O(n(m + e)/ log n) for general networks
and O(n m/ log n) for general networks with bounded degree, and to
optimal O(m + e) time for planar phylogenetic networks and bounded-
level phylogenetic networks. We also introduce the natural concept of the
minimum spread of a phylogenetic network and show how the running
time of our new algorithm depends on this parameter. As an example,
we prove that the minimum spread of a level-k phylogenetic network is
at most k + 1, which implies that for two level-k phylogenetic networks,
our algorithm runs in O((k + 1)(m + e)) time.

1 Introduction

The Robinson-Foulds distance, introduced in [17], has been the most widely
used metric over almost three decades for comparing phylogenetic trees. How-
ever, it is now known that the evolutionary history of life cannot be properly
represented as a phylogenetic tree [7], and phylogenetic networks have emerged
as the representation of choice for incorporating reticulate evolutionary events,
like recombination, hybridization, or lateral gene transfer, in an evolutionary
history [16].
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Phylogenetic networks are directed acyclic graphs with tree nodes (those with
at most one parent) corresponding to point mutation events and hybrid nodes
(with more than one parent) corresponding to hybrid speciation events. As in
the case of phylogenetic trees, the leaves are distinctly labeled by a set of ex-
tant species. Additional conditions are usually imposed on these directed acyclic
graphs to narrow down the output space of reconstruction algorithms [13,14] or
to provide a realistic model of recombination [19,20].

Two such additional conditions are especially relevant to the Robinson-Foulds
distance. A phylogenetic network is time consistent when it has a temporal
representation [1], that is, an assignment of discrete time stamps to the nodes
that increases from parents to tree children and remains the same from parents
to hybrid children, meaning that the parents of each hybrid node coexist in
time and thus, the corresponding reticulate evolutionary event can take place.
A phylogenetic network is tree-child when every internal node has at least one
tree child [4], meaning that every non-extant species has some extant descendant
through mutation alone.

The Robinson-Foulds distance between two phylogenetic networks is defined
as the cardinality of the symmetric difference between their two sets of all in-
duced clusters (where the cluster induced by a node v in a phylogenetic network
is the set of all descendant leaves of v in the network) divided by two, and thus
it measures the number of clusters not shared by the networks. It is a metric on
the space of all tree-child time-consistent phylogenetic networks [4, Cor. 1], and
it generalizes the Robinson-Foulds distance between rooted phylogenetic trees.
Clearly, the Robinson-Foulds distance requires computing the cluster represen-
tation of the networks, that is, the set of descendant leaves for each node in
the networks. While there are improved algorithms for computing the cluster
representation of a phylogenetic tree [6,15,21,22], the only known algorithm for
computing the cluster representation of a phylogenetic network [3] is based on
breadth-first searching descendant leaves from each of the nodes in turn, and
takes O(m(m + e)) time using O(n m) space on phylogenetic networks with n
leaves, m nodes, and e edges.

In this paper, we present a faster algorithm for computing the Robinson-
Foulds distance between two input phylogenetic networks. For general phyloge-
netic networks, we first improve the time complexity by following an approach
similar in spirit to the algorithm proposed in [4] for computing the path multiplic-
ity representation of a phylogenetic network; by using a compressed representa-
tion of the characteristic vectors, we obtain a simple algorithm for computing the
Robinson-Foulds distance between phylogenetic networks in O(n(m + e)/ log n)
time using O(n m/ log n) space, assuming a word size of ω = �log n� bits; see [12].
For phylogenetic networks of bounded degree, this becomes O(n m/ log n) time
and space.

In the case of level-k phylogenetic networks [5], we further improve the time
complexity by using a more succinct representation of a cluster of descendant
leaves as an interval of consecutive integers, which allows us to compute the Robin-
son-Foulds distance in O((k+1)(m+e)) time. For this purpose, we introduce what
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we call the minimum spread of a phylogenetic network, and prove that every level-
k network has minimum spread at most k + 1. For special cases of bounded-level
phylogenetic networks such as planar phylogenetic networks, in particular outer-
labeled planar split networks [2,8] and galled-trees [10,11], we show that the min-
imum spread is 1, which means that our algorithm can be implemented to run in
optimal O(m + e) time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some notation and
explains the naive representation of clusters. Section 3 describes more efficient
ways to represent the clusters both for general networks and for planar and
level-k networks, and defines the minimum spread of a phylogenetic network. A
bottom-up algorithm for computing the Robinson-Foulds distance is presented
in Section 4 that takes advantage of the cluster representation. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

Let N = (V, E) be a given phylogenetic network with n leaves, m nodes, and
e edges. For any nodes u, v ∈ V , we say that v is a descendant of u if v is
reachable from u in N . (Here, any node is considered to be a descendant of
itself.) For every v ∈ V , define C[v] as the set of all leaves which are descendants
of v. The set C[v] is called the cluster of v, and the collection {C[v] | v ∈ V } is
called the naive cluster representation of N .

The naive cluster representation of N can be computed in O(m(m + e)) time
and O(n m) space by breadth-first searching descendant leaves from each of
the nodes of N in turn [3]. A significant improvement in time complexity can
be achieved by replacing the m top-down searches by n bottom-up searches,
because m can be arbitrarily large for a phylogenetic network with n leaves and,
even in the particular case of a tree-child time-consistent phylogenetic network,
m � (n + 4)(n− 1)/2, and this bound is tight [3, Prop. 1]. The following lemma
is the basis of such an improvement.

Lemma 1. Let v ∈ V be a node of a phylogenetic network N = (V, E). Then,
C[v] = {v} if v is a leaf, and C[v] = C[v1] ∪ · · · ∪ C[vk] if v is an internal node
with children {v1, . . . , vk}.
Proof. The only (trivial) descendant of a leaf in a phylogenetic network is the leaf
itself. The paths from an internal node to the leaves of a phylogenetic network
are the paths from the children of the internal node to the leaves. ��
Lemma 1 suggests a simple bottom-up algorithm (Algorithm 1) for computing
the naive cluster representation of N in polynomial time. In the following de-
scription, the cluster C[v] of each node v in N is computed during a bottom-up
traversal of N , with the help of an (initially empty) queue Q of nodes. The clus-
ter C[v] of each child v of an internal node u is joined in turn to the (initially
empty) cluster C[u] of the parent node u.
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Algorithm 1. Compute the naive cluster representation C of a phylogenetic network N

procedure naive cluster representation(N,C)
for each node v of N do

if v is a leaf then
C[v] ← {label(v)}
enqueue(Q, v)

else
C[v] ← ∅

while Q is not empty do
v ← dequeue(Q)
mark node v as visited
for each parent u of node v do

C[u] ← C[u] ∪ C[v]
if all children of u are visited then

enqueue(Q, u)

Lemma 2. Let N be a phylogenetic network with n leaves, m nodes, and e edges.
The naive cluster representation of N can be computed in O(n(m+e)) time using
O(n m) space.

Proof. Each node is enqueued and dequeued only once, and each parent of each
dequeued node v is visited only once from v. The union of two subsets of an n
element set, which takes O(n) time, is computed O(m + e) times. ��

3 More Efficient Cluster Representation

3.1 Characteristic Vector Representation

A leaf numbering function is a bijection from the set of leaves in N to the
set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For any leaf numbering function f and node v ∈ V , the char-
acteristic vector for v under f , denoted by Cf [v], is a bit vector of length n
such that for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the ith bit equals 1 if and only if f−1(i) is a
descendant of v in N . Note that Cf [r] = 111 . . .1 for the root r of N , and that
Cf [�] contains exactly one 1 for any leaf � of N .

Example 1. Consider the phylogenetic network in Figure 1. Number the leaves
according to the circular ordering v2, v20, v27, v28, v34, v45, v42, v43, v46, v47, v10,
v22, v23, v36, v37, v33, v12, v18, v25, v26, v14 along the outer face. This corresponds
to a depth-first search of the directed spanning tree obtained by removing one
incoming edge (shown in red in Figure 1) for each node of in-degree 2 in the
network, and it yields the characteristic vectors listed in Table 1. ��
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v1

v2 v3

v4 v5

v6 v7 v8

v9 v10 v11 v12 v13 v14

v15 v16 v17 v18 v19

v20 v21 v22 v23 v24 v25 v26

v27 v28 v29 v30

v31 v32 v33

v34 v35 v36 v37

v38

v39 v40

v41 v42 v43 v44

v45 v46 v47

Fig. 1. An example of a phylogenetic network based on real data, adapted from [23].
This is the smallest level-2 phylogenetic network consistent with 1,330 rooted triplets
of sequences from different isolates of the yeast Cryptococcus gattii.

Obviously, the characteristic vector representation of all clusters in N can be
stored explicitly using a total of m n bits and can be constructed in O(n(m+e))
time by an algorithm analogous to Algorithm 1. Our next goal is to find suitable
leaf numbering functions for different types of phylogenetic networks which lead
to more compact ways of storing the characteristic vectors as well as faster
ways of computing them. We first consider arbitrary leaf numbering functions,
and then study leaf numbering functions for some important special classes of
phylogenetic networks.

3.2 Compressed Characteristic Vector Representation

Fix any arbitrary leaf numbering function f for the given phylogenetic net-
work N . The time complexity of Algorithm 1 can be improved by employing a
characteristic vector of size n to encode each cluster, packing the characteristic
vector of a subset of the n leaves into O(n/ log n) integers (assuming a word
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Table 1. Characteristic vector representation of the clusters for the phylogenetic net-
work in Figure 1

node characteristic vector of the cluster
v2 v20 v27 v28 v34 v45 v42 v43 v46 v47 v10 v22 v23 v36 v37 v33 v12 v18 v25 v26 v14

v21 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v15 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v41 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v39 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v38 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v35 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v31 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v29 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
v30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
v24 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
v17 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
v11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
v4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
v19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
v13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
v8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
v5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
v3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
v1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

size of ω = �log n� bits), and computing the bitwise-OR of vectors instead of
performing the set union operation. See [12] for further details about bit-level
parallelism.

The pseudocode for the improved version of Algorithm 1 is given in Algo-
rithm 2, where x � t denotes the bitwise shift of an integer x to the left by t,
and x | y denotes the bitwise OR of two integers x and y.

The improvement in time complexity of Algorithm 2 comes from bit-level
parallelism of the set union operations.

Lemma 3. Let N be a phylogenetic network with n leaves, m nodes, and e
edges. The cluster representation of N can be computed in O(n(m + e)/ log n)
time using O(n2 + n m/ logn) words.

Proof. There are 2log n = n bit vectors, and the bitwise-OR of all these ω-bit
vectors takes O(n2) time. After this prepreprocessing, each node is enqueued and
dequeued only once, and each parent of each dequeued node v is visited only once
from v. The union of two subsets of an n element set, which takes O(n/ log n)
time as the bitwise-OR of �n/ω� ω-bit vectors, is computed O(m + e) times.

The bitwise-OR of all the ω-bit vectors is stored in O(n2) words, and the
cluster representation is stored as a compact boolean table, with m rows and
n/ logn columns. ��
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Algorithm 2. Compute the compressed cluster representation C of a phylogenetic
network N

procedure compressed cluster representation(N,C)
n ← number of leaves of N
k ← �n/ω�
for x ← 0, . . . , n − 1 do

for y ← 0, . . . , n − 1 do
OR[x, y] ← x | y

for each node v of N do
C1[v], . . . , Ck[v] ← 0
if v is a leaf then

i ← �(f(v) − 1)/ω� + 1
Ci[v] ← 1 	 ω · i − f(v)
enqueue(Q, v)

while Q is not empty do
v ← dequeue(Q)
mark node v as visited
for each parent u of node v do

for i ← 1, . . . , k do
Ci[u] ← OR[Ci[u], Ci[v]]

if all children of u are visited then
enqueue(Q, u)

3.3 Interval List Representation

A maximal consecutive sequence of 1’s in a bit vector is called an interval. For a
given leaf numbering function f and node v ∈ V , let If (v) denote the number of
intervals in Cf [v] and let the spread of f be If = maxv∈V If (v). The minimum
spread of N is the minimum value of If , taken over all possible leaf numbering
functions f .

Below, we first bound the minimum spread of certain types of phylogenetic
networks, and then show more generally how the characteristic vectors of phylo-
genetic networks having small minimum spread can be stored compactly. From
here on, we only consider phylogenetic networks in which each node has either
at most one parent (tree node) or exactly two parents (hybrid node).

A phylogenetic network is planar if the underlying undirected graph is outer-
labeled planar, that is, if it admits a non-crossing layout on the plane with all the
leaves lying on the outer face. Planar phylogenetic networks arise for instance
when representing conflicting phylogenetic signals, leading to the so-called outer-
labeled planar split networks; see [2,9].
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Lemma 4. If N is a planar phylogenetic network then a leaf numbering func-
tion f with If = 1 can be computed in O(m + e) time.

Proof. Fix any planar embedding of N and let f be the leaf numbering function
that assigns the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n to the leaves in consecutive order along the
outer face from the leftmost to the rightmost leaf. We claim that for every v ∈ V ,
Cf [v] has a single interval. Since every leaf has a singleton cluster and the union
of two overlapping or neighboring intervals is a single interval, we need to show
that the children of any internal node have overlapping or neighboring clusters
of descendant leaves.

Let v ∈ V be an internal node with children u, w ∈ V and assume C[u] =
{h, . . . , i} and C[w] = {�, . . . , m} are intervals of descendant leaves with h �
i < j � k < � � m but j, . . . , k /∈ C[v]. Then, any path from the root of
N to any of the leaves j, . . . , k will cross some edge along either a path from
v to i or a path from v to �, contradicting the assumption that N is planar.
Therefore, j, . . . , k ∈ C[v] and the set {h, . . . , i, j, . . . , k, �, . . . , m} of descendant
leaves forms one interval. ��
Next, let U(N) denote the undirected graph obtained by replacing every directed
edge in N by an undirected edge. A biconnected component of an undirected
graph is a connected subgraph that remains connected after removing any node
and all edges incident to it; see [18]. Recall the following definition from [5].

Definition 1. A network N is called level-k phylogenetic network if, for every
biconnected component B in U(N), the subgraph of N induced by the set of nodes
in B contains at most k nodes with indegree 2.

Corollary 1. If N is a level-1 phylogenetic network (that is, a galled-tree [10,11]),
then a leaf numbering function f with If = 1 can be computed in O(m + e) time.

Proof. Since each biconnected component of N forms a cycle and all the cycles
in N are disjoint, the outside of an embedding of a cycle into a plane lies on the
outer-plane. Then, it is obvious that If = 1. ��
Lemma 5. If N is a level-k phylogenetic network then a leaf numbering func-
tion f with If = k + 1 can be computed in O(m + e) time.

Proof. Fix any (directed) spanning tree T of N , and let f be the leaf numbering
function obtained by doing a depth-first search of T starting at the root and
assigning the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n to the leaves in the order that they are first
visited. Clearly, this takes O(m + e) time.

We now prove that f has spread k +1. For any node v in V , define L(T [v]) as
the set of all leaves in the subtree of T rooted at v. The key observation is that
the leaves in L(T [v]) must be visited consecutively by any depth-first search of T ,
and thus form a single interval in Cf [v]. Next, let u be any node in V and let H
be the set of hybrid nodes in N that belong to the same biconnected component
as u and which are descendants of u (in case u is not on any merge path then
H is the empty set). Then, the set of leaves that are descendants of u in N can
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Table 2. Interval list representation of the clusters for the phylogenetic network in
Figure 1

node interval list

v21 (v27, v28)
v15 (v20, v28)
v41 (v45, v45)
v39 (v45, v42)
v44 (v46, v47)
v40 (v43, v47)
v38 (v45, v47)
v35 (v45, v47)
v31 (v34, v47)
v29 (v34, v47)

node interval list

v9 (v20, v47)
v6 (v20, v10)
v16 (v22, v23)
v32 (v36, v37)
v16 (v22, v23)
v32 (v36, v37)
v30 (v36, v33)
v24 (v34, v47), (v36, v33)
v17 (v34, v47), (v36, v33)
v11 (v34, v47), (v22, v33)

node interval list of the cluster

v7 (v34, v47), (v22, v12)
v4 (v20, v12)
v19 (v25, v26)
v13 (v18, v26)
v8 (v18, v14)
v5 (v34, v47), (v36, v33), (v18, v14)
v3 (v20, v14)
v1 (v2, v14)

be written as L(T [u]) ∪ ⋃
h∈H L(T [h]). N is a level-k phylogenetic network, so

|H | � k, which together with the key observation above implies that Cf [u] is the
union of at most k+1 intervals. It follows that If (u) � k+1 for every u ∈ V . ��

Example 2. Consider again the phylogenetic network in Figure 1. The leaf num-
bering in Example 1 yields the interval lists listed in Table 2. The network is
level-2 and its spread corresponds to the 3 disjoint intervals (v34, v47), (v36, v33),
(v18, v14) of node v5. ��
Now, we consider how to store characteristic vectors under leaf numbering func-
tions having small spread. An efficient approach is to store the starting and
ending positions of all intervals in sorted order. We call this representation the
interval list representation of the clusters. We immediately obtain the following
result.

Lemma 6. Given any leaf numbering function f , the total space needed to
store all characteristic vectors under f using the interval list representation is
O(If m log n) bits.

Proof. For each of the m nodes in N , the starting and ending positions of each
of its at most If intervals are stored in �2 log n� bits. ��
Lemma 7. Given any leaf numbering function f , all descendant leaf bit vectors
under f using the interval list representation can be computed in O(If (m + e))
time.

Proof. Use Algorithm 1 but replace the union operation as follows. Let v be an
internal node with children u, w. Assuming that Cf [u] and Cf [w] are known,
Cf [v] can be computed in O(If ) time by a straightforward algorithm which scans
the two sorted position lists for Cf [u] and Cf [w] and merges any intervals which
overlap or are neighbors. ��

4 An Algorithm for Computing the Robinson-Foulds
Distance

We now present an algorithm for computing the Robinson-Foulds distance be-
tween two input phylogenetic networks N1, N2 (Algorithm 3).
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The algorithm first computes the clusters of N1 and N2 using any of the
cluster representations described in the previous sections of this paper. Then,
the cardinality of the symmetric difference of the two cluster representations
is obtained by radix sorting and simultaneous traversal techniques. Finally, the
algorithm outputs the Robinson-Foulds distance between N1 and N2.

Algorithm 3. Compute the Robinson-Foulds distance between two phylogenetic net-
works N1, N2

function robinson foulds distance(N1, N2)
cluster representation(N1, C1); radix sort C1

cluster representation(N2, C2); radix sort C2

m1,m2 ← number of nodes of N1, N2

i1 ← 1
i2 ← 1
c ← 0
while i1 � m1 and i2 � m2 do

if C1[i1] < C2[i2] then
i1 ← i1 + 1

else if C1[i1] > C2[i2] then
i2 ← i2 + 1

else
i1 ← i1 + 1
i2 ← i2 + 1
c ← c + 1

return m1 + m2 − 2 · c

Theorem 1. Let N1, N2 be two phylogenetic networks with n leaves, m nodes,
and e edges. The Robinson-Foulds distance between N1, N2 can be computed in:

– O(n(m + e)/ log n) time and O(n2 + n m/ logn) words for general networks,
– O(n m/ log n) time and O(n2 + n m/ logn) words for general networks with

bounded degree,
– O(m + e) time and O(m log n) bits for planar phylogenetic networks,
– O((k+1)(m+e)) time and O(k m log n) bits for level-k phylogenetic networks.

Proof. Implement Algorithm 3 by applying Lemmas 3–7 to obtain the respective
cluster representations. The radix sort step and remaining operations can be
performed in O(m x) time, where x denotes the amount of space needed to
represent one cluster. ��
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5 Conclusion

We have presented a new and simple algorithm for computing the Robinson-
Foulds distance between two phylogenetic networks. While the fastest known
algorithm for computing the Robinson-Foulds distance between two phylogenetic
networks with n leaves, m nodes, and e edges runs in O(m(m+e)) time, the new
algorithm takes advantage of bit-level parallelism and runs in O(n(m+e)/ log n)
time on general networks, assuming a word size of ω = �log n� bits. In the case of
level-k phylogenetic networks, we take advantage of the succinct representation
of clusters as intervals of consecutive integers, and the new algorithm runs in
O((k + 1)(m + e)) time.

We have also introduced a new parameter, the minimum spread of a phylo-
genetic network, and proved that every level-k network has minimum spread at
most k + 1. For the particular case of bounded-level phylogenetic networks such
as planar phylogenetic networks, which include outer-labeled planar split net-
works and galled-trees, we have shown that the minimum spread is 1, meaning
that the new algorithm can be implemented to run in optimal O(m + e) time.
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Abstract. We address in this paper a new computational biology prob-
lem that aims at understanding a mechanism that could potentially be
used to genetically manipulate natural insect populations infected by in-
herited, intra-cellular parasitic bacteria. In this problem, that we denote
by Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference, we are given a boolean matrix
and the goal is to find two other boolean matrices with a minimum num-
ber of columns such that an appropriately defined operation on these
matrices gives back the input. We show that this is formally equiva-
lent to the Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover problem and derive some
complexity results for our problem using this equivalence. We provide a
new, fixed-parameter tractability approach for solving both that slightly
improves upon a previously published algorithm for the Bipartite Bi-
clique Edge Cover. Finally, we present experimental results where we
applied some of our techniques to a real-life data set.

Keywords: Computational biology, biclique edge covering, bipartite
graph, boolean matrix, NP-completeness, graph theory, fixed-parameter
tractability, kernelization.

1 Introduction

Wolbachia is a genus of inherited, intra-cellular bacteria that infect many arthro-
pod species, including a significant proportion of insects. The bacterium was first
identified in 1924 by M. Hertig and S. B. Wolbach in Culex pipiens, a species of
mosquito. Wolbachia spreads by altering the reproductive capabilities of its hosts
[6]. One of these alterations consists in inducing so-called cytoplasmic incompat-
ibility [7]. This phenomenon, in its simplest expression, results in the death of
embryos produced in crosses between males carrying the infection and uninfected
females. A more complex pattern is the death of embryos seen in crosses between
males and females carrying different Wolbachia strains. The study of Wolbachia
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and cytoplasmic incompatibility is of interest due to the high incidence of such
infections, amongst others in human disease vectors such as mosquitoes, where
cytoplasmic incompatibility could potentially be used as a driver mechanism for
the genetic manipulation of natural populations.

The molecular mechanisms underlying cytoplasmic incompatibility are cur-
rently unknown, but the observations are consistent with a “toxin / antitoxin”
model [16]. According to this model, the bacteria present in males modify the
sperm (the so-called modification, or mod factor) by depositing a “toxin” during
its maturation. Bacteria present in females, on the other hand, deposit an anti-
toxin (rescue, or resc factor) in the eggs, so that offsprings of infected females can
develop normally. The simple compatibility patterns seen in several insect hosts
species [1,2,3] has led to the general view that cytoplasmic incompatibility relies
on a single pair of mod / resc genes. However, more complex patterns, such as
those seen in Figure 1 of the mosquito Culex pipiens [5], suggest that this conclu-
sion cannot be generalized. The aim of this paper is to provide a first model and
algorithm to determine the minimum number of mod and resc genes required to
explain a compatibility dataset for a given insect host. Such an algorithm will
have an important impact on the understanding of the genetic architecture of
cytoplasmic incompatibility. Beyond Wolbachia, the method proposed here can
be applied to any parasitic bacteria inducing cytoplasmic incompatibility.

Fig. 1. The Culex pipiens dataset. Rows represent females and columns males.

Let us now propose a formal description of this problem. Let the compatibility
matrix C be an n-by-n matrix describing the observed cytoplasmic compatibility
relationships among n strains, with females in rows and males in columns. For the
Culex pipiens dataset, the content of the C matrix is directly given by Figure 1.
For each entry Ci,j of this matrix, a value of 1 indicates that the cross between
the i’th female and j’th male is incompatible, while a value of 0 indicates it
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is compatible. No intermediate levels of incompatibility are observed in Culex
pipiens, so that such a discrete code (0 or 1) is sufficient to describe the data.
Let the mod matrix M be an n-by-k matrix, with n strains and k mod genes.
For each Mi,j entry, a 0 indicates that strain i does not carry gene j, and a 1
indicates that it does carry this gene. Similarly, the rescue matrix R is an n-by-k
matrix, with n strains and k resc genes, where each Ri,j entry indicates whether
strain i carries gene j. A cross between female i and male j is compatible only
if strain i carries at least all the rescue genes matching the mod genes present
in strain j. Using this rule, one can assess whether an (M, R) pair is a solution
to the C matrix, that is, to the observed data.

We can easily find non-parsimonious solutions to this problem, that is, large
M and R matrices that are solutions to C, as will be proven in the next sec-
tion. However, solutions may also exist with fewer mod and resc genes. We are
interested in the minimum number of genes for which solutions to C exist, and
the set of solutions for this minimum number. This problem can be summarized
as follows: Let C (compatibility) be a boolean n-by-n matrix. A pair of n-by-k
boolean matrices M (mod) and R (resc) is called a solution to C if, for any
row j in R and row i in M , Ci,j = 0 if and only if Rj,� ≥ Mi,� holds for all �,
1 ≤ � ≤ k. This appropriately models the fact stated above that, for any cross
to be compatible, the female must carry at least all the rescue genes matching
the mod genes present in the male. For a given matrix C, we are interested in
the minimum value of k for which solutions to C exist, and the set of solutions
for this minimum k. We refer to this problem as the Mod/Resc Parsimony
Inference problem (see also Section 2). Since in some cases, data (on females
or males) may be missing, the compatibility matrix C has dimension n-by-m
for n not necessarily equal to m. We will consider this more general situation in
what follows.

In this paper, we present the Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem
and prove it is equivalent to a well-studied graph-theoretical problem known
in the literature by the name of Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover. In this
problem, we are given a bipartite graph, and we want to cover its edges with
a minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs (bicliques). This problem
is known to be NP-complete, and thus Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference
turns out to be NP-complete as well. In Section 4, we investigate a previous
fixed-parameter tractability approach [8] for solving the Bipartite Biclique
Edge Cover problem and improve its algorithm. In addition, we show a re-
duction between this problem and the Clique Edge Cover problem. Finally,
in Section 5, we present experimental results where we applied some of these
techniques to the Culex pipiens data set presented in Figure 1. This provided a
surprising finding from a biological point of view.

2 Problem Definition and Notation

In this section, we briefly review some notation and terminology that will be
used throughout the paper. We also give a precise mathematical definition of
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the Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem we study. For this, we first
need to define a basic operation between two boolean vectors:

Definition 1. The ⊗ vectors multiplication is an operation between two boolean
vectors U, V ∈ {0, 1}k such that :

U ⊗ V :=
{

1 : U [i] > V [i] for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
0 : otherwise

In other words, the result of the ⊗ multiplication is 0 if, for all corresponding
locations, the value in the second vector is not less than in the first.

The reader should note that this operation is not symmetric. For example, if
U := (0, 1, 1, 0) and V := (1, 1, 1, 0), then U ⊗ V = 0, while V ⊗U = 1. We next
generalize the ⊗ multiplication to boolean matrices. This follows easily from the
observation that the boolean vectors U, V ∈ {0, 1}k may be seen as matrices
of dimension 1-by-k. We thus use the same symbol ⊗ to denote the operation
applied to matrices.

Definition 2. The ⊗ row-by-row matrix multiplication is a function {0, 1}n×k×
{0, 1}m×k → {0, 1}n×m such that C = M ⊗ R iff Ci,j = Mi ⊗ Rj for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . .m}. (Here Mi and Rj respectively denote the i’th and
j’th row of M and R.)

Definition 3. In the Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem, the input
is a boolean matrix C ∈ {0, 1}n×m, and the goal is to find two boolean matrices
M ∈ {0, 1}n×k and R ∈ {0, 1}m×k such that C = M ⊗ R and with k minimal.

We first need to prove there is always a correct solution to the Mod/Resc
Inference Problem. Here we show that there is always a solution for as many
mod and resc genes as the minimum between the number of male and female
strains in the dataset.

Lemma 1. The Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem always has a
solution.

Proof. A satisfying output for the Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem
always exists for any possible C of size n-by-m. For instance, let M be of size
n-by-n and equal to the identity matrix, and let R be of size m-by-n and such
that R = C

T
. This solution is correct since the only 1-value in an arbitrary row

ri of the matrix M is at location Mii. Thus, the only situation where Cij = 1 is
when Rji = 0, which is the case by construction. ��
We will be using some standard graph-theoretic terminology and notation. We
use G, G′, and so forth to denote graphs in general, where V (G) denotes the
vertex set of a graph G, and E(G) its edge-set. By a subgraph of G, we mean
a graph G′ with V (G′) ⊆ V (G) and E(G′) ⊆ E(G). For a bipartite graph G,
i.e. a graph whose vertex-set can be partitioned into two classes with no edges
occurring between vertices of the same class, we use V1(G) and V2(G) to denote
the two vertex classes of G. A complete bipartite graph (biclique) is a bipartite
graph G with E(G) := {{u, v} : u ∈ V1(G), v ∈ V2(G)}. We will sometimes use
B, B1, and so forth to denote bicliques.
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3 Equivalence to Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover

In this section, we show that the Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem
is equivalent to a classical and well-studied graph theoretical problem known in
the literature as the Bipartite Graph Biclique Edge Cover problem. Using
this equivalence, we first derive the complexity status of Mod/Resc Parsimony
Inference, and later devise FPT algorithms for this problem. We begin with
a formal definition of the Bipartite Graph Biclique Edge Cover problem.

Definition 4. In the Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover Problem problem,
the input is a bipartite graph G, and the goal is to find the minimum number of
biclique subgraphs B1, . . . , Bk of G such that E(G) :=

⋃
� E(B�).

Given a bipartite graph G with V1(G) := {u1, . . . , un} and V2(G) := {u1, . . . ,
um}, the bi-adjacency matrix of G is a boolean matrix A(G) ∈ {0, 1}n×m defined
by A(G)i,j := 1 ⇐⇒ {ui, vj} ∈ E(G). In this way, every boolean matrix C
corresponds to a bipartite graph, and vice versa.

Theorem 1. Let C be a boolean matrix of size n × m. Then there are two
matrices M ∈ {0, 1}n×k and R ∈ {0, 1}m×k with C = M ⊗ R iff the bipartite
graph G with A(G) := C has a biclique edge cover with k bicliques.

Proof. (⇐=) Let G be the bipartite graph with the bi-adjacency matrix C, and
suppose G has biclique edge cover B1, B2, . . . , Bk. We construct two boolean ma-
trices M and R as follows. Let V1(G) := {u1, . . . , un} and V2(G) := {v1, . . . , vm}.
We define:

1. Mi,� = 1 ⇐⇒ ui ∈ V1(B�).
2. Rj,� = 0 ⇐⇒ vj ∈ V2(B�).

An illustration of this construction is given in Figure 2.
We argue that C = M ⊗ R. Consider an arbitrary location Ci,j = 1. By

definition we have {ui, vj} ∈ E(G). Since the bicliques B1, . . . , Bk cover all
edges of G, we know that there is some �, � ∈ {1, . . . , k}, with ui ∈ V1(B�)
and vj ∈ V2(B�). By construction we know that Mi,� = 1 and Rj,� = 0, and
so Mi ⊗ Rj = 1, which means that the entry at row i and column j in M ⊗ C
is equal to 1. On the other hand, if Cij = 0, then {ui, vj} /∈ E(G), and thus
there is no biclique B� with ui ∈ V1(B�) and vj ∈ V2(B�). As a result, for all
� ∈ {1, . . . , k}, if Mi,� = 1 then Ri,� = 1 as well, which means that the result of
the ⊗ multiplication between the i’th row in M and the j’th row in R will be
equal to 0.

(=⇒) Assume there are two matrices M ∈ {0, 1}n×k and R ∈ {0, 1}m×k with
C = M ⊗ R. Construct k subgraphs B1, . . . , Bk of G, where the �’th subgraph
is defined as follows:

1. ui ∈ V1(B�) ⇐⇒ Mi,� = 1.
2. vj ∈ V2(B�) ⇐⇒ Rj,� = 0.
3. {ui, vj} ∈ E(B�) ⇐⇒ {ui, vj} ∈ E(G).
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Fig. 2. Reduction illustrated

We first argue that each of the subgraphs B1, . . . , Bk is a biclique. Consider
an arbitrary subgraph B�, and an arbitrary pair of vertices ui ∈ V1(B�) and
vj ∈ V2(B�). By construction, it follows that Mi,� = 1 and Ri,� = 0. As a
result, it must be that Ci,j = 1, which means that {ui, vj} ∈ E(G). Next, we
argue that

⋃
� E(B�) = E(G). Consider an arbitrary edge {ui, vj} ∈ E(G). Since

C = A(G), we have Ci,j = 1. Furthermore, since M⊗R = C, there must be some
� ∈ {1, . . . , k} with Mi,� > Rj,�. However, this is exactly the condition for having
ui and vj in the biclique subgraph B�. It follows that indeed

⋃
� E(B�) = E(G),

and thus the theorem is proved. ��

Due to the equivalence between Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference and Bipar-
tite Biclique Edge Cover, we can infer from known complexity results re-
garding Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover the complexity of our problem. First,
since Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover is well-known to be NP-complete [15],
it follows that Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference is NP-complete as well. Fur-
thermore, Gruber and Holzer [11] recently showed that the Bipartite Biclique
Edge Cover problem cannot be approximated within a factor of n1/3−ε unless
P = NP where n is the total number of vertices. Since the reduction given in
Theorem 1 is clearly an approximate preserving reduction, we can deduce the
following:

Theorem 2. Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference is NP-complete, and fur-
thermore, for all ε > 0, the problem cannot be approximated within a factor of
(n + m)1/3−ε unless P = NP.
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4 Fixed-Parameter Tractability

In this section, we explore a parameterized complexity approach [4,9,14] for the
Mod/Resc Parsimony Inference problem. Due to the equivalence shown in
the previous section, we focus for convenience reasons on Bipartite Biclique
Edge Cover. In parameterized complexity, problem instances are appended
with an additional parameter, usually denoted by k, and the goal is to find an
algorithm for the given problem which runs in time f(k) · nO(1), where f is an
arbitrary computable function. In our context, our goal is to determine whether
a given input bipartite graph G with n vertices has a biclique edge cover of size
k in time f(k) · nO(1).

4.1 The Kernelization

Fleischner et al. [8] studied the Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover problem
in the context of parameterized complexity. The main result in their paper is
to provide a kernel for the problem based on the techniques given by Gramm
et al. [10] for the similar Clique Edge Cover problem. Kernelization is a
central technique in parameterized complexity which is best described as a
polynomial-time transformation that converts instances of arbitrary size to in-
stances of a size bounded by the problem parameter (usually of the same prob-
lem), while mapping “yes”-instances to “yes”-instances, and “no”-instances to
“no”-instances. More precisely, a kernelization algorithm A for a parameterized
problem (language) Π is a polynomial-time algorithm such that there exists
some computable function f that, given an instance (I, k) of Π , A produces an
instance (I ′, k′) of Π with:

– |I ′| + k′ ≤ f(k), and
– (I, k) ∈ Π ⇐⇒ (I ′, k′) ∈ Π .

We refer the reader to e.g. [12,14] for more information on kernelization.
A typical kernelization algorithm works with reduction rules, which transform

a given instance to a slightly smaller equivalent instance in polynomial time. The
typical argument used when working with reduction rules is that once none of
these can be applied, the resultant instance has size bounded by a function of
the parameter. For the Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover, two kernelization
rules have been applied by Fleischner et al. [8]:

RULE 1: If G has a vertex with no neighbors, remove this vertex without changing
the parameter.

RULE 2: If G has two vertices with identical neighbors, remove one of these
vertices without changing the parameter.

Lemma 2 ([8]). Applying rules 1 and 2 above exhaustively gives a kernelization
algorithm for Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover that runs in O(max(n, m)3)
time, and transforms an instance (G, k) to an equivalent instance (G′, k) with
|V (G′)| ≤ 2k and |E(G′)| ≤ 22k.
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We add two additional rules, which will be necessary for further interesting
properties.

RULE 3: If there is a vertex v with exactly one neighbor u in G, then remove
both v and u, and decrease the parameter by one.

Lemma 3. Rule 3 is correct.

Proof. Assume a biclique cover of size k of the graph, and assume that vertex
v is a member of some of the bicliques in this cover. By definition, at least one
of the bicliques covers the edge {u, v}. Since this is the only edge adjacent to
v, the bicliques that cover {u, v} include only vertex u among the vertices in
its bipartite vertex class. Thus, a biclique that covers {u, v} can be extended to
cover all other edges of u while keeping the property of being a biclique. ��

RULE 4: Assume Rule 3 does not apply. If there is a vertex v in G which is
adjacent to all vertices in the opposite bipartition class of G, then remove v
without decreasing the parameter.

Lemma 4. Rule 4 is correct.

Proof. After applying Rule 3 above, each remaining vertex in the graph has at
least two neighbors. Assume a biclique cover of size k of all the edges except
those adjacent to vertex v. Assume w.l.o.g. that v ∈ V1(G). Since each vertex
u ∈ V2(G) has degree at least 2, it is adjacent to an edge which is covered by
the biclique cover. It therefore belongs to some biclique in this cover. For each
biclique in the cover, add now vertex v to its set of vertices. Since v is adjacent
to all the vertices of V2(G), each changed component is a correct biclique and
the new solution covers all the edges, including those of vertex v, and is of same
size. ��

Let us now consider the time complexity for checking the new rules introduced.
Let us assume we have a counter for each vertex, which has the size of its set
of neighbors. Once a vertex has been found to which the rule should be applied,
applying each rule takes O(max(n, m)) time, including updating the counters of
the neighbors of the deleted vertex. Linearly running through the vertices and
checking each rule condition also requires O(max(n, m)) time using the counters.
Since one can apply the reduction rules at most O(max(n, m)) times, the total
time required for the extended kernelization remains O(max(n, m)3). We observe
that although the new rules do not change the kernelization size, which remains
2k vertices in a solution of size k, they can be useful in the following section.

4.2 Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover and Clique Edge Cover

In this section, we show the connection between the Bipartite Biclique Edge
Cover and the Clique Edge Cover problems. We show that in the context of
fixed-parameter tractability, we can easily translate our problem to the classical
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clique covering problem and then use it for a solution to our problem. For in-
stance, it gives another way for the kernelization of the problem and can provide
interesting heuristics, mentioned in [10].

Given a kernelized bipartite graph G′ as an instance to the Bipartite Bi-
clique Edge Cover problem, we transform G′ into a (non-bipartite) graph
G′′ defined by V (G′′) := V (G′) ∪ {v′} ∪ {u′} and E(G′′) := E(G′) ∪ {{u, v} :
u, v ∈ V1(G′)∪{v′} and u, v ∈ V2(G′)∪{u′}} where v′ and u′ are two new nodes
not in V (G′).

Theorem 3. The edges of G′ can be covered with k cliques iff the edges of G′′

can be covered with k + 2 cliques.

Proof. Suppose B1, . . . , Bk is a biclique edge cover of G′. Then each V (Bi),
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, induces a clique in G′′. Furthermore, the only remaining edges
which are not covered in G′′ are the ones between vertices in V1(G′) ∪ {v′} and
vertices in V2(G′) ∪ {u′}, which can be covered by the two cliques induced by
these vertex sets in G′′. Altogether this gives us k+2 cliques that cover all edges
in G′′. Conversely, take a clique edge cover K1, . . . , Kc of G′′. By construction, v′

cannot share a same clique with any node in V2(G′)∪{u′} and likewise u′ cannot
share a same clique with any node in V1(G′)∪{v′}. It follows that there must be
at least two cliques in {K1, . . . , Kc}, say K1 and K2, with V (K1) ⊆ V1(G′)∪{v′}
and V (K2) ⊆ V2(G′)∪{u′}. Thus, there is a subset of the cliques in {K3, . . . , Kc}
which have vertices in both partition classes of G′, and which cover all the edges
in G′. Taking the corresponding bicliques in G′, and adding duplicated bicliques
if necessary, gives us k bicliques that cover all edges in G′. ��

4.3 Algorithms

After the kernelization algorithm is applied, the next step is usually to solve the
problem using brute-force. This is what is done in [8]. However, the time com-
plexity given there is inaccurate, and the parametric-dependent time bound of
their algorithm is O(k4k

23k) = O(222k lg k+3k) instead of the O(22k2+3k) bound
stated in their paper. Furthermore, the algorithm they describe is initially given
for the related Bipartite Biclique Edge Partition problem (where each
edge is allowed to appear exactly once in a biclique), and the adaptation of such
algorithm to the Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover problem is left vague and
imprecise. Here, we suggest two possible brute-force procedures for the Bipar-
tite Biclique Edge Cover problem, each of which outperforms the algorithm
of [8] in the worst-case. We assume throughout that we are working with a ker-
nelized instance obtained by applying the algorithm described in Section 4.1,
i.e. a pair (G′, k) where G′ is a bipartite graph with at most 2k vertices (and
consequently at most 4k edges).

The first brute-force algorithm: For each k′ ≤ k, try all possible partitions of the
edge-set E(G′) of G′ into k′ subsets. For each such partition Π = {E1, . . . , Ek′},
check whether each of the subgraphs G′[E1], . . . , G′[Ek′ ] is a biclique, where
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G′[Ei] is the subgraph of G induced by Ei. If yes, report G′[E1], . . . , G′[Ek′ ] as a
solution. If some G′[Ei] is not a biclique, check whether edges in E(G′) \ E(G′

i)
can be added to E[G′

i] in order to make the graph a biclique. Continue with the
next partition if some graph in G′[E1], . . . , G′[Ek′ ] cannot be appended in this
way in order to get a biclique, and otherwise report the solution found. Finally,
if the above procedure fails for all partitions of E(G′) into k′ ≤ k subsets, report
that G′ does not have a biclique edge cover of size k.

Lemma 5. The above algorithm correctly determines whether G′ has a bipartite

biclique edge cover of size k in time 222k lg k+2k+lg k

k! .

Proof. Correctness of the above algorithm is immediate in case a solution is
found. To see that the algorithm is also correct when it reports that no solution
can be found, observe that for any biclique edge cover B1, . . . , Bk of G, the
set {E1, . . . , Ek} with Ei := E(G′

i) \
⋃

j<i E(G′
j) defines a partition of E(G′)

(with some of the Ei’s possibly empty), and given this partition, the algorithm
above would find the biclique edge cover of G′. Correctness of the algorithm thus
follows.

Regarding the time complexity, the time needed for appending edges to each
subgraph is at most O(|(V (G′))2|) = O(22k), and thus a total of O(22kk) =
O(22k+lg k) time is required for the entire partition. The number of possible
partitions of E(G′) into k disjoint set is the Stirling number of the second kind

S(22k, k), which has been shown in [13] to be asymptotically equal to O(k4k

k! =
222k lg k

k! ). Thus, the total complexity of the algorithm is O(222k lg k+2k+lg k

k! ). ��
The second brute-force algorithm: We generate the set K(G′) of all possible
inclusion-wise maximal bicliques in G′, and try all possible k-subsets of K(G′)
to see whether one covers all edges in G′. Correctness of the algorithm is imme-
diate since one can always restrict oneself to using only inclusion-wise maximal
bicliques in a biclique edge cover. To generate all maximal bicliques, we first
transform G′ into the graph G′′ given in Theorem 3. Thus, every inclusion-wise
maximal biclique in G′ is an inclusion-wise maximal clique in G′′. We then use
the algorithm of [18] on the complement graph G′′ of G′′, i.e. the graph defined
by V (G′′) := V (G′′) and E(G′′) := {{u, v} : u, v ∈ V (G′′), u = v, and {u, v} /∈
E(G′′)}.
Theorem 4. The Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover problem can be solved
in O(f(k) + max(n, m)3) time, where f(k) := 2k2k−1+3k.

Proof. Given a bipartite graph G as an instance to Bipartite Biclique Edge
Cover, we first apply the kernelization algorithm to obtain an equivalent
graph G′ with 2k vertices, and then apply the brute-force algorithm described
above to determine whether G′ has a biclique edge cover of size k. Correct-
ness of this algorithm follows directly from Section 4.1 and the correctness
of the brute-force procedure. To analyze the time complexity of this algo-
rithm, we first note that Prisner showed that any bipartite graph on n ver-
tices has at most 2n/2 inclusion-wise maximal bicliques [18]. This implies that
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|K(G′)| ≤ 22k−1
. The algorithm of [17] runs in O(|V (G′)||E(G′)||K(G′)|) time,

which is O(2k22k22k−1
) = O(22k−1+3k). Finally, the total number of k-subsets

of K(G′) is O(2k2k−1
), and checking whether each of these subsets covers the

edges of G′ requires O(|V (G′)||E(G′)|) = O(23k) time. Thus, the total time
complexity of the entire algorithm is O(22k−1+3k + 2k2k−1+3k + max(n, m)3) =
O(2k2k−1+3k + max(n, m)3). ��
It is worthwhile mentioning that some particular bipartite graphs have a number
of inclusion-wise maximal bicliques which is polynomial in the number of their
vertices. For these types of bipartite graphs, we could improve on the worst-
case analysis given in the theorem above. For instance, a bipartite chordal graph
G has at most |E(G)| inclusion-wise maximal bicliques [18]. A bipartite graph
with n + m vertices and no induced cocktail-party graph of order � has at most
max(n, m)2(�−1) inclusion-wise maximal bicliques [17]. The cocktail party graph
of order � is the graph with nodes consisting of two rows of paired nodes in
which all nodes but the paired ones are connected with a graph edge (for a
full definition, see [17]). Observing that the algorithm in Section 4.1 preserves
chordality and does not introduce any new cocktail-party induced subgraphs, we
obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 1. The Bipartite Biclique Edge Cover problem can be solved
in O(22k2+3k+max(n, m)3) time when restricted to chordal bipartite graphs, and
in O(22k2(�−1)+3k + max(n, m)3) time when restricted to bipartite graphs with
no induced cocktail-party graphs of order �.

5 Experimental Results

We performed experiments of the parameterized algorithms on the Culex pip-
iens dataset, given in Figure 1. We implemented the algorithms in the C++
programming language, with source code of approximately 2500 lines.

The main difficulty in practice is to find the minimal size k. Different ap-
proaches could be used. One would proceed by first checking if there is no solu-
tion of small sizes since this is easy to check using the FPT approach, and then
increasing the size until reaching a smallest size k for which one solution exists.
Another would proceed by using different fast and efficient heuristics to discover
a solution of a given size k′ that in general will be greater than the optimal size k
sought. Then applying dichotomy (the optimal solution is between 1 and k′−1),
the minimal size could be found using the FPT approach for the middle value
between 1 and k′ − 1, and so on. The source code and the results can be viewed
on the webpage http://lbbe.univ-lyon1.fr/-Nor-Igor-.html.

The result obtained on the Culex pipiens dataset indicates that 8 pairs of
mod/resc genes are required to explain the dataset. This appears to be in sharp
contrast to simpler patterns seen in other host species [2,3,1] that had led to the
general belief that cytoplasmic incompatibility can be explained with a single
pair of mod / resc genes. In biological terms, this result means that contrary to
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earlier beliefs, the number of genetic determinants of cytoplasmic incompatibility
present in a single Wolbachia strain can be large, consistent with the view that it
might involve repeated genetic elements such as transposable elements or phages.
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Abstract. Parsimony haplotyping is the problem of finding a smallest size set of
haplotypes that can explain a given set of genotypes. The problem is NP-hard, and
many heuristic and approximation algorithms as well as polynomial-time solv-
able special cases have been discovered. We propose improved fixed-parameter
tractability results with respect to the parameter “size of the target haplotype
set” k by presenting an O∗(k4k)-time algorithm. This also applies to the practi-
cally important constrained case, where we can only use haplotypes from a given
set. Furthermore, we show that the problem becomes polynomial-time solvable if
the given set of genotypes is complete, i.e., contains all possible genotypes that
can be explained by the set of haplotypes.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, haplotype inference has become one of the central problems in
algorithmic bioinformatics [10,2]. Its applications include drug design, pharmacogenet-
ics, mapping of disease genes, and inference of population histories. One of the major
approaches to haplotype inference is parsimony haplotyping: Given a set of genotypes,
the task is to find a minimum-cardinality set of haplotypes that explains the input set of
genotypes. The task to select as few haplotypes as possible (parsimony criterion) is mo-
tivated by the observation that in natural populations the number of haplotypes is much
smaller than the number of genotypes [2]. Referring for the background in molecular
biology to the rich literature (see, e.g., the surveys by Catanzaro and Labbé [2] and
Gusfield and Orzack [10]), we focus on the underlying combinatorial problem. In an
abstract way, a genotype can be seen as a length-m string over the alphabet {0, 1, 2},
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while a haplotype can be seen as a length-m string over the alphabet {0, 1}. A set H of
haplotypes explains, or resolves, a set G of genotypes if for every g ∈ G there is either
an h ∈ H with g = h (trivial case), or there are two haplotypes h1 and h2 in H such
that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m},

− if g has letter 0 or 1 at position i, then both h1 and h2 have this letter
at position i, and

− if g has letter 2 at position i, then one of h1 or h2 has letter 0 at position i
while the other one has letter 1.

For example, H = {00100, 01110, 10110} resolves G = {02120, 20120, 22110}. Par-
simony haplotyping is NP-hard, and numerous algorithmic approaches based on heuris-
tics and integer linear programming methods are applied in practice [2]. There is also
a growing list of combinatorial approaches (with provable performance guarantees) in-
cluding the identification of polynomial-time solvable special cases, approximation al-
gorithms, and fixed-parameter algorithms [5,13,14,16,11].

In this work, we contribute new combinatorial algorithms for parsimony haplotyp-
ing, based on new insights into the combinatorial structure of a haplotype solution.
Lancia and Rizzi [14] showed that parsimony haplotyping can be solved in polyno-
mial time if every genotype string contains at most two letters 2, while the problem
becomes NP-hard if genotypes may contain three letters 2 [13]. Sharan et al. [16]
proved that parsimony haplotyping is APX-hard in even very restricted cases and iden-
tified instances with a specific structure that allow for polynomial-time exact solutions
or constant-factor approximations. Moreover, they showed that the problem is fixed-
parameter tractable with respect to the parameter k =“number of haplotypes in the
solution set”. The corresponding exact algorithm has running time O(kk2+km). These
results were further extended by van Iersel et al. [11] to cases where the genotype ma-
trix (the rows are the genotypes and the columns are the m positions in the genotype
strings) has restrictions on the number of 2’s in the rows and/or columns. They identi-
fied various special cases of haplotyping with polynomial-time exact or approximation
algorithms with approximation factors depending on the numbers of 2’s per column
and/or row, leaving open the complexity of the case with at most two 2’s per column
(and an unbounded number of 2’s per row). Further results in this direction have been
recently provided by Cicalese and Milanic̆ [3]. Finally, Fellows et al. [5] introduced
the constrained parsimony haplotyping problem where the set of haplotypes may not
be chosen arbitrarily from {0, 1}m but only from a pool H̃ of plausible haplotypes.
Using an intricate dynamic programming algorithm, they extended the fixed-parameter
tractability result of Sharan et al. [16] to the constrained case, proving a running time
of kO(k2) · poly(m, |H̃ |). Jäger et al. [12] recently presented an experimental study of
algorithms for computing all possible haplotype solutions for a given set of genotypes,
where the integer linear programming and branch-and-bound algorithms were sped up
using some insights into the combinatorial structure of the haplotype solution, as for
example eliminating equal columns from the genotype matrix and recursively decom-
posing a large problem into smaller ones.

Our contributions are as follows. We simplify and improve the fixed-parameter
tractability results of Sharan et al. [16] and Fellows et al. [5] by proposing
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fixed-parameter algorithms for the constrained and unconstrained versions of parsi-
mony haplotyping that run in k4k ·poly(m, |H̃ |) time, which is a significant exponential
speed-up over previous algorithms. Moreover, we develop polynomial-time data reduc-
tion rules that yield a problem kernel of size at most 2kk2 for the unconstrained case. A
combinatorially demanding part is to show that the problems become polynomial-time
solvable if we require that the given set of genotypes is complete in the sense that it
contains all genotypes that can be resolved by some pair of haplotypes in the solution
set H . We call this special case induced parsimony haplotyping, and we distinguish
between the case that the genotypes are given as a multiset (note that different pairs of
haplotypes may resolve the same genotype), or just as a set without multiplicities. We
show that, while there may be an exponential number of optimal solutions in the general
case, there can be at most two optimal solutions in the induced case. For both induced
cases, unconstrained and constrained, we propose algorithms running in O(k · m · |G|)
and O(k ·m · (|G|+ |H̃|)) time, respectively. Note that these polynomial-time solvable
cases stand in sharp contrast to previous polynomial-time solvable cases [3,14,16,11],
all of which require a bound on the number of 2’s in the genotype matrix.

2 Preliminaries and Definitions

Throughout this paper, we consider genotypes as strings of length m over the alpha-
bet {0, 1, 2}, while haplotypes are considered as strings of length m over the alpha-
bet {0, 1}. If s is a string, then s[i] denotes the letter of s at position i. This applies to
both haplotypes and genotypes. Two haplotypes h1 and h2 resolve a genotype g, de-
noted by res (h1, h2) = g, if, for all positions i, either h1[i] = h2[i] = g[i], or g[i] = 2
and h1[i] �= h2[i].

For a given set H of haplotypes, let res (H) := {res (h1, h2) | h1, h2 ∈ H} de-
note the set of genotypes resolved by H and mres (H) the multiset of genotypes re-
solved by H (the multiplicity of a genotype g in mres (H) corresponds to the number
of pairs of haplotypes in H resolving g). We also write res (h, H) (mres (h, H)) for
the (multi)set of genotypes resolved by h with all haplotypes in H . We say a set H
of haplotypes resolves a given set G of genotypes if G ⊆ res (H), and H induces G
if res (H) = G. If G is a multiset, we similarly require G ⊆ mres (H) and mres (H) =
G, respectively. A haplotype h is consistent with a genotype g if h[i] = g[i] for all po-
sitions i with g[i] �= 2.

We refer to the monographs [4,6,15] for any details concerning parameterized algo-
rithmics and the survey [9] for an overview on problem kernelization.

We consider the following haplotype inference problems parameterized with the size
of the haplotype set H to be computed:

HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY (HIP):

Input: A set G of length-m genotypes and an integer k ≥ 0.
Question: Is there a set H of length-m haplotypes such that |H | ≤ k and G ⊆
res (H)?

In CONSTRAINED HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY (CHIP) the input ad-
ditionally contains a set H̃ of length-m haplotypes and the task is to find a set of at
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most k haplotypes from H̃ resolving G. Note that with k haplotypes one can resolve at
most

(
k
2

)
+ k genotypes. Hence, throughout this paper, we assume that |G| is bounded

by
(
k
2

)
+ k.

In this paper, we introduce the “induced case” of constrained and unconstrained par-
simony haplotyping. To simplify the presentation of the results for the induced case, in
Section 3 we assume that each genotype contains at least one letter 2. Then, we need
two different haplotypes to resolve a genotype. Hence, in the induced case, we assume
that res (H) does not contain an element of H . We claim without proof that our algo-
rithms in Section 3 can be adapted to instances without these restrictions.

Formally, INDUCED (CONSTRAINED) HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY,
(C)IHIP for short, is defined as follows. Given a set G of length-m genotypes (and a
set H̃ of length-m haplotypes), the task is to find a set H(⊆ H̃) of length-m haplotypes
such that G = res (H)?

Due to the lack of space, some proofs are deferred to a full version of this paper.

3 Induced Haplotype Inference by Parsimony

The main result of this section is that one can solve INDUCED HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE

BY PARSIMONY (IHIP) and INDUCED CONSTRAINED HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY

PARSIMONY (ICHIP) in O(k ·m · |G|) and O(k ·m · |G| · |H̃ |) time, respectively. In the
first paragraph, we consider the following special case of IHIP: given a multiset of

(
k
2

)

length-m genotypes (which are not necessarily distinct), is there a multiset of k length-
m haplotypes inducing them? By allowing genotype multisets, we enforce that the input
contains information about how often each genotype is resolved by the haplotypes. This
allows us to observe a special structure in the input, which makes it easier to present
our results. In the second paragraph, we extend our findings to the case that the input
genotypes are given as a set, that is, without multiplicities. In this case, we might have
some genotypes that are resolved multiple times. However, we do not know in advance
which of the input genotypes would be resolved more than once. This makes the set
case more delicate than the multiset case. In fact, the set case can be interpreted as a
generalization of the multiset case. However, being easier to present, we focus on the
multiset case first. Recall that, for the ease of presentation, throughout this section we
assume that every genotype contains at least one letter 2 and that res (H) and mres (H)
do not intersect H .

The Multiset Case. In this paragraph, we show that one can solve INDUCED HAPLO-
TYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY (IHIP) in O(k · m · |G|) time in the multiset case.
This easily generalizes to the constrained case.

We need the following notation. Let #x(i) denote the number of genotypes in G
which have letter x at position i, for x ∈ {0, 1, 2}. We start with a simple structural
observation that must be fulfilled by yes-instances. If G is a yes-instance for IHIP, then
the set of genotypes restricted to their first positions (i.e., single-letter genotypes) is also
a yes-instance. By a simple column-exchange argument, this extends to all positions,
implying the following observation (see Fig. 1 for an example).
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011

110

000

101100

Fig. 1. An example illustrating the Number Condition with k0 = 2 and k1 = 3. Vertices are
labeled with haplotypes. Solid edges are genotypes starting with 0 or 1 while dashed edges are
genotypes starting with 2.

Observation 1 (“Number Condition”) If a multiset of genotypes is a yes-instance for
IHIP, then, for each position i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there exist two integers k0 ≥ 0 and k1 ≥ 0
such that k = k0 + k1, #0(i) =

(
k0
2

)
, #1(i) =

(
k1
2

)
, and #2(i) = k0 · k1.

The next lemma is the basis for recursively solving IHIP. For the ease of presentation,
we define the operation ⊕. It can be applied to a haplotype h and a genotype g if,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, either h[i] = g[i] or g[i] = 2. It produces the unique length-
m haplotype h′ := h ⊕ g such that res (h, h′) = g. We further define i� as the first
position for which there are genotypes g, g′ ∈ G with g[i�] �= g′[i�]. Furthermore, for
all x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we denote the set of all genotypes g ∈ G with g[i�] = x as Gx.
Clearly, any solution for G can be partitioned into a solution for G0 and a solution
for G1, as formalized by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Let G be a multiset of genotypes such that not all genotypes in G are iden-
tical. Let H be a set of haplotypes inducing G. For x ∈ {0, 1}, let Hx denote the
haplotypes in H with x at position i�. Then, H0 induces G0, H1 induces G1, and G2 is
exactly the multiset of genotypes resolved by taking each time one haplotype from H0

and one haplotype from H1. Moreover, H0 ∩ H1 = ∅.

The function solve(G) (see Alg. 1) recursively computes a solution for G, with the
base cases provided by the next two lemmas. Lemma 2 identifies two cases for which
there exists a unique solution for G, which in each case can be computed in polynomial
time.

Lemma 2. Assume that |G| ≥ 2. If all genotypes in G are identical or if Gx = ∅ for
some x ∈ {0, 1}, then there exists at most one solution for G. Moreover, in O(|G| · m)
time, one can compute a solution or report that G is a no-instance.

Proof. First we consider the case that all genotypes are identical. Since every genotype
has letter 2, Lemma 1 implies that G is a no-instance.

Now, assume that not all genotypes are identical and Gx = ∅ for some x ∈ {0, 1}.
Without loss of generality, G0 = ∅ and G1 �= ∅. By definition of i�, G2 �= ∅. Note
that in a solution for G there can be at most one haplotype having letter 0 at position i�

(otherwise, we have a contradiction to the fact that G0 = ∅). Moreover, there must exist
at least one haplotype with 0 at position i� (otherwise one cannot resolve the haplotypes
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Function solve(G)
Input: A multiset of genotypes G ⊆ {0, 1, 2}m.
Output: A setH containing at most two multisets of haplotypes each of which induces G,

if G is a yes-instance; otherwise “no”.

begin1

if all genotypes in G are identical or Gx = ∅ for some x ∈ {0, 1} then2

return the unique solution {H} (see Lemma 2);3

else if |G0| = 1 and |G1| = 1 then4

return the at most two solutions {H, H ′} (see Lemma 3);5

else6

Choose x ∈ {0, 1} such that |Gx| > 1 and |Gx| is minimal;7

H ← solve(Gx);8

forall H ∈ H do replace H with MultisetExtend(H , G, G2) inH;9

ifH contains only the empty set then return “no”;10

returnH;11

end12

end13

Algorithm 1. solve(G) recursively computes all (at most two) solutions for G

in G2). Thus, in any solution H for G, there must exist a unique haplotype h ∈ H
with h[i�] = 0; further, G2 = mres (h, H \ {h}). One can now infer all haplotypes
as follows. Clearly, one can answer “no” if there is an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that both
letters 0 and 1 appear at position i of the genotypes in G2. If there is a position i and
a g ∈ G2 with g[i] �= 2, then one can set h[i] := g[i]; otherwise, to have a solution
for G, all genotypes in G1 must have the same letter y ∈ {0, 1} at this position, so
one can set h[i] := 1 − y. With h settled, one can easily determine the haplotypes h′

with h′[i�] = 1 (these are the haplotypes g ⊕ h for g ∈ G2). Finally, one has to make
sure that all these haplotypes induce G. If not, then the input instance is a no-instance.
The running time of this procedure is O(|G| · m). 
�
Next, we show that there are at most two solutions for G if each of G0 and G1 contains
only a single genotype.

Lemma 3. If |G0| = 1 and |G1| = 1, then there are at most two solutions for G.
Moreover, in O(m) time, one can compute these solutions or report that G is a no-
instance.

Proof. Let g0 and g1 be the genotypes in G0 and G1, respectively. By Lemma 1, two
pairs of haplotypes are required to resolve them, denoted by h0

0 and h1
0 (resolving g0),

and h0
1 and h1

1 (resolving g1). If |G2| �= 4, then return “no” (see Observation 1); other-
wise, let G2 = {g2, g3, g4, g5}. If none of g0 and g1 contains letter 2, then the haplo-
types are easily constructed (they are equal to the respective genotype). Otherwise, let i
be the first position where g0 or g1 has letter 2, say g0[i] = 2. Without loss of generality,
let h0

0[i] := 0 and h1
0[i] := 1. We consider the following two cases:
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Case 1: g1[i] �= 2.
Without loss of generality, let g1[i] = 0. Then, two of the genotypes in G2 must have 0
at position i and the other two must have 2 at position i; otherwise, return “no”. Without
loss of generality, let g2[i] = g3[i] = 0 and g4[i] = g5[i] = 2. Since g2 and g3 must
be resolved by h0

0, one can uniquely determine h0
0 as follows. Consider any position j.

If g2[j] �= 2 and g3[j] �= 2, then they must both be equal (if not, then return “no”). In
this case, let h0

0[j] = g2[j]. If exactly one of g2[j] and g3[j] is equal to 2, say g3[j] = 2,
then let h0

0[j] = g2[j]. If g2[j] = g3[j] = 2, then we know that g1[j] �= 2 (otherwise,
return “no”) and thus h0

0[j] := 1 − g1[j]. Finally, let h1
0 := h0

0 ⊕ g0, h0
1 := h0

0 ⊕ g2,
and h1

1 := h0
0 ⊕ g3. If these haplotypes also correctly resolve g1, g4, and g5, then we

have a unique solution for G, otherwise return “no”.

Case 2: g0[i] = g1[i] = 2.
There is a genotype in G2 having 0 at position i and another having 1 at position i
(otherwise, return “no”). Without loss of generality, let g2[i] = 0, g3[i] = 1, h0

1[i] := 0,
and h1

1[i] := 1. Then, g4[i] = g5[i] = 2 and g2 = res (h0
0, h

0
1) and g3 = res (h1

0, h
1
1).

Now there are two possibilities to resolve g4 and g5. Either g4 = res (h1
0, h

0
1) and g5 =

res (h0
0, h

1
1), or g4 = res (h0

0, h
1
1) and g5 = res (h1

0, h
0
1). By choosing one of these two

possibilities, all four haplotypes are fixed. Thus, there are at most two solutions for G.
Note that there are only six genotypes. Thus, for every position the computations are

clearly doable in constant time. Hence, the whole procedure runs in O(m) time. 
�
The next two lemmas show that one can solve an IHIP instance recursively if neither
Lemma 2 nor Lemma 3 applies. That is, we now assume that not all genotypes are
identical and we have |Gx| > 1 for some x ∈ {0, 1}. We show that, given a solution
for Gx, one can uniquely extend this solution to a solution for G, or decide that G is a
no-instance, leading to function MultisetExtend (see Alg. 2)

Lemma 4. Let |Gx| > 1 for some x ∈ {0, 1}, let Hx be a multiset of haplotypes
inducing Gx, and let g be a genotype in G2 with the smallest number of 2’s. If G is
induced by H with Hx ⊆ H , then all haplotypes in Hx consistent with g must be
identical.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that |G0| > 1. Suppose that there is an H
with Hx ⊆ H inducing G. Since g[i�] = 2, there must be a haplotype h1 ∈ Hx and
a haplotype h2 ∈ H \ Hx resolving g. Clearly, h1 and h2 are consistent with g. We
show that there is no other haplotype h ∈ Hx such that h �= h1 and h is consistent
with g. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there is such a haplotype h. First,
note that h, h1, and h2 are consistent with g and hence identical at positions where g
does not have letter 2. Since h �= h1, h differs from h1 in at least one of the positions
where g has letter 2. Thus, h2 (which together with h1 resolves g and hence is the
complement of h1 at the positions where g has letter 2) must have the same letter as h
at some position where h1 and h2 differ. This implies that res (h, h2) ∈ G2 has fewer
2’s than g, contradicting the choice of g. 
�

Lemma 5. Let |Gx| > 1 for some x ∈ {0, 1}, and let Hx be a multiset of haplotypes
inducing Gx. If G is induced by H with Hx ⊆ H , then H is uniquely determined and
function MultisetExtend (see Alg. 2) computes H in O(|Hx| · |G2| · m) time.
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Function MultisetExtend(Hx, G, G2)
Input: A haplotype multiset Hx inducing Gx for some x ∈ {0, 1}, and a multiset G2 of

genotypes.
Output: A haplotype multiset H inducing G with Hx ⊆ H , if one exists; otherwise an

empty set.

begin1

H := Hx;2

while G2 �= ∅ do3

Choose a g ∈ G2 with smallest number of 2’s;4

Choose an h ∈ Hx consistent with g;5

h′ := h⊕ g;6

H := H ∪ {h′};7

G′ := {g′ | ∃h′′ ∈ Hx : g′ = res (h′, h′′)};8

if G′ � G2 then return ∅;9

G2 := G2 \G′;10

end11

if mres (H) = G then return H ;12

else return ∅;13

end14

Algorithm 2. An algorithm to extend a solution for Gx to G in the multiset case

Proof. The correctness of lines 4–7 of MultisetExtend (see Alg. 2) follows from
Lemma 4. Since including h′ := h ⊕ g in H is the only choice, the genotypes resolved
by h′ and other haplotypes in Hx should also be in G2; otherwise, no solution exists.
Thus, lines 8 and 9 of MultisetExtend are correct. Line 10 of MultisetExtend
safely removes the genotypes resolved by h′ from G2. The next while-iteration pro-
ceeds to find the next pair consisting of a haplotype h and a genotype g ∈ G2 satis-
fying Lemma 4. If there is a solution for G comprising Hx, then we must end up with
an empty G2. Moreover, H \ Hx should resolve all genotypes in G1−x and, together
with Hx, the genotypes in G2; this is examined in line 12 of MultisetExtend. Thus,
the functionMultisetExtend is correct. By Lemma 4, the solution H with Hx ⊆ H
is unique.

Concerning the running time, note that the most time-consuming part of the function
is to find the consistent haplotypes in Hx for a given genotype in G2. This can be done
in O(|Hx| · |G2| ·m) time by iterating over all haplotypes in Hx and for each haplotype
over all genotypes in G2. 
�
Putting all together, we obtain the main theorem of this paragraph.

Theorem 1. In case of a multiset G of length-m genotypes, INDUCED HAPLOTYPE

INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY and CONSTRAINED INDUCED HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE

BY PARSIMONY can be solved in O(k · m · |G|) and O(k · m · (|G| + |H̃ |)) time,
respectively.

Proof. (Sketch) We show that the algorithm solve(G) (see Alg. 1) is correct. If all
genotypes are identical or Gx = ∅, for some x ∈ {0, 1}, then the correctness follows
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from Lemma 2. Hence, in the following, assume that not all genotypes are identi-
cal, G0 �= ∅, and G1 �= ∅. Distinguish the cases that |G0| = |G1| = 1 and |Gx| > 1,
for some x ∈ {0, 1}. In the case that |G0| = |G1| = 1, one can compute the solu-
tions (at most two) for G using Lemma 3. In the other case, for some x ∈ {0, 1}, it
holds that |Gx| > 1 and |G1−x| > 0. Without loss of generality, assume |G0| > 1. By
Lemma 1, a solution for G consists of a solution H0 for G0 and a solution H1 for G1,
and H0 ∩ H1 = ∅. Since one tries to extend every solution for G0 and these extensions
are unique by Lemma 5, one will find every possible solution for G. Since the base
cases have at most two solutions and extensions are uniquely determined by Lemma 5,
there exist at most two solutions for G. In the constrained case, one only needs to check
whether one of the computed solutions is in the given set of haplotypes. The claimed
running time follows from Lemmas 2, 3, and 5. 
�

The Set Case. If the input is not a multiset, but a set G of genotypes, that is, all geno-
types in G are pairwise distinct, then the Number Condition (Observation 1) does not
necessarily hold. Consider the haplotype set H = {000, 001, 110, 111} which induces
the set res (H) = {002, 112, 221, 220, 222}, but also induces the multiset mres (H) =
{002, 112, 221, 220, 222, 222} (observe that res (000, 111) = res (001, 110) = 222).
The problem is that we cannot directly infer from G which genotypes should be re-
solved more than once. However, many properties of the multiset case (as for example
Lemmas 1,2, and 3) carry over to the set case, so we only need a moderate modification
of the multiset algorithm to solve the set case. More specifically, the key to solve the
set case is to adapt function MultisetExtend (all details are deferred to the long
version of this paper).

Theorem 2. In case of a set G of length-m genotypes, INDUCED HAPLOTYPE INFER-
ENCE BY PARSIMONY and CONSTRAINED INDUCED HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY

PARSIMONY can be solved in O(k ·m · |G|) and O(k ·m ·(|G|+ |H̃ |)) time, respectively.

4 General Haplotype Inference by Parsimony

This section contains an algorithm to solve the general parsimony haplotyping problem
for the unconstrained and the constrained versions in O(k4k+1 ·m) and O(k4k+1 ·m ·
|H̃ |) time, respectively, improving and partially simplifying previous fixed-parameter
tractability results [16,5]. In addition, we provide a simple kernelization.

We start with some preliminary considerations. Given a set of haplotypes resolving
a given set of genotypes, the relation between the haplotypes and the genotypes can
be depicted by an undirected graph, the solution graph, in which the edges are labeled
by the genotypes and every vertex v is labeled by a haplotype hv . If an edge {u, v} is
labeled by genotype g, we require that g = res (hu, hv). We call such a vertex/edge
labeling consistent. If only the edges are labeled, the graph is an inference graph (be-
cause it allows us to infer all the haplotypes). Solution graphs and inference graphs may
contain loops.

In what follows, assume that the input is a yes-instance, i.e., a solution graph exists.
Intuitively, our algorithm “guesses” an inference graph for G (by enumerating all pos-
sible such graphs) and then infers the haplotypes from the genotype labels on the edges.
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Input: A set of genotypes G ⊆ {0, 1, 2}m and an integer k ≥ 0.
Output: Either a set of haplotypes H with |H | ≤ k and G ⊆ res (H), or “no” if there is no

solution of size at most k.

forall size-k subsets G′ ⊆ G do1

forall inference graphs Γ for G′ on k vertices and k edges do2

forall non-bipartite connected components of Γ do3

if possible, compute the labels of all vertices of the component (Lemma 7),4

otherwise try the next inference graph (goto line 2);
end5

forall bipartite connected components of Γ do6

if possible, compute a consistent vertex labeling for the component7

(Lemma 8), otherwise try the next inference graph (goto line 2);
end8

Let H denote the inferred haplotypes (vertex labels);9

if G ⊆ res (H) then return H ;10

end11

end12

return “no”;13

Algorithm 3. An algorithm solving HIP in O(k4k+1 · m) time

To this end, it guesses for every connected component of the solution graph a spanning
subgraph with edges labeled by some of the genotypes in G in such a way that we have
enough information at hand to infer the haplotypes. Then, one has to solve the following
subproblem: Given an inference graph for a subset of genotypes of G, does there exist
a consistent vertex labeling? The next three lemmas show how to solve this subproblem
by separately considering the connected components of the inference graphs.

Lemma 6. Let G be a set of genotypes and let Γ = (V, E) be a connected inference
graph for G. For each position i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, if there is a genotype g ∈ G with g[i] �=
2, then one can, in O(|V | + |E|) time, uniquely infer the letters of all haplotypes at
position i or report that there is no consistent vertex labeling.

Lemma 7. Let Γ = (V, E) be a connected inference graph for a set G of genotypes
that contains an odd-length cycle. Then, there exists at most one consistent vertex la-
beling. Furthermore, one can compute in O(m · (|V | + |E|)) time a consistent vertex
labeling or report that no consistent vertex labeling exists.

Lemma 8. Let Γ = (Va, Vb, E) be a connected bipartite inference graph for a set G
of length-m genotypes. Let u ∈ Va and w ∈ Vb be arbitrarily chosen. Then,

1. one can compute in O(m · (|Va|+ |Vb|+ |E|)) time a consistent vertex labeling or
report that no consistent vertex labeling exists, and

2. the genotypes resolved by hu and hw are identical for every consistent vertex la-
beling.

Next, we describe the algorithm for the unconstrained version (HIP), see Alg. 3. To
solve HIP, we could enumerate all inference graphs for G and then find the vertex
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labeling using Lemmas 7 and 8. However, to be more efficient, we first select a size-
k subset of genotypes (line 1 of Alg. 3), and then we enumerate all inference graphs
on k vertices containing exactly k edges labeled by the k chosen genotypes (line 2 of
Alg. 3). Assume that there exists a solution graph for G. Of all inference graphs on
k vertices and k edges consider one with the following properties:

− it contains a spanning subgraph of every connected component of the
solution graph, and

− the spanning subgraph of any non-bipartite connected component contains
an odd cycle (thus, the bipartite components of the inference graph are
exactly the bipartite components of the solution graph).

Obviously, this inference graph exists and is considered by Alg. 3. By Lemma 7, we
can uniquely infer the vertex labels for all connected components of the inference graph
containing an odd cycle. For every bipartite component, we can get a consistent vertex
labeling from Lemma 8. In such a bipartite component, for any two vertices u ∈ Va

and v ∈ Vb, the genotypes resolved by hu and hv are identical for every consistent
vertex labeling. Thus, the haplotypes resolve all genotypes contained in the respective
(bipartite) component of the solution graph. In summary, if the given instance is a yes-
instance, then our algorithm will find a set of at most k haplotypes resolving the given
genotypes.

Theorem 3. HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY and CONSTRAINED HAPLO-
TYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY can be solved in O(k4k+1 · m) and O(k4k+1 · m ·
|H̃ |) time, respectively.

Proof. (Sketch) We first consider the unconstrained case. By the discussion above,
Alg. 3 correctly solves HIP. It remains to analyze its running time. First, there are
O(

(|G|
k

)
) size-k subsets G′ of G. Second, there are O(k2k) inference graphs on k ver-

tices containing exactly k edges labeled by the genotypes in G′ because for every geno-
type g ∈ G′ we have k2 choices for the endpoints (loops are allowed) of the edge
labeled by g. For each of those inference graphs, applying Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 to
its connected components takes O(k·m) time. Hence, the overall running time of Alg. 3
sums up to O(

(|G|
k

) · k2k · m · k). Since |G| ≤ k2, the running time can be bounded
by O(k4k+1 · m).

One can easily adapt Alg. 3 to solve CHIP as follows. As before, one enumerates all
size-k subsets G′ ⊆ G and all inference graphs for G′. Since, by Lemma 7, the vertex
labels for the connected components containing an odd cycle are uniquely determined,
one only has to check whether the inferred haplotypes are contained in the given hap-
lotype pool H̃ (otherwise, try the next inference graph). Basically, the only difference
is how to proceed with the bipartite components of the inference graph. Let (W, F ) be
a connected bipartite component of the current inference graph. Instead of choosing an
arbitrary consistent vertex labeling as done in Lemma 8, proceed as follows. Choose an
arbitrary vertex v ∈ W and check for every haplotype h ∈ H̃ whether there exists a
consistent vertex labeling for this component where v is labeled by h. Note that fixing
the vertex label for v implies the existence of at most one consistent vertex labeling
of (W, F ). If it exists, this labeling can be computed by a depth-first traversal starting
at v. If for a haplotype h there exists a consistent vertex labeling of (W, F ) such that
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all labels are contained in H̃ , then proceed with the next bipartite component. Other-
wise, one can conclude that for the current inference graph there is no consistent vertex
labeling using only the given haplotypes, and, hence, one can proceed with the next in-
ference graph. The correctness and the claimed running time follow by almost the same
arguments as in the unconstrained case. 
�

Problem Kernelization. In this paragraph, we show that HIP admits an exponential-size
problem kernel. To this end, we assume the input G to be in the matrix representation
that is mentioned in the introduction; that is, each row represents a genotype while
each column represents a position. Since it is obvious that we can upper-bound the
number n of genotypes in the input by k2, it remains to bound the number m of columns
(positions) in the input. The idea behind the following data reduction rule is that we can
safely delete a column if there is another column that is identical. By applying this rule
exhaustively, we can bound the number of columns by 2k.

Reduction Rule. Let (G, k) be an instance of HIP. If two columns of G are equal,
then delete one of them.

The correctness of the reduction rule follows by the observation that, given at most k
haplotypes resolving the genotypes in the reduced instance, we can easily find a solution
for the original instance by copying the respective haplotype positions. Next, we bound
the number of columns.

Lemma 9. Let (G, k) be a yes-instance of HIP that is reduced with respect to the
reduction rule. Then, G has at most 2k columns.

Proof. Let H denote a matrix of k haplotypes resolving G. It is obvious that if two
columns i and j of H are equal, then columns i and j of G are equal. Now, since G does
not contain a pair of equal columns, neither does H . Since there are only 2k different
strings in {0, 1}k, it is clear that H cannot contain more than 2k columns and thus,
neither can G. 
�
Since the number n of genotypes can be bounded by k2 and the number m of columns
can be bounded by 2k (Lemma 9), one directly obtains Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. HAPLOTYPE INFERENCE BY PARSIMONY admits a problem kernel of
size at most 2k · k2 that can be constructed in O(n · m · log m) time.

Plugging Proposition 1 into Theorem 3, we achieve the following.

Corollary 1. HIP can be solved in O(k4k+1 · 2k + n · m · log m) time.

5 Conclusion

We contributed new combinatorial algorithms for parsimony haplotyping with the po-
tential to make the problem more feasible in practice without giving up the demand for
optimal solutions. Our results also lead to several new questions for future research. For
instance, our kernelization result yields a problem kernel of exponential size. It would
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be interesting to know whether a polynomial-size problem kernel exists, which may
also be seen in the light of recent breakthrough results on methods to prove the non-
existence of polynomial-size kernels [1,7]. A second line of research is to make use of
the polynomial-time solvable induced cases to pursue a “distance from triviality” ap-
proach [8]. The idea here is to identify and exploit parameters that measure the distance
of general instances of parsimony haplotyping to the “trivial” (that is, polynomial-time
solvable) induced cases. Research in this direction is underway. A more speculative re-
search direction could be to investigate whether our results on the induced case (with
at most two optimal solutions) may be useful in the context of recent research [12]
on finding all optimal solutions in the general case. Clearly, it remains an interesting
open problem to find a fixed-parameter algorithm for parsimony haplotyping with an
exponential factor of the form ck for some constant c.
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Abstract. When augmented with the longest common prefix (LCP)
array and some other structures, the suffix array can solve many string
processing problems in optimal time and space. A compressed represen-
tation of the LCP array is also one of the main building blocks in many
compressed suffix tree proposals. In this paper, we describe a new com-
pressed LCP representation: the sampled LCP array. We show that when
used with a compressed suffix array (CSA), the sampled LCP array often
offers better time/space trade-offs than the existing alternatives. We also
show how to construct the compressed representations of the LCP array
directly from a CSA.

1 Introduction

The suffix tree is one of the most important data structures in string processing
and bioinformatics. While it solves many problems efficiently, its usefulness is
limited by its size: typically 10–20 times the size of the text [17]. Much work has
been put on reducing the size, resulting in data structures such as the enhanced
suffix array [1] and several variants of the compressed suffix tree [22,21,11,18].

Most of the proposed solutions are based on three structures: 1) the suffix ar-
ray, listing the suffixes of the text in lexicographic order; 2) the longest common
prefix (LCP) array, listing the lengths of the longest common prefixes of lexi-
cographically adjacent suffixes; and 3) a representation of suffix tree topology.
While there exists an extensive literature on compressed suffix arrays (CSA)1

[19], less has been done on compressing the other structures.
Existing proposals to compress the LCP information are based on the per-

muted LCP (PLCP) array that arranges the entries in text order. While the
PLCP array can be compressed, one requires expensive CSA operations to ac-
cess LCP values through it. In this paper, we describe the sampled LCP array as
an alternative to the PLCP-based approaches. Similar to the suffix array samples
used in CSAs, the sampled LCP array often offers better time/space trade-offs
than the PLCP-based alternatives.

We also modify a recent PLCP construction algorithm [14] to work directly
with a compressed suffix array. Using it, we can construct any PLCP repre-
sentation with negligible working space in addition to the CSA and the PLCP.
� Funded by the Academy of Finland under grant 119815.
1 In this paper, we use the term compressed suffix array to refer to any compressed

self-index based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform.
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A variant of the algorithm can also be used to construct the sampled LCP array,
but requires more working space. While our algorithm is much slower than the
alternatives, it is the first LCP construction algorithm that does not require ac-
cess to the text and the suffix array. This is especially important for large texts,
as the suffix array may not be available or the text might not fit into memory.

We begin with basic definitions and background information in Sect. 2. Sec-
tion 3 is a summary of previous compressed LCP representations. In Sect. 4,
we show how to build the PLCP array directly from a CSA. We describe our
sampled LCP array in Sect. 5. Section 6 contains experimental evaluation of our
proposals. We finish with conclusions and discussion on future work in Sect. 7.

2 Background

A string S = S[1, n] is a sequence of characters from alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , σ}.
A substring of S is written as S[i, j]. A substring of type S[1, j] is called a prefix,
while a substring of type S[i, n] is called a suffix. A text string T = T [1, n] is a
string terminated by T [n] = $ �∈ Σ with lexicographic value 0. The lexicographic
order ”<” among strings is defined in the usual way.

The suffix array (SA) of text T [1, n] is an array of pointers SA[1, n] to the
suffixes of T in lexicographic order. As an abstract data type, a suffix array is
any data structure with similar functionality as the concrete suffix array. This
can be defined by an efficient support for the following operations: (a) count the
number of occurrences of a pattern in the text; (b) locate these occurrences (or
more generally, retrieve a suffix array value); and (c) display any substring of T .

Compressed suffix arrays (CSA) [12,8] support these operations. Their com-
pression is based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [3], a permutation
of the text related to the SA. The BWT of text T is a sequence L[1, n] such that
L[i] = T [SA[i] − 1], if SA[i] > 1, and L[i] = T [n] = $ otherwise.

The Burrows-Wheeler transform is reversible. The reverse transform is based
on a permutation called LF -mapping [3,8]. Let C[1, σ] be an array such that
C[c] is the number of characters in {$, 1, 2, . . . , c − 1} occurring in the text. For
convenience, we also define C[0] = 0 and C[σ + 1] = n. By using this array and
the sequence L, we define LF -mapping as LF (i) = C[L[i]]+rankL[i](L, i), where
rankc(L, i) is the number of occurrences of character c in prefix L[1, i].

The inverse of LF -mapping is Ψ(i) = selectc(L, i−C[c]), where c is the highest
value with C[c] < i, and selectc(L, j) is the position of the jth occurrence of
character c in L [12]. By its definition, function Ψ is strictly increasing in the
range Ψc = [C[c] + 1, C[c + 1]] for every c ∈ Σ. Additionally, T [SA[i]] = c and
L[Ψ(i)] = c for every i ∈ Ψc.

These functions form the backbone of CSAs. As SA[LF (i)] = SA[i] − 1 [8]
and hence SA[Ψ(i)] = SA[i] + 1, we can use these functions to move the suffix
array position backward and forward in the sequence. Both of the functions can
be efficiently implemented by adding some extra information to a compressed
representation of the BWT. Standard techniques [19] to support suffix array
operations include backward searching [8] for count, and adding a sample of
suffix array values for locate and display.
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Let lcp(A, B) be the length of the longest common prefix of sequences A and
B. The longest common prefix (LCP) array of text T [1, n] is the array LCP[1, n]
such that LCP[1] = 0 and LCP[i] = lcp(T [SA[i− 1], n], T [SA[i], n]) for i > 1. The
array requires n logn bits of space, and can be constructed in O(n) time [15,14].

3 Previous Compressed LCP Representations

We can exploit the redundancy in LCP values by reordering them in text order.
This results in the permuted LCP (PLCP) array, where PLCP[SA[i]] = LCP[i].
The following lemma describes a key property of the PLCP array.

Lemma 1 ([15,14]). For every i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, PLCP[i] ≥ PLCP[i − 1] − 1.

As the values PLCP[i] + 2i form a strictly increasing sequence, we can store the
array in a bit vector of length 2n [22]. Various schemes exist to represent this
bit vector in a succinct or compressed form [22,11,18].

Space-efficiency can also be achieved by sampling every qth PLCP value, and
deriving the missing values when needed [16]. Assume we have sampled PLCP[aq]
and PLCP[(a + 1)q], and we want to determine PLCP[aq + b] for some b < q.
Lemma 1 states that PLCP[aq] − b ≤ PLCP[aq + b] ≤ PLCP[(a + 1)q] + q − b,
so at most q + PLCP[(a + 1)q] − PLCP[aq] character comparisons are required
to determine the missing value. The average number of comparisons over all
entries is O(q) [14]. By carefully selecting the sampled positions, we can store
the samples in o(n) bits, while requiring only O(logδ n) comparisons in the worst
case for any 0 < δ ≤ 1 [10].

Unfortunately these compressed representations are not very suitable for use
with CSAs. The reason is that the LCP values are accessed through suffix array
values, and locate is an expensive operation in CSAs. In addition to that, sampled
PLCP arrays require access to the text, using the similarly expensive display.

Assume that a CSA has SA sample rate d, and that it computes Ψ(·) in time
tΨ . To retrieve SA[i], we compute i, Ψ(i), Ψ2(i), . . . , until we find a sampled suffix
array value. If the sampled value was SA[Ψk(i)] = j, then SA[i] = j−k. We find a
sample in at most d steps, so the time complexity for locate is O(d·tΨ ). Similarly,
to retrieve a substring T [i, i + l], we use the samples to get SA−1[d · � id�]. Then
we iterate the function Ψ until we reach text position i + l. This takes at most
d + l iterations, making the time complexity for display O((d + l) · tΨ ). From
these bounds, we get the PLCP access times shown in Table 1.2

Depending on the type of index used, tψ varies from O(1) to O(log n) in the
worst case [19], and is close to 1 microsecond for the fastest indexes in practice
[7,18]. This is significant enough that it makes sense to keep tΨ in Table 1.

The only (P)LCP representation so far that is especially designed for use
with CSAs is Fischer’s Wee LCP [10] that is basically the select structure from
Sadakane’s bit vector representation [22]. When the bit vector itself would be
required to answer a query, some characters of two lexicographically adjacent

2 Some CSAs use LF -mapping instead of Ψ , but similar results apply to them as well.
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Table 1. Time/space trade-offs for (P)LCP representations. R is the number of equal
letter runs in BWT, q is the PLCP sample rate, and 0 < δ ≤ 1 is a parameter. The
numbers for CSA assume Ψ access time tΨ and SA sample rate d.

Access times
Representation Space (bits) Using SA Using CSA

LCP n log n O(1) O(1)
PLCP [22] 2n + o(n) O(1) O(d · tΨ )
PLCP [11] 2R log n

R
+ O(R) + o(n) O(1) O(d · tΨ )

PLCP [18] 2R log n
R

+ O(R log log n
R

) O(log log n) O(d · tΨ + log log n)

Sampled PLCP [10] o(n) O(logδ n) O((d + logδ n) · tΨ )
Sampled PLCP [16] n

q
log n O(q) O((d + q) · tΨ )

suffixes are compared to determine the LCP value. This increases the time com-
plexity, while reducing the size significantly. In this paper, we take the other
direction by reducing the access time, while achieving similar compression as in
the run-length encoded PLCP variants [11,18].

4 Building the PLCP Array from a CSA

In this section, we adapt the irreducible LCP algorithm [14] to compute the
PLCP array directly from a CSA.

Definition 1. For i > 1, the left match of suffix T [SA[i], n] is T [SA[i − 1], n].

Definition 2. Let T [j, n] be the left match of T [i, n]. PLCP[i] is reducible, if
i, j > 1 and T [i−1] = T [j−1]. If PLCP[i] is not reducible, then it is irreducible.

The following lemma shows why reducible LCP values are called reducible.

Lemma 2 ([14]). If PLCP[i] is reducible, then PLCP[i] = PLCP[i − 1] − 1.

The irreducible LCP algorithm works as follows: 1) find the irreducible PLCP
values; 2) compute them naively; and 3) fill in the reducible values by using
Lemma 2. As the sum of the irreducible values is at most 2n logn, the algorithm
works in O(n log n) time [14].

The original algorithm uses the text and its suffix array that are expensive to
access in a CSA. In the following lemma, we show how to find the irreducible
values by using the function Ψ instead.

Lemma 3. Let T [j, n] be the left match of T [i, n]. The value PLCP[i + 1] is
reducible if and only if T [i] = T [j] and Ψ(SA−1[j]) = Ψ(SA−1[i]) − 1.

Proof. Let x = SA−1[i]. Then x − 1 = SA−1[j].
”If.” Assume that T [i] = T [j] and Ψ(x − 1) = Ψ(x) − 1. Then the left match

of T [SA[Ψ(x)], n] = T [i + 1, n] is T [SA[Ψ(x − 1)], n] = T [j + 1, n]. As i + 1 > 1
and j + 1 > 1, it follows that PLCP[i + 1] is reducible.
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— Compute the PLCP array
1 PLCP[1]← 0
2 (i, x)← (1, SA−1[1])
3 while i < n
4 Ψc ← rangeContaining(x)
5 if x− 1 �∈ Ψc or Ψ(x− 1) �= Ψ(x)− 1
6 PLCP[i + 1]← lcp(Ψ(x))
7 else PLCP[i + 1]← PLCP[i]− 1
8 (i, x)← (i + 1, Ψ(x))

— Compute an LCP value
9 def lcp(b)
10 (a, k)← (b− 1, 0)
11 Ψc ← rangeContaining(b)
12 while a ∈ Ψc

13 (a, b, k)← (Ψ(a), Ψ(b), k + 1)
14 Ψc ← rangeContaining(b)
15 return k

Fig. 1. The irreducible LCP algorithm for using a CSA to compute the PLCP array.
Function rangeContaining(x) returns Ψc = [C[c] + 1, C[c + 1]] where x ∈ Ψc.

”Only if.” Assume that PLCP[i + 1] is reducible, and let T [k, n] be the left
match of T [i + 1, n]. Then k > 1 and T [k − 1] = T [i]. As T [k − 1, n] and T [i, n]
begin with the same character, and T [k, n] is the left match of T [i + 1, n], there
cannot be any suffix S such that T [k − 1, n] < S < T [i, n]. But now j = k − 1,
and hence T [i] = T [j]. Additionally,

Ψ(SA−1[j]) = Ψ(SA−1[k − 1]) = SA−1[k] = SA−1[i + 1] − 1 = Ψ(SA−1[i]) − 1.

The lemma follows. �

The algorithm is given in Fig. 1. We maintain invariant x = SA−1[i], and scan
through the CSA in text order. If the conditions of Lemma 3 do not hold for
T [i, n], then PLCP[i + 1] is irreducible, and we have to compute it. Otherwise
we reduce PLCP[i + 1] to PLCP[i]. To compute an irreducible value, we iterate
(Ψk(b − 1), Ψk(b)) for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , until T [Ψk(b − 1)] �= T [Ψk(b)]. When this
happens, we return k as the requested LCP value. As we compute Ψ(·) for a
total of O(n log n) times, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given a compressed suffix array for a text of length n, the irre-
ducible LCP algorithm computes the PLCP array in O(n log n · tΨ ) time, where
tΨ is the time required for accessing Ψ . The algorithm requires O(log n) bits of
working space in addition to the CSA and the PLCP array.

We can use the algorithm to build any PLCP representation from Table 1 di-
rectly. The time bound is asymptotically tight, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 4 (Direct extension of Lemma 5 in [14]). For an order-k de Bruijn
sequence on an alphabet of size σ, the sum of all irreducible PLCP values is
n(1 − 1/σ) logσ n − O(n).

The sum of irreducible PLCP values of a random sequence should also be close
to n(1 − 1/σ) logσ n. The probability that the characters preceding a suffix and
its left match differ, making the PLCP value irreducible, is (1 − 1/σ). On the
other hand, the average irreducible value should be close to logσ n [6]. For a text
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generated by an order-k Markov source with H bits of entropy, the estimate
becomes n(1− 1/σ′)(log n)/H . Here σ′ is the effective alphabet size, defined by
the probability 1/σ′ that two characters sharing an order-k context are identical.

The following proposition shows that large-scale repetitiveness reduces the
sum of the irreducible values, and hence improves the algorithm performance.

Proposition 1. For a concatenation of r copies of text T [1, n], the sum of irre-
ducible PLCP values is s + (r− 1)n, where s is the sum of the irreducible PLCP
values of T .

Proof. Let T = T1T2 · · ·Tr be the concatenation, Ta,i the suffix starting at Ta[i],
and PLCPa[i] the corresponding PLCP value. Assume that Tr[n] is lexicograph-
ically greater than the other end markers, but otherwise identical to them.

For every i, the suffix array of T contains a range with values T1,i, T2,i, . . . , Tr,i
[18]. Hence for any a > 1 and any i, the left match of Ta,i is Ta−1,i, making the
PLCP values reducible for almost all of the suffixes of T2 to Tr. The exception is
that T2,1 is irreducible, as its left match is T1,1, and hence PLCP2[1] = (r − 1)n.

Let T [j, n] be the left match of T [i, n] in the suffix array of T . Then the left
match of T1,i is Tr,j , and PLCP1[i] = PLCP[i]. Hence the sum of the irreducible
values corresponding to the suffixes of T1 is s. �

5 Sampled LCP Array

By Lemmas 1 and 2, the local maxima in the PLCP array are among the irre-
ducible values, and the local minima are immediately before them.

Definition 3. The value PLCP[i] is maximal, if it is irreducible, and minimal,
if either i = n or PLCP[i + 1] is maximal.

Lemma 5. If PLCP[i] is non-minimal, then PLCP[i] = PLCP[i + 1] + 1.

Proof. If PLCP[i] is non-minimal, then PLCP[i+1] is reducible. The result follows
from Lemma 2. �

In the following, R is the number of equal letter runs in BWT.

Lemma 6. The number of minimal PLCP values is R.

Proof. Lemma 3 essentially states that PLCP[i + 1] is reducible, if and only if
L[Ψ(SA−1[i])] = T [i] = T [j] = L[Ψ(SA−1[j])] = L[Ψ(SA−1[i]) − 1], where T [j, n]
is the left match of T [i, n]. As this is true for n−R positions i, there are exactly
R irreducible values. As every maximal PLCP value can be reduced to the next
minimal value, and vice versa, the lemma follows. �

Lemma 7. The sum of minimal PLCP values is S − (n − R), where S is the
sum of maximal values.

Proof. From Lemmas 5 and 6. �
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If we store the minimal PLCP values in SA order, and mark their positions
in a bit vector, we can use them in a similar way as the SA samples. If we
need LCP[i], and LCP[Ψk(i)] is a sampled position for the smallest k ≥ 0, then
LCP[i] = LCP[Ψk(i)] + k. As k can be Θ(n) in the worst case, the time bound is
O(n · tΨ ).

To improve the performance, we sample one out of d′ = n/R1−ε consecutive
non-minimal values for some ε > 0. Then there are R minimal samples and
at most R1−ε extra samples. We mark the sampled positions in a bit vector of
Raman et al. [20], taking at most (1+o(1)) ·R log n

R +O(R)+o(n) bits of space.
Checking whether an LCP entry has been sampled takes O(1) time.

We use δ codes [5] to encode the actual samples. As the sum of the minimal
values is at most 2n log n, these samples take at most

R log
2n log n

R
+ O

(
R log log

n

R

)
≤ R log

n

R
+ O(R log log n)

bits of space. The extra samples require at most logn + O(log log n) bits each.
To provide fast access to the samples, we can use dense sampling [9] or directly
addressable codes [2]. This increases the size by a factor of 1 + o(1), making the
total for samples (1 + o(1)) · R log n

R + O(R log log n) + o(R log n) bits of space.
We find a sampled position in at most n/R1−ε steps. By combining the size

bounds, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Given a text of length n and a parameter 0 < ε < 1, the sampled
LCP array requires at most (2+o(1))·R log n

R+O(R log log n)+o(R log n)+o(n)
bits of space, where R is the number of equal letter runs in the BWT of the text.
When used with a compressed suffix array, retrieving an LCP value takes at most
O((n/R1−ε) · tΨ ) time, where tΨ is the time required for accessing Ψ .

By using the BSD representation [13] for the bit vector, we can remove the o(n)
term from the size bound with a slight loss of performance.

When the space is limited, we can afford to sample the LCP array denser than
the SA, as SA samples are larger than LCP samples. In addition to the mark in
the bit vector, an SA sample requires 2 log n

d
bits of space, while an LCP sample

takes just log v + O(log log v) bits, where v is the sampled value.
The LCP array can be sampled by a two-pass version of the irreducible LCP

algorithm. On the first pass, we scan the CSA in suffix array order to find the
minimal samples. Position x is minimal, if x is the smallest value in the corre-
sponding Ψc, or if Ψ(x−1) �= Ψ(x)−1. As we compress the samples immediately,
we only need O(log n) bits of working space. On the second pass, we scan the
CSA in text order, and store the extra samples in an array. Then we sort the
array to SA order, and merge it with the minimal samples. As the number of
extra samples is o(R), we need o(R log n) bits of working space.

Theorem 3. Given a compressed suffix array for a text of length n, the modified
irreducible LCP algorithm computes the sampled LCP array in O(n log n · tΨ )
time, where tΨ is the time required for accessing Ψ . The algorithm requires
o(R log n) bits of working space in addition to the CSA and the samples, where
R is the number of equal letter runs in the BWT of the text.
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6 Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented the sampled LCP array, a run-length encoded PLCP array,
and their construction algorithms as a part of the RLCSA [23].3 For PLCP, we
used the same run-length encoded bit vector as in the RLCSA. For the sampled
LCP, we used a gap encoded bit vector to mark the sampled positions, and a
stripped-down version of the same vector for storing the samples.

To avoid redundant work, we compute minimal instead of maximal PLCP
values, and interleave their computation with the main loop. To save space, we
only use strictly minimal PLCP values with PLCP[i] < PLCP[i + 1] + 1 as the
minimal samples. When sampling the LCP array, we make both of the passes in
text order, and store all the samples in an array before compressing them.

For testing, we used a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 system with 4 GB
of memory (3.2 GB visible to OS) running a Fedora-based Linux with kernel
2.6.27. The implementation was written in C++, and compiled on g++ version
4.1.2. We used four data sets: human DNA sequences (dna) and English language
texts (english) from the Pizza & Chili Corpus [7], the Finnish language Wikipedia
with version history (fiwiki) [23], and the genomes of 36 strains of Saccharomyces
paradoxus (yeast) [18].4 When the data set was much larger than 400 megabytes,
a 400 MB prefix was used instead. Further information on the data sets can be
found in Table 2.

Only on the dna data set, the sum of the minimal values was close to the
entropy-based estimate. On the highly repetitive fiwiki and yeast data sets, the
difference between the estimate and the measurement was very large, as pre-
dicted by Proposition 1. Even regular English language texts contained enough
large-scale repetitiveness that the sum of the minimal values could not be ad-
equately explained by the entropy of the texts. This suggests that, for many
real-world texts, the number of runs in BWT is a better compressibility measure
than the empirical entropy.

The sum of minimal PLCP values was a good estimate for PLCP construction
time. LCP sampling was somewhat slower because of the second pass. Both
algorithms performed reasonably well on the highly repetitive data sets, but
were much slower on the regular ones. The overall performance was roughly an
order of magnitude worse than for the algorithms using plain text and SA [14].

We measured the performance of the sampled LCP array and the run-length
encoded PLCP array on each of the data sets. We also measured the locate
performance of the RLCSA to get a lower bound for the time and space of any
PLCP-based approach. The results can be seen in Fig. 2.

The sampled LCP array outperformed PLCP on english and dna, where most
of the queries were resolved through minimal samples. On fiwiki and yeast, the
situation was reversed. As many extra samples were required to get reasonable

3 The implementation is available at http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/suds/

rlcsa/
4 The yeast genomes were obtained from the Durbin Research Group at the Sanger

Institute, http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Teams/Team71/durbin/sgrp/
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Table 2. Properties of the data sets. H5 is the order-5 empirical entropy, σ′ the corre-
sponding effective alphabet size, # the number of (strictly) minimal values, and S the
sum of those values. S′ = n(1 − 1/σ′)(log n)/H5 − n/σ′ is an entropy-based estimate
for the sum of the minimal values. The construction times are in seconds.

Estimates Minimal values Strictly minimal
Name MB H5 σ′ S′/106 #/106 S/106 S/n #/106 S/106 S/n

english 400 1.86 2.09 3167 156.35 1736 4.14 99.26 1052 2.51
fiwiki 400 1.09 1.52 3490 1.79 273 0.65 1.17 117 0.28
dna 385 1.90 3.55 4252 243.49 3469 8.59 158.55 2215 5.48
yeast 409 1.87 3.34 4493 15.64 520 1.21 10.05 299 0.70

Sample rates PLCP Sampled LCP
Name SA LCP Time MB/s Time MB/s

english 8, 16, 32, 64 8, 16 1688 0.24 2104 0.19
fiwiki 64, 128, 256, 512 32, 64, 128 327 1.22 533 0.75
dna 8, 16, 32, 64 8, 16 3475 0.11 3947 0.10
yeast 32, 64, 128, 256 16, 32, 64 576 0.71 890 0.46
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Fig. 2. Time/space trade-offs for retrieving an LCP or SA value. The times are averages
over 106 random queries. Sampled LCP results are grouped by SA sample rate.
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performance, increasing the size significantly, the sampled LCP array had worse
time/space trade-offs than the PLCP array.

While we used RLCSA in the experiments, the results generalize to other types
of CSA as well. The reason for this is that, in both PLCP and sampled LCP,
the time required for retrieving an LCP value depends mostly on the number of
iterations of Ψ required to find a sampled position.

7 Discussion

We have described the sampled LCP array, and shown that it offers better
time/space trade-offs than the PLCP-based alternatives, when the number of
extra samples required for dense sampling is small. Based on the experiments,
it seems that one should use the sampled LCP array for regular texts, and a
PLCP-based representation for highly repetitive texts.

In a recent proposal [4], the entire LCP array was compressed by using directly
addressable codes (DAC) [2]. The resulting structure is much faster but usually
also much larger than the other compressed LCP representations. See the full
paper [24] for a comparison between the sampled LCP array and the DAC-based
approach.

We have also shown that it is feasible to construct the (P)LCP array directly
from a CSA. While the earlier algorithms are much faster, it is now possible to
construct the (P)LCP array for larger texts than before, and the performance is
still comparable to that of direct CSA construction [23]. On a multi-core system,
it is also easy to get extra speed by parallelizing the construction.

It is possible to maintain the (P)LCP array when merging two CSAs. The
important observation is that an LCP value can only change, if the left match
changes in the merge. An open question is, how much faster the merging is, both
in the worst case and in practice, than rebuilding the (P)LCP array.

While the suffix array and the LCP array can be compressed to a space
relative to the number of of equal letter runs in BWT, no such representation is
known for suffix tree topology. This is the main remaining obstacle in the way
to compressed suffix trees optimized for highly repetitive texts.
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Abstract. The parameterized pattern matching problem is to check if
there exists a renaming bijection on the alphabet with which a given
pattern can be transformed into a substring of a given text. A param-
eterized border array (p-border array) is a parameterized version of a
standard border array, and we can efficiently solve the parameterized pat-
tern matching problem using p-border arrays. In this paper we present
an O(n1.5)-time O(n)-space algorithm to verify if a given integer array
of length n is a valid p-border array for an unbounded alphabet. The
best previously known solution takes time proportional to the n-th Bell
number 1

e

∑∞
k=0

kn

k!
, and hence our algorithm is quite efficient.

1 Introduction

The parameterized matching (p-matching) problem [1] is a kind of string match-
ing problem, where a pattern is considered to occur in a text when there exists a
renaming bijection on the alphabet with which the pattern can be transformed
into a substring of the text. Parameterized matching has applications in e.g.
software maintenance, plagiarism detection, and RNA structural matching, thus
it has extensively been studied (e.g., see [2,3,4,5,6]).

In this paper we focus on parameterized border arrays (p-border arrays) [7],
which are a parameterized version of border arrays [8]. Let Π be the alpha-
bet. The p-border array of a given pattern p of length m can be computed in
O(m log |Π |) time, and the p-matching problem can be solved in O(n log |Π |)
time for any text p-string of length n, using the p-border array [7].

This paper deals with the reverse engineering problem on p-border arrays,
namely, the problem of verifying if a given integer array of length n is a p-border
array of some string. We propose an O(n1.5)-time O(n)-space algorithm to solve
this problem for an unbounded alphabet. We emphasize that the best previously
known solution to this problem takes time proportional to the n-th Bell number
1
e

∑∞
k=0

kn

k! , and hence our algorithm is quite efficient.
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Related Work. There exists a linear time algorithm to solve the reverse prob-
lem on p-border arrays for a binary alphabet [9]. An O(pn)-time algorithm to
enumerate all p-border arrays of length up to n on a binary alphabet was also
presented in [9], where pn denotes the number of p-border arrays of length at
most n for a binary alphabet.

In [10], a linear time algorithm to verify if a given integer array is the (stan-
dard) border array [8] of some string was presented. Their algorithm works for
both bounded and unbounded alphabets. A simpler linear-time solution for the
same problem for a bounded alphabet was shown in [11]. An algorithm to enu-
merate all border arrays of length at most n in O(bn)-time was given in [10],
where bn is the number of border arrays of length at most n.

The reverse engineering problems, as well as the enumeration problems for
other string data structures (suffix arrays, DAWG, etc.) have been extensively
studied [12,13,14,15,16,17,18], whose solutions give us further insight concerning
the data structures.

2 Preliminaries

Let Σ and Π be two disjoint finite alphabets. An element of (Σ ∪ Π)∗ is called
a p-string. The length of any p-string s is the total number of constant and
parameter symbols in s and is denoted by |s|. The string of length 0 is called the
empty string and is denoted by ε. For any p-string s of length n, the i-th symbol
is denoted by s[i] for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and the substring starting at position i
and ending at position j is denoted by s[i : j] for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.

Any two p-strings s, t ∈ (Σ ∪ Π)∗ of length m are said to parameterized
match (p-match) if s can be transformed into t by a renaming function f from
the symbols of s to the symbols of t, where f is the identify on Σ. The p-matching
problem on Σ∪Π is reducible in linear time to the p-matching problem on Π [2].
Thus we will only consider p-strings over Π .

Let N be the set of non-negative integers. Let pv : Π∗ → N ∗ be the function
s.t. for any p-string s of length n > 0, pv (s) = u where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, u[i] = 0
if s[i] �= s[j] for any 1 ≤ j < i, and u[i] = i − k if k = max{j | s[i] = s[j], 1 ≤
j < i}. Let pv (ε) = ε. Two p-strings s and t of the same length m p-match iff
pv(s) = pv(t). For any p ∈ N ∗, let zeros(p) denotes the number of 0’s in p, that
is, zeros(p) = |{i | p[i] = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ |p|}|. For any s ∈ Π , zeros(pv (s)) equals the
number of different characters in s. For example, aabb and bbaa p-match since
pv(aabb) = pv (bbaa) = 0 1 0 1. Note zeros(pv (aabb)) = zeros(pv(bbaa)) = 2.

A parameterized border (p-border) of a p-string s of length n is any inte-
ger j s.t. 0 ≤ j < n and pv (s[1 : j]) = pv (s[n − j + 1 : n]). For example,
the set of p-borders of p-string aabb is {2, 1, 0} since pv (aa) = pv(bb) = 0 1,
pv(a) = pv (b) = 0, and pv(ε) = pv (ε) = ε. We also say that b is a p-border
of p ∈ N ∗ if b is a p-border of some p-string s ∈ Π∗ and p = pv (s). The
parameterized border array (p-border array) βs of a p-string s of length n is
an array of length n such that βs[i] = j, where j is the longest p-border of
s[1 : i]. For example, for p-string s = aabbaa, βs = [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4]. When it is
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clear from the context, we abbreviate βs as β. Let P = {pv(s) | s ∈ Π∗} and
Pβ = {p ∈ P | β[i] is the longest p-border of p[1 : i], 1 ≤ i ≤ |β|}.

For any i, j ∈ N , let cut(i, j) = 0 if i ≥ j, and cut(i, j) = i otherwise. For
any p ∈ P and 1 ≤ j ≤ |p|, let suf (p, j) = cut(p[|p| − j + 1], 1)cut(p[|p| − j +
2], 2) · · · cut(p[|p|], j). Let suf (p, 0) = ε. For example, if p[1 : 10] =
0 0 2 0 3 1 3 2 6 3,

suf (p, 5) = cut(p[6], 1)cut(p[7], 2)cut(p[8], 3)cut(p[9], 4)cut(p[10], 5)
= cut(1, 1)cut(3, 2)cut(2, 3)cut(6, 4)cut(3, 5) = 0 0 2 0 3.

Then, for any p-string s ∈ Π∗ and 1 ≤ j ≤ |s|, suf (pv (s), j) = pv(s[|s| − j + 1 :
|s|]). Hence, j is a p-border of pv(s) iff suf (pv (s), j) = pv (s)[1 : j] for some
1 ≤ j < |s|.

This paper deals with the following problem.

Problem 1 (Verifying a valid p-border array). Given an integer array y of length
n, determine if there exists a p-string s such that βs = y.

To solve Problem 1, we can use the algorithm of Moore et al. [19] to generate all
strings in Pn = {p | p ∈ P, |p| = n} in O(|Pn|) time, and then we check if p ∈ Py

for each generated p ∈ Pn. Still, it is known that |Pn| is equal to the n-th Bell
number 1

e

∑∞
k=0

kn

k!
.

As a much more efficient solution, we present our O(n1.5)-time algorithm in
the sequel.

3 Properties on Parameterized Border Arrays

Here we introduce important properties of p-border arrays that are useful to
solve Problem 1.

For any integer array �, let |�| denote the length of the integer array �. Let
�[i : j] denote a subarray of � for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |�|. Let Γ = {γ | γ[1] = 0, 1 ≤
γ[i] ≤ γ[i − 1] + 1, 1 < i ≤ |γ|}. For any γ ∈ Γ and any i ≥ 1, let γk[i] = γ[i]
if k = 1, and γ[γk−1[i]] if k > 1 and γk−1[i] ≥ 1. By the definition of Γ , the
sequence i, γ1[i], γ2[i], . . . is monotonically decreasing and terminates with 1, 0.
Let A = {α | α ∈ Γ, α[i] ∈ {α1[i − 1] + 1, α2[i − 1] + 1, . . . , 1}, 1 < i ≤ |α|}. It is
clear that A ⊂ Γ . Let B denote the set of all p-border arrays.

Lemma 1. B ⊆ Γ .

Proof. By definition, it is clear that β[1] = 0 and 1 ≤ β[i] for any 1 < i ≤ |β|. For
any p ∈ Pβ and i, since suf (p[1 : i], β[i]) = p[1 : β[i]], suf (p[1 : i − 1], β[i] − 1) =
p[1 : β[i] − 1]. Thus β[i − 1] ≥ β[i] − 1, and therefore β[i] ≤ β[i − 1] + 1. 
�
Lemma 2. For any β ∈ B, p ∈ Pβ, and 1 ≤ i ≤ |p|, {β1[i], β2[i], . . . , 0} is the
set of p-borders of p[1 : i].

Lemma 3. For any β ∈ B, p ∈ Pβ, and 1 ≤ i ≤ |p|, if p[i] = 0, then p[b] = 0
for any b ∈ {β1[i], β2[i], . . . , 1}.
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Lemma 4. B ⊆ A.

Proof. For any β ∈ B, p ∈ Pβ and 1 < i ≤ |p|, since suf (p[1 : i], β[i]) =
p[1 : β[i]], suf (p[1 : i − 1], β[i] − 1) = p[1 : β[i] − 1]. Since β[i] − 1 is a p-
border of p[1 : i − 1], β[i] − 1 ∈ {β1[i − 1], β2[i − 1], . . . , 0} by Lemma 2. Hence,
β[i] ∈ {β1[i − 1] + 1, β2[i − 1] + 1, . . . , 1}. 
�
Definition 1 (Conflict Points). Let α ∈ A. For any c′, c (1 < c′ < c ≤ |α|),
if α[c′] = α[c] and c′ − 1 = αk[c− 1] with some k, then c′ and c are said to be in
conflict with each other. Such points are called conflict points.

Let Cα be the set of conflict points in α and Cα(c) be the set of points that
conflict with c (1 ≤ c ≤ |α|). For any i ≤ j ∈ N , let [i, j] = {i, i+1, . . . , j} ⊂ N .
We denote C

[i,j]
α = Cα∩ [i, j] and C

[i,j]
α (c) = Cα(c)∩ [i, j] to restrict the elements

of the sets within the range [i, j].

( 2 ) ( 5 )

(  )

( 3 ) ( 8 )

( 10 )

( 7 )

Fig. 1. The conflict tree of α =
[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 1]

By Definition 1, C
[1,c]
α (c) = {c′}∪C

[1,c′]
α (c′)

where c′ = maxC
[1,c]
α (c). Consider a tree

such that Cα ∪ {⊥} is the set of nodes
where ⊥ is the root, and {(c′, c) | c ∈
Cα, c′ = maxC

[1,c]
α (c)} ∪ {(⊥, c) | c ∈

Cα, C
[1,c]
α (c) = ∅} the set of edges. This tree

is called the conflict tree of α and it repre-
sents the relations of conflict points of α. Let
CTα(c) denote the set of children of node
c and CT

[i,j]
α (c) = CTα(c) ∩ [i, j]. We de-

fine orderα(c) to be the depth of node c and
maxcα(c) = max{orderα(c′) | c′ ∈ {c} ∪
Cα(c)}.

Fig. 1 illustrates the conflict tree for
α = [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 1]. Here Cα =
{2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10}, Cα(3) = {2, 10}, CTα(2) = {3, 8}, orderα(2) = orderα(5) = 1,
orderα(3) = orderα(7) = orderα(8) = 2, orderα(10) = 3, maxcα(5) =
maxcα(7) = maxcα(8) = 2, maxcα(2) = maxcα(3) = maxcα(10) = 3, and
so on.

Lemma 5 will be used to show the O(n1.5) time complexity of our algorithm
of Section 4.

Lemma 5. For any α[1 : n] ∈ A, n ≥ 1 +
∑

c∈Cα
�2orderα(c)−2�.

Proof. Let ct ∈ Cα with t ≥ 2, C
[1:ct]
α (ct) = {c1, c2, . . . , ct−1} with c1 < c2 <

· · · < ct. Let m = α[c1] = α[c2] = · · · = α[ct]. By the definition of Γ , for any 1 <
i ≤ n, α[i] ≤ α[i−1]+1. Then, it follows from (ct−1)−ct−1 ≥ α[ct−1]−α[ct−1]
that m + (ct − 1)− ct−1 ≥ α[ct − 1]. Consequently, by Definition 1, we have ct ≥
2ct−1−m from α[ct−1] ≥ ct−1−1. Hence, ct ≥ 2ct−1−m ≥ 22ct−2−m(1+2) ≥
· · · ≥ 2t−1c1−m

∑t−2
i=0 2i = 2t−1c1−m(2t−1−1) = 2t−1(c1−m)+m ≥ 2t−1+m.

It leads to α[ct] − (α[ct − 1] + 1) ≤ m − ct−1 ≤ −2t−2. Since α[i] = 0 and
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β

p

c’ c
mm

Fig. 2. Let c, c′ ∈ Cβ and β[c′] = β[c] = m. Then, c′ ∈ Cβ(c), p[1 : m] = suf (p[1 :
c′], m) = suf (p[1 : c], m), and p[1 : c′ − 1] = suf (p[1 : c− 1], c′ − 1).

1 ≤ α[i] ≤ α[i− 1] + 1 for any 1 < i ≤ n, n− 1 should be greater than the value
subtracted over all conflict points. Therefore, the statement holds. 
�
The relation between conflict points of β ∈ B and p ∈ Pβ is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Lemma 6 shows a necessary-and-sufficient condition for β[1 : i]m to be a valid
p-border array of some p[1 : i + 1] ∈ N ∗, when β[1 : i] is a valid p-border array.

Lemma 6. Let β[1 : i] ∈ B, m ∈ N , and p[1 : i + 1] ∈ N ∗. Then, β[1 : i]m ∈ B
and p[1 : i + 1] ∈ Pβ[1:i]m if and only if

p[1 : i + 1] ∈ P ∧ p[1 : i] ∈ Pβ[1:i] ∧ ∃k, βk[i] = m − 1 ∧ cut(p[i + 1], m) = p[m]

∧ (
Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1) �= ∅ ⇒ (

p[m] = 0 ∧ ∀c ∈ Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1), p[i + 1] �= p[c]

∧(∃c′ ∈ Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1), p[c′] = 0 ⇒ m ≤ p[i + 1] < c′
)))

.

Lemma 7 shows a yet stronger result, a necessary-and-sufficient condition for
β[1 : i]m to be a valid p-border array of length i + 1, when β[1 : i] is a valid
p-border array of length i.

Lemma 7. Let β[1 : i] ∈ B and m ∈ N . Then, β[1 : i]m ∈ B if and only if

∃k, βk[i] = m − 1
∧ (

Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1) �= ∅ ⇒ (∃p[1 : i] ∈ Pβ[1:i] s.t. p[m] = 0

∧(∃c′ ∈ Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1), p[c′] = 0 ⇒ zeros(p[m : c′ − 1]) ≥ |Cβ[1:i]m(i + 1)|))).
Proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7 will be shown in a full version of this paper.

In the next section we design our algorithm to solve Problem 1 based on
Lemmas 6 and 7.

4 Algorithm

This section presents our O(n1.5)-time O(n)-space algorithm to verify if a given
integer array of length n is a valid p-border array for an unbounded alphabet.

4.1 Z-Pattern Representation

Lemma 7 implies that, in order to check if β[1 : i]m ∈ B, it suffices for us to
know if p[i] is zero or non-zero for each i. Let 
 be a special symbol s.t. 
 �= 0.
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For any p ∈ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ |p|, let ptoz (p)[i] = 0 if p[i] = 0, and ptoz (p)[i] = 

otherwise. The sequence ptoz (p) ∈ {0, 
}∗ is called the z-pattern of p. For any
β ∈ B, let Zβ = {ptoz (p) | p ∈ Pβ}.

The next lemma follows from Lemmas 3, 6, and 7.

Lemma 8. Let β ∈ B and z ∈ {0, 
}∗. Then, z ∈ Zβ if and only if all of the
following conditions hold for any 1 ≤ i ≤ |z|:
1. i = 1 ⇒ z[i] = 0.
2. z[β[i]] = 
 ⇒ z[i] = 
.
3. ∃c ∈ Cβ , ∃k, i = βk[c] ⇒ z[i] = 0.
4. ∃c ∈ Cβ(i), z[c] = 0 ⇒ z[i] = 
.
5. i ∈ Cβ ∧ zeros(z[β[i] : i − 1]) < maxcβ(i) − 1 ⇒ z[i] = 
.
6. i ∈ Cβ ∧ zeros(z[β[i] : i − 1]) = orderβ(i) − 1 ⇒ z[i] = 0.

Let Eβ = {i | ∃c ∈ Cβ , ∃k, i = βk[c]}. For any z ∈ Zβ and i ∈ Eβ , z[i] is always 0.
We check if a given integer array y[1 : n] is a valid p-border array in two steps.

Step 1: While scanning y[1 : n] from left to right, check whether y[1 : n] ∈ A
and whether each position i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of y satisfies Conditions 3 and 4
of Lemma 8. Also, we compute Ey , and ordery(i) and maxcy(i) for each
i ∈ Cy.

Step 2: For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we determine the value of z[i] so that the
conditions of Lemma 8 hold.

If we can determine z[i] for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n in Step 2, then the input array y
is a p-border array of some p ∈ P such that ptoz (p) = z.

4.2 Pruning Techniques

Given an integer array y of length n, we inherently have to search {0, 
}n for a z-
pattern z ∈ Zy. To achieve an efficient solution, we utilize the following pruning
lemmas.

For any β ∈ B and 1 ≤ i ≤ |β|, we write as u[1 : i] ∈ Zi
β if and only if

u[1 : i] ∈ {0, 
}∗ satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 8 for any j (1 ≤ j ≤ i).
For any h > i, let z[h] = 0 if h ∈ Eβ , and leave it undefined otherwise. Clearly,
for any z ∈ Zβ and 1 ≤ i ≤ |β|, z[1 : i] ∈ Zi

β.
We can use the contraposition of the next lemma for pruning the search tree

at each non-conflict point of y.

Lemma 9. Let β ∈ B and i /∈ Cβ (2 ≤ i ≤ |β|). For any u[1 : i − 1] ∈ Zi−1
β , if

u[β[i]] = 0 and there exists z ∈ Zβ s.t. z[1 : i] = u[1 : i − 1]
, then there exists
z′ ∈ Zβ s.t. z′[1 : i] = u[1 : i − 1]0.

Proof. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ |β|, let v[j] = 0 if j = i, and v[j] = z[j] otherwise. Now
we show v ∈ Zβ . v[i] clearly holds all the conditions of Lemma 8. Since v[j] = z[j]
at any other points, v[j] satisfies Conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4. Furthermore, for any
c ∈ Cβ , v[c] holds Conditions 5 and 6, since zeros(v[β[c] : c− 1]) ≥ zeros(z[β[c] :
c − 1]) and z[c] holds those conditions. 
�
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α[i +1]

i –1

i

α[i]α  [i]2α     [i]k’–1α   [i]k’

Fig. 3. Illustration for Lemma 11. If αk′
[i] = α[i + 1]− 1 ∈ Fα(b), then i ∈ Fα(b).

Next, we discuss our pruning technique regarding conflict points of y. Let β ∈ B.
c ∈ Cβ is said to be an active conflict point of β, iff Eβ ∩ ({c} ∪ Cβ(c)) = ∅.
Obviously, for any z ∈ Zβ and c ∈ Cβ , z[c] = 0 if Eβ ∩ {c} �= ∅ and z[c] = 
 if
Eβ ∩Cβ(c) �= ∅. Hence we never branch out at any inactive conflict point during
the search for z ∈ Zβ. Let ACβ be the set of active conflict points in β. Our
pruning method for active conflict points is described in Lemma 10.

Lemma 10. Let β ∈ B, i ∈ ACβ and i ≤ r ≤ |β| with |CT
[1,r]
β (i)| < 2. For

any u[1 : i − 1] ∈ Zi−1
β , if u[1 : i − 1]0 ∈ Zi

β and there exists z[1 : r] ∈ Zr
β s.t.

z[1 : i] = u[1 : i − 1]
, then there exists z′[1 : r] ∈ Zr
β s.t. z′[1 : i] = u[1 : i − 1]0.

In order to prove Lemma 10, particularly to ensure Conditions 5 and 6 of
Lemma 8 hold, we will estimate the number of 0’s within the range [β[c], c − 1]
for each c ∈ Cβ that is obtained when the prefix of a z-pattern is u[1 : i − 1]0.
Here, for any α ∈ A and 1 ≤ b ≤ |α|, let Fα(b) = {b} ∪ {b′ | ∃k, b = αk[b′]} and
F

[i,j]
α (b) = Fα(b) ∩ [i, j]. Then, the number of 0’s related to i within the range

[β[c], c−1] can be estimated by |F [β[c],c−1]
β (i)|. The following lemmas show some

properties of Fα(b) that are useful to prove Lemma 10 above.

Lemma 11. Let α ∈ A. For any 1 ≤ b ≤ |α| and 1 < i < |α|,

|F [α[i+1],i]
α (b)|−|F [α[i],i−1]

α (b)|−
k′−1∑

k=1

|F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]
α (b)| =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1
if i ∈ Fα(b) and
αk′

[i] /∈ Fα(b),
0 otherwise,

where k′ is the integer such that αk′
[i] = α[i + 1] − 1.

Proof. Since [α[i + 1]− 1, i − 1] = [αk′
[i], αk′−1[i]− 1] ∪ [αk′−1[i], αk′−2[i]− 1] ∪

· · ·∪[α1[i], i−1], |F [α[i+1]−1,i−1]
α (b)| = |F [α[i],i−1]

α (b)|+∑k′−1
k=1 |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]

α (b)|
(See Fig. 3). Then, the key is whether each of i and α[i + 1] − 1 is in Fα(b) or
not. Obviously, if αk′

[i] = α[i + 1] − 1 ∈ Fα(b), then i ∈ Fα(b). It leads to the
statement. 
�

Lemma 11 implies that |F [α[i],i−1]
α (b)| is monotonically increasing for i.
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Lemma 12. Let α ∈ A and c′, c ∈ Cα with c′ ∈ C
[1,c]
α (c). For any 1 ≤ b < c′,

|F [m,c−1]
α (b)| ≥ |F [α[c−1],c−2]

α (b)| +
k′−1∑

k=1

|F [αk+1[c−1],αk[c−1]−1]
α (b)| + 1,

where m = α[c′] = α[c] and k′ is the integer such that αk′
[c − 1] = c′ − 1.

Proof. In a similar way to the proof of Lemma 11, we have |F [m,c−2]
α (b)| =

|F [α[c−1],c−2]
α (b)|+ ∑k′−1

k=1 |F [αk+1[c−1],αk[c−1]−1]
α (b)|+ |F [m,c′−2]

α (b)|. Since c− 1 /∈
Fα(b) ⇒ αk′

[c − 1] = c′ − 1 /∈ Fα(b),

|F [m,c−1]
α (b)| ≥ |F [α[c−1],c−2]

α (b)| +
k′−1∑

k=1

|F [αk+1[c−1],αk[c−1]−1]
α (b)| + |F [m,c′−1]

α (b)|.

Also, |F [m,c′−1]
α (b)| ≥ 1 follows from Lemma 11. Hence, the lemma holds. 
�

Lemma 13. For any α ∈ A, 1 ≤ b < b′ ≤ |α| and 1 ≤ i < |α|, |F [α[i+1],i]
α (b)| ≥

|F [α[i+1],i]
α (b′)|.

Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on i. First, for any 1 ≤ i < b, it
is clear that |F [α[i+1],i]

α (b)| = |F [α[i+1],i]
α (b′)| = 0. Second, for any b ≤ i < b′, it

follows from Lemma 11 that |F [α[i+1],i]
α (b)| ≥ 1. Then, |F [α[i+1],i]

α (b)| ≥ 1 > 0 =
|F [α[i+1],i]

α (b′)|. Finally, when b′ ≤ i < |α|, let k′ be the integer such that αk′
[i] =

α[i +1]− 1. (I) When i /∈ Fα(b′) or αk′
[i] = α[i + 1]− 1 ∈ Fα(b′). It follows from

Lemma 11 that |F [α[i+1],i]
α (b)| ≥ |F [α[i],i−1]

α (b)| + ∑k′−1
k=1 |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]

α (b)| and

|F [α[i+1],i]
α (b′)| = |F [α[i],i−1]

α (b′)| + ∑k′−1
k=1 |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]

α (b′)|. By the induction

hypothesis, we have |F [α[i],i−1]
α (b)| ≥ |F [α[i],i−1]

α (b′)| and |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]
α (b)| ≥

|F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]
α (b′)| for any 1 ≤ k ≤ k′ − 1. Hence, |F [α[i+1],i]

α (b)| ≥
|F [α[i+1],i]

α (b′)|. (II) When i ∈ Fα(b′) and αk′
[i] = α[i + 1] − 1 /∈ Fα(b′).

There always exists b′ ∈ {i, α1[i], . . . , αk′−1[i]}, and therefore |F [α[b′],b′−1]
α (b)| ≥

1 > 0 = |F [α[b′],b′−1]
α (b′)|. Then, |F [α[i+1],i]

α (b)| ≥ |F [α[i],i−1]
α (b)| +

∑k′−1
k=1 |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]

α (b)| ≥ 1 + |F [α[i],i−1]
α (b′)| + ∑k′−1

k=1 |F [αk+1[i],αk[i]−1]
α (b′)| =

|F [α[i+1],i]
α (b′)|. Hence, |F [α[i+1],i]

α (b)| ≥ |F [α[i+1],i]
α (b′)|. 
�

In a similar way, we have the next lemma.

Lemma 14. Let α ∈ A and c ∈ Cα with CTα(c) = {c′}. For any 1 ≤ i < |α|,
|F [α[i+1],i]

α (c)| ≥ ∑
g∈G|F [α[i+1],i]

α (g)|, where G = (C [c,|α|]
α (c) − c′).

Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 10. We will use Lemmas 13 and 14.

Proof. Let G = {g | g ∈ C
[i,r]
β (i), z[g] = 0}. Let v be the sequence s.t. for each

1 ≤ j ≤ r, v[j] = 0 if j ∈ Fβ(i), v[j] = 
 if there is g ∈ G s.t. j ∈ Fβ(g), and
v[j] = z[j] otherwise.

Now we show v ∈ Zβ . By the definition of v and u[1 : i − 1]0 ∈ Zi
β , it is

clear that v[j] holds Conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Lemma 8 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
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Furthermore, u[1 : i− 1]
 ∈ Zi
β means that zeros(v[β[i] : i− 1]) ≥ maxcβ(i)− 1.

Hence, v[c] satisfies Conditions 5 and 6 for any c ∈ C
[1,r]
β (i) since zeros(v[β[c] :

c−1]) ≥ zeros(v[β[i] : i−1]) and maxcβ(i)−1 ≥ maxcβ(c)−1. Then, as the proof
of Lemma 9, we have only to show zeros(v[β[c] : c−1]) ≥ zeros(z[β[c] : c−1]) for
any c ∈ Cβ . This can be proven by showing |F [β[c],c−1]

β (i)| ≥ ∑
g∈G|F [β[c],c−1]

β (g)|.
Since it is clear in case where G = ∅, we consider the case where G �= ∅. Let
c′ = CTβ(i). Note that |CTβ(i)| = 1 by the assumption. (I) When z[c′] = 0. Since
z[1 : r] satisfies Condition 4 of Lemma 8, G = {c′}. It follows from Lemma 13
that |F [β[c],c−1]

β (i)| ≥ |F [β[c],c−1]
β (c′)| for any c ∈ C

[1,r]
β . (II) When z[c′] �= 0.

It follows from Lemma 14 that |F [β[c],c−1]
β (i)| ≥ ∑

g∈G|F [β[c],c−1]
β (g)| for any

c ∈ C
[1,r]
β . Therefore, the lemma holds. 
�

4.3 Complexity Analysis

Algorithm 1 shows our algorithm that solves Problem 1.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 solves Problem 1 in O(n1.5) time and O(n) space for
an unbounded alphabet.

Proof. The correctness should be clear from the discussions in the previous sub-
sections.

Let us estimate the time complexity of Algorithm 1 until the CheckPBA func-
tion is called at Line 1. As in the failure function construction algorithm, the
while loop of Line 6 is executed at most n times. Moreover, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
the values of z[i], prevc[i], and order [i] are updated at most once. When i is
a conflict point, Line 20 is executed at most ordery(i) − 1 times. Hence, it
follows from Lemma 5 that the total number of times Line 20 is executed is∑

c∈Cy
(ordery(c) − 1) ≤ 1 +

∑
c∈Cy

�2ordery(c)−2� ≤ n.
Next, we show the CheckPBA function takes in O(n1.5) time for any input

α ∈ A. Let 2 ≤ r1 < r2 < · · · < rx ≤ n be the positions for which we execute
Line 6 or 10 when we first visit these positions. If such positions do not exist,
CheckPBA returns “valid” in O(n) time. Let us consider x ≥ 1. For any 1 ≤ t ≤ x,
let zt[1 : rt − 1] denote the z-pattern when we first visit rt and let lt = min{c |
c ∈ AC

[1,rt−1]
α , zt[c] = 0}. If x = 1 and such l1 does not exist, then CheckPBA

returns “invalid” in O(n) time. If x > 1, then there exists l1 as we reach rx.
Furthermore, there exists lt s.t. lt < r1 since otherwise we cannot get across r1.
Henceforth, we may assume l1 ≤ l2 ≤ · · · ≤ lx exist. Note that by the definition
of active conflict points, all elements of Fα(lt)−{lt} are not conflict points, and
therefore for any b ∈ Fα(lt), zt[b] = 0.

Here, let L1 = {c | c ∈ C
[l1+1,r1]
α , l1 < max C

[1,c]
α (c)} and Lt = {c | c ∈

C
[rt−1+1,rt]
α , lt < maxC

[1,c]
α (c)} for any 1 < t ≤ x. Since L1, L2, . . . , Lx are

pairwise disjoint, |L| =
∑x

t=1|Lt|, where L =
⋃x

t=1 Lt. It follows from Lemma 12
that |F [α[rt],rt−1]

α (lt)| − |F [α[rt−1],rt−1−1]
α (lt)| ≥ |Lt|. In addition, for any 1 ≤

t ≤ x, let Ein
t = Eα ∩ ([α[rt], rt − 1] − [α[rt−1], rt−1 − 1]}) and Eout

t = Eα ∩
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm to verify p-border array
Input: an integer array y[1 :n]
Output: whether y is a valid p-border array or not
/* zeros [1 :n] : zeros [i] = zeros(z[1 : i]). zeros [0] = 0 for convenience. */

/* sign[1 :n] : sign[i] = 1 if i ∈ Ey, sign[i] = −1 if (C
[i,n]
y (i)∩Ey) �= ∅. */

/* prevc[1 :n] : prevc[i] = max C
[1,i]
y (i), prevc[i] = 0 otherwise. */

if y[1 :2] �= [0, 1] then return invalid;1

sign[1 :n]← [1, 0, .., 0]; prevc[1 :n]← [0, .., 0]; order [1 :n]← [0, .., 0];2

maxc[1 :n]← [0, .., 0];
for i = 3 to n do3

if y[i] = y[i− 1] + 1 then continue;4

b′ ← y[i− 1]; b← y[b′];5

while b > 0 & y[i] �= y[b′ + 1] & y[i] �= b + 1 do6

b′ ← b; b← y[b′];7

if y[i] = y[b′ + 1] then /* i conflicts with b′ + 1 */8

j ← y[i];9

while sign[j] = 0 & order [j] = 0 do /* z[y1[i]], z[y2[i]], . . . , z[0] must10

be 0 */

sign[j]← 1; j ← y[j];11

if sign[j] = −1 then return invalid;12

if sign[j] �= 1 then13

sign[j]← 1; j ← prevc[j];14

while j > 0 do /* ∀j ∈ C
[1,i]
y (i), z[j] must be � */15

if sign[j] = 1 then return invalid;16

sign[j]← −1; j ← prevc[j];17

if order [b′ + 1] = 0 then order [b′ + 1]← 1;18

prevc[i]← b′ + 1; order [i]← order [b′ + 1] + 1;19

maxc[i]← order [b′ + 1] + 1; j ← b′ + 1;
while j > 0 & maxc[j] < order [b′ + 1] + 1 do20

maxc[j]← order [b′ + 1] + 1; j ← prevc[j];21

else if y[i] �= b + 1 then return invalid;22

cnt[1 :n]← [−1, ..,−1]; zeros [1]← 1;23

return CheckPBA(2, n, y[1 :n], zeros [1 :n], sign[1 :n], cnt[1 :n],24

prevc[1 :n], order [1 :n], maxc[1 :n]);

([α[rt−1], rt−1 − 1] − [α[rt], rt − 1]}), where [α[r0], r0 − 1] = ∅. Since for any
1 < t ≤ x, zeros(zt[α[rt−1] : rt−1 − 1]) ≥ zeros(zt−1[α[rt−1] : rt−1 − 1]) + 1,

zeros(zt[α[rt] : rt − 1])
≥ zeros(zt[α[rt−1] : rt−1 − 1]) + |Ein

t | − |Eout
t |

+|F [α[rt],rt−1]
α (lt)| − |F [α[rt−1],rt−1−1]

α (lt)|
≥ zeros(zt−1[α[rt−1] : rt−1 − 1]) + 1 + |Ein

t | − |Eout
t | + |Lt|.
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Function. CheckPBA(i, n, y[1 : n], zeros [1 : n], sign[1 : n], cnt[1 : n], prevc[1 :
n], order [1 :n], maxc[1 :n])

Result: whether y is a valid p-border array or not
if i = n then return valid;1

if order [i] = 0 then /* i is not a conflict point */2

zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1] + zeros [y[i]]− zeros [y[i]− 1];3

return CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]);4

if sign[i] = 1 then /* z[i] must be 0 */5

if zeros [i− 1]− zeros [y[i]− 1] < maxc[i]− 1 then return invalid;6

zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1] + 1;7

return CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]);8

if sign[i] = −1 ‖ zeros [i− 1]− zeros [y[i]− 1] < maxc[i]− 1 then /* z[i] must9

be � */

if zeros [i− 1]− zeros [y[i]− 1] < order [i] then return invalid;10

zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1];11

return CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]);12

/* from here sign[i] = 0 and zeros [i− 1]− zeros [y[i]− 1] ≥ maxc[i]− 1 */

if cnt[i] = −1 then /* first time arriving at i */13

cnt[i] + +; cnt[prevc[i]] + +14

if prevc[i] > 0 & sign[prevc[i]] = 1 then /* ∃c ∈ C
[1,i]
y (i), z[c] = 0 */15

sign[i]← 1; zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1];16

ret← CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]); sign[i]← 0;17

return ret;18

sign[i]← 1; zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1] + 1;19

ret← CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]); sign[i]← 0;20

if ret = valid ‖ cnt[i] < 2 then return ret;21

zeros [i]← zeros [i− 1];22

return CheckPBA(i + 1, n, y[1 :n], . . . , maxc[1 :n]);23

By recursive procedures, we have orderα(rx) ≥ 1 + zeros(zx[α[rx] : rx − 1]) ≥
zeros(z1[α[r1] : r1 − 1]) + x +

∑x
t=2|Ein

t | − ∑x
t=2|Eout

t | +
∑x

t=2|Lt|. Since
zeros(z1[α[r1] : r1−1]) ≥ 1+ |Ein

1 |+ |L1| and
∑x

t=1|Ein
t |−∑x

t=2|Eout
t | ≥ 1, then

orderα(rx) ≥ 2 + x + |L|.
Now, we evaluate the number of z-patterns we search for during the calls of

CheckPBA. Let C2(t) = {c | c ∈ C
[lt,rt]
α , |CT

[lt,rt]
α (c)| ≥ 2} for any 1 ≤ t ≤ x

and T ′ = {1} ∪ {t | 1 < t ≤ x, lt−1 < lt, |CT
[lt,rt−1]
α (lt)| = 0}. Let us assume

T ′ = {t′1, t′2, . . . , t′x′} with 1 = t′1 < t′2 < · · · < t′x′ ≤ x. By Lemmas 9 and 10,
the number of z-patterns searched for between lt′j and rt′j+1−1 is at most 2|C

′
2(t

′
j)|

for any 1 ≤ j ≤ x′, where t′x′+1 − 1 = x and C′
2(t

′
j) =

⋃t′j+1−1

t=t′j
C2(t). Then,

the total number of z-patterns is at most
∑x′

j=1 2|C
′
2(t

′
j)|. By Lemma 10, for any

1 ≤ j < x′, lt′j must be in C′
2(t′j) and by the definition of T ′, lt′j is only in

C′
2(t

′
j). Hence, if C2 =

⋃x
t=1 C2(t), then |C′

2(t
′
j)| ≤ |C2| − (x′ − 2), and therefore

∑x′

j=1 2|C
′
2(t

′
j)| ≤ 4x′2|C2|−x′

.
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1r1l
t’ = 11

2r2l

3r3l

4r4l

5r5l

t’ = 32

t’ = 53

Fig. 4. Relation between L and C2. A pair of a big circle and a small circle connected
by an arc represents a parent-child relation in the conflict tree. © is a position in C.
• or ◦ is a position in L. � is a position not in L.

Finally, we consider the relation between L and C2 (See Fig. 4). By the defi-
nition of L and C2, for any c ∈ (C2 − {l1, l2, . . . , lx}), |CTα(c)∩L| ≥ 2. In addi-
tion, by the definition of T ′, for any c ∈ (C2 ∩{l1, l2, . . . , lx}−{lt′1, lt′2 , . . . , lt′x′}),
|CTα(c) ∩ L| ≥ 1. Here, let x′′ = |{l1, l2, . . . , lx} − {lt′1 , lt′2 , . . . , lt′x′}|. Clearly,
x′+x′′ ≤ x. For these reasons, orderα(rx) ≥ 2+x+|L| ≥ 2+x+2|C2|−2(x′+x′′)+
x′′ ≥ 2+2|C2|−x′. It follows from Lemma 5 that n ≥ 1+

∑
c∈Cα

�2orderα(c)−2� >

1 +
∑2+2|C2|−x′

i=2 2i−2 = 22|C2|−x′+1 and
√

n > 2
1+x′

2 2|C2|−x′
> x′2|C2|−x′

. Hence,
the total time complexity is proportional to n

∑x′

j=1 2|C
′
2(t

′
j)| ≤ 4nx′2|C2|−x′

<

4n
√

n.
The space complexity is O(n) as we use only a constant number of arrays of

length n. 
�

5 Conclusions and Open Problems

We presented an O(n1.5)-time O(n)-space algorithm to verify if a given integer
array y of length n is a valid p-border array for an unbounded alphabet. In case
y is a valid p-border array, the proposed algorithm also computes a z-pattern
z ∈ {0, 
}∗ s.t. z ∈ Zy, and we remark that some sequence p ∈ Py s.t. ptoz (p) = z
is then computable in linear time from z.

Open problems of interest are: (1) Can we solve the p-border array reverse
problem for an unbounded alphabet in o(n1.5) time? (2) Can we efficiently solve
the p-border array reverse problem for a bounded alphabet? (3) Can we effi-
ciently count p-border arrays of length n?
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Abstract. A proper factor u of a string y is a cover of y if every letter
of y is within some occurrence of u in y. The concept generalises the
notion of periods of a string. An integer array C is the minimal-cover
(resp. maximal-cover) array of y if C [i] is the minimal (resp. maximal)
length of covers of y[0 . . i], or zero if no cover exists.

In this paper, we present a constructive algorithm checking the va-
lidity of an array as a minimal-cover or maximal-cover array of some
string. When the array is valid, the algorithm produces a string over an
unbounded alphabet whose cover array is the input array. All algorithms
run in linear time due to an interesting combinatorial property of cover
arrays: the sum of important values in a cover array is bounded by twice
the length of the string.

1 Introduction

The notion of periodicity in strings is well studied in many fields like combina-
torics on words, pattern matching, data compression and automata theory (see
[11,12]), because it is of paramount importance in several applications, not to
talk about its theoretical aspects.

The concept of quasiperiodicity is a generalisation of the notion of periodicity,
and was defined by Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht in [2]. In a periodic repetition
the occurrences of the single periods do not overlap. In contrast, the quasiperiods
of a quasiperiodic string may overlap. We call a proper factor u of a nonempty
string y a cover of y, if every letter of y is within some occurrence of u in y.
In this paper, we consider the so-called aligned covers, where the cover u of y
needs to be a border (i.e. a prefix and a suffix) of y. The array C is called the
minimal-cover (resp. maximal-cover) array of the string y of length n, if for each
i, 0 ≤ i < n, C [i] stores either the length of the shortest (resp. longest) cover
of y[0 . . i], when such a cover exists, or zero otherwise. In particular, we do not
consider a string to be a cover of itself.

Apostolico and Breslauer [1,4] gave an online linear runtime algorithm com-
puting the minimal-cover array of a string. In their definition, a string is a cover

A. Amir and L. Parida (Eds.): CPM 2010, LNCS 6129, pp. 251–259, 2010.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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of itself, but it is straightforward to modify their algorithm to accommodate our
definition. Li and Smyth [10] provided an online linear runtime algorithm for
computing the maximal-cover array.

In this paper, we present a constructive algorithm checking if an integer array
is the minimal-cover or maximal-cover array of some string. When the array
is valid, the algorithm produces a string over an unbounded alphabet whose
cover array is the input array. For our validity checking algorithm, we use the
aforementioned algorithms that compute cover arrays.

All algorithms run in linear time. This is essentially due to a combinatorial
property of cover arrays: the sum of important values in a cover array is bounded
by twice the length of the string.

The result of the paper completes the series of algorithmic characterisations of
data structures that store fundamental features of strings. They concern Border
arrays [6,7], Parameterized Border arrays [9] and Prefix arrays [5] that stores
periods of all the prefixes of a string, as well as the element of Suffix arrays [3,8]
that memorises the list of positions of lexicographically sorted suffixes of the
string. The question is not applicable to complete Suffix trees or Suffix automata
since the relevant string is part of these data structures. The algorithms may be
regarded as reverse engineering processes and, beyond their obvious theoretical
interest, they are useful to test the validity of some constructions. Their linear
runtime is an important part of their quality.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the basic def-
initions used throughout the paper and the problem. In Section 3, we prove some
properties of minimal-cover arrays used later for the design or the analysis of
algorithms. In Section 4, we describe our constructive cover array validity check-
ing algorithms. Section 5 provides some combinatorially interesting numerical
data on minimal-cover arrays.

2 Definitions and Problems

Throughout this paper we consider a string y of length |y| = n on an unbounded
alphabet. It is represented as y[0 . . n− 1]. A string w is a factor of y if y = uwv
for two strings u and v. It is a prefix of y if u is empty and a suffix of y if
v is empty. A string u is a period of y if y is a prefix of uk for some positive
integer k, or equivalently if y is a prefix of uy. The period of y is the shortest
period of y. A string x of length m is a cover of y if both m < n and there
exists a set of positions P ⊆ {0, . . . , n −m} satisfying y[i . . i + m − 1] = x for
all i ∈ P and

⋃
i∈P{i, . . . , i + m − 1} = {0, . . . , n − 1}. Note that this requires

x to be a prefix as well as a suffix of y. The minimal-cover array C of y is the
array of integers C [0 . . n − 1] for which C [i], 0 ≤ i < n, stores the length of
the shortest cover of the prefix y[0 . . i], if such a cover exists, or zero otherwise.
The maximal-cover array CM stores longest cover at each position instead. The
following table provides the minimal-cover array C and the maximal-cover array
CM of the string y = abaababaababaabaababaaba.
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i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

y[i] a b a a b a b a a b a b a a b a a b a b a a b a

C [i] 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 5 3 7 3 9 5 3 0 5 3 0 3 9 5 3

CM[i] 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 0 5 6 0 8 9 10 11

We consider the following problems for an integer array A:

Problem 1 (Minimal Validity Problem). Decide if A is the minimal-cover array
of some string.

Problem 2 (Maximal Validity Problem). Decide if A is the maximal-cover array
of some string.

Problem 3 (Minimal Construction Problem). When A is a valid minimal-cover
array, exhibit a string over an unbounded alphabet whose minimal-cover array
is A.

Problem 4 (Maximal Construction Problem). When A is a valid maximal-cover
array, exhibit a string over an unbounded alphabet whose maximal-cover array
is A.

3 Properties of the Minimal-Cover Array

In this section, we assume that C is the minimal-cover array of y. Its first element
is 0, as we do not consider a string to be a cover of itself. Next elements are 1
only for prefixes of the form ak for some letter a. We will use the following fact
in our argumentation.

Fact 1 (Transitivity). If u and v cover y and |u| < |v|, then u covers v.

For the rest of the section we assume that n > 1 and prove several less obvious
properties of the minimal-cover array.

Lemma 1. If 0 ≤ i < n and C [i] �= 0, then C [C [i]− 1] = 0.

Proof. Immediate from Fact 1. ��

Lemma 2. Let i and j be positions such that j < i, j−C [j] ≥ i−C [i], C [i] �= 0
and C [j] �= 0. Furthermore let r = j − (i−C [i] + 1). If i−C [i] = j −C [j] then
C [r] = 0, otherwise if i− C [i] < j − C [j], then C [r] = C [j].

Proof. First assume that i − C [i] = j − C [j]. Then C [j − (i − C [i] + 1)] =
C [j − (j − C [j] + 1)] = C [C [j] − 1] = 0 according to Lemma 1. Now assume
that i − C [i] < j − C [j]. This situation is depicted in Figure 1. The string
u = y[j −C [j] + 1 . . j] of length C [j] covers the string y[0 . . j]. By precondition
(j < i, j−C [j] > i−C [i]) u also covers y[0 . . r], as there exists an occurrence of u
at position r−C [j]+1. Thus we have C [r] ≤ C [j]. The assumption C [r] < C [j]
leads to a contradiction to the minimality of C . Thus we have C [r] = C [j]. ��
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u u
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u u

r+1r+1

r

Fig. 1. Case j − C [j] > i − C [i] of Lemma 2 (i′ = i − C[i] + 1, j′ = j − C[j] + 1)

Lemma 3. Let i and j be positions such that j < i and j − C [j] < i − C [i].
Then (i− C [i])− (j − C [j]) > C [j]/2.

Proof. For ease of notation let p = C [i], q = C [j] and r = (i − p) − (j − q).
Assume the statement does not hold, i.e. r ≤ q

2 . Let u = y[0 . . r − 1]. Then
due to the overlap of y[i − p + 1 . . i] and y[j − q + 1 . . j] both y[0 . . p − 1] and
y[0 . . q − 1] are powers of u. Let y[0 . . q − 1] = ue for some exponent e. Observe
that e = q/r ≥ q/(q/2) = 2. However y[0 . . q−1] is also covered by v = u1+e−�e�.
As |v| < q we obtain a contradiction. ��
Definition 1. A position j �= 0 of C is called totally covered, if there is a
position i > j for which C [i] �= 0 and i− C [i] + 1 ≤ j − C [j] + 1 < j.

Let Cp be obtained from C by setting C [i] = 0 for all totally covered indices i
on C . We call Cp the pruned minimal-cover array of y. The next table shows
the pruned minimal-cover array of the example string above.

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
y[i] a b a a b a b a a b a b a a b a a b a b a a b a
C [i] 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 5 3 7 3 9 5 3 0 5 3 0 3 9 5 3

Cp[i] 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 3

Lemma 4. The sum of the elements of Cp does not exceed 2n.

Proof. Let Ii = {i−C [i]+1, i−C [i]+2, . . . i} for i = 0, . . . , n−1 if C [i] �= 0 and
Ii = ∅ otherwise. Let I ′i denote the lower half of Ii (if C [i] is uneven, the middle
element is included). According to Lemma 3, i �= j implies I ′i ∩ I ′j = ∅. Thus the
relation

∑n−1
i=0 |I ′i| ≤ n holds, which in turn implies

∑n−1
i=0 |Ii| ≤

∑n−1
i=0 2|I ′i| ≤ 2n.

��
The bound of Lemma 4 is asymptotically tight. For an integer k > 1, let xk =
(akbak+1b)n/(2k+3). For k = 2 and n = 23 we get:

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
y[i] a a b a a a b a a b a a a b a a b a a a b a a

Cp[i] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 0 0 7 0 5

It is straightforward to see that all segments of length 2k + 3 of Cp contain the
values 2k + 1 and 2k + 3, except at the beginning of the string. Therefore the
sum of elements in Cp is (4k + 4)( n

2k+3
− 1), which tends to 2n when k (and n)

goes to infinity.
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4 Reverse Engineering a Cover Array

We solve the stated problems in three steps: array transformation, string infer-
ence and validity checking.

Transforming Maximal to Minimal-Cover Arrays. We first show how to trans-
form a maximal-cover array into a minimal-cover array in linear time. The fol-
lowing algorithm Maxtomin converts the maximal-cover array C of y to its
minimal-cover array in linear time.

Maxtomin(C , n)
1 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
2 if C [i] �= 0 and C [C [i]− 1] �= 0 then
3 C [i]← C [C [i]− 1]

The algorithm works in the following way. Assume the for loop is executing for
some i > 0. At this time the prefix C [0 . . i−1] of the array has been converted to
a minimal-cover array and we want to determine the value of C [i]. If C [i] is zero
then there is no cover and we leave the value as it is. If C [i] is not zero, then we
know from Fact 1 that if there is a shorter cover, then it covers y[0 . .C [i]− 1].
Thus we look up C [C [i]− 1] to see if there is a shorter cover we can substitute
for C [i]. As the segment before index i is already the minimal-cover array up to
this point, we know that such a value is minimal.

String Inference. In this step, we assume that the integer array C of length n is
the minimal- or maximal-cover array of at least one string. From what we wrote
above, we can assume without loss of generality that C is a minimal-cover array.

The nonzero values in C induce an equivalence relation on the positions of
every string that has the minimal-cover array C . More precisely, if we find the
value � �= 0 in position i of C , then this imposes the constraints

y[k] = y[i− � + 1 + k]

for k = 0, . . . , �−1. We say that the positions k and i−�+1+k are bidirectionally
linked. Let the undirected graph G(V, E) be defined by V = {0, . . . , n− 1} and

E =
⋃

i=0,...,n−1

⋃

j=0,...C [i]−1

({(j, i− C [i] + 1 + j)}) .

Then the nonzero values in C state that the letters at positions i and j of any
word y such that C is the minimal-cover array of y need to be equal, if i and j
are connected in G. According to Lemma 2, we do not lose connectivity between
vertices of G, if we remove totally covered indices from C , i.e. the graph induced
by C has the same connected components as the one induced by its pruned
version Cp. The number of edges in the graph induced by Cp is bounded by 2n
according to Lemma 4.

The pruned minimal-cover array Cp can be obtained from the minimal-cover
array C using the following algorithm Prune in linear time.
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Prune(C , n)
1 �← 0
2 for i← n− 1 downto 0 do
3 if � ≥ C [i] then
4 C [i]← 0
5 �← max(0, max(�,C [i])− 1)
6 return C

A non-zero value at index i in C defines an interval [i−C [i]+1, i]. The algorithm
scans C from large to small indices, where the value � stores the minimal lower
bound of all the intervals encountered so far. If an interval starting at a smaller
upper bound has a greater lower bound than �, we erase the corresponding value
in C by setting it to zero. Thus we remove all totally covered indices from C
and obtain the pruned array Cp.

So far we know how to extract information from the non-zero values of C by
computing connected components in a graph which has no more than 2n edges.
The vertices in each connected component designate positions in any produced
string which need to have equal letters. By assigning a different letter to each of
these components, we make sure not to violate any constraints set by the zero
values in C . The following algorithm MinArrayToString produces a string y
from an array A assumed to be a pruned minimal-cover array.

MinArrayToString(A, n)
1 � Produce edges
2 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
3 E[i]← empty list
4 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
5 for j ← 0 to A[i]− 1 do
6 E[i−A[i] + 1 + j].add(j), E[j].add(i −A[i] + 1 + j)
7 � Compute connected components by Depth First Search
8 � and assign letters to output string
9 (S, �)← (empty stack,−1)

10 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
11 if y[i] is undefined then
12 S.push(i)
13 �← � + 1
14 while not S.empty() do
15 p← S.pop()
16 y[p]← �
17 for each element j of E[p] do
18 if y[j] is undefined then
19 S.push(j)
20 return y

The first two for loops produce the edges E in the graph G induced by A, where
we implement the transition relation by assigning a linear list of outgoing edges
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to each vertex. The third for loop computes the connected components in the
graph by using depth first search and assigns the letters to the output string.
Each connected component is assigned a different letter. The runtime of the
algorithm is linear in the number of edges of the graph, which is bounded by 2n.

Theorem 1. The problems Minimal Construction Problem and Maximal
Construction Problem are solved in linear time by the algorithm MinAr-
rayToString and the sequence of algorithms MaxToMin and MinArray-
ToString respectively.

Validity Checking. In the third step we use the MinArrayToString algorithm
as a building block for our validity checking algorithm. Thus we have to ensure
some basic constraints so that the algorithm does not firstly access any unde-
fined positions in the input and secondly runs in linear time. As a first step, we
have to make sure that the algorithm will not try to define edges for which at
least one vertex number is not valid. This check is performed by the following
algorithm Precheck, which runs in linear time.

Precheck(A, n)
1 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
2 if i−A[i] + 1 < 0 then
3 return false
4 return true

If Precheck returns true, then MinArrayToString will only generate edges
from valid to valid vertices. If we are checking for validity of a maximal-cover ar-
ray, we then pass the array through the algorithm MaxToMin as a next step. In
both cases (minimal and maximal) the next step is to prune the array using the
algorithm Prune. After this, we can call the algorithm MinArrayToString
with the so-modified array, but it may not run in linear time, as the constraints
imposed by Lemma 3 may not hold if the original input array is invalid. We
avoid this situation with the following algorithm Postcheck.

Postcheck(A, n)
1 j ← −1
2 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
3 if A[i] �= 0 then

4 if j �= −1 and (i−A[i])− (j −A[j]) ≤
⌊

A[j]
2

⌋
then

5 return false
6 j ← i
7 return true

If Postcheck returns false, then the input array was invalid. Otherwise we
can call MinArrayToString and be sure that it will run in linear time. At
this point we have obtained a string from the input array in linear time. We
know that if the input array is valid, the minimal- or maximal- (depending on
what kind of input we are given) cover array of this string matches the input.
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If the input array is not valid, we cannot obtain it by computing the minimal-
or maximal-cover array from the obtained string. Thus we can check whether an
array A is a valid maximal-cover array using the following algorithm Check-
Maximal.
CheckMaximal(A, n)

1 if Precheck(A, n) = false then
2 return false
3 A←MaxToMin(A, n)
4 A← Prune(A, n)
5 if Postcheck(A, n) = false then
6 return false
7 y ←MinArrayToString(A, n)
8 if the maximal-cover array of y equals A then
9 return true

10 else return false

The algorithm CheckMinimal for checking whether an array A is a valid
minimal-cover array is obtained from CheckMaximal by removing the call
to the function MaxToMin in line 3 and checking whether the minimal instead
of the maximal-cover array of the string y equals A in line 8.

Theorem 2. The problems Minimal Validity Problem and Maximal Validity
Problem are solved by the algorithms CheckMinimal and CheckMaximal
respectively in linear time.

5 Experiments and Numerical Results

Figure 2 shows the maximal ratio of sums of elements of pruned minimal-cover
array, for all words over a two-letter alphabet, using even word lengths 8 to 30.
These ratios are known to be smaller than 2 by Lemma 4. However, values close
to this bound are not observed for small word length.

 1
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Fig. 2. Maximal ratio of sum over pruned minimal-cover array and word length for
words over the binary alphabet of even length 8 to 30
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We were able to verify the linear runtime of our algorithm in experiments.
The implementation for the CheckMinimal function is available at the Website
http://www.dcs.kcl.ac.uk/staff/tischler/src/recovering-0.0.0.tar.bz2,
which is set up for maintaining the source code and the documentation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided linear runtime algorithms for checking the va-
lidity of minimal- and maximal-cover arrays and algorithms to infer strings from
valid minimal- and maximal-cover arrays. The linear time inference of strings
using the least possible alphabet size from cover arrays remains an open problem.
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Abstract. The field of compressed data structures seeks to achieve fast
search time, but using a compressed representation, ideally requiring less
space than that occupied by the original input data. The challenge is to
construct a compressed representation that provides the same function-
ality and speed as traditional data structures. In this invited presenta-
tion, we discuss some breakthroughs in compressed data structures over
the course of the last decade that have significantly reduced the space
requirements for fast text and document indexing. One interesting con-
sequence is that, for the first time, we can construct data structures for
text indexing that are competitive in time and space with the well-known
technique of inverted indexes, but that provide more general search ca-
pabilities. Several challenges remain, and we focus in this presentation
on two in particular: building I/O-efficient search structures when the
input data are so massive that external memory must be used, and in-
corporating notions of relevance in the reporting of query answers.

1 Introduction

The world is drowning in data! Massive data sets are being produced at un-
precedented rates from sources like the World-Wide Web, genome sequencing,
scientific experiments, business records, image processing, and satellite imagery.
The proliferation of data at massive scales poses serious challenges in terms of
storing, managing, retrieving, and mining information from the data.

Pattern matching — in which a pattern is matched against a massively sized
text or sequence of data — is a traditional field of computer science that forms
the basis for biological databases and search engines. Previous work has con-
centrated for the most part on the internal memory RAM model. However, we
are increasingly having to deal with massive data sets that do not easily fit into
internal memory and thus must be stored on secondary storage, such as disk
drives, or in a distributed fashion in a network.
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Suffix trees and suffix arrays, which are the traditional data structures used
for pattern matching and a variety of other string processing tasks, are often
“bloated” in that they require much more space than that occupied by the un-
compressed input data. Moreover, the input data are typically highly compress-
ible, often by a factor of 5–10. When compared with the size of the input data
in compressed form, the size of suffix trees and suffix arrays can be prohibitively
large, often 20–150 times larger than the compressed data size. This extra space
blowup results in increased memory resources and energy usage, slower data ac-
cess (because the bloated data must reside in the slower levels of the memory
hierarchy), and reduced bandwidth.

1.1 Key Themes in This Presentation

In this presentation we focus on some emerging themes in the area of pat-
tern matching for massive data. One theme deals with the exciting new field
called compressed data structures, which addresses the bloat exhibited by suffix
trees and suffix arrays. There are two simultaneous goals: space-efficient com-
pression and fast indexing. The last decade has seen much progress, both in
theory and in practice. A practical consequence is that, for the first time, we
have space-efficient indexing methods for pattern matching and other tasks
that can compete in terms of space and time with the well-known technique
of inverted indexes [73,52,74] used in search engines, while offering more gen-
eral search capabilities. Some compressed data structures are in addition self-
indexing [61,19,20,28], and thus the original data can be discarded, making them
especially space-efficient. The two main techniques we discuss — compressed suf-
fix array (CSA) and FM-index — are self-indexing techniques that require space
roughly equal to the space occupied by the input data in compressed format.

A second theme deals with external memory access in massive data applica-
tions [1,71,70], in which we measure performance in terms of number of I/Os.
A key disadvantage of CSAs and the FM-index is that they do not exhibit lo-
cality of reference and thus do not perform well in terms of number of I/Os. If
the input data are so massive that the CSA and FM-index do not fit in internal
memory, their performance is slowed significantly. There is much interesting work
on compressed data structures in external memory (e.g., [2,4,27,17,16,38,48,55]),
but major challenges remain.

The technique of sparsification allows us to reduce space usage but at the
same time exploit locality for good I/O performance and multicore utilization.
We discuss sparsification in two settings: One involves a new transform called
the geometric Burrows-Wheeler transform (GBWT) [9,34] that provides a link
between text indexing and the field of range searching, which has been studied
extensively in the external memory setting. In this case, a sparse subset of suffix
array pointers are used to reduce space, and multiple offsets in the pattern must
be searched, which can be done especially fast on multicore processors. The other
setting introduces the notion of relevance in queries so that only the most relevant
(or top-k) matches [53,6,64,69,36] are reported. The technique of sparsification
provides approximate answers quickly in a small amount of space [36].
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Besides the external memory scenario, other related models of interest worth
exploring include the cache-oblivious model [25], data streams model [54], and
practical programming paradigms such as multicore [65] and MapReduce [11].

2 Background

2.1 Text Indexing for Pattern Matching

We use T [1 . . n] to denote an input string or text of n characters, where the
characters are drawn from an alphabet Σ of size σ. The fundamental task of text
indexing is to build an index for T so that, for any query pattern P (consisting of
p characters), we can efficiently determine if P occurs in T . Depending upon the
application, we may want to report all the occ locations of where P occurs in T ,
or perhaps we may merely want to report the number occ of such occurrences.

The string T has n suffixes, starting at each of the n locations in the text.
The ith suffix, which starts at position i, is denoted by T [i . . n]. The suffix
array [26,49] SA[1 . . n] of T is an array of n integers that gives the sorted order
of the suffixes of T . That is, SA[i] = j if T [j . . n] is the ith smallest suffix of T in
lexicographical order. Similarly, the inverse suffix array is defined by SA−1[j] = i.
The suffix tree ST is a compact trie on all the suffixes of the text [51,72,68].
Suffix trees are often augmented with suffix links. The suffix tree can list all occ
occurrences of P in O(p + occ) time in the RAM model. Suffix arrays can also
be used for pattern matching. If P appears in T , there exist indices � and r such
that SA[�],SA[�+1], . . . ,SA[r] store all the starting positions in text T where P
occurs. We can use the longest common prefix array to improve the query time
from O(p log n + occ) to O(p + log n + occ) time.

Suffix trees and suffix arrays use O(n) words of storage, which translates
to O(n log n) bits. This size can be much larger than that of the text, which
is n log σ bits, and substantially larger than the size of the text in compressed
format, which we approximate by nHk(T ), where Hk(T ) represents the kth-order
empirical entropy of the text T .

2.2 String B-Trees

Ferragina and Grossi introduced the string B-tree (SBT) [16], an elegant and
efficient index in the external memory model. The string B-tree acts conceptually
as a B-tree over the suffix array; each internal node does B-way branching. Each
internal node is represented as a “blind trie” with B leaves; each leaf is a pointer
to one of the B child nodes. The blind trie is formed as the compact trie on the B
leaves, except that all but the first character on each edge label is removed. When
searching within a node in order to determine the proper leaf (and therefore child
node) to go to next, the search may go awry since only the first character on each
edge is available for comparison. The search will always end up at the right place
when the pattern correctly matches one of the leaves, but in the case where there
is no match and the search goes awry, a simple scanning of the original text can
discover the mistake and find the corrected position where the pattern belongs.
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Each block of the text is never scanned more than once and thus the string
B-tree supports predecessor and range queries in O(p/B + logB n+ occ/B) I/Os
using O(n) words (or O(n/B) blocks) of storage.

3 Compressed Data Structures

In the field of compressed data structures, the goal is to build data structures
whose space usage is provably close to the entropy-compressed size of the text.
A simultaneous goal is to maintain fast query performance.

3.1 Wavelet Trees

The wavelet tree, introduced by Grossi et al. [28,24], has become a key tool in
modern text indexing. It supports rank and select queries on arrays of characters
from Σ. (A rank query rank(c, i) counts how many times character c occurs in
the first i positions of the array. A select query select(c, j) returns the location
of the jth occurrence of c.) In a sense, the wavelet tree generalizes the rank and
select operations from a bit array [59,57] to an arbitrary multicharacter text
array T , and it uses nH0(T ) + t + O(n/ logσ n) bits of storage, where n is the
length of the array T , and t is the number of distinct characters in T .

The wavelet tree is conceptually a binary tree (often a balanced tree) of logical
bit arrays. A value of 0 (resp., 1) indicates that the corresponding entry is stored
in one of the leaves of the left (resp., right) child. The collective size of the
bit arrays at any given level of the tree is bounded by n, and they can be
stored in compressed format, giving the 0th-order entropy space bound. When
σ = O( polylog n), the height and traversal time of the wavelet tree can be
made O(1) by making the branching factor proportional to σε for some ε > 0 [21].

Binary wavelet trees have also been used to index an integer array A[1 . . n] in
linear space so as to efficiently support position-restricted queries [35,45]: given
any index range [�, r] and values x and y, we want to report all entries in A[� . . r]
with values between x and y. We can traverse each level of the wavelet tree in
constant time, so that the above query can be reported in O(occ log t) time,
where occ denotes the number of the desired entries.

Wavelet tree also work in the external memory setting [35]. Instead of using
a binary wavelet tree, we can increase the branching factor and obtain a B-ary
(or

√
B-ary) wavelet tree so that each query is answered in O(occ logB t) I/Os.

3.2 Compressed Text Indexes

Kärkkäinen [37] exploited Lempel-Ziv compression to develop a text index that,
in addition to the text, used extra space proportional to the size of the text (later
improved to O(nHk(T )) + o(n log σ) bits). Query time was quadratic in p plus
the time for p 2D range searches. Subsequent work focused on achieving faster
query times of the form O((p + occ) polylog n), more in line with that provided
by suffix trees and suffix arrays. In this section we focus on two parallel efforts
— compressed suffix arrays and the FM-index — that achieve the desired goal.
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Compressed Suffix Array (CSA). Grossi and Vitter [30,31] introduced the
compressed suffix array (CSA), which settled the open problem of whether it
was possible to simultaneously achieve fast query performance and break the
(n log n)-space barrier. In addition to the text, it used space proportional to the
text size, specifically, 2n logσ+O(n) bits, and answered queries in O(p/ logσ n+
occ logσ n) time. The key idea was to store a sparse representation of the full
suffix array, namely, the values that are multiples of 2j for certain j. The neighbor
function Φ(i) = SA−1[SA[i] + 1] allows suffix array values to be computed on
demand from the sparse representation in O(logσ n) time.

Sadakane [61,62] showed how to make the CSA self-indexing by adding auxil-
iary data structures so that the Φ function was entire and defined for all i, which
allowed the text values to be computed without need for storing the text T .
Queries took O((p + occ) log n) time. Sadakane also introduced an entropy anal-
ysis, showing that its space was bounded by nH0(T ) + O(n log log σ) bits.1

Grossi et al. [28] gave the first self-index that provably achieved asymptotic
space optimality (i.e., with constant factor of 1 in the leading term). It used
nHk(T )+o(n) bits and achieved O(p log σ+occ(log4 n)/((log2 log n) log σ)) query
time.2 For 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1/3, there are various tradeoffs, such as 1

ε nHk(T ) + o(n)
bits of space and O(p/ logσ n + occ(log2ε/(1−ε) n) log1−ε σ) query time. The Φ
function is encoded by representing a character in terms of the contexts of its
following k characters. For each character c in the text, the suffix array indices
for the contexts following c form an increasing sequence. The CSA achieves
high-order compression by encoding these increasing sequences in a context-by-
context manner, using 0th-order statistics for each context. A wavelet tree is
used to reduce redundancy in the sequence encodings.

FM-index. In parallel with the development of the CSA, Ferragina and Manzini
introduced the elegant FM-index [19,20], based upon the Burrows-Wheeler trans-
form (BWT) [7,50] data compressor. The FM-index was the first self-index
shown to have both fast performance and space usage within a constant factor
of the desired entropy bound for constant-sized alphabets. It used 5nHk(T ) +
O(nεσσ+1 +nσ/ logn)+ o(n) bits and handled queries in O(p+ occ logε n) time.
The BWT of T is a permutation of T denoted by Tbwt, where Tbwt[i] is the
character in the text immediately preceding the ith lexicographically smallest
suffix of T . That is, Tbwt[i] = T [SA[i]−1]. Intuitively, the sequence Tbwt[i] is easy
to compress because adjacent entries often share the same higher-order context.
The “last to first” function LF is used to walk backwards through the text;
LF (i) = j if the ith lexicographically smallest suffix, when prepended with its
preceding character, becomes the jth lexicographically smallest suffix.

The FM-index and the CSA are closely related: The LF function and the
CSA neighbor function Φ are inverses. That is, SA[LF (i)] = SA[i] − 1; equiv-
alently LF (i) = SA−1[SA[i] − 1] = Φ−1(i). A partition-based implementation

1 We assume for convenience in this presentation that the alphabet size satisfies σ =
O( polylog n) so that the auxiliary data structures are negligible in size.

2 We assume that k ≤ α logσ n − 1 for any constant 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, so that the kth-order
model complexity is relatively small.
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and analysis of the FM-index, similar to the context-based CSA space anal-
ysis described above [28], reduced the constant factor in the FM-index space
bound to 1, achieving nHk(T ) + o(n) bits and various query times, such as
O(p + occ log1+ε n) [21,29]. Intuitively, the BWT Tbwt (and the CSA lists) can
be partitioned into contiguous segments, where in each segment the context of
subsequent text characters is the same. The context length may be fixed (say, k)
or variable. We can code each segment of Tbwt (or CSA lists) using the statistics
of character occurrences for that particular context. A particularly useful tool
for encoding each segment is the wavelet tree, which reduces the coding problem
from encoding vectors of characters to encoding bit vectors. Since each individ-
ual partition (context) is encoded by a separate wavelet tree using 0th-order
compression, the net result is higher-order compression. This idea is behind the
notion of “compression boosting” of Ferragina et al. [14].

Simpler implementations for the FM-index and CSA achieve higher-order
compression without explicit partitioning into separate contexts. In fact, the
original BWT was typically implemented by encoding Tbwt using the move-to-
front heuristic [19,20]. Grossi et al. [24] proposed using a single wavelet tree
to encode the entire Tbwt and CSA lists rather than a separate wavelet tree
for each partition or context. Each wavelet tree node is encoded using run-
length encoding, such as Elias’s γ or δ codes [12]. (The γ code represents i > 0
with 2�log i� + 1 bits, and the δ code uses �log i� + 2�log(log i + 1)� + 1 bits.)
Most analyses of this simpler approach showed higher-order compression up to a
constant factor [50,24,44,13]. The intuition is that encoding a run of length i
by O(log i) bits automatically tunes itself to the statistics of the particular
context.

Mäkinen and Navarro [46] showed how to use a single wavelet tree and achieve
a space bound with a constant factor of 1, namely, nHk(T ) + o(n) bits. They
used a compressed block-based bit representation [59,57] to encode each bit
array within the single wavelet tree. A similar bound can be derived if we instead
encode each bit array using δ coding, enhanced with rank and select capabilities,
as done by Sadakane [61,62]; however, the resulting space bound contains an
additional additive term of O(n log Hk(T )) = O(n log log σ) bits, which arises
from the 2 log log i term in δ encoding. This additive term increases the constant
factor in the linear space term nHk(T ) when the entropy or alphabet size is
bounded by a constant, and under our assumptions on σ and k, it is bigger than
the secondary o(n) term. Mäkinen and Navarro [46] also apply their boosting
technique to achieve high-order compression for dynamic text indexes [8,47].

Extensions. In recent years, compressed data structures has been a thriving
field of research. The CSA and FM-index can be extended to support more
complex queries, including dictionary matching [8], approximate matching [40],
genome processing [22,41], XML subpath queries [18], multilabeled trees [3],
and general suffix trees [63,60,23]. Puglisi et al. [58] showed that compressed
text indexes provide faster searching than inverted indexes. However, they also
showed that if the number of occurrences (matching locations) are too many,
then inverted indexes perform better in terms of document retrieval. The survey
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by Navarro and Mäkinen [55] also discusses index construction time and other
developments, and Ferragina et al. [15] report experimental comparisons.

4 Geometric Burrows-Wheeler Transform (GBWT)

Range search is a useful tool in text indexing (see references in [9]).
Chien et al. [9] propose two transformations that convert a set S of points
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) into text T , and vice-versa. These transformations
show a two-way connectivity between problems in text indexing and orthogonal
range search, the latter being a well-studied problem in the external memory
setting and in terms of lower bounds. Let 〈x〉 be the binary encoding of x seen
as a string, and let 〈x〉R be its reverse string. For each point (xi, yi) in S, the first
transform constructs a string 〈xi〉R#〈yi〉$. The desired text T is formed by con-
catenating the above string for each point, so that T = 〈x1〉R#〈y1〉$〈x2〉R#〈y2〉$
. . . 〈xn〉R#〈yn〉$. An orthogonal range query on S translates into O(log2 n) pat-
tern matching queries on T . This transformation provides a framework for trans-
lating (pointer machine as well as external memory) lower bounds known for
range searching to the problem of compressed text indexing. An extended ver-
sion of this transform, which maps 3D points into text, can be used to derive
lower bounds for the position-restricted pattern matching problem.

For upper bounds, Chien et al. introduced the geometric Burrows-Wheeler
transform (GBWT) to convert pattern matching problems into range queries.
Given a text T and blocking factor d, let T ′[1 . . n/d] be the text formed by
blocking every consecutive d characters of T to form a single metacharacter, as
shown in Figure 1. Let SA′[1 . . n/d] be the sparse suffix array of T ′. The GBWT
of T consists of the 2D points (i, ci), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n/d, where ci is the reverse of
the metacharacter that precedes T ′[SA′[i]]. The parameter d is set to 1

2 logσ n so
that the data structures require only O(n log σ) bits.

To perform a pattern matching query for pattern P , we find, for each possible
offset k between 0 and d−1, all occurrences of P that start k characters from the

pos sorted suffix

1 acg tac gtg cgt

4 cgt

3 gtg cgt

2 tac gtg cgt

T’ =  acg tac gtg cgt

i SA[i] ci

1 1

4

3

2

---

2 gtg

3 cat

4 gca

sorted suffix of T’ GBWT of T’

(a) (b) (c)

---
cat
gca
gtg

1 2 3 4

2D representation
of GBWT

Fig. 1. Example of the GBWT for text T = acgtacgtgcgt. The text of metacharacters
is T ′ = acg tac gtg cgt. (a) The suffixes of T ′ sorted into lexicographical order.
(b) The suffix array SA′ and the reverse preceding metacharacters ci; the GBWT is
the set of tuples (i, ci), for all i. (c) The 2D representation of GBWT.
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Fig. 2. I/Os per query. On the left, there is no output (i.e., the searches are unsuccess-
ful). On the right, there are 3,000 occurrences on average per query.

beginning of a metacharacter. For k �= 0, this process partitions P into 〈 ̂P , ˜P 〉,
where ˜P matches a prefix of a suffix of T ′, and ̂P has length k and matches
a suffix of the preceding metacharacter. By reversing ̂P , both subcomponents
must match prefixes, which corresponds to a 2D range query on the set S of 2D
points defined above. The range of indices in the sparse suffix array SA′ can be
found by a string B-tree, and the 2D search can be done using a wavelet tree or
using alternative indexes, such as kd-trees or R-trees.

If the pattern is small and fits entirely within a metacharacter, table lookup
techniques (akin to inverted indexes) provide the desired answer using a negli-
gible amount of space. The resulting space bound for GBWT is O(n log σ) bits,
and the I/O query bound is the same as for four-sided 2D range search, namely,
O(p/B + (logσ n) logB n + occ logB n) or O(p/B +

√

n/B logσ n + occ/B) [34].
Faster performance can often be achieved in practice using kd-trees or R-trees [10].

Hon et al. [34] introduce a variable-length sparsification so that each metachar-
acter corresponds to roughly d bits in compressed form. Assuming k = o(logσ n),
this compression further reduces the space usage from linear to O(nHk(T )+n)+
o(n log σ) bits of blocked storage. The query time for reporting pattern matches
is O(p/(B logσ n) + (log4 n)/ log log n + occ logB n) I/Os.

4.1 Experimental Results for GBWT

In Figure 2, we compare the pattern matching performance of several indexes:

1. ST: Suffix tree (with naive blocking) and a parenthesis encoding of subtrees.
2. ST + SA: Suffix tree (with naive blocking strategy) and the suffix array.
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Fig. 3. Finding all exact matches of 1 million short read patterns P with the human
genome. The left graph uses short read patterns sampled from the target genome; the
right graph uses short read patterns obtained from the SRR001115 experiment [56].

3. FSBT: Full version of string B-tree containing all suffixes. The structure of
each blind trie uses parentheses encoding, saving ≈ 1.75 bytes per trie node.

4. FSBT + SA: Full version of string B-tree and the suffix array.
5. SSBT(d) + Rtree: Sparse version of the string B-tree with the R-tree 2D

range search data structure. Metacharacter sizes are d = 2, 4, 8.
6. SSBT(d) + kd-tree: Sparse version of the string B-tree with the kd-tree

range search data structure. Metacharacter sizes are d = 2, 4, 8.
7. SSBT(d) + Wavelet: Sparse version of the string B-tree with the wavelet

tree used for 2D queries. Metacharacter sizes are d = 2, 4, 8.

The first four indexes are not compressed data structures and exhibit significant
space bloat; however, they achieve relatively good I/O performance. The latter
three use sparsification, which slows query performance but requires less space.

4.2 Parallel Sparse Index for Genome Read Alignments

In this section, we consider the special case in the internal memory setting in
which P is a “short read” that we seek to align with a genome sequence, such as
the human genome. The human genome consists of about 3 billion bases (A, T,
C, or G) and occupies roughly 800MB of raw space. In some applications, the
read sequence P may be on the order of 30 bases, while with newer equipment,
the length of P may be more than 100. We can simplify our GBWT approach
by explicitly checking, for each match of ˜P , whether ̂P also matches. We use
some auxiliary data structures to quickly search the sparse suffix array SA′ and
employ a backtracking mechanism to find approximate matches. The reliability
of each base in P typically degrades toward the end of P , and so our algorithm
prioritizes mismatches toward the end of the sequence.

Figure 3 gives timings of short read aligners for a typical instance of the prob-
lem, in which all exact matches between each P and the genome are reported:
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1. SOAP2 [42]: Index size is 6.1 GB, based on 2way-BWT, run with parameters
-r 1 -M 0 -v 0 (exact search).

2. BOWTIE [41]: Index size 2.9 GB, based upon BWT, run with -a option.
3. ZOOM [43]: No index, based on a multiple-spaced seed filtering technique, run

with -mm 0 (exact search).
4. Ψ-RA(4): Index size 3.4 GB, uses sparse suffix array with sparsification factor

of d = 4 bases, finds all occurrences of the input patterns.
5. Ψ-RA(8): Index size 2.0 GB, uses sparse suffix array with sparsification factor

of d = 8 bases, finds all occurrences of the input patterns.
6. Ψ-RA(12): Index size 1.6 GB, uses sparse suffix array with sparsification

factor of d = 12 bases, finds all occurrences of the input patterns.

The size listed for each index includes the space for the original sequence data.
Our simplified parallel sparse index read aligner (a.k.a. Ψ-RA) [39] achieves rel-
atively high throughput compared with other methods. The experiments were
performed on an Intel i7 with eight cores and 8GB memory. The Ψ-RA method
can take advantage of multicore processors, since each of the d offset searches
can be trivially parallelized. However, for fairness in comparisons, the timings
used a single-threaded implementation and did not utilize multiple cores.

5 Top-k Queries for Relevance

Inverted indexes have several advantages over compressed data structures that
need to be considered: (1) Inverted indexes are highly space-efficient, and they
naturally provide the demarcation between RAM storage (dictionary of words)
and disk storage (document lists for the words). (2) They are easy to con-
struct in external memory. (3) They can be dynamically updated and also allow
distributed operations [74]. (4) They can be easily tuned (by using frequency-
ordered or PageRank-ordered lists) to retrieve top-k most relevant answers to
the query, which is often required in search engines like Google.

Top-k query processing is an emerging field in databases [53,6,64,69,36]. When
there are too many query results, certain notions of relevance may make some
answers preferable to others. Database users typically want to see those answers
first. In the problem of top-k document retrieval, the input data consist of D
documents {d1, d2, . . . , dD} of total length n. Given a query pattern P , the
goal is to list which documents contain P ; there is no need to report where
in a document the matches occur. If a relevance measure is supplied (such as
frequency of matches, proximity of matches, or PageRank), the goal is to out-
put only the most relevant matching documents. The problem could specify an
absolute threshold K on the relevance, in which case all matching documents
are reported whose relevance value is ≥ K; alternatively, given parameter k, the
top-k most relevant documents are reported.

Early approaches to the problem did not consider relevance and instead re-
ported all matches [53,64,69]. They used a generalized suffix tree, and for each
leaf, they record which document it belongs to. On top of this basic data struc-
ture, early approaches employed either a chaining method to link together entries
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from the same document or else a wavelet tree built over the document array. As
a result, these data structures exhibit significant bloat in terms of space usage.

Hon et al. [36] employ a more space-conscious approach. They use a suffix
tree, and every node of the suffix tree is augmented with additional arrays.
A relevance queries can be seen as a (2, 1, 1)-query in 3D, where the two x-
constraints come from specifying the subtree that matches the pattern P , the
one-sided y-constraint is for preventing redundant output of the same document,
and the one-sided z-constraint is to get the highest relevance scores. This (2, 1, 1)-
query in 3D can be converted to at most p (2, 1)-queries in 2D, which in turn
can be answered quickly using range-maximum query structures, thus achieving
space-time optimal results. The result was the first O(n)-word index that takes
O(p + k log k) time to answer top-k queries.

Preliminary experimental results show that for 2MB of input data, the in-
dex size is 30MB and can answer top-k queries in about 4 × 10−4 seconds (for
k = 10). This implementation represents a major improvement because previous
solutions, such as an adaptation of [53], take about 500MB of index size and are
not as query-efficient. Further improvements are being explored.

Many challenging problems remain. One is to make the data structures com-
pressed. The space usage is Ω(n) nodes, and thus Ω(n log n) bits, which is larger
than the input data. To reduce the space usage to that of a compressed rep-
resentation, Hon et al. [36] employ sparsification to selectively augment only
O(n/ log2 n) carefully chosen nodes of the suffix tree with additional informa-
tion, achieving high-order compression, at the expense of slower search times.
Other challenges include improved bounds and allowing approximate matching
and approximate relevance. Thankachan et al. [67] develop top-k data structures
for searching two patterns using O(n) words of space with times related to 2D
range search; the approach can be generalized for multipattern queries.

6 Conclusions

We discussed recent trends in compressed data structures for text and document
indexing, with the goal of achieving the time and space efficiency of inverted
indexes, but with greater functionality. We focused on two important challenging
issues: I/O efficiency in external memory settings and building relevance into the
query mechanism. Sparsification can help address both questions, and it can also
be applied to the dual problem of dictionary matching, where the set of patterns
is given and the query is the text [32,33,66,5]. Much work remains to be done,
including addressing issues of parallel multicore optimization, dynamic updates,
online data streaming, and approximate matching.
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Abstract. We present an algorithm for constructing the minimal au-
tomaton recognizing A∗X, where the pattern X is a set of m (that is a
fixed integer) non-empty words over a finite alphabet A whose sum of
lengths is n. This algorithm, inspired by Brzozowski’s minimization algo-
rithm, uses sparse lists to achieve a linear time complexity with respect
to n.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the following issue: given a pattern X , that is to say a non-
empty language which does not contain the empty word ε, and a text T ∈ A+,
assumed to be very long, how to efficiently find occurrences of words of X in the
text T ?

A usual approach is to precompute a deterministic automaton recognizing the
language A∗X and use it to sequentially treat the text T . To find the occurrences
of words of X , we simply read the text and move through the automaton. An
occurrence of the pattern is found every time a final state is reached. Once built,
this automaton can of course be used for other texts.

The pattern X can be of different natures, and we can reasonably consider
three main categories: a single word, a finite set of words and a regular lan-
guage. Depending on the nature of the pattern, the usual algorithms [6] build a
deterministic automaton that is not necessary minimal.

For a single word u, very efficient algorithms such as the ones of Knuth, Morris
and Pratt [10,6] or Boyer and Moore [4,6] are used. Knuth-Morris-Pratt algo-
rithm simulates the minimal automaton recognizing A∗u. Aho-Corasick
algorithm [1] treats finite sets of words by constructing a deterministic yet non-
minimal automaton. And Mohri in [11] proposed an algorithm for regular lan-
guages given by a deterministic automaton.

In this article, we consider the case of a set of m non-empty words whose
sum of lengths is n, where m is fixed and n tends toward infinity. Aho-Corasick
algorithm [1] builds a deterministic automaton that recognizes A∗X with linear
time and space complexities. Experimentally we remark, by generating uniformly
at random patterns of m words whose sum of lengths is n, that the probability
for Aho-Corasick automaton to be minimal is very small for large n. One can
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apply a minimization algorithm such as Hopcroft’s algorithm [8] to Aho-Corasick
automaton, but this operation costs an extra O(n log n) time.

We propose another approach to directly build the minimal automaton of
A∗X . It is based on Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm described in [5]. This
algorithm considers a non-deterministic automaton A recognizing a language L,
and computes the minimal automaton in two steps. First the automaton A is
reversed and determinized. Second the resulting automaton is reversed and de-
terminized too. Though the complexity of Brzozowski’s algorithm is exponential
in the worst case, our adaptation is linear in time and quadratic in space, using
both automata constructions and an efficient implementation of sparse lists. The
fact that the space complexity is greater than the time complexity is typical for
that kind of sparse list implementation (see [3] for another such example, used
to minimize local automata in linear time).

Outline of the paper: Our algorithm consists in replacing the first step of
Brzozowski’s algorithm by a direct construction of a co-deterministic automaton
recognizing A∗X , and in changing the basic determinization algorithm into an ad
hoc one using the specificity of the problem in the second step. With appropriate
data structures, the overall time complexity is linear.

In Section 2 basic definitions and algorithms for words and automata are
recalled. A construction of a co-deterministic automaton recognizing A∗X is
described in Section 3. The specific determinization algorithm that achieves
the construction of the minimal automaton is presented in Section 4. Section 5
present the way of using sparse lists and the analysis the global complexity of
the construction.

2 Preliminary

In this section, the basic definitions and constructions used throughout this
article are recalled. For more details, the reader is referred to [9] for automata
and to [6,7] for algorithms on strings.

Automata. A finite automaton A over a finite alphabet A is a quintuple A =
(A, Q, I, F, δ), where Q is a finite set of states, I ⊂ Q is the set of initial states,
F ⊂ Q is the set of final states and δ is a transition function from Q × A to
P(Q), where P(Q) is the power set of Q. The automaton A is deterministic if it
has only one initial state and if for any (p, a) ∈ Q×A, |δ(q, a)| ≤ 1. It is complete
if for any (p, a) ∈ Q × A, |δ(q, a)| ≥ 1. A deterministic finite automaton A is
accessible when for each state q ∈ Q, there exists a path from the initial state to
q. The size of an automaton A is its number of states. The minimal automaton of
a regular language is the unique smallest accessible and deterministic automaton
recognizing this language.

The transition function δ is first extended to P(Q) × A by δ(P, a) =
∪p∈P δ(p, a), then inductively to P(Q) × A∗ by δ(P, ε) = P and δ(P, w · a) =
δ(δ(P, w), a). A word u is recognized by A if there exists an initial state i ∈ I
such that δ(i, u)∩F �= ∅. The set of words recognized by A is the language L(A).
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The reverse of an automaton A = (A, Q, I, F, δ) is the automaton tA =
(A, Q, F, I, tδ). For every (p, q, a) ∈ Q×Q×A, p ∈ tδ(q, a) if and only if q ∈ δ(p, a).
We denote by w̃ the mirror word of w. The automaton tA recognizes the lan-
guage ˜L(A) = {w̃ | w ∈ L(A)}. An automaton A is co-deterministic if its reverse
automaton is deterministic.

Any finite automaton A = (A, Q, I, F, δ) can be transformed by the subset
construction into a deterministic automaton B = (A,P(Q), {I}, FB, δB) recog-
nizing the same language and in which FB = {P ∈ P(Q) | P ∩ F �= ∅} and
δB is a function from P(Q) × A to P(Q) defined by δB(P, a) = {q ∈ Q | ∃p ∈
P such that q ∈ δ(p, a)}. In the following we consider that the determinization
of A only produces the accessible and complete part of B.

Two complete deterministic finite automata A = (A, Q, i0, F, δ) and A′ =
(A, Q′, i′0, F

′, δ′) on the same alphabet are isomorphic when there exists a bijec-
tion φ from Q to Q′ such that φ(i0) = i′0, φ(F ) = F ′ and for all (q, a) ∈ Q × A,
φ(δ(q, a)) = δ′(φ(q), a). Two isomorphic automata only differ by the labels of
their states.

Combinatorics on words. A word y is a factor of a word x if there exist two
words u and v such that x = u·y ·v. The word y is a prefix of x if u = ε; it is a
suffix of x if v = ε. We say that y is a proper prefix (resp. suffix) of x if y is a
prefix (resp. suffix) such that y �= ε and y �= x.

A word y is called a border of x if y �= x and y is both a prefix and a suffix
of x. The border of a non-empty word x denoted by Border(x) is the longest of
its borders. Note that any other border of x is a border of Border(x). The set
of all borders of x is {Border(x), Border(Border(x)), . . .}.

In the following we note x[i] the i-th letter of x, starting from position 0; the
factor of x from position i to j is denoted by x[i··j]. If i > j, x[i··j] = ε.

To compute all borders of a word x of length �, we construct the border array of
x defined from {1, . . . , �} to {0, 1, . . . , �−1} by border[i] = | Border(x[0··i−1]) |.
An efficient algorithm that constructs the border array is given in [6,7]. Its time
and space complexities are Θ(|x|). It is based on the following formula that holds
for any x ∈ A+ and any a ∈ A

Border(x ·a) =

{

Border(x) · a if Border(x) · a is a prefix of x,

Border(Border(x) · a) otherwise.
(1)

3 A Co-deterministic Automaton Recognizing A∗X

In this section we give a direct construction of a co-deterministic automaton
recognizing A∗X that can be interpreted as the first step of a Brzozowski-like
algorithm.

Remark that if there exist two words u, v ∈ X such that u is a suffix of v, one
can remove the word v without changing the language, since A∗v ⊂ A∗u and
thus A∗X = A∗(X \ {v}). Hence, in the following we only consider finite suffix
sets X , i.e. there are not two distinct words u, v ∈ X such that u is a suffix of v.
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Proposition 1. Let X be a set of m non-empty words whose sum of lengths is
n. There exists a deterministic automaton recognizing the language ˜XA∗ whose
number of states is at most n − m + 2.

Proof. (By construction) Let A be the automaton that recognizes ˜X , built di-
rectly from the tree of ˜X by adding an initial state to the root and final states
to the leaves. The states are labelled by the prefixes of ˜X. As we are basically
interested in X , change every state label by its mirror, so that the states of the
automaton are labelled by the suffixes of X . Merge all the final states into one
new state labelled i, and add a loop on i for every letter in A. The resulting
automaton is deterministic and recognizes the language ˜XA∗. ��
The space and time complexities of this construction are linear in the length
of X . This automaton is then reversed to obtain a co-deterministic automaton
recognizing A∗X . For a given finite set of words X , we denote by CX this co-
deterministic automaton.

Example 1. Let A = {a, b} be the alphabet and X = {aaa, abaa, abab} be a set
of m = 3 words whose sum of lengths is n = 11. The steps of the process are
given in Figure 1.

ε

a b

aa ba

aaa aab bab

aaba baba

a b

a a

a b b

a a

ε

a b

aa ab

baa bab

i

a b

a a

b b

a a

a

a, b

ε

a b

aa ab

baa bab

i

a
a

b b

aa

ba

a

a, b

=⇒ =⇒

Fig. 1. Co-deterministic automaton CX recognizing A∗X, where X = {aaa, abaa, abab}

4 Computing the Minimal Automaton

Once CX is built, its determinization produces the minimal automaton recog-
nizing the same language. It comes from the property used by Brzozowski’s al-
gorithm, namely that the determinization of a co-deterministic automaton gives
the minimal automaton. According to Aho-Corasick algorithm this minimal au-
tomaton has at most n + 1 states.

It remains to efficiently handle sets of states in the determinization pro-
cess. The subset construction produces the accessible part B of the automaton
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{i}

{i, aa, baa, bab}

{i, aa, baa, bab, a} {i, aa, ab}

{i, aa, baa, bab, a, ε} {i, baa, bab, aa, a, b}

{i, aa, ab, ε}

a
b

a
b

a

b

a

b a

b

a

b
a

b

Fig. 2. Minimal automaton recognizing A∗X, with 7 states (by subset construction)
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b
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b

Fig. 3. Aho Corasick automaton recognizing A∗X, with 8 states

(A,P(Q), {I}, FB, δB) from an automaton A = (A, Q, I, F, δ). The states of B
are labelled by subsets of Q.

Applied to the automaton of Figure 1 the subset construction leads to the
minimal automaton depicted in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows Aho-Corasick automa-
ton recognizing the same language A∗X where X = {aaa, abaa, abab}. The states
are labelled by prefixes of words of X. This automaton is not minimal since the
states aaa and abaa are equivalent.

4.1 Cost of the Naive Subset Construction

When computing the subset construction, one has to handle sets of states: start-
ing from the set of initial states, all the accessible states are built from the fly,
using a depth-first traversal (for instance) of the result. At each step, given a set
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of states P and a letter a, one has to compute the set δB(P, a) and then check
whether this state has already been built.

In the co-deterministic automaton CX , only the initial state i has non-determi-
nistic transitions, and for every letter a, the image of i by a is of size at most
m + 1, m being the number of words in X and one corresponding to the loop
on the initial state i. Hence δB(P, a) is of cardinality at most m + 1 + |P | and
is computed in time Θ(|P |), assuming that it is done using a loop through the
elements of P . So even without taking into account the cost of checking whether
δB(P, a) has already been built, the time complexity of the determinization is
Ω(

∑

P |P |), where the sum ranges over all P in the accessible part of the subset
construction.

For the pattern X = {an−1, b}, the states of the result are {i}, {i, an−2},
{i, an−2, an−3}, . . ., {i, an−2, an−3, . . . , a}, {i, an−2, an−3, . . . , a, ε} and {i, ε}, so
that

∑

P |P | = Ω(n2). Therefore the time complexity of the naive subset con-
struction is at least quadratic.

In the sequel, we present an alternative way to compute the determinization
of CX whose time complexity is linear.

4.2 Outline of the Construction

We make use of the following observations on CX . In the last automaton of
Figure 1, when the state labelled b is reached, a word u = v · aba has been read,
and the state bab has also been reached. This information can be obtained from
the word b and the borders of prefixes of words in X : aba is a prefix of the word
x = abab ∈ X , and Border(aba) = a. Our algorithm is based on limiting the
length of the state labels of the minimal automaton by storing only one state
per word of X , and one element to mark the state as final or not (ε or ε/). Hence
if aba is read, only b is stored for the word x = abab.

When, for a letter c ∈ A, δ(b, c) is undefined, we jump to the state correspond-
ing to the longest border of aba (the state bab in our example). We continue
until either a transition we are looking for is found, or the unique initial state i
is reached. More formally define the failure function f from X×Q\{i, ε}×A to
Q \ {ε} in the following way: f(x, p, a) is the smallest suffix q of x, with q �= x,
satisfying:

– x = up = vq, v being a border of u
– δ(q, a) is defined.

If no such q exists, f(x, p, a) = i.

4.3 Precomputation of the Failure Function

Our failure function is similar to Aho-Corasick one in [1]. The difference is that
ours is not based on suffixes but on borders of words. The value of Border(v·a)
for every proper prefix v of a word u ∈ X and every letter a ∈ A is needed for
the computation.
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Table 1. Extended border array for u = abab, given A = {a, b}

Prefix w of u
with w �= u

Letter ε a ab aba

a 0 1 1 1
b / 0 0 2

Extended border array. Let u be a word of length �. We define an extended
border array from {0, 1, . . . , �−1}×A to {0, 1, . . . , �−1} by border ext[0][u[0]] = 0
and border ext[i][a] = |Border(u[0 · ·i − 1] ·a)| for all i ∈ {1, . . . , � − 1}. Recall
that u[0 · ·i] is the prefix of u of length i + 1. Remark that |Border(u[0 · ·i])| =
|Border(u[0··i − 1]·u[i])| = border ext[i − 1][u[i]].

Table 1 depicts the extended border array of the word abab. Values computed
by a usual border array algorithm are represented in bold.

Algorithm 1 (see Figure 4) computes the extended border array for a word u
of length �, considering the given alphabet A.

Standard propositions concerning the border array algorithm given in [7] are
extended to Algorithm 1.

Proposition 2. Extended Borders algorithm above computes the extended
border array of a given word u of length � considering the alphabet A. Its space
and time complexities are linear in the length of the word u.

Proof. The routine Extended Borders computes sequentially |Border(v · a)|
for every proper prefix v of u and every letter a ∈ A. As the size of the alphabet

Algorithm 1. Extended Borders

Inputs: u ∈ X, � = |u|, alphabet A
1 border ext[0][u[0]] ← 0
2 for j ← 1 to �− 1 do
3 for a ∈ A do
4 i← border ext[j − 1][u[j − 1]]
5 while i ≥ 0 and a �= u[i] do
6 if i = 0 then
7 i← −1
8 else
9 i← border ext[i−1][u[i−1]]

10 end if
11 end while
12 i← i + 1
13 border ext[j][a] ← i
14 end for
15 end for
16 return border ext

For every word u ∈ X we compute its
extended border array using the routine
Extended Borders. It contains for
every proper prefix x of u and every letter
a ∈ A, |Border(x·a)|.

To compute border ext[j][a] =
|Border(u[0··j−1])·a|, we need the length
of Border(u[0··j − 1]) = Border(u[0··j −
2]·u[j − 1]). Thus |Border(u[0··j − 1])| =
border ext[j − 1][u[j − 1]].

According to Equation (1), if Border(u[0·
·i − 1]) ·a is not a prefix of u[0 · ·i − 1] ·a,
we need to find the longest border of the
prefix of u of length i.
Since Border(u[0··i−1]) = Border(u[0··i−
2]·u[i−1]), we have |Border(u[0··i−1])| =
border ext[i− 1][u[i − 1]]).

Fig. 4. Extended border array construction algorithm
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A is considered to be constant, the space complexity of the construction is linear
in �.

A comparison between two letters a and b is said to be positive if a = b
and negative if a �= b. The time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the
number of letter comparisons. The algorithm computes, for j = 1, . . . , �− 1 and
a ∈ A, border ext[j][a] = |Border(u[0 · ·j − 1] · a)|. For a given letter a ∈ A,
border ext[j][a] is obtained from |Border(u[0 · ·j−1])| that is already computed.
The quantity 2j − i increases by at least one after each letter comparison: both
i and j are incremented by one after a positive comparison; in the case of a
negative comparison j is unchanged while i is decreased by at least one.

When � = |u| ≥ 2, 2j− i is equal to 2 at the first comparison and 2�−2 at the
last one. Thus the number of comparisons for a given letter a is at most 2�− 3.
The total time complexity is linear in the length of u. ��
The extended border array can be represented by an automaton. Given a word
u ∈ A+, we construct the minimal automaton recognizing u. The states are
labelled by prefixes of u. We then define a border link for all prefixes p of u and
all letters a ∈ A by:

BorderLink(p, a) = Border(p · a)

that can be computed using Equation (1). This extended border array shows a
strong similarity with the classical String Matching Automata (SMA) [6,7]. An
adaptation of the SMA construction could be used as an alternative
algorithm.

Example 2. Figure 5 shows this construction for the word u = abab ∈ X .

Failure function. The value f (u, p, a) of the failure function is precomputed
for every word u ∈ X , every proper suffix p of u and every letter a ∈ A using
Algorithm 2. The total time and space complexities of this operation are linear
in the length of X . Remark that if f (u, p, a) �= i then |δ(f (u, p, a), a)| = 1.

4.4 Determinization Algorithm

Let X = {u1, . . . , um} be a set of m non-empty words whose sum of lengths
is n and let CX = (A, Q, {i}, {ε}, δ) be the co-deterministic automaton recog-
nizing the language A∗X obtained in Section 3. We denote by BX the accessi-
ble part of the automaton (A, IB , QB, FB, δB), where QB = (Q\{ε})m × {ε, ε/},

ε a ab aba ababa b a b

a, b a

b

a

b

a

b

Fig. 5. Automaton u = abab with border links
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Algorithm 2. Failure Function

Inputs: u∈X, p proper suffix of u, a∈A
1 if p[0] = a and |p| > 1 then
2 return p
3 end if
4 j ← border ext[|u| − |p|][a]
5 if j ≤ 1 then
6 return i
7 end if
8 return u[j − 1··|u| − 1]

Let v be the prefix of u such that u = v ·p.
If δ(p, a) is defined and different than ε then
f (u, p, a) = p.
If |Border(v · a)| = 0 then f (u, p, a) = i,
where i is the unique initial state of the co-
deterministic automaton A recognizing A∗X
(see Section 3).
If |Border(v·a)| ≥ 1 then Border(v·a) = w·a,
with w ∈ A∗. If w = ε then f (u, p, a) = i.
Otherwise, f (u, p, a) = q, with Border(v·a) =
w1 ·a and u = w1 ·q.

Fig. 6. Failure function

IB = {(i, . . . , i, ε/)} and for all P ∈ FB, P = (v1, v2, . . . , vm, ε), where vr ∈ Q\{ε}
for all r ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Given a state P ∈ QB and a letter a ∈ A we use Algo-
rithm 3 (see Figure 7) to compute δB(P, a). Note that the automaton BX is
complete.

Theorem 1. BX is the minimal automaton recognizing A∗X.

Proof. (Sketch) The idea of the proof is to show that BX and the automaton
produced by the classical subset construction are isomorphic.

Denote by M = (A, QM, IM, FM, δM) the minimal automaton built by the
subset construction. Given a state P ∈ QB (resp. P ∈ QM) and the smallest
word v (the shortest one, and if there are several words of minimal length, we
use the lexicographical order) such that δB(IB, v) = P (resp. δM(IM, v) = P ) we
construct the unique corresponding state R inM (resp. in BX) using the same
idea as in Section 4.2. Notice that i is in every state of M. A word s ∈ A+ is
in R if there exist two words x ∈ X and u ∈ A+ such that x = u · s and either
u = v or u is a non-empty border of v. The state R is final and contains ε if and
only if P is final. In the example of Figure 8 the word v = aa is the smallest
word such that δB(IB, v) = P = (a, baa, bab, ε/), and the corresponding state in
M (see Figure 2) is R = {i, a, aa, baa, bab}. The minimality of the automaton is
guaranteed by Brzozowski’s construction [5]. ��
Example 3. Algorithm 3 produces the automaton depicted in Figure 8 that is
the minimal automaton recognizing A∗X , where X = {aaa, abaa, abab}.

5 Sparse Lists

In this section we present data structures and analyze the complexity of the
construction of the minimal automaton. The co-deterministic automaton CX of
size at most n − m + 2 recognizing A∗X is built in time O(n), where X is a set
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of m words whose sum of lengths is n. As stated before, the analysis is done for
a fixed m, when n tends toward infinity. Minimizing CX produces an automaton
BX whose number of states is linear in n and our determinization process creates
only states labelled with sequences of m + 1 elements. Sparse lists are used to
encode these states.

Let g : {0, . . . , � − 1} → F be a partial function and denote by Dom(g) the
domain of g. A sparse list (see [2][Exercise 2.12 p.71] or [6][Exercise 1.15 p.55])
is a data structure that one can use to implement g and perform the following
operations in constant time: initializing g with Dom(g) = ∅; setting a value g(x)
for a given x ∈ {0, . . . , �− 1}; testing whether g(x) is defined or not; finding the
value for g(x) if it is defined; removing x from Dom(g). The space complexity
of a sparse list is O(�).

As we are interested in storing the states during the determinization, we
illustrate here how to initialize, insert and test the existence of a value g(x).
To represent g, we use two arrays and a list (also represented as an array). The
initialization consists in allocating these three arrays of size � without initializing
them. The number of elements in the list will be stored in an extra variable size.
The values of the image by g are stored in the first array. The second array and
the list are used to discriminate these values due to the random ones coming
from the lack of initialization.

Algorithm 3. Transition Function

Inputs: P =(v1, v2, . . . vm, j) ∈QB, a ∈ A
1 j′ ← ε/
2 for r ∈ {1, . . . m} do
3 v′

r ← i
4 if δ(vr, a) = ε then
5 j′ ← ε
6 end if
7 end for
8 for � = 1 to m do
9 v� ← f (u�, v�, a)

10 if v� �= i then
11 if v′

� = i or |δ(v�, a)| < |v′
�| then

12 v′
� ← δ(v�, a)

13 end if
14 else
15 for r = 1 to s such that xr �= ε do
16 if v′

t = i or |xr| < |v′
t| then

17 v′
t ← xr

18 end if
19 end for
20 end if
21 end for
22 return R = (v′

1, v′
2, . . ., v′

m, j′)

We initialize the first m elements of R
to the unique initial state i in A. The
value of the last term of R is calculated
(marking the state as final or non-final).

For each member v� we check the value
of the failure function f(u�, v�, a).
If f(u�, v�, a) �= i then
|δ(f(u�, v�, a), a)| = 1 and we have
found a potential value for v′

� that is a
suffix of ul ∈ X. It remains to compare
it to the already existing one and store
the smallest in length different than i.

When the initial state i is reached, we
are at the beginning of all the words in
X. We define variables used in lines 15-
17 as follows. From the definition of the
automaton A, δ(i, a) = {x1, x2, . . . , xs}
where 0 ≤ s ≤ m and a · x1 ∈ X, . . . , a ·
xs ∈ X. For every couple of integers
(r1, r2) ∈ {1, . . . , s}2 such that r1 �= r2,
a · xr1 �= a · xr2 . For all r ∈ {1, . . . , s}
there exists a unique t ∈ {1, . . . , m} such
that a · xr = ut ∈ X.

Fig. 7. Transition function
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(i, i, i, ε/)

(aa, baa, bab, ε/)

(a, baa, bab, ε/) (i, aa, ab, ε/)

(a, baa, bab, ε) (aa, a, b, ε/)

(i, aa, ab, ε)

a
b

a
b

a

b

a

b a

b

a

b
a

b

Fig. 8. Minimal automaton recognizing A∗X (by our construction), where X =
{aaa, abaa, abab}

Figure 9 illustrates the sparse list initialization. Inserting an element g(x) = y
requires the following steps: g[x] = y; index[x] = size; list[size] = x and size =
size + 1. The result is shown in Figure 10. A value g(x) is defined if and only if
index[x] < size and list[index[x]] = x.

Since the states we build are labelled by sequences of size m + 1, and each
of the m first elements is either the initial state i of the automaton CX or a
proper suffix of the corresponding word in the pattern, we use a tree of sparse
lists to store our states. Let X = {u1, . . . , um} be the pattern and denote by
Suff(ur) the set of all proper suffixes of ur for 1 ≤ r ≤ m. We define a partial
function g on {0, . . . , |u1| − 1} whose values are partial functions g(|v1|) for
v1 ∈ Suff(u1) ∪ {i}. We consider that |i| = 0. These functions g(v1) are defined
on {0, . . . , |u2 − 1|} and their values are again partial functions, denoted by
g(|v1|, |v2|) for v1 ∈ Suff(u1) ∪ {i} and v2 ∈ Suff(u2) ∪ {i}. By extension we

0 �− 1

· · ·g

0 �− 1

· · ·index

0 �− 1

· · ·list

size = 0

Fig. 9. Sparse list initialization

y

0 x �− 1

g

size

0 x �− 1

index

x

size

· · ·list

size = size + 1

Fig. 10. Sparse list insertion of g(x) = y
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0 1 2

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

P0

ε/ ε

Fig. 11. Tree of sparse lists after inserting P0 = {i, i, i, ε/}

0 1 2

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

P0

ε/ ε

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

P1

ε/ ε

0 1 2 3

P2

ε/ ε

Fig. 12. Tree of sparse lists

build functions g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|) : {0, . . . , |u1| − 1}× {0, . . . , |u2| − 1}× . . .×
{0, . . . , |um| − 1} × {ε, ε/} → QB where v1 ∈ Suff(u1) ∪ {i}, v2 ∈ Suff(u2) ∪ {i},
. . ., vm ∈ Suff(um)∪ {i} and QB is the set of states in the automaton BX . Then
for a given state P = (v1, v2, . . . , vm, j) ∈ QB, g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|, j) = P .

When inserting a state P = (v1, v2, . . . , vm, j) into our data structure, the
existence of g(|v1|) is tested and, if it does not exist, a sparse list representing
this partial function is created. Then the existence of g(|v1|, |v2|) is checked.
The same process is repeated until a function g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|) is found.
Finally we test whether g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|, j) is defined, and if not the value
for g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|, j) is set to P . If g(|v1|, |v2|, . . . , |vm|, j) is already defined,
then the state P already exists in the tree.

Figure 11 shows the insertion of the initial state P0 = (i, i, i, ε/) for X =
{aaa, abaa, abab} and Figure 12 depicts the tree of sparse lists after inserting
P0 = {i, i, i, ε/}, P1 = {aa, baa, bab, ε/} and P2 = {i, aa, ab, ε/}.
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Testing the existence of a state works in the same way, but if a partial function
is not found then the state is not in the data structure.

Theorem 2. Using sparse lists, the construction of the minimal automaton rec-
ognizing A∗X runs in time O(n) and requires O(n2) space where n is the length
of the pattern X.

Proof. From Aho-Corasick’s result the minimal automaton is of size at most
n+1. As each state requires m+1 sparse lists of size |u1|, |u2|, . . . |um|, 2, the total
space complexity is quadratic in n. The time complexity of the determinization
is linear in n since searching and inserting a state take O(1) time. ��
Remark 1. In practice a hash table can be used to store these states. Under the
hypothesis of a simple uniform hashing the average time and space complexities
of the determinization are linear.

The natural continuation of this work is to investigate constructions based on
Brzozowski’s algorithm when m is not fixed anymore.
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Abstract. We present a novel technique, suitable for bit-parallelism,
for representing both the nondeterministic automaton and the nonde-
terministic suffix automaton of a given string in a more compact way.
Our approach is based on a particular factorization of strings which on
the average allows to pack in a machine word of w bits automata state
configurations for strings of length greater than w. We adapted the Shift-
And and BNDM algorithms using our encoding and compared them with
the original algorithms. Experimental results show that the new variants
are generally faster for long patterns.

1 Introduction

The string matching problem consists in finding all the occurrences of a pattern P
of length m in a text T of length n, both defined over an alphabet Σ of size σ. The
Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) algorithm was the first linear-time solution (cf. [5]),
whereas the Boyer-Moore (BM) algorithm provided the first sublinear solution
on average [3]. Subsequently, the BDM algorithm reached the O(n logσ(m)/m)
lower bound time complexity on the average (cf. [4]). Both the KMP and the
BDM algorithms are based on finite automata; in particular, they respectively
simulate a deterministic automaton for the language Σ∗P and a deterministic
suffix automaton for the language of the suffixes of P .

The bit-parallelism technique, introduced in [2], has been used to simulate
efficiently the nondeterministic version of the KMP automaton. The resulting
algorithm, named Shift-Or, runs in O(n�m/w�), where w is the number of bits
in a computer word. Later, a variant of the Shift-Or algorithm, called Shift-And,
and a very fast BDM-like algorithm (BNDM), based on the bit-parallel simulation
of the nondeterministic suffix automaton, were presented in [6].

Bit-parallelism encoding requires one bit per pattern symbol, for a total of
�m/w� computer words. Thus, as long as a pattern fits in a computer word, bit-
parallel algorithms are extremely fast, otherwise their performances degrades
considerably as �m/w� grows. Though there are a few techniques to maintain
good performance in the case of long patterns, such limitation is intrinsic.

In this paper we present an alternative technique, still suitable for bit-
parallelism, to encode both the nondeterministic automaton and the nondeter-
ministic suffix automaton of a given string in a more compact way. Our encoding
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is based on factorizations of strings in which no character occurs more than once
in any factor. This is the key towards separating the nondeterministic part from
the determinstic one of the corresponding automata. It turns out that the nonde-
terministic part can be encoded with k bits, where k is the size of the factorization.
Though in the worst case k = m, on the average k is much smaller than m, making
it possible to encode large automata in a single or few computer words. As a con-
sequence, bit-parallel algorithms based on such approach tend to be faster in the
case of sufficiently long patterns. We will illustrate this point by comparing exper-
imentally different implementations of the Shift-And and the BNDM algorithms.

2 Basic Notions and Definitions

Given a finite alphabet Σ, we denote by Σm, with m ≥ 0, the collection of strings
of length m over Σ and put Σ∗ =

⋃
m∈N

Σm. We represent a string P ∈ Σm,
also called an m-gram, as an array P [0 .. m − 1] of characters of Σ and write
|P | = m (in particular, for m = 0 we obtain the empty string ε). Thus, P [i] is
the (i + 1)-st character of P , for 0 � i < m, and P [i .. j] is the substring of P
contained between its (i + 1)-st and the (j + 1)-st characters, for 0 � i � j < m.
Also, we put first(P ) = P [0] and last(P ) = P [|P | − 1]. For any two strings P
and P ′, we say that P ′ is a suffix of P if P ′ = P [i .. m− 1], for some 0 � i < m,
and write Suff (P ) for the set of all suffixes of P . Similarly, P ′ is a prefix of P
if P ′ = P [0 .. i], for some 0 � i < m. In addition, we write P.P ′, or more simply
PP ′, for the concatenation of P and P ′, and P r for the reverse of the string P ,
i.e. P r = P [m− 1]P [m− 2] . . . P [0].

Given a string P ∈ Σm, we indicate with A(P ) = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) the nonde-
terministic automaton for the language Σ∗P of all words in Σ∗ ending with an
occurrence of P , where:

– Q = {q0, q1, . . . , qm} (q0 is the initial state)
– the transition function δ : Q×Σ −→P(Q) is defined by:

δ(qi, c) =Def

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

{q0, q1} if i = 0 and c = P [0]
{q0} if i = 0 and c�= P [0]
{qi+1} if 1 � i < m and c = P [i]
∅ otherwise

– F = {qm} (F is the set of final states).

Likewise, for a string P ∈ Σm, we denote by S(P ) = (Q, Σ, δ, I, F ) the nonde-
terministic suffix automaton with ε-transitions for the language Suff (P ) of the
suffixes of P , where:

– Q = {I, q0, q1, . . . , qm} (I is the initial state)
– the transition function δ : Q× (Σ ∪ {ε}) −→P(Q) is defined by:

δ(q, c) =Def

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

{qi+1} if q = qi and c = P [i] (0 � i < m)
{q0, q1, . . . , qm} if q = I and c = ε

∅ otherwise
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– F = {qm} (F is the set of final states).

The valid configurations δ∗(q0, S) reachable by the automata A(P ) on input
S ∈ Σ∗ are defined recursively as follows:

δ∗(q0, S) =Def

{
{q} if S = ε,
⋃

q′∈δ(q0,S′) δ∗(q′, c) if S = S′c, for some c ∈ Σ and S′ ∈ Σ∗.

Much the same definition of reachable configurations holds for the automata
S(P ), but in this case one has to use δ(I, ε) = {q0, q1, . . . , qm} for the base case.

Finally, we recall the notation of some bitwise infix operators on computer
words, namely the bitwise and “&”, the bitwise or “|”, the left shift “
”
operator (which shifts to the left its first argument by a number of bits equal to
its second argument), and the unary bitwise not operator “∼”.

3 The Bit-Parallelism Technique

Bit-parallelism is a technique introduced by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet in [2] that
takes advantage of the intrinsic parallelism of the bit operations inside a com-
puter word, allowing to cut down the number of operations that an algorithm
performs by a factor up to w, where w is the number of bits in the computer word.
Bit-parallelism is particularly suitable for the efficient simulation of nondeter-
ministic (suffix) automata; the first algorithms based on it are the well-known
Shift-And [2] and BNDM [6]. The Shift-And algorithm simulates the nondeter-
ministic automaton (NFA, for short) that recognizes the language Σ∗P , for a
given string P of length m. Its bit-parallel representation uses an array B of |Σ|
bit-vectors, each of size m, where the i-th bit of B[c] is set iff δ(qi, c) = qi+1

or equivalently iff P [i] = c, for c ∈ Σ, 0 � i < m. Automaton configurations
δ∗(q0, S) on input S ∈ Σ∗ are then encoded as a bit-vector D of m bits (the initial
state does not need to be represented, as it is always active), where the i-th bit
of D is set iff state qi+1 is active, i.e. qi+1 ∈ δ∗(q0, S), for i = 0, . . . , m− 1. For a
configuration D of the NFA, a transition on character c can then be implemented
by the bitwise operations

D ← ((D 
 1) | 1) & B[c] .

The bitwise or with 1 (represented as 0m−11) is performed to take into account
the self-loop labeled with all the characters in Σ on the initial state. When a
search starts, the initial configuration D is initialized to 0m. Then, while the
text is read from left to right, the automaton configuration is updated for each
text character, as described before.

The nondeterministic suffix automaton for a given string P is an NFA with
ε-transitions that recognizes the language Suff (P ). The BNDM algorithm sim-
ulates the suffix automaton for P r with the bit-parallelism technique, using an
encoding similar to the one described before for the Shift-And algorithm. The i-
th bit of D is set iff state qi+1 is active, for i = 0, 1, . . . , m−1, and D is initialized
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to 1m, since after the ε-closure of the initial state I all states qi represented in D
are active. The first transition on character c is implemented as D ← (D & B[c]),
while any subsequent transition on character c can be implemented as

D ← ((D 
 1) & B[c]) .

The BNDM algorithm works by shifting a window of length m over the text.
Specifically, for each window alignment, it searches the pattern by scanning the
current window backwards and updating the automaton configuration accord-
ingly. Each time a suffix of P r (i.e., a prefix of P ) is found, namely when prior
to the left shift the m-th bit of D&B[c] is set, the window position is recorded.
A search ends when either D becomes zero (i.e., when no further prefixes of P
can be found) or the algorithm has performed m iterations (i.e., when a match
has been found). The window is then shifted to the start position of the longest
recognized proper prefix.

When the pattern size m is larger than w, the configuration bit-vector and all
auxiliary bit-vectors need to be splitted over �m/w� multiple words. For this rea-
son the performance of the Shift-And and BNDM algorithms, and of bit-parallel
algorithms more in general, degrades considerably as �m/w� grows. A common
approach to overcome this problem consists in constructing an automaton for a
substring of the pattern fitting in a single computer word, to filter possible can-
didate occurrences of the pattern. When an occurrence of the selected substring
is found, a subsequent naive verification phase allows to establish whether this
belongs to an occurrence of the whole pattern. However, besides the costs of the
additional verification phase, a drawback of this approach is that, in the case
of the BNDM algorithm, the maximum possible shift length cannot exceed w,
which could be much smaller than m.

In the next section we illustrate an alternative encoding for automata config-
urations, which in general requires less than one bit per pattern character and
still is suitable for bit-parallelism.

4 Tighter Packing for Bit-Parallelism

We present a new encoding of the configurations of the nondeterministic (suffix)
automaton for a given pattern P of length m, which on the average requires
less than m bits and is still suitable to be used within the bit-parallel frame-
work. The effect is that bit-parallel string matching algorithms based on such
encoding scale much better as m grows, at the price of a larger space complexity.
We will illustrate such point experimentally with the Shift-And and the BNDM
algorithms, but our proposed encoding can also be applied to other variants of
the BNDM algorithm as well.

Our encoding will have the form (D, a), where D is a k-bit vector, with k � m
(on the average k is much smaller than m), and a is an alphabet symbol (the
last text character read) which will be used as a parameter in the bit-parallel
simulation with the vector D.
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The encoding (D, a) is obtained by suitably factorizing the simple bit-vector
encoding for NFA configurations presented in the previous section. More specif-
ically, it is based on the following pattern factorization.

Definition (1-factorization). Let P ∈ Σm. A 1-factorization of size k of P is a
sequence 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk〉 of nonempty substrings of P such that:

(a) P = u1u2 . . . uk ;
(b) each factor uj contains at most one occurrence for any of the characters in

the alphabet Σ, for j = 1, . . . , k .

A 1-factorization of P is minimal if such is its size.

Remark. It can easily be checked that a 1-factorization 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk〉 of P is
minimal if first(ui+1) occurs in ui, for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.

Observe, also, that �m
σ � � k � m holds, for any 1-factorization of size k of a

string P ∈ Σm, where σ = |Σ|. The worst case occurs when P = am, in which
case P has only the 1-factorization of size m whose factors are all equal to the
single character string a.

A 1-factorization 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk〉 of a given pattern P ∈ Σ∗ induces naturally
a partition {Q1, . . . , Qk} of the set Q\{q0} of nonstarting states of the canonical
automaton A(P ) = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) for the language Σ∗P , where

Qi =Def

{
q∑ i−1

j=1 |uj |+1, . . . , q
∑

i
j=1 |uj |

}
, for i = 1, . . . , k .

Notice that the labels of the arrows entering the states

q∑ i−1
j=1 |uj |+1, . . . , q

∑ i
j=1 |uj | ,

in that order, form exactly the factor ui, for i = 1, . . . , k. Hence, if for any
alphabet symbol a we denote by Qi,a the collection of states in Qi with an
incoming arrow labeled a, it follows that |Qi,a| � 1, since by condition (b) of
the above definition of 1-factorization no two states in Qi can have an incoming
transition labeled by a same character. When Qi,a is nonempty, we write qi,a

to indicate the unique state q of A(P ) for which q ∈ Qi,a, otherwise qi,a is
undefined. On using qi,a in any expression, we will also implicitly assert that qi,a

is defined.
For any valid configuration δ∗(q0, Sa) of the automatonA(P ) on some input of

the form Sa ∈ Σ∗, we have that q ∈ δ∗(q0, Sa) only if the state q has an incoming
transition labeled a. Therefore, Qi ∩ δ∗(q0, Sa) ⊆ Qi,a and, consequently, |Qi ∩
δ∗(q0, Sa)| � 1, for each i = 1, . . . , k. The configuration δ∗(q0, Sa) can then be
encoded by the pair (D, a), where D is the bit-vector of size k such that D[i] is
set iff Qi contains an active state, i.e., Qi ∩ δ∗(q0, Sa)�= ∅, iff qi,a ∈ δ∗(q0, Sa).
Indeed, if i1, i2, . . . , il are all the indices i for which D[i] is set, we have that
δ∗(q0, Sa) = {qi1,a, qi2,a, . . . , qil,a} holds, showing that the above encoding (D, a)
can be inverted.

To show how to compute D′ in a transition (D, a) A−→ (D′, c) on character c
using bit-parallelism, it is convenient to give some further definitions.
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F-PREPROCESS (P, m)

for c ∈ Σ do S[c]← L[c]← 0
for c, c′ ∈ Σ do B[c][c′]← 0
b← 0, e← 0, k← 0
while e < m do

while e < m and S[P [e]] = 0 do
S[P [e]]← 1, e← e + 1

for i← b to e− 1 do S[P [i]]← 0
for i← b + 1 to e− 1 do

B[P [i− 1]][P [i]]← B[P [i− 1]][P [i]] | (1� k)
L[P [e− 1]]← L[P [e− 1]] | (1� k)
if e < m then

B[P [e− 1]][P [e]]← B[P [e− 1]][P [e]] | (1� k)
b← e
k← k + 1

M ← (1� (k − 1))
return (B, L, M, k)

Fig. 1. Preprocessing procedure for the construction of the arrays B and L relative to
a minimal 1-factorization of the pattern

For i = 1, . . . , k− 1, we put ui = ui.first(ui+1). We also put uk = uk and call
each set ui the closure of ui.

Plainly, any 2-gram can occur at most once in the closure ui of any factor of
our 1-factorization 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk〉 of P . We can therefore encode the 2-grams
present in the closure of the factors ui by a |Σ| × |Σ| matrix B of k-bit vectors,
where the i-th bit of B[c1][c2] is set iff the 2-gram c1c2 is present in ui or,
equivalently, iff

(last(ui)�= c1 ∧ qi,c2 ∈ δ(qi,c1 , c2))∨
(i < k ∧ last(ui) = c1 ∧ qi+1,c2 ∈ δ(qi,c1 , c2)) ,

(1)

for every 2-gram c1c2 ∈ Σ2 and i = 1, . . . , k.
To properly take care of transitions from the last state in Qi to the first state

in Qi+1, it is also useful to have an array L, of size |Σ|, of k-bit vectors encoding
for each character c ∈ Σ the collection of factors ending with c. More precisely,
the i-th bit of L[c] is set iff last(ui) = c, for i = 1, . . . , k.

We show next that the matrix B and the array L, which in total require
(|Σ|2 + |Σ|)k bits, are all is needed to compute the transition (D, a) A−→ (D′, c)
on character c. To this purpose, we first state the following basic property, which
can easily be proved by induction.

Transition Lemma. Let (D, a) A−→ (D′, c), where (D, a) is the encoding of the
configuration δ∗(q0, Sa) for some string S ∈ Σ∗, so that (D′, c) is the encoding
of the configuration δ∗(q0, Sac).

Then, for each i = 1, . . . , k, qi,c ∈ δ∗(q0, Sac) if and only if either

(i) last(ui)�= a, qi,a ∈ δ∗(q0, Sa), and qi,c ∈ δ(qi,a, c), or
(ii) i � 1, last(ui−1) = a, qi−1,a ∈ δ∗(q0, Sa), and qi,c ∈ δ(qi−1,a, c). �
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Now observe that, by definition, the i-th bit of D′ is set iff qi,c ∈ δ∗(q0, Sac) or,
equivalently by the Transition Lemma and (1), iff (for i = 1, . . . , k)

(D[i] = 1 ∧B[a][c][i] = 1 ∧ ∼L[a][i] = 1)∨
(i � 1 ∧D[i− 1] = 1 ∧B[a][c][i− 1] = 1 ∧ L[a][i− 1] = 1) iff

((D & B[a][c] & ∼L[a])[i] = 1 ∨ (i � 1 ∧ (D & B[a][c] & L[a])[i− 1] = 1)) iff

((D & B[a][c] & ∼L[a])[i] = 1 ∨ ((D & B[a][c] & L[a])
 1)[i] = 1) iff

((D & B[a][c] & ∼L[a]) | ((D & B[a][c] & L[a])
 1))[i] = 1 .

Hence D′ = (D & B[a][c] & ∼L[a]) | ((D & B[a][c] & L[a]) 
 1) , so that D′

can be computed by the following bitwise operations:

D ← D & B[a][c]
H ← D & L[a]
D ← (D & ∼H)|(H 
 1) .

To check whether the final state qm belongs to a configuration encoded as (D, a),
we have only to verify that qk,a = qm. This test can be broken into two steps:
first, one checks if any of the states in Qk is active, i.e. D[k] = 1; then, one verifies
that the last character read is the last character of uk, i.e. L[a][k] = 1. The whole
test can then be implemented with the bitwise test D & M & L[a]�= 0k , where
M = (1
 (k − 1)).

The same considerations also hold for the suffix automaton S(P ). The only
difference is in the handling of the initial state. In the case of the automaton
A(P ), state q0 is always active, so we have to activate state q1 when the current
text symbol is equal to P [0]. To do so it is enough to perform a bitwise or of

F-Shift-And (P, m, T, n)

(B, L, M, k)← F-PREPROCESS(P, m)

D ← 0k

a← T [0]
for j ← 1 to n− 1

if a = P [0] then D ← D | 0k−11

if (D & M & L[a]) �= 0k

then Output(j − 1)
D ← D & B[a][T [j]]
H ← D & L[a]
D ← (D & ∼H) | (H � 1)
a← T [j]

F-BNDM (P, m, T, n)

(B, L, M, k)← F-PREPROCESS(P r, m)
j ← m− 1
while j < n do

k← 1, l ← 0

D ← ∼ 0k, a← T [j]

while D �= 0k do

if (D & M & L[a]) �= 0k then
if k < m then

l← k
else Output(j)

D ← D & B[a][T [j − k]]
H ← D & L[a]
D ← (D & ∼H) | (H � 1)
a← T [j − k]
k ← k + 1

j ← j + m− l

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Variants of Shift-And and BNDM based on the 1-factorization encoding
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D with 0k−11 when a = P [0], as q1 ∈ Q1. Instead, in the case of the suffix
automaton S(P ), as the initial state has an ε-transition to each state, all the
bits in D must be set, as in the BNDM algorithm.

The preprocessing procedure which builds the arrays B and L described above
and relative to a minimal 1-factorization of the given pattern P ∈ Σm is reported
in Figure 1. Its time complexity is O(|Σ|2 + m). The variants of the Shift-And
and BNDM algorithms based on our encoding of the configurations of the au-
tomata A(P ) and S(P ) are reported in Figure 2 (algorithms F-Shift-And and
F-BNDM, respectively). Their worst-case time complexities are O(n�k/w�) and
O(nm�k/w�), respectively, while their space complexity is O(|Σ|2�k/w�), where
k is the size of a minimal 1-factorization of the pattern.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present and comment the experimental results relative to
an extensive comparison of the BNDM and the F-BNDM algorithms and the
Shift-And and F-Shift-And algorithms. In particular, in the BNDM case we have
implemented two variants for each algorithm, named single word and multiple
words, respectively. Single word variants are based on the automaton for a suit-
able substring of the pattern whose configurations can fit in a computer word;
a naive check is then used to verify whether any occurrence of the subpattern
can be extended to an occurrence of the complete pattern: specifically, in the
case of the BNDM algorithm, the prefix pattern of length min(m, w) is cho-
sen, while in the case of the F-BNDM algorithm the longest substring of the
pattern which is a concatenation of at most w consecutive factors is selected.
Multiple words variants are based on the automaton for the complete pattern
whose configurations are splitted, if needed, over multiple machine words. The
resulting implementations are referred to in the tables below as BNDM∗ and
F-BNDM∗.

We have also included in our tests the LBNDM algorithm [8]. When the alpha-
bet is considerably large and the pattern length is at least two times the word
size, the LBNDM algorithm achieves larger shift lengths. However, the time for
its verification phase grows proportionally to m/w, so there is a treshold after
which its performance degrades significantly.

For the Shift-And case, only test results relative to the multiple words variant
have been included in the tables below, since the overhead due to a more complex
bit-parallel simulation in the single word case is not paid off by the reduction of
the number of calls to the verification phase.

The main two factors on which the efficiency of BNDM-like algorithms de-
pends are the maximum shift length and the number of words needed for repre-
senting automata configurations. For the variants of the first case, the shift length
can be at most the length of the longest substring of the pattern that fits in a
computer word. This, for the BNDM algorithm, is plainly equal to min(w, m),
so the word size is an upper bound for the shift length, whereas in the case of
the F-BNDM algorithm it is generally possible to achieve shifts of length larger
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than w, as our encoding allows to pack more state configurations per bit on the
average as shown in a table below. In the multi-word variants, the shift lengths
for both algorithms, denoted BNDM∗ and F-BNDM∗, are always the same, as
they use the very same automaton; however, the 1-factorization based encoding
involves a smaller number of words on the average, especially for long patterns,
thus providing a considerable speedup.

All algorithms have been implemented in the C programming language and
have been compiled with the GNU C Compiler, using the optimization options
-O2 -fno-guess-branch-probability. All tests have been performed on a 2
GHz Intel Core 2 Duo and running times have been measured with a hardware
cycle counter, available on modern CPUs. We used the following input files: (i)
the English King James version of the “Bible” (with σ = 63); (ii) a protein
sequence from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (with σ = 20); and (iii) a
genome sequence of 4, 638, 690 base pairs of Escherichia coli (with σ = 4).

Files (i) and (iii) are from the Canterbury Corpus [1], while file (ii) is from the
Protein Corpus [7]. For each input file, we have generated sets of 200 patterns of
fixed length m randomly extracted from the text, for m ranging over the values
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1536, 2048, 4096. For each set of patterns we reported
the mean over the running times of the 200 runs.

m Shift-And∗ F-Shift-And∗ LBNDM BNDM BNDM∗ F-BNDM F-BNDM∗

32 8.85 22.20 2.95 2.81 2.92 2.92 2.99
64 51.45 22.20 1.83 2.82 3.31 2.00 1.97

128 98.42 22.21 1.82 2.83 3.58 2.35 2.23
256 142.27 92.58 1.38 2.82 2.79 1.91 2.14
512 264.21 147.79 1.09 2.84 2.47 1.81 1.75

1024 508.71 213.70 1.04 2.84 2.67 1.77 1.72
1536 753.02 283.57 1.40 2.84 2.95 1.77 1.73
2048 997.19 354.32 2.24 2.84 3.45 1.75 1.90
4096 1976.09 662.06 10.53 2.83 6.27 1.72 2.92

Experimental results on the King James version of the Bible (σ = 63)

m Shift-And∗ F-Shift-And∗ LBNDM BNDM BNDM∗ F-BNDM F-BNDM∗

32 6.33 15.72 1.50 1.58 1.64 1.43 1.56
64 38.41 15.70 0.99 1.57 1.70 0.89 0.96

128 70.59 40.75 0.70 1.57 1.42 0.64 1.01
256 104.42 73.59 0.52 1.57 1.39 0.59 1.01
512 189.16 108.33 0.41 1.57 1.29 0.56 0.88

1024 362.83 170.52 0.54 1.58 1.46 0.55 0.91
1536 540.25 227.98 2.09 1.57 1.73 0.56 1.04
2048 713.87 290.24 7.45 1.58 2.12 0.56 1.20
4096 1413.76 541.53 32.56 1.58 4.87 0.59 2.33

Experimental results on a protein sequence from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (σ = 20)

m Shift-And∗ F-Shift-And∗ LBNDM BNDM BNDM∗ F-BNDM F-BNDM∗

32 10.19 25.04 4.60 3.66 3.82 5.18 4.88
64 59.00 42.93 3.42 3.64 5.39 2.94 3.69

128 93.97 114.22 3.43 3.65 5.79 2.66 5.37
256 162.79 167.11 11.68 3.64 4.79 2.59 4.11
512 301.55 281.37 82.94 3.66 4.16 2.53 3.54

1024 579.92 460.37 96.13 3.64 4.21 2.50 3.42
1536 860.84 649.88 91.45 3.64 4.54 2.49 3.66
2048 1131.50 839.32 89.45 3.64 4.98 2.48 3.98
4096 2256.37 1728.71 85.87 3.64 7.81 2.48 6.22

Experimental results on a genome sequence of Escherichia coli (σ = 4)
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(A) ecoli protein bible
32 32 32 32
64 63 64 64

128 72 122 128
256 74 148 163
512 77 160 169

1024 79 168 173
1536 80 173 176
2048 80 174 178
4096 82 179 182

(B) ecoli protein bible
32 15 8 6
64 29 14 12

128 59 31 26
256 119 60 50
512 236 116 102

1024 472 236 204
1536 705 355 304
2048 944 473 407
4096 1882 951 813

(C) ecoli protein bible
32 2.13 4.00 5.33
64 2.20 4.57 5.33

128 2.16 4.12 4.92
256 2.15 4.26 5.12
512 2.16 4.41 5.01

1024 2.16 4.33 5.01
1536 2.17 4.32 5.05
2048 2.16 4.32 5.03
4096 2.17 4.30 5.03

(A) The length of the longest substring of the pattern fitting in w bits.
(B) The size of the minimal 1-factorization of the pattern.
(C) The ratio between m and the size of the minimal 1-factorization of the pattern.

Concerning the BNDM-like algorithms, the experimental results show that in
the case of long patterns both variants based on the 1-factorization encoding
are considerably faster than their corresponding variants BNDM and BNDM∗.
In the first test suite, with σ = 63, the LBNDM algorithm turns out to be the
fastest one, except for very long patterns, as the treshold on large alphabets is
quite high. In the second test suite, with σ = 20, LBNDM is still competitive
but, in the cases in which it beats the BNDM∗ algorithm, the difference is thin.

Likewise, the F-Shift-And variant is faster than the classical Shift-And algo-
rithm in all cases, for m � 64.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an alternative technique, suitable for bit-parallelism, to repre-
sent the nondeterministic automaton and the nondeterministic suffix automaton
of a given string. On the average, the new encoding allows to pack in a single ma-
chine word of w bits state configurations of (suffix) automata relative to strings
of more than w characters long. When applied to the BNDM algorithm, and for
long enough patterns, our encoding allows larger shifts in the case of the single
word variant and a more compact encoding in the case of the multiple words
variant, resulting in faster implementations.

Further compactness could be achieved with 2-factorizations (with the obvious
meaning), or with hybrid forms of factorizations. Clearly, more involved factor-
izations will also result into more complex bit-parallel simulations and larger
space complexity, thus requiring a careful tuning to identify the best degree of
compactness for the application at hand.
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Abstract. The input to the Shortest Common Superstring (SCS) prob-
lem is a set S of k words of total length n. In the classical version the
output is an explicit word SCS(S) in which each s ∈ S occurs at least
once. In our paper we consider two versions with multiple occurrences,
in which the input includes additional numbers (multiplicities), given in
binary. Our output is the word SCS(S) given implicitly in a compact
form, since its real size could be exponential. We also consider a case
when all input words are of length two, where our main algorithmic tool
is a compact representation of Eulerian cycles in multigraphs. Due to
exponential multiplicities of edges such cycles can be exponential and
the compact representation is needed. Other tools used in our paper are
a polynomial case of integer linear programming and a min-plus product
of matrices.

1 Introduction

The algorithmic aspects of the SCS problem are thoroughly studied in theoretical
as well as in practical computer science. In this paper we consider two variations
of the SCS problem related to the number of occurrences of input words: Uniform
Multiple Occurrences SCS (SUM-SCS) and Multiple Occurrences SCS Problem
(MULTI-SCS). Our algorithms use several interesting combinatorial tools: Eule-
rian cycles in multigraphs, shortest paths via matrix multiplication and integer
linear programming with a constant number of variables.

The SCS problem and its variations are studied in their own and also from
the point of view of computational biologists. Recent advances, based either on
sequencing by synthesis or on hybridisation and ligation, are producing millions
of short reads overnight. An important problem with these technologies is how
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to efficiently and accurately map these short reads to a reference genome [12]
that serves as a framework. The Genome Assembly Problem is as follows: given
a large number of short DNA sequences (often called “fragments”) generated by
a sequencing machine like the ones mentioned above, put them back together
to create a representation of the chromosome that sequences were taken from
(usually a single organism). There are several software tools for this (called
assemblers), to name a few: Celera Assembler [13] (mostly long reads), SSAKE
[16], SHARCGS [5], SHRAP [14], Velvet [17]. When the problem of genome
assembly arisen, computer scientists came up with the above abstraction of the
SCS Problem, which they showed to be NP-hard [8], and developed several
efficient approximation algorithms for it (see for example [1,2,3,7,15]). However,
the SCS problem actually does not address the following issue of the biological
Genome Assembly Problem — multiple occurrences of the fragments in the
assembly. The shortest common superstring algorithms result in a shortest word
but ignore repeated occurrences. In our paper we consider some variations of
the problem in which we deal with multiple occurrences. First we consider a
special case of SCS in which all fragments are of length 2. It happens that
even this simple version is nontrivial in presence of multiplicities. Then a special
case of constant number of words in S is considered. It is also nontrivial: we
use sophisticated polynomial time algorithms for integer linear programs with
constant number of variables.

Definitions of problems
Let S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} be the set of input words, si ∈ Σ∗. In all the problems
defined below, we assume that S is a factor-free set, i.e. none of the words si is
a factor of any other word from S. Let n denote the total length of all words in
S. Let #occ(u, v) be the number of occurrences (as a factor) of the word u in
the word v. We consider three problems:

SUM-SCS(k):
Given a positive integer m, find a shortest word u such that

∑k
i=1 #occ(si, u) ≥ m .

MULTI-SCS(k):
Given a sequence of non-negative integers m1, m2, . . . , mk, find a shortest
word u such that: #occ(si, u) ≥ mi for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

MULTI-SCS2(k):
A special case of the MULTI-SCS(k) problem where all input words si are
of length 2.

We assume, for simplicity, that the binary representation of each of the numbers
in the input consists of O(n) bits, i.e. m = O(2n) in SUM-SCS(k) and mi =
O(2n) in MULTI-SCS(k). Moreover, we assume that such numbers fit in a
single memory cell in the RAM model, and thus operations on such numbers
can be performed in constant time (if this is not the case, one would need to
multiply the time complexities of the algorithms presented here by a polynomial
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of the length of binary representation of numbers). Also, the total size of input
data in each of the problems is O(n).

By finding the SCS in each of the problems we mean computing its length
and its compressed representation which is of size polynomial in n, that can be
used to reconstruct the actual word in a straightforward manner in O(�) time,
where � is the length of the word (this could be a context-free grammar, a regular
expression etc).

2 Preliminaries

Let the overlap ov(s, t) of two non-empty words, s and t, be the longest word y,
such that s = xy and t = yz for some words x �= ε and z. We define ov(s, t) = ε
if s = ε or t = ε. Also, let the prefix pr(s, t) of s, w.r.t. t, be the prefix of s
of length |s| − |ov(s, t)| — therefore s = pr(s, t)ov(s, t). For a given set S =
{s1, s2, . . . , sk} of words, the prefix graph of S is a directed graph with labeled
and weighted edges defined as follows. The set of vertices is {0, 1, 2, . . . , k, k +
1}; vertices 1, 2, . . . , k represent the words s1, s2, . . . , sk and 0, k + 1 are two
additional vertices called source and destination, each of which corresponds to
an empty word s0 = sk+1 = ε. The edges are labeled with words, and their
lengths (weights) are just the lengths of the labels. For all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k + 1,
i �= k + 1, j �= 0, there is an edge (si, sj) labeled with pr(si, sj). Note that, for
a factor-free set S, the concatenation of labels of all edges in a path of the form
0 = v1, v2, v3, . . . , vp−1, vp = k + 1, i.e.

pr(sv1 , sv2)pr(sv2 , sv3) . . . pr(svp−1 , svp) ,

represents a shortest word containing words sv2 , sv3 , . . . , svp−1 in that order. The
prefix graph can easily be constructed in O(k · ∑k

i=1 |si|) time, using the prefix
function from the Morris-Pratt algorithm [4]. However, this can also be done in
the optimal time complexity O(

∑k
i=1 |si| + k2) — see [9].

Let A and B be matrices of size (k + 2) × (k + 2) containing non-negative
numbers. The min-plus product A ⊕ B of these matrices is defined as:

(A ⊕ B)[i, j] = min{A[i, q] + B[q, j] : q = 0, 1, . . . , k + 1} .

We assume that the reader is familiar with a basic theory of formal languages
and automata, see [10].

3 MULTI-SCS2(k) Problem

First, let us investigate a variant of the MULTI-SCS(k) problem in which all
input words si are of length 2. Note that in such a case n = 2k. It is a folklore
knowledge that MULTI-SCS2(k) can be solved in polynomial time when all
multiplicities mi are equal to one. We prove a generalization of this result for
the MULTI-SCS2(k) problem:
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Theorem 1. The MULTI-SCS2(k) problem can be solved in O(n2) time. The
length of the shortest common superstring can be computed in O(n) time, and
its compact representation of size O(n2) can be computed in O(n2) time. (The
real size of the output could be exponential.)

Proof. Let us construct a multigraph G = (V, E), such that each vertex corre-
sponds to a letter of the alphabet Σ, and each edge corresponds to some word
si — (u, v) ∈ E if the word uv is an element of S. Each word si has a given
multiplicity mi, therefore we equip each edge e ∈ E corresponding to si with
its multiplicity c(e) = mi. Using this representation the graph G has size O(k)
(|E| = k, and |V | = O(k) if we remove isolated vertices). We refer to such an
encoding as to a compact multigraph representation.

Any solution for the MULTI-SCS2(k) problem can be viewed as a path in
some supergraph G′ = (V, E ∪ E′) of G, passing through each edge e ∈ E at
least c(e) times. We are interested in finding the shortest solution, consequently
we can reduce the problem to finding the smallest cardinality multiset of edges
E′ such that the multigraph (V, E ∪ E′) has an Eulerian path. To simplify the
description, we find the smallest multiset E′ for which the graph (V, E ∪E′) has
an Eulerian cycle, and then reduce the cycle to a path (if E′ �= ∅).

MULTI-SCS2(k) can be solved using the following algorithm:

1: construct the multigraph G = (V, E)
2: find the smallest cardinality multiset of edges E′ such that G′ =

(V, E ∪ E′) has an Eulerian cycle
3: find an Eulerian cycle C in G′

4: if E′ �= ∅ then
5: return path P obtained from C by removing one edge from E′

6: else
7: return C

As a consequence of the following Lemma 1, the smallest cardinality multiset
E′ can be computed in O(|V | + |E|) time. The compact representation of an
Eulerian cycle can be computed, by Lemma 2, in O(|V | · |E|) time. This gives us
an O(|V | · |E|) = O(n2) time algorithm for the MULTI-SCS2(k) problem. 	

Lemma 1. For a given compact representation of a directed multigraph G =
(V, E), there exists an O(|V | + |E|) time algorithm for computing the smallest
cardinality multiset of edges E′, such that the multigraph G′ = (V, E ∪ E′) has
an Eulerian cycle.

Proof. In the trivial case, when G already has an Eulerian cycle, we return
E′ = ∅. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cq (Ci ⊆ V ) be connected components in the undirected
version of the multigraph G. For each component we compute its demand Di

defined as follows:

Di =
∑

v∈Ci

max(indeg(v) − outdeg(v), 0)

where indeg(v) (resp. outdeg(v)) is the in (resp. out) degree of a vertex v. Let
the demand of the vertex v be defined as d(v) = |indeg(v) − outdeg(v)|. Let
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V +(Ci) (resp. V −(Ci)) be the set of vertices v ∈ V (Ci), such that indeg(v) >
outdeg(v) (resp. indeg(v) < outdeg(v)). We describe an algorithm that computes
the smallest cardinality multiset E′ of the size:

|E′| =
q∑

i=1

max(1, Di) .

First, let us observe that an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E′ can have one of the following
contributions:

– if u, v ∈ Ci then e can decrease the demand Di by at most 1,
– if u ∈ Ci and v ∈ Cj (i �= j, with Di > 0 and Dj > 0) then e merges Ci, Cj

into a single component with demand at least Di + Dj − 1,
– if u ∈ Ci and v ∈ Cj (i �= j, with Di = 0 or Dj = 0) then e merges Ci, Cj

into a single component with demand at least Di + Dj .

To construct the optimal set E′, we use the following algorithm (see Fig. 1):

1: E′ = ∅
2: first we connect all components:
3: while number of components > 1 do
4: let Ci, Cj be two different components
5: if Di �= 0 then let u be a vertex from the set V +(Ci), otherwise from V (Ci)
6: if Dj �= 0 then let v be a vertex from the set V −(Cj), otherwise from V (Cj)
7: add to E′ a single edge (u, v) (with c((u, v)) = 1)
8: from now on we have only one component C in G, we reduce its demand to 0:
9: while V +(C) �= ∅ do

10: let v+ ∈ V +(C), v− ∈ V −(C)
11: add to E′ an edge (v+, v−) with multiplicity min(d(v+), d(v−))
12: return E′

Observe that if a component Ci admits Di > 0 it means that both sets V −(Ci)
and V +(Ci) are nonempty. In the first phase we add exactly q − 1 edges to E′.
In the second phase we reduce the total demand to 0, each iteration of the
while loop reduces the demand of at least one vertex to 0. Hence we add at
most O(|V |) different edges in the second phase. If we store E′ using a compact
representation, its size is O(|V | + |E|) and the above algorithm computes it in
such time complexity. 	

Lemma 2. For a given compact representation of a directed Eulerian multi-
graph G = (V, E), there exists an O(|V | · |E|) time algorithm for computing the
representation of an Eulerian cycle in G.

Proof. The Eulerian cycle can be of exponential size, therefore we construct its
compressed representation. Such a representation is an expression of the form

π = wp1
1 wp2

2 . . . wp�

� ,
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Fig. 1. (a) Multigraph G = (V, E) for a set of words S = {ad, ac, ba, bb, bc, ca, db, dc}
with a sequence of multiplicities (mi)

8
i=1 = (17, 3, 5, 3, 1, 20, 10, 10). It consists of a

single component C with V +(C) = {a, b} and V −(C) = {c, d}. (b) Eulerian multigraph
G′ = (V, E ∪ E′) obtained from G by adding the following minimal multiset of edges:
E′ = {(a, d) · 3, (a, c) · 2, (b, c) · 4}.

where wi is a path in G, and pi is a non-negative integer. We say that an occurrence
of v ∈ wi is free if pi = 1. The algorithm is a slight modification of the standard
algorithm for computing Eulerian cycles in graphs, see Fig. 2 and 3.

Function EulerianCycle(G) {assume G is an Eulerian multigraph}
1: find any simple cycle C in G
2: let cmin = min{c(e) : e ∈ C}
3: let π = C1 Ccmin−1 { so that each v ∈ V (C) has a free occurrence }
4: for all e ∈ C do
5: decrease c(e) by cmin, if c(e) = 0 remove e from E(G)
6: for all strongly connected components Wi of G do
7: let vi be any common vertex of V (C) and V (Wi)
8: let πi = EulerianCycle(Wi)
9: insert cycle πi to π after some free occurrence of vertex vi

10: return π

We can find a simple cycle in the Eulerian graph G in O(|V |) time by going
forward until we get to an already visited vertex. Each cycle removes at least
one edge from E, so the algorithm investigates at most |E| cycles. A simple
implementation of lines 6-9 yields O(|V | · |E|) time complexity per recursive
step, however, with a careful approach (G not decomposed to Wi explicitly, π
implemented as a doubly-linked list) one can obtain O(|V |) time complexity of
these lines. Thus the time complexity and the total size of the representation π
is O(|V | · |E|). 	
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C
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Fig. 2. Construction of an Eulerian cycle by algorithm EulerianCycle(G)
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Fig. 3. Eulerian multigraph obtained for a set of words S = {ad, ac, ba, bb, bc, ca, db, dc}
with a sequence of multiplicities (mi)

8
i=1 = (20, 5, 5, 3, 5, 20, 10, 10). The

compressed representation of an Eulerian cycle can have the following
form:(a→d→b)(b→b)3(b→a)(a→d→b→a)4(a→c→a)5(a→d→b→c→a)5(a→d→c→a)10,
which corresponds to a word adb(b)3a(dba)4(ca)5(dbca)5(dca)10

4 MULTI-SCS(k) Problem for k = O(1)

Let us consider a prefix graph G of S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk}. In order to solve the
general MULTI-SCS(k) problem, it suffices to find the shortest path π from 0
to k + 1 in G that passes through each vertex i ∈ V (G), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, at least
mi times. We assume that k = O(1).

Let us treat G as a (deterministic) finite automaton A: 0 is its start state,
k + 1 is its accept state, and an edge from i to j in G is identified by a triple
(i, j, |pr(si, sj)|) which represents its starting and ending vertex and its length.
Let Γ ⊆ {0, . . . , k+1}×{0, . . . , k+1}×(Z+∪{0}) be the set of triples identifying
all edges of G. Each path from 0 to k + 1 corresponds to a word (from Γ ∗) in
the language accepted by A.

Let α(A) be a regular expression corresponding to the language accepted by
A — its size is O(1) and it can be computed in O(1) time [10] (recall that
k = O(1)).

Definition 1. We call two words u, v ∈ Γ ∗ commutatively equivalent (notation:
u ≈ v) if for any a ∈ Γ , #occ(a, u) = #occ(a, v). We call two regular languages
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L1, L2 commutatively equivalent (notation: L1 ≈ L2) if for each word u ∈ L1

(u ∈ L2) there exists a word v ∈ L2 (v ∈ L1) such that u ≈ v.

Lemma 3. The regular expression α(A) can be transformed in O(1) time into
a regular expression β(A) such that:

L(β(A)) ⊆ L(α(A)) and L(β(A)) ≈ L(α(A)) (1)

and β(A) is in the following normal form:

β(A) = B1 + B2 + . . . + Bk

where Bi = Ci,1Ci,2 . . . Ci,li and each Ci,j is:

– either a ∈ Γ ,
– or (a1a2 . . . ap)∗, where ar ∈ Γ .

Proof. The proof contains an algorithm for computing β(A) in O(1) time.
In the first step we repetively use the following transformations in every pos-

sible part of α(A) until all Kleene’s stars contain only concatenation of letters
from Γ (all letters in the transformations denote regular expressions):

(
γ(δ + σ)ρ

)∗ → (γδρ)∗(γσρ)∗ (2)

(γδ∗σ)∗ → (
γδ∗σ(γσ)∗

)
+ ε . (3)

Since then, it suffices to repetively use the following transformation to obtain
the required normal form:

γ(δ + σ)ρ → (γδρ) + (γσρ) . (4)

It is easy to check that each of the transformations (2)–(4) changes the regular
expression into another regular expression such that the language defined by the
latter is a commutatively equivalent sublanguage of the language defined by the
former. 	

Let us notice that, due to the conditions (1), from our point of view β(A) may
serve instead of α(A) — for each path generated by the expression α(A) there
exists a path generated by β(A) such that the multisets of edges visited in both
paths are exactly the same (thus the paths are of the same length).

To compute the result for β(A), we process each Bi (see Lemma 3) separately
and return the minimum of values computed. When computing the result (the
shortest path generated by it that visits each vertex an appropriate number of
times) for a given Bi, the only choices we might have are in those Ci,j ’s that are
built using Kleene’s star. For each of them we introduce a single integer variable
xj that is used to denote the number of times we take the given fragment of the
expression in the path we are to construct. For a given set of values of variables
xj , it is easy to compute, for each vertex y of the graph, how many times it is
visited in the word, representing a path, generated by Bi:

#(y, Bi) =
li∑

j=1

#(y, Ci,j)

and what is the total length of the word:
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len(Bi) =
li∑

j=1

len(Ci,j) .

If Ci,j = a, for a = (v, w, �) ∈ Γ , then

#(y, Ci,j) = δwy len(Ci,j) = �

and if Ci,j = (a1a2 . . . ap)∗, where ar ∈ Γ for 1 ≤ r ≤ p, then

#(y, Ci,j) = xj ·
p∑

r=1

#(y, ar) len(Ci,j) = xj ·
p∑

r=1

len(ar) .

Here δxy denotes the Kronecker delta: δx,x = 1, and δx,y = 0 for x �= y.
If values of the variables are not fixed, we can treat #(y, Bi) and len(Bi) as

(linear) expressions over those variables. Our goal is, therefore, to minimize the
value of len(Bi) under the following constraints on variables xj ∈ Z:

xj ≥ 0
#(y, Bi) ≥ my for y = 1, 2, . . . , k .

But this is exactly an integer linear programming problem (see Example 1). For
a fixed number of variables and constraints it can be solved in polynomial time in
the length of the input, see Lenstra’s paper [11], and even in linear time in terms
of the maximum encoding length of a coefficient, see Eisenbrand’s paper [6].

Example 1. Assume that S = {s1, s2}, m1 = 2010, m2 = 30. Note that the
set of symbols in the regular expressions α(A) and β(A) is Γ ⊆ {0, . . . , 3} ×
{0, . . . , 3} × (Z+ ∪ {0}). Let

Bi = (0, 1, 0)(1, 1, 7)∗(1, 2, 3)
(
(2, 1, 2)(1, 1, 7)(1, 2, 3)

)∗(2, 3, 5)

be a part of the expression β(A) for which we are to compute the shortest path
satisfying the occurrence conditions.

Observe that we can interpret our task as a graph problem. We are given
a directed graph having a form of a directed path (a backbone) with disjoint
cycles attached, in which vertices are labeled with indices from the set {0, . . . , 3}
and edges are labeled with lengths, as in Fig. 3. In this graph we need to find
the length of the shortest path from the vertex labeled 0 to the vertex labeled
k + 1 = 3 visiting at least m1 = 2010 1-labeled vertices and at least m2 = 30
2-labeled vertices.

In the integer program we introduce two variables x1, x2 that uniquely deter-
mine a word generated by Bi:

(0, 1, 0)(1, 1, 7)x1(1, 2, 3)
(
(2, 1, 2)(1, 1, 7)(1, 2, 3)

)x2(2, 3, 5) .

The integer program for this example looks as follows:

x1, x2 ≥ 0
1 + x1 + 2x2 = #(1, Bi) ≥ m1 = 2010

1 + x2 = #(2, Bi) ≥ m2 = 30
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0 1 2 3

1 1

0 3 5

7 7

23

Fig. 4. Labeled graph corresponding to Bi from Example 1. The variables x1 and x2

from the integer program correspond to the number of times the loop (1 → 1) and the
cycle (2 → 1 → 1 → 2) are traversed in the shortest path.

and we are minimizing the expression

len(Bi) = 0 + 7x1 + 3 + 12x2 + 5 .

To recompute the actual SCS, we choose the one Bi that attains the globally
smallest value of len(Bi). Note that solving the integer program gives us the
values of variables xj , from which we can restore the corresponding word v
generated by the regular expression Bi simply by inserting the values of xj

instead of Kleene’s stars, resulting in a polynomial representation of the shortest
common superstring.

Theorem 2. MULTI-SCS(k) can be solved in O(poly(n)) time for k = O(1).

5 SUM-SCS(k) Problem

Let G be the prefix graph of S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk}. We are looking for the shortest
word containing m occurrences of words from S. Recall that such a word corre-
sponds to the shortest path in G from the source to the destination, traversing
m + 1 edges. Let M be the adjacency matrix of G. The length of the shortest
path from the vertex 0 to the vertex k + 1 passing through m + 1 edges equals
Mm+1[0, k + 1], where Mm+1 is the (m + 1)th power of M w.r.t. the min-plus
product. Mm+1 can be computed in O(k3 log m) time by repeated squaring, i.e.
using identities:

M2p = (Mp)2 M2p+1 = M ⊕ M2p .

Having computed the described matrices, we can also construct a representa-
tion of SCS of size O(poly(n)) by a context-free grammar. The set of terminals
is Σ. For each of the matrices Mp that we compute, we create an auxiliary ma-
trix Kp containing distinct non-terminals of the grammar. If Mp (for p > 1) is
computed in the above algorithm using Ma and M b then we add the following
production from Kp[i, j]:

Kp[i, j] ⇒ Ka[i, q]Kb[q, j] where Mp[i, j] = Ma[i, q] + M b[q, j] .
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The production from K1[i, j] is defined as:

K1[i, j] ⇒ pr(si, sj) .

The starting symbol of the grammar is Km+1[0, k + 1].
Clearly, this representation uses O(k2 log m) memory and the only word gen-

erated by this grammar is the requested SCS. Hence, we obtain the following
theorem:
Theorem 3. The SUM-SCS(k) problem can be solved in O(n+k3 log m) time
and O(n + k2 log m) memory.
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1 Introduction

A circular (or cyclic) string is the string that is constructed by linking the begin-
ning and end of a (linear) string together, which can be often found in nature.
Gusfield emphasized “Bacterial and mitochondrial DNA is typically circular,
both in its genomic DNA and in plasmids, even some true eukaryotes contain
plasmid DNA. Consequently, tools for handling circular strings may someday be
of use in those organisms.” (see [1], page 12)

Finding a representative string of a given set S = {S1, . . . , Sm} of m strings
of equal length, called a consensus string (or closest string or center string), is
a fundamental problem in multiple sequence alignment, which is closely related
to the motif recognition problem. Among the conditions that a string should
satisfy to be accepted as a consensus, the two most important conditions are

1. to minimize the sum of (Hamming) distances from the strings in S to the
consensus, and

2. to minimize the longest distance (or radius) from the strings in S to the
consensus.

In this paper we consider four different types of consensus problems, CS,
CR, CSR, and BSR: Problem CS is finding the optimal consensus minimizing
the distance sum, Problem CR is finding the optimal consensus minimizing the
radius, Problem CSR is finding the optimal consensus minimizing both distance
sum and radius if one exists, and finally Problem BSR is finding a consensus
whose distance sum and radius are smaller than given thresholds.

There has been substantial research to solve the problems for linear strings.
Problem CS is easy to solve. We can find a string that minimizes the distance
sum by selecting the symbol occurring most often in each position of the strings
in S. However, Problem CR is hard in general. Given a parameter r, the problem
of asking the existence of a string X such that max1≤i≤m d(X, Si) ≤ r is NP-
complete for general m, even when the symbols of the strings are drawn from a
binary alphabet [2]. Thus, attention has been restricted to approximation solu-
tions [3,4,5,6,7,8] and fixed-parameter solutions [8,9,10,11]. Furthermore, there
have been some algorithms for a small constant m. Gramm et al. [9] proposed a
direct combinatorial algorithm for Problem CR for three strings. Sze et al. [12]
showed a condition for the existence of a string whose radius is less than or equal
to r. Boucher et al. [13] proposed an algorithm for finding a string X such that
max1≤i≤4 d(X, Si) ≤ r for four binary strings. Problems CSR and BSR were
considered by Amir et al [14]. They considered the problems for three strings.
However, there have been only a few results on multiple alignment of circular
strings, even though circular strings are biologically important. Our algorithms
differ from the existing multiple alignment algorithms for circular strings [15,16],
which use the sum-of-pairs score and some general purpose multiple sequence
alignment techniques, such as clustalW [17].

In this paper, we introduce the consensus problem for circular strings and
present novel algorithms to find the optimal alignment and consensus of circular
strings. The consensus problem for circular strings is different from the consensus
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problem for linear strings because every alignment of the circular strings should
be considered to find the optimal alignment and a consensus string, which is not
necessary in the case of linear strings. Our contributions are as follows:

– We present an algorithm to solve Problem CS for three circular strings in
O(n2 log n) time. This algorithm uses convolution to compute the minimum
distance sum for each alignment and selects the mininum among them.

– Problems CR, CSR, and BSR for three circular strings can be solved in
O(n2 log n) time. The crux of our algorithms is computing the minimum
radius, which requires both convolution and solving a system of linear equa-
tions. Since those algorithms are similar and due to the page limit, we only
present the algorithm for Problem CSR.

– We present an algorithm to solve Problem CS for four circular strings in
O(n3 log n) time. For four circular strings, it requires both convolution and
solving a system of linear equations to compute the minimum distance sum.

Our algorithms are O(n/ log n) times faster than the näıve algorithm directly
using the solutions for the linear consensus problems, which takes O(n3) time
for three circular strings and O(n4) time for four circular strings.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce formal definition of consensus problems for circu-
lar strings. We also give a brief overview of a preliminary result on consensus
problems for linear strings, and introduce a discrete convolution, which will be
extensively used to solve the problems for circular strings.

2.1 Problem Definition

A (linear) string s of length n is a sequence of n symbols from a constant-
sized alphabet Σ. Generally, s is represented by s[0]s[1] · · · s[n − 1], where each
s[i], 0 ≤ i < n, denotes the ith symbol of s. A circular string S of length
n is similar to a linear string of length n except that the first symbol S[0] is
wrapped around next to the last symbol S[n − 1]. From a circular string S of
length n, n instances of linear strings can be derived where each instance S(r)
is a linear string S[r]S[(r + 1) mod n] · · ·S[(r + n − 1) mod n]. We call r the
index of the instance. For instance, if S = ababc, S(0) = ababc, S(1) = babca,
S(2) = abcab, and so forth. For two strings x and y, we denote the concatenation
of x and y by xy and a tandem repeat xx by x2.

Let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} be a set of m circular strings of equal length n.
We define an alignment of S as a juxtaposition of their instances. For m integer
indices 0 ≤ ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm < n, the alignment ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm) is a juxta-
position of instances S1(ρ1), S2(ρ2), . . . , Sm(ρm). Because we only consider the
Hamming distance, all alignments (ρ1 + k mod n, ρ2 + k mod n, . . . , ρm + k
mod n) for 0 ≤ k < n are essentially the same. This implies that we can natu-
rally fix one of the indices of instances, and hence we assume that S1 is fixed,
i.e., ρ1 = 0. Therefore, there exist nm−1 distinct alignments instead of nm.
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For two linear strings x and y, let d(x, y) denote the Hamming distance be-
tween x and y, which is the number of positions i where x[i] �= y[i]. Given an
alignment ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm) of S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} and a string X , the dis-
tance sum of X for ρ, denoted by E(ρ, X), is defined as

∑
1≤i≤m d(X, Si(ρi)). We

also define the radius of X for ρ, denoted by R(ρ, X), as max1≤i≤m d(X, Si(ρi)).
For each alignment ρ, we define Emin(ρ) as the smallest distance sum of any
string X ′ for ρ, i.e., Emin(ρ) = minX′ E(ρ, X ′). Similarly, let Rmin(ρ) be the
smallest radius of any string X ′ for ρ, i.e., Rmin(ρ) = minX′ R(ρ, X ′). For
Emin(ρ) and Rmin(ρ), we will omit the alignment notation ρ if no confusion
arises. For any alignment ρ′ and strings X ′, we define Eopt = minρ′,X′ E(ρ′, X ′)
and Ropt = minρ′,X′ R(ρ′, X ′).

Now we formally define optimal consensus problem and bounded consensus
problem on circular strings as follows.

Problem 1. Optimal consensus
Given a set S = {S1, . . . , Sm} of m circular strings of length n, find an optimal
alignment ρ and a string X (if any) that satisfy:

Problem CS E(ρ, X) = Eopt.
Problem CR R(ρ, X) = Ropt.
Problem CSR E(ρ, X) = Eopt and R(ρ, X) = Ropt.

If such an optimal alignment and consensus string exist, the string can be ac-
cepted as an optimal consensus string of S. However, sometimes such ρ and X
do not exist, and then, an alignment and a string satisfying weaker conditions
may be sought for as follows.

Problem 2. Bounded consensus
Given a set S = {S1, . . . , Sm} of m circular strings of length n and two integers
s > 0 and r > 0, find an alignment ρ and a string X (if any) that satisfy:

Problem BS E(ρ, X) ≤ s.
Problem BR R(ρ, X) ≤ r.
Problem BSR E(ρ, X) ≤ s and R(ρ, X) ≤ r.

2.2 Problem CSR for Three Linear Strings

For three linear strings s1, s2 and s3 of equal length n, a consensus string s min-
imizing both (Hamming) distance sum and radius can be found efficiently [14].
First, each aligned position i is classified into five types as follows:

Type 0 s1[i] = s2[i] = s3[i] (all matches)
Type 1 s1[i] �= s2[i] = s3[i] (s1[i] is the minority)
Type 2 s2[i] �= s1[i] = s3[i] (s2[i] is the minority)
Type 3 s3[i] �= s1[i] = s2[i] (s3[i] is the minority)
Type 4 s1[i] �= s2[i], s1[i] �= s3[i], s2[i] �= s3[i] (all mismatches)
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Then, we count the number of positions that belong to type i as ci, for
each i = 0, . . . , 4. The crux of [14] is that those counters are used to de-
termine the minimum possible distance sum Emin and radius Rmin. The au-
thors showed that Emin = c1 + c2 + c3 + 2c4 and Rmin = max(L1, L2) where
L1 = �maxi�=j d(si, sj)/2� and L2 = �Emin/3�.

Once the number of each type has been counted, the algorithm in [14] finds
a consensus string s with Emin and Rmin if it exists. Since it scans the whole
strings once and computes the above counters, the algorithm runs in O(n) time.

Lemma 1 (Amir et al. [14]). For three linear strings of length n, if we are
given counters c1 to c4 defined as above,

1. Emin and Rmin are computed in O(1) time.
2. The existence of a consensus minimizing both Emin and Rmin are determined

in O(1) time.
3. We can construct such a consensus in O(n) time.

2.3 Convolution Method for Counting Matches/Mismatches

A discrete convolution is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let t and p be arrays of integers, whose lengths are n and m,
respectively. The discrete convolution of t and p, denoted by t ⊗ p, is defined as
the array of all inner products of p and a sub-array of t, where:

(t ⊗ p)[i] =
m−1∑

j=0

t[i + j]p[j] for i = 0, . . . , n − m .

It is obvious that n elements in the array of t ⊗ p can be computed in O(nm)
time. However, the convolution can be computed in O(n log m) time by using
the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The reader may refer, for example, to [18].

The discrete convolution has been widely used in various string matching
problems, where we match a pattern and a text at every text position [19,20,21].
In this paper, we use convolutions to count the number of matches or mismatches
between every pair of instances of two circular strings. For this purpose, we need
some definitions first. Given a string x of length n, we define a bit mask Bx,σ

and an inverse bit mask Bx,σ for each symbol σ ∈ Σ and i = 0, . . . , n − 1,

Bx,σ[i] =

{
1, if x[i] = σ

0, if x[i] �= σ
and Bx,σ[i] =

{
1, if x[i] �= σ

0, if x[i] = σ
.

For two strings x and y of equal length n and σ ∈ Σ, the inner product of Bx,σ and
By,σ,

∑n−1
i=0 Bx,σ[i]By,σ[i], equals the number of positions i where x[i] = y[i] = σ.

Thus, the sum of all the inner products over all σ,
∑

σ

∑n−1
i=0 Bx,σ[i]By,σ[i] gives

the number of matches between x and y. Likewise, we can compute the number of
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mismatches between x and y, i.e., Hamming distance d(x, y), by summing up all
the inner products of Bx,σ and By,σ over all σ.

We can further generalize this method to compute distance between two
strings with don’t care (or wildcard) symbols. Assume that a don’t care symbol
$ �∈ Σ matches any symbol σ ∈ Σ∪{$}. Then, we can compute d(x, y) by simply
setting Bx,σ[i] = 0 if x[i] = $ and By,σ[i] = 0 if y[i] = $, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1.

We now consider convolution of such bit masks. For two circular strings X and
Y , convolution BX(0)2,σ ⊗BY (0),σ is an array where the number in each position
i = 0, . . . , n − 1 is the inner product of BX(i),σ and BY (0),σ (or equivalently,
BX(0),σ and BY (n−i),σ). Thus, if we compute such convolutions for each σ ∈ Σ
and add the results, we get the total number of matches for every alignment of
two circular strings. Since discrete convolution BX2(0),σ ⊗ BY (0),σ can be com-
puted in O(n log n) time by using FFT, the total time for counting all matches
is O(|Σ|n log n).

Lemma 2. Given two circular strings X and Y of equal length n over a constant-
sized alphabet, the numbers of matches or mismatches in all n alignments can be
computed in O(n log n) time, even with the presence of don’t care symbols.

3 Algorithms

In this section, we first describe an O(n2 log n)-time algorithm to solve Problem
CS for three circular strings. Also, we present an O(n2 log n)-time algorithm
that solves Problem CSR for three circular strings. Then, we show how to solve
Problem CS for four circular strings in O(n3 log n) time.

3.1 Problem CS for Three Circular Strings

Assume that we are given a set S = {S1, S2, S3} of three circular strings of
length n. One obvious way to find a consensus minimizing the distance sum of
S is to compute Emin separately for each of n2 alignments of S, and to construct
a consensus from an alignment with the smallest Emin among all n2 values.
Clearly, this näıve approach takes O(n3) time, since it requires O(n) time for
each alignment.

In contrast, our algorithm solves Problem CS for S in overall O(n2 log n) time.
The crux of the algorithm lies in the use of FFT, which enables us to compute
n values of Emin’s for every n alignments together in O(n log n) time, and hence
to achieve a speedup factor of O(n/ log n) over the näıve approach.

Let δ and γ be integer indices ranging from 0 to n−1. Our algorithm consists
of two stages: (a) We first superpose two instances of S1 and S2 into one string
with displacement of δ, and compute convolutions to overlay an instance of S3 at
every position γ of the superposed string. By doing this, we equivalently evaluate
Emin for all alignments of S. (b) Among all n2 alignments, we find the best
alignment with the smallest Emin, and construct a consensus of the alignment
by simply selecting the majority symbol at each aligned position. By definition,
the corresponding circular string becomes the consensus circular string of S.
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We now describe the algorithm in detail. Consider an n-by-n table E, where
we store the value of Emin(ρ) for each alignment ρ = (0, δ, γ) in entry E[δ, γ].
To compute a row of n entries E[δ, 0 : n − 1] altogether, we define the δth
superposition Zδ of S1 and S2 as follows:

Definition 2 (The δth superposition). For i = 0, . . . , n− 1, we define Zδ ∈
(Σ × Σ)∗ as Zδ[i] = (σ1, σ2), where σ1 = S1(0)[i] and σ2 = S2(δ)[i].

We also define a bit mask of Z2
δ , the concatenation of two Zδ’s as follows: For

each σ ∈ Σ and i = 0, . . . , 2n− 1,

BZ2
δ ,σ[i] =

{
1, if Zδ[i mod n] = (σ, ∗) or (∗, σ),
0, otherwise.

The following lemma shows correctness of computation of a single row of E[δ, 0 :
n − 1] derived from convolutions.

Lemma 3. Given Zδ and S3, the following equation holds for γ = 0, . . . , n−1:

E[δ, γ] =
∑

σ∈Σ

(BZ2
δ ,σ ⊗ BS3(0),σ)[n − γ] . (1)

Proof. By definition of discrete convolution, the right-hand side of (1) is

∑

σ∈Σ

(BZ2
δ ,σ ⊗ BS3(0),σ)[n − γ] =

∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ ,σ[n − γ + j]BS3(0),σ[j] . (2)

Using the relations S3(0)[j] = S3(γ)[(j − γ) mod n] and BZ2
δ
[n + j] = BZ2

δ
[j]

gives

∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ

,σ[n − γ + j]BS3(0),σ[j] =
∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ

,σ[n − γ + j]BS3(γ),σ[(j − γ) mod n]

(3)

=
∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ

,σ[n + j]BS3(γ),σ[j mod n] (4)

=
∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ

,σ[j]BS3(γ),σ [j] . (5)

It remains to show that the summation of all the inner products over all σ in (5)
yields E[δ, γ]. First, we have

∑

σ∈Σ

n−1∑

j=0

BZ2
δ ,σ[j]BS3(γ),σ[j] =

n−1∑

j=0

∑

σ∈Σ

BZ2
δ ,σ[j]BS3(γ),σ[j] . (6)
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm for Problem CS for three circular strings
1: for δ = 0 to n − 1 do
2: Compute superposition Zδ and bit mask BZ2

δ
,σ for all σ ∈ Σ. // O(n) time

3: Compute BZ2
δ

,σ⊗BS3(0),σ for all σ ∈ Σ and add element by element the resulting

arrays. // O(n log n) time
4: Take a reverse of the resulting array to compute E[δ, 0 : n − 1]. // O(n) time
5: end for
6: Find δ∗ and γ∗ where E[δ∗, γ∗] is the minimum. // O(n2) time
7: Compute a consensus string of S1(0), S2(δ

∗), and S3(γ
∗) // O(n) time

Let s1 = S1(0), s2 = S2(δ), and s3 = S3(γ). For each aligned position j and
σ ∈ Σ, it is straightforward to show that

BZ2
δ ,σ[j]BS3(γ),σ[j] =

{
1, if (s1[j] = σ or s2[j] = σ) and s3[j] �= σ,

0, otherwise.

Then, it follows that the sum
∑

σ∈Σ BZ2
δ ,σ[j]BS3(γ),σ[j] becomes zero for each

position of type 0, one for each position of types 1 to 3, and two for each position
of type 4. Therefore, adding up these sums over all j’s gives c1 + c2 + c3 + 2c4,
which equals Emin of three strings s1, s2,and s3, that is in turn E[δ, γ]. 
�
Algorithm 1 shows how we solve Problem CS for three circular strings. Since
it requires at most O(n log n) time per iteration (see line 3), Algorithm 1 takes
O(n2 log n) time in total. In terms of space complexity, instead of maintaining
entire table E, we only keep the best alignment (0, δ∗, γ∗) with the smallest
Emin seen so far to accommodate in O(n) space. Therefore, we get the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Problem CS for three circular strings can be solved in O(n2 log n)
time and O(n) space.

Remark. If the size of alphabet Σ is not constant, the running time in Theorem 1
is multiplied by |Σ|, which is also applied to Theorems 2 and 3.

3.2 Problem CSR for Three Circular Strings

We now proceed to Problem CSR for three circular strings. Recall that Lemma 1
implies that we can determine the existence of an optimal consensus in O(1)
time if we know all counters c1 to c4. Algorithm 1 directly computes Emin for
each alignment, but it does not compute any of counters, c1 to c4, which are
required for applying Lemma 1 to our problem. In this subsection, we propose
an algorithm that explicitly computes all counters for each alignment, which in
turn enables us to solve Problem CSR for three circular strings. The key idea
is that we can count ci’s for every alignment efficiently using the convolution
and the system of linear equations. Then, we can find an optimal alignment by
applying the algorithm in [14] to each alignment.
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Lemma 4. For three linear strings s1, s2, and s3, given c0 and d(si, sj)’s for
all i �= j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the following system of linear equations holds for c1, c2, c3,
and c4.

c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 = n − c0,

c1 + c2 + c4 = d(s1, s2), c1 + c3 + c4 = d(s1, s3), c2 + c3 + c4 = d(s2, s3) .

Proof. Since each position belongs to exactly one of five types, c0 +c1 +c2 +c3 +
c4 = n. By definition, d(s1, s2) is the number of positions i where s1[i] �= s2[i],
which occurs in one of the three distinct cases: (i) s1[i] is the minority (Type 1),
(ii) s2[i] is the minority (Type 2), or (iii) all three aligned symbols are distinct
(Type 4). It implies that c1 + c2 + c4 = d(s1, s2), and similar arguments can be
applied to the other cases for d(s1, s3) and d(s2, s3). 
�
The solution of the system of linear equations in Lemma 4 leads to the following
corollary.

Corollary 1. Once c0 and the pairwise Hamming distances d(si, sj) for all i <
j ∈ {1, 2, 3} have been computed, we can compute c1 to c4 as follows:

c1 = n − d(s2, s3) − c0, c2 = n − d(s1, s3) − c0, c3 = n − d(s1, s2) − c0,

c4 = d(s1, s2) + d(s1, s3) + d(s2, s3) − 2c0 − 2n .

The above corollary can be easily extended to the case of three circular strings
as follows: We store each counter ci for all i = 0, . . . , 4 into an n-by-n table
Ci[0 : n − 1, 0 : n − 1], in which each entry Ci[δ, γ] contains counter ci for an
alignment (0, δ, γ). Suppose that we have computed table C0 and three arrays of
size n, D12, D23, and D13, which contains pairwise Hamming distances D12[δ] =
d(S1(0), S2(δ)), D23[δ] = d(S2(0), S3(δ)), and D13[δ] = d(S1(0), S3(δ)) for δ =
0, . . . , n − 1. Then, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5. For 0 ≤ δ < n and 0 ≤ γ < n,

C1[δ, γ] = n − D23[(γ − δ) mod n] − C0[δ, γ],
C2[δ, γ] = n − D13[γ] − C0[δ, γ],
C3[δ, γ] = n − D12[δ] − C0[δ, γ],
C4[δ, γ] = D12[δ] + D23[(γ − δ) mod n] + D13[γ] − 2C0[δ, γ]− 2n .

The basic idea of our algorithm is to compute C0 and Dij ’s for all n2 possible
alignments efficiently. By Lemma 2, all values of Dij ’s can be computed in time
O(n log n) by using FFT. Thus, if we compute C0[δ, γ] for all 0 ≤ δ, γ < n, we
can get C1[δ, γ] to C4[δ, γ] simultaneously by following the above lemma. For
this purpose, we define the δth intersection Iδ of S1 and S2 as follows: Given an
integer index 0 ≤ δ ≤ n − 1,

Definition 3 (The δth intersection). For i = 0, . . . , n − 1, we define Iδ ∈
(Σ ∪ {#})∗ as

Iδ[i] =

{
S1(0)[i], if S1(0)[i] = S2(δ)[i],
#, if S1(0)[i] �= S2(δ)[i],
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Algorithm 2. Algorithm for Problem CSR for three circular strings
1: Compute D12[0 : n− 1], D23[0 : n− 1], D13[0 : n− 1] using FFT // O(n log n) time
2: for δ = 0 to n − 1 do
3: Compute intersection Iδ of S1(0) and S2(δ) // O(n) time
4: Compute the number of matches between Iδ and S3(γ) for all 0 ≤ γ < n using

FFT // O(n log n) time
5: Take a reverse of the resulting array to compute C0[δ, 0 : n − 1] // O(n) time
6: end for
7: for all (δ, γ) do
8: Compute all Ci[δ, γ]’s by using Lemma 5, and determine Emin and Rmin for

alignment (0, δ, γ).
9: end for

10: Find the optimal alignment (0, δ, γ) minimizing Emin and Rmin of S1(0), S2(δ), and
S3(γ)

where # �∈ Σ denotes a mismatch symbol, which does not match any symbol in
Σ.

Then, the number of matches between Iδ and S3(γ) equals C0[δ, γ]. The first
loop in Algorithm 2 computes C0[δ, γ] for all 0 ≤ γ < n together in O(n log n)
time for given δ by counting the number of matches between Iδ and S3(γ). This
is done by computing convolutions between BI2

δ ,σ and BS3(0),σ for σ ∈ Σ. Hence,
we get the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Problem CSR for three circular strings can be solved in O(n2 log n)
time and O(n) space.

3.3 Problem CS for Four Circular Strings

We now describe how to compute a consensus minimizing distance sum of S =
{S1, S2, S3, S4}.

Basically, we take an approach similar to that for three circular strings, how-
ever we need to account for a more number of types of aligned positions in
the case of four strings. Given four linear strings s1, s2, s3, and s4, we classify
each aligned position i into five types. (We assume that j1, j2, j3, and j4 is a
permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}.)

Type A s1[i] = s2[i] = s3[i] = s4[i] (All matches)
Type B sj1 [i] = sj2 [i] = sj3 [i] �= sj4 [i] (One of symbols is the minority, while

the others are the same)
Type C sj1 [i] = sj2 [i], sj3 [i] = sj4 [i], sj1 [i] �= sj3 [i] (Two distinct pairs of the

same symbols)
Type D sj1 [i] = sj2 [i], sj1 [i] �= sj3 [i], sj1 [i] �= sj4 [i], sj3 [i] �= sj4 [i] (Two of sym-

bols are the same, while the others are distinct)
Type E sj[i] �= sj′ [i] for all j �= j′ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (All mismatches)
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Table 1. Types and counters for aligned positions of four strings

Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E

s1 ♣ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♣
s2 ♣ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♣ ♥ ♦
s3 ♣ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♦ ♣ ♥ ♣ ♥ ♣ ♥
s4 ♣ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♥ ♥ ♣ ♥ ♣ ♣ ♠

Counter a b1 b2 b3 b4 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 e

Table 1 depicts types and counters we consider. Four symbols ♣, ♦, ♥, and ♠
represent distinct symbols in each aligned position, and the same symbols in a
single column represents matches among corresponding strings in that position.
We count each type of position in all n positions as in Table 1. Note that we divide
Types B, C, and D further with respect to combinations of distinct symbols.

For linear strings, we can construct a consensus string with the minimum
distance sum Emin =

∑
i bi + 2(

∑
i ci +

∑
i di) + 3e. This is easily done in O(n)

time by choosing the majority symbol in each aligned position, while we scan
the whole strings. For circular strings, a näıve algorithm takes O(n4) time since
there are n3 possible alignments of four circular strings. However, we can do
better in O(n3 log n) time as in the case of three circular strings.

We basically compute all fifteen counters by setting and solving a system of
linear equations for them. It is quite straightforward to derive twelve equations
from the numbers of pairwise, triple-wise, or quadruple-wise matches among four
strings. Still, we require three more equations to have the solution for fifteen
counters and those equations are derived from distance between two pairs of
strings defined as follows.

For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, we define a string sij from a pair of strings si and sj , in
which, for k = 0, . . . , n − 1, sij [k] = si[k] if si[k] = sj [k]; otherwise, sij [k] = $,
where $ is a don’t care symbol. Then, it is easily shown that Hamming distance
d(s12, s34) equals c3. Likewise, c1 = d(s14, s23) and c2 = d(s13, s24). Now we
finally have the following system of linear equations for all fifteen counters.

Lemma 6. The following system of linear equations holds for the counters of
four strings.

a + b3 + b4 + c3 + d1 = M12, a + b2 + b4 + c2 + d2 = M13,

a + b2 + b3 + c1 + d3 = M14, a + b1 + b4 + c1 + d4 = M23,

a + b1 + b3 + c2 + d5 = M24, a + b1 + b2 + c3 + d6 = M34,

a + b4 = M123, a + b3 = M124, a + b2 = M134, a + b1 = M234,

a = M1234,

c3 = d(s12, s34), c2 = d(s13, s24), c1 = d(s14, s23),
a + b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 + c1 + c2 + c3 + d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 + d5 + d6 + e = n,

where Mij, Mijk, and Mijkl denote the numbers of pairwise, triple-wise, and
quadruple-wise matches, respectively, among Si, Sj, Sk and Sl.
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All six Mij ’s and four Mijk’s for every alignment can be computed in O(n2)
and O(n3) time, respectively. All M1234’s for every alignment can be computed
in O(n3 log n) time by using the intersection and the convolution in the similar
way as explained in Sect. 3.2. To compute d(sij , skl)’s for each alignment, we
construct sij for each alignment of Si(0) and Sj(δ), and we also compute all
Hamming distances between n possible sij ’s and n possible skl’s in O(n3 log n)
time by using FFTs. Then, using the solutions of the equations in Lemma 6, we
compute all counters and Emin in O(1) time for each of n3 alignments. Finally,
we can find an optimal alignment and consensus in O(n) time.

Theorem 3. Problem CS for four circular strings can be solved in O(n3 log n)
time and O(n) space.
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Abstract. Restriction enzymes are the workhorses of molecular biology.
We introduce a new problem that arises in the course of our project to
design virus variants to serve as potential vaccines: we wish to modify
virus-length genomes to introduce large numbers of unique restriction
enzyme recognition sites while preserving wild-type function by substi-
tution of synonymous codons. We show that the resulting problem is
NP-Complete, give an exponential-time algorithm, and propose effec-
tive heuristics, which we show give excellent results for five sample viral
genomes. Our resulting modified genomes have several times more unique
restriction sites and reduce the maximum gap between adjacent sites by
three to nine-fold.
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1 Introduction

An exciting new field of synthetic biology is emerging with the goal of designing
novel living organisms at the genetic level. DNA sequencing technology can be
thought of as reading DNA molecules, so as to describe them as strings on
{ACGT } for computational analysis. DNA synthesis is the inverse operation,
where one can take any such string and construct DNA molecules to specification
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(http://www.geneart.com) and Blue Heron (http://www.blueheronbio.com)
today charge under 60 cents per base to synthesize virus-length sequences, and
prices are rapidly dropping [1,2]. The advent of cheap synthesis will have many
exciting new applications throughout the life sciences: the need to design new
sequences to specification leads to a variety of new algorithmic problems on
sequences.

In this paper, we introduce a new problem that arises in the course of our
project to design virus variants to serve as potential vaccines [3,4]. In particular,
restriction enzymes are laboratory reagents that cut DNA at specific patterns.
For example, the enzyme EcoRI cuts at the pattern GAATTC. Each enzyme
cuts at a particular pattern, and over 3000 restriction enzymes have been studied
in detail, with more than 600 of these being available commercially [5].

Each occurrence of a pattern within a given DNA target sequence is called
a restriction enzyme recognition site or restriction site. Unique restriction sites
within a given target are particularly prized, as they cut the sequence unambigu-
ously in exactly one place. Many techniques for manipulating DNA make use of
unique restriction sites [6,7]. In particular, subcloning is an important method
of inserting a new sequence between two different unique restriction sites.

Thus a genomic sequence which contains unique restriction sites at regular
intervals will be easy to manipulate in the laboratory. Traditionally, DNA se-
quences manipulated in laboratories were from living organisms, so the exper-
imenter had no choice but to work with what they were given. But low-cost,
large-scale DNA synthesis changes this equation.

Refactoring [8] is a software engineering term for redesigning a program to
improve its internal structure for better ease of maintenance while leaving its
external behavior unchanged. Genome synthesis technology enables us to refac-
tor biological organisms: we seek to restructure the genome of an organism into
a sequence which is functionally equivalent (meaning behaves the same in its
natural environment) while being easier to manipulate.

The redundancy of the genetic code (64 three-base codons coding for 20 dis-
tinct amino acids) gives us the freedom to insert new restriction sites at certain
places and remove them from others without changing the protein coded for by
a given gene. Identifying the locations of both current and potential sites can be
done using conventional pattern matching algorithms. Much more challenging is
the problem of finding well-spaced unique placements for many different enzymes
to facilitate laboratory manipulation of synthesized sequences. Our contributions
in this paper are:

– Problem Definition – We abstract a new optimization problem on sequences
to model this sequence design task: the Unique Restriction Site Placement
Problem (URSPP). We show this problem is NP-Complete and give approx-
imability results.

– Algorithm Design – We present a series of algorithms and heuristics for
the Unique Restriction Site Placement Problem. In particular we give an
O(n22r)-time dynamic programming algorithm for URSPP, which is prac-
tical for designs with small number of enzymes. We also give an efficient
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Polio Virus (Initial) Equine Arteritis Virus (Initial)

Polio Virus (Min Max Gap Algorithm) Equine Arteritis Virus (Min Max Gap Algorithm)

Fig. 1. Visualization of restriction enzymes for Polio Virus and Equine Arteritis Virus.
Images were created using Serial Cloner 2.0 [9].

greedy heuristic for site placement, and a heuristic based on weighted bipar-
tite matching which is polynomial in both n and r, both of which construct
good designs in practice.

– Sequence Design Tool – Our design algorithms have been integrated with
the Aho-Corasick pattern matching algorithm to yield a sequence design
tool we anticipate will be popular within the synthetic biology community.
In particular, we have developed this tool as part of a project underway to
design a candidate vaccine for a particular agricultural pathogen.

– Experimental Results for Synthetic Viruses – The URSPP problem abstrac-
tion to some extent obscures the practical aspects of sequence design. The
critical issue is how regularly unique restriction sites can be inserted into
the genomes of representative viruses. We perform a series of experiments to
demonstrate that impressive numbers of regularly-spaced, unique restriction
sites can be engineered into viral genomes.

Indeed, our system produces genomes with three to four-fold more unique
restriction enzymes than a baseline algorithm (details given in the results
section) and reduces the maximum gap size between restriction sites three
to nine-fold. Figure 1 shows example results for Polio Virus and Equine
Arteritis Virus.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review related work
on genome refactoring and sequence design. In Section 3 we discuss our algorith-
mic approach to the problem. Finally, in Section 4 we give the results for our
refactored viral genomes.

2 Related Work

Synthetic biology is an exciting new field of growing importance. The synthesis
of virus-length DNA sequences, a difficult task just a decade ago [10], is now a
relatively inexpensive commercialized service. This enables a tremendous number
of applications, notably the manipulation of viral genomes to produce attenuated
viruses for vaccine production [3,4]. This work is in support of genome refactoring
efforts related to this project.

Broadly, the field of genome refactoring seeks to expand our understanding
of genetics through the construction of an engineering toolkit to easily mod-
ify genomes. Chan et al. [11], for example, refactored the bacteriophage T7 so
“that is easier to study, understand, and extend.” A number of different tools for
genome refactoring exist: GeneJAX [12] is a JavaScript web application CAD
tool for genome refactoring. SiteFind is a tool which seeks to introduce a restric-
tion enzyme as part of a point mutation using site-directed mutagenesis [13].
However, SiteFind considers the much more restricted problem of introducing a
single restriction site into a short (< 400b) sequence specifically to serve as a
marker for successful mutagenesis, in contrast with our efforts to place hundreds
of sites in several kilobase genomes.

GeneDesign is a tool which aids the automation of design of synthetic genes [14].
One of its functionalities is the silent insertion of restriction sites. The user can
manually choose the enzymes and the sites from the possible places where they
can be inserted, or the program can automatically do the insertion. The latter is
similar to our tool in trying to automate the creation of restriction sites in the
sequence, but the process is done quite differently. GeneDesign only attempts to
insert restriction sites of enzymes that do not appear anywhere in the sequence.
It follows a simple heuristic to try to space the introduced consecutive sites at an

Fig. 2. Introduction of a restriction site by silent mutation
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interval specified by the user, without any attempt or guarantee to optimize the
process.

Other relevant work includes Skiena [15], which gives an algorithm for opti-
mally removing restriction sites from a given coding sequence. The problem here
differs substantially, in that (1) we seek to remove all but one restriction sites
per cutter, and (2) we seek to introduce cut sites of unrepresented enzymes in
the most advantageous manner.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Statement

The primary goal of our system is to take a viral plasmid sequence and, through
minimal sequence editing, produce a new plasmid which contains a large number
of evenly spaced unique restriction sites. In order to accomplish this, of course,
we create and remove restriction sites in the sequence. The primary restrictions
on our freedom to edit the sequence are:

– The amino–acid sequence of all genes must be preserved. Each amino–acid
in a gene is encoded by a triplet of nucleotides called a codon; as there
are more triplets than amino–acids, there are between one and six codons
which encode each amino–acid. Codons which encode the same amino–acid
are termed synonymous. Thus, in gene-encoding regions we may only make
nucleotide changes which change a codon into a synonymous codon.

Figure 2 shows an example of this concept. Here a single nucleotide
change introduces the EcoRI restriction site, without modifying the amino–
acid sequence (GAG and GAA both code for the amino–acid glutamic acid).

– Certain regions of the sequence may not be editable at all. Examples of
such regions include known or suspected functional RNA secondary struc-
tures. We also lock overlapping regions of multiple open reading frames; very
few such regions admit useful synonymous codon changes to multiple ORFs
simultaneously.

The problem of finding the optimal placement of the restriction sites is interesting
and difficult at the same time. Its difficulty arises from the fact that there are
many aspects that the program must keep track off at the same time, and many
combinatorial possibilities that have to deal with: the order of considering the
enzymes, the decision on which occurrence of a site to keep, the position of
inserting enzymes. All these should be done while maintaining the amino–acid
sequence and trying to minimize the gaps between consecutive sites.

We define the decision problem version of the Unique Restriction Site Place-
ment Problem (URSPP) as follows:

– Input: a set of m subsets Si of integers, each in the range [1, . . . , n], an
integer K.

– Output: Does there exist a single element si in all Si such that the maximum
gap between adjacent elements of {0, n + 1, s1, . . . , sm} is at most K?
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Here, each subset consists of the existing or potential recognition sites for a spe-
cific restriction enzyme. The decision problem corresponds to choosing a single
site for each restriction enzyme in such a way that guarantees that adjacent
unique restriction sites are no more than K bases apart. The optimization vari-
ant of the problem simply seeks to minimize K, the largest gap between adjacent
restriction enzymes.

In the following sections, we show that this problem is NP-Complete, and
we give an exponential time and space dynamic programming algorithm for
this problem. Due to the impracticality of running this algorithm, we also give
suboptimal heuristics which do not give optimal results but still give good results
which should prove very useful for our biological purpose.

3.2 NP-Completeness and Approximability

Theorem 1. The decision version of URSPP is NP-complete. Further, the op-
timization version of URSPP cannot be approximated within factor 3/2 unless
P=NP.

Proof. The decision problem is clearly in NP, as one can readily verify if a
specified selection of si’s has gap at most k.

In order to prove NP-hardness, we use a reduction from Set Cover. Our
reduction is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the reduction from Set Cover to URSPP. The shaded bar
across the top represents the interval [0, n = 2k(3M + N)]. The vertical dashed lines
correspond to the singleton sets of values at positions 2k, 4k, 6k, . . . . The rows below
the shaded bar show the values in the sets Si associated with X1, X2, X3, . . . , in the
order P1, Q1, A1, B1, C1, D1, P2, Q2, A2, . . . . The bottom set of rows correspond to the
K copies of the sets {k, 7k, 13k, . . . , (M −1)6k+k}. (Not shown are rows corresponding
to the singleton sets at positions 2k, 4k, 6k, . . . .)
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Consider an instance of Set Cover, with universe set U = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}
and a collection C = {X1, X2, . . . , XM} of subsets Xi ⊆ U . Also given in the
instance is an integer K, with 1 ≤ K ≤ M . The problem is to decide if there
exists a subset C′ ⊆ C, with |C′| ≤ K, such that C′ forms a cover of U :

⋃
X∈C′ X =

U . We can assume that each Xi ∈ C has four elements (|Xi| = 4); this special
version of Set Cover is also known to be NP-complete [16,17].

Given an instance of Set Cover, we construct an instance of URSPP as
follows. First let k be an even positive integer, and we let n = 2k(3M + N).

We specify singleton sets S1 = {2k}, S2 = {4k}, . . ., S3M+N−1 = {2k(3M +
N − 1)}. Since each of these sets Si are singletons, the single points si ∈ Si will
be selected in any solution of URSPP. The resulting set of si’s, together with the
elements 0 and n = 2k(3M +N), specify a set of 3M +N intervals each of length
2k: 0, 2k, 4k, 6k, . . . , 2k(3M + N − 1), 2k(3M + N). We refer to the first 3M in-
tervals as set-intervals (they will be associated with the sets Xi) and the last N
intervals as element-intervals (they will be associated with the elements xi ∈ U).

Next, for each of the M sets Xi of the Set Cover instance, we specify 6 sets
Si, with each set having some of its elements at values within 3 of the first 3M set-
intervals, and some values within the last N element-intervals. We use the first
three set-intervals for X1, the next three set-intervals for X2, etc. Specifically,
X1 = {xa, xb, xc, xd} corresponds to the sets P1 = {k/2, 3k}, Q1 = {3k/2, 5k},
A1 = {5k/2, �a}, B1 = {7k/2, �b}, C1 = {9k/2, �c}, D1 = {11k/2, �d}, where
�i = 3M · 2k + (i − 1)2k + k is the number (integer) at the midpoint of the
ith element-interval. These sets are set up to allow “propagation” of a choice
to include set X1 in the set cover: If we select an element si = k (using the
“selection-sets” described next), thereby splitting the first set-interval into two
intervals of size k, then we are free to select the right element, 3k, in set P1, which
splits the second set-interval into two intervals of size k, and the right element,
5k, in set Q1; these choices result in the second and third set-intervals being split
into two intervals of size k, freeing up the selections in sets A1, B1, C1, and D1

to be the right elements, �a, �b, �c, �d, each of which splits the element-intervals
corresponding to xa, xb, xc, xd, effectively “covering” these elements. If we do
not select an element si = k, then in order to have gaps of length at most k, we
must select the left choices (k/2 and 3k/2) in sets P1 and Q1, which then implies
that we must also make the left choices in sets A1, B1, C1, D1, implying that we
do not select splitting values in element-intervals corresponding to xa, xb, xc, xd,
thereby not “covering” these elements.

Finally, we specify K sets, each exactly equal to the same set {k, 7k, 13k, . . . ,
(M − 1)6k + k}. We call these the selection-sets. They each have one element
in the middle of the first (of the 3) set-intervals associated with each set Xi.
Selecting element (i − 1)6k + k from one of these selection-sets corresponds to
deciding to use set Xi in the collection C′ of sets that should cover U . Since there
are K selection-sets, we are allowed to use up to K sets Xi.

In total, then, our instance of URSPP has m = (3M + N − 1) + 6M + K
sets Si.
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Claim. The Set Cover instance has a solution if and only if the URSPP in-
stance has a solution. In other words, there exists a set cover of size K if and
only if there exists a selection of si’s for URSPP with maximum gap k.

Proof. Assume the Set Cover instance has a solution, C′, with |C′| = K. Then,
for the K selection-sets, we select one si corresponding to each X ∈ C′. For each
of these K selected sets, Xi, the corresponding sets Pi and Qi are free to use
the right choices, thereby freeing up sets Ai, Bi, Ci, Di also to use right choices,
effectively “covering” the 4 element-intervals corresponding to the elements of
Xi. Since C′ is a covering, we know that all N element-intervals are covered,
resulting in all element-intervals being split into subintervals of size k. For sets
Xi not in C′, the corresponding sets Pi and Qi use the left choices (in order
that the first set-interval for Xi not have a gap larger than k), and the sets
Ai, Bi, Ci, Di also use the left choices (in order that the second and third set-
intervals for Xi not have a gap larger than k). All gaps are therefore at most k,
so the instance of URSPP has a solution.

Now assume that the instance of URSPP has a solution, with maximum gap
k. Then, every element-interval must be split, by making right choices in several
sets (Ai, Bi, Ci, Di) associated with some of the sets Xi. If such a choice is made
for even one set associated with Xi, then, in order to avoid a gap greater than k
(of size at least 3k/2) in either the second or third set-interval associated with
Xi, at least one of the sets Pi or Qi must also be a right choice. This then implies
that there must be a selection-set that chooses to use the element that splits the
first set-interval associated with Xi; otherwise that interval will have a gap of
size at least 3k/2. Thus, in order that URSPP has a solution, there must be a
way to make selections in the selection-sets in order that the selected sets Xi

form a cover of U . Thus, the instance of Set Cover has a solution.

In fact, our argument above shows that there exists a set cover of size K if and
only if there exists a selection of si’s for URSPP with maximum gap less than
3k/2, since, in any suboptimal solution of the URSPP instance, the gap size is
at least 3k/2. This shows the claimed hardness of approximation.

On the positive side, we are able to give an approximation algorithm for the
URSPP optimization problem:

Theorem 2. The URSPP optimization problem has a polynomial-time
2-approximation.

Proof. We show that in polynomial time we can run an algorithm, for a given
positive integer k, that will report “success” or “failure”. If it reports “success”, it
will provide a set of selections si ∈ Si, one point per Si, such that the maximum
gap is at most 2k−1. If it reports “failure”, then we guarantee that it is impossible
to make selections si ∈ Si such that all gaps are of size at most k. By running this
algorithm for each choice of k, we obtain the claimed approximation algorithm.

The algorithm is simply a bipartite matching algorithm (see [18]). We consider
the bipartite graph whose “red” nodes are the sets Si and whose “blue” nodes
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are the k-element integer sets {jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k}, for j = 1, 2, . . . .
There is an edge in the bipartite graph from red node Si to blue node {jk +
1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} if and only if Si contains an integer element in the set
{jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k}. If there exists a matching for which every set {jk +
1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} is matched to a red node, then we report “success”; the
corresponding elements from the Si’s have the property that no two consecutive
selections si are separated by more than 2k +1, since each interval {jk +1, jk +
2, . . . , jk+k} has an si. On the other hand, if no matching exists for which every
blue node is matched, then it is impossible to select one element si per set Si

with each set {jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} having an element si in it; this implies
that one cannot achieve a selection with all gaps of size at most k.

We note that it is an interesting open problem to close the gap between the
upper and lower bounds on the approximation factor (2 versus 3/2).

3.3 Dynamic Programming Algorithm

Consider a list of events, where each event can be one of (1) a location where
a restriction enzyme is currently cutting or (2) a place where an unused re-
striction enzyme can be inserted, sorted according to their position along the
DNA sequence. Let i be the number of events, S be a set of unused restriction
enzymes, and j be the index of the last event placed in the sequence. Simi-
larly, Position(i) returns the position in the sequence where the event i occurs,
Enzyme(i) returns the actual enzyme that can be inserted at the position given
by event i, and isCurrent(i) returns True if event i is a location where a
restriction enzyme is currently cutting and False otherwise.

Then the length of the minimum maximum gap possible can be found by the
following recurrence relation

C[i, S, j] =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

Position(j) i < 0

max{C[i − 1, S, i], Position(j) − Position(i)} isCurrent(i)

min{max{C[i − 1, S \ {Enzyme(i)}, i],

Position(j) − Position(i)}, C[i − 1, S, j]} otherwise

Intuitively, current restriction sites should be kept and they have to be taken
into consideration to find the length of the maximum gap. Now, for each place
where an unused enzyme can be inserted we have two options: either we place
the enzyme in that position or we do not. For each of these options we find the
best placement among the remaining enzymes and the remaining events.

This algorithm runs in time O(n22r) where r is the number of unused enzymes
and n is the total number of events. Given the exponential dependence on the
number of unused enzymes, the algorithm not only takes an exponential amount
of time, but also requires an exponential amount of memory.

Our approach to overcoming this problem was to run the dynamic program-
ming algorithm in blocks. First we run the algorithm to find the optimal place-
ment of a feasibly small set of X enzymes first, then for the following X , and
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so on until we have covered all enzymes. Moreover, as discussed below, we only
insert enzymes with no initial recognition site, and before this, we apply a heuris-
tic for deleting multiple restriction sites. This approach, thus, will not always
give the exact optimal solution, but we will end with a good approximation. In
Section 4 we give results for this approach using two orderings of enzymes: most
possible insertion points first and fewest possible insertion points first. From
our results, it was not clear that either ordering performed consistently better,
however.

3.4 Practical Considerations

Restriction Map Construction. In our particular problem, we have a fixed
set of patterns, known in advance (the restriction sites), and variable texts (the
DNA sequence being analyzed). This fact justifies preprocessing the set of pat-
terns so as to speed search. Particularly, we want to efficiently search for all
occurrences of all of the restriction sites within a given DNA sequence in order
to build the restriction map. Furthermore, whenever we make a base change we
want to efficiently check that we have not created an occurrence for another
restriction enzyme.

In order to accomplish these two objectives, we use the Aho-Corasick algo-
rithm [19]. This is a dictionary-matching algorithm to efficiently find all occur-
rences of a finite set of patterns P in a given text, which works by constructing
a deterministic finite automaton using a trie of the patterns in P .

Using this algorithm, we compute the main data structure used in the system,
the restriction map (as commonly used in restriction enzyme manipulation tools;
for in example in [20]). This data structure keeps track of the list of restriction
enzymes, each with its name and its recognition site. Additionally, for every
restriction enzyme we store a list of occurrences (start/end locations) in the
DNA sequence that we are processing.

Deleting Recognition Sites. When deleting a restriction site, we do so by
changing a single base whenever possible. If that base is within a gene (which is
true most of the time for the sequences we are interested in), then the program
makes a change that maintains the amino–acid sequence of the gene. We have
some degree of flexibility in choosing the base change, even inside genes; however,
we currently pick a synonymous codon arbitrarily.

It is worth noting that a sufficiently large number of synonymous base changes
could substantially disrupt the codon bias of a gene. The codon bias of a genome
is the statistical over-representation of certain codons over other synonymous
codons. Genes which have codon bias significantly different from those of the host
system (for example, poliovirus replicating in human cells) are known to express
poorly. Thus, altering the codon bias of a viral genome could significantly affect
the phenotype of the virus [21]. Although we do not believe that the number of
codon changes we make is large enough to significantly alter the codon bias for
a relatively large genome, such an issue could, in principle, be dealt with by a
somewhat more clever policy to handle restriction site deletion.
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Inserting Recognition Sites. When adding restriction sites, we again seek to
change a minimal number of bases. However, we cannot just modify the bases of
the sequence to create a restriction site for a given enzyme anywhere we want:
we cannot modify locked regions, we have to make sure that we are maintaining
the amino–acid sequence of genes, and we need to ensure that by creating a
recognition site for a given enzyme we are not accidentally creating a recognition
site for another enzyme, etc. A simple O(nm) algorithm was implemented to find
all the possible places where a given restriction enzyme can be inserted, where
n is the length of the sequence and m is the length of the recognition site.

3.5 Program

Our heuristic approach for this problem is:

– First, eliminate all but one restriction site for each enzyme which appear in
the genome initially.

– Second, insert new restriction sites for enzymes which do not appear in the
genome initially.

Recognition Site Deletion Phase. The first phase following preprocessing
seeks to create unique restriction sites from those sites which already appear in
the genome. We are trying to have as many unique enzymes as possible in the
sequence while trying to minimize the amount of work (in terms of total base
changes), and we attempt to do this with a randomized greedy approach. We
sort the enzymes by number of existing restriction sites, and we immediately
lock the enzymes that have only one occurrence (since they are already unique
and thus can be used without any base changes).

Then, for those enzymes that have 2 occurrences, we delete one of them,
and keep the other. In increasing order of n, for enzymes with n occurrences we
delete n−1, and we randomly keep only one. Although it is possible to construct
pathological cases, in practice the randomization of which occurrence to keep
makes the final distribution of sites quite uniform throughout the sequence.
This part of the algorithm also discards enzymes that cannot be used because
they have 2 or more occurrences within locked regions.

Insertion of Unused Enzymes. After modifying our sequence in order to
delete restriction sites so that a subset of restriction enzymes have unique oc-
currences, we are left with gaps : sequences of contiguous bases between these
unique occurrences in which there are no restriction sites. Our objective is to use
the restriction enzymes that do not currently appear in the genome by creating
recognition sites for them in order to reduce the size of these gaps. We do this by
finding the ideal places for insertions (in order to minimize the maximum gap)
and the actual possible places where the enzymes can be inserted. From this,
we consider three approaches to insert the enzymes as close as possible to the
optimal insertion points:
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– using our exponential time dynamic programming algorithm in X enzyme
phases, as discussed in Section 3.3;

– a greedy heuristic;
– and a maximal bipartite matching method.

Determining the Ideal Insertion Points. Consider the following problem.
We are given a set of n gaps G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn}, where a gap gi has length
�i, and a set of m separators S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm}. A separator can be placed
anywhere within a gap in order to split it in two. If a separator is placed at
position p within a gap of length �, the resulting two gaps will have size p and
� − p.

Our task is to place the separators within the gaps so that the maximum length
of the resulting gaps is minimized. The overall effect is that all the resulting gaps
at the end of the process will be of approximately the same length (and restriction
sites will be evenly distributed among the entire sequence).

Our algorithm to compute these ideal insertion points works as follows. We
say each gap, gi, is composed of ki segments. Initially ki = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Every time we insert a separator sj within a gap gi we increment ki by one.
Note that at this point we are not making a commitment in terms of the exact
position in which sj should be placed, we are just saying that sj should be placed
somewhere within gi.

As long as there are unused separators, the next available separator should be
placed in the gap gi whose ratio between its length and the number of segments
it is composed of (li/ki) is highest.

FindPreferredInsertLocations(G,m)
1 Without lost of generality, assume �1/k1 > �2/k2 > · · · > �n/kn

2 while there are separators available
3 do Place the current separator in the first gap of the list
4 Move the first gap of the list to its new position so that the list remains sorted in

decreasing order of the ratio between its length and the number of segments it is
composed of

The exact location where separators should be placed within a given gap can
be found by evenly dividing the length of the gap by the number of segments
composing the gap. Specifically, if a given gap gi begins at position si of the
sequence, ki−1 separators should be placed at positions si+1×�i/ki, si+2×�i/ki,
. . . , si + (ki − 1) × �i/ki.

The above procedure is used to compute the ideal place where unused enzymes
should be inserted in order to minimize the gaps, where G is a set of n gaps and
m is the total number of unused enzymes whose recognition site can be created
in at least one possible location. G is computed based on the current state of the
restriction map after we have modified the sequence in order to create unique
occurrences for a subset of restriction enzymes.

A Greedy Approach to Insertion. We implemented a simple greedy algo-
rithm to try to insert the unused restriction enzymes on or close to the ideal
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locations. At each step the algorithm tries to insert the restriction enzyme with
the least number of potential insertion points, as close to a ideal insertion lo-
cation as possible. Both the selected enzyme and the selected insert location
are removed from their corresponding lists and the algorithm iterates until all
restriction enzymes are inserted.

Weighted Bipartite Matching. An alternate approach to this problem is
that after we have found both the list of ideal places where enzymes should
be inserted and the list of places where each unused enzyme can actually be
inserted, we formulate the problem of deciding which enzyme should be inserted
in which location as a weighted bipartite matching problem.

Let G = (X ∪ Y, E) be a weighted bipartite graph where X is a set of unused
restriction enzymes and Y is a list of ideal places where enzymes should be
inserted. For each x ∈ X we have an edge e ∈ E from x to every y ∈ Y , where
the weight of e is given by the squared distance in the sequence between y and
the location where x can be inserted that is closest to y. We then compute
the minimum weight perfect matching by using the Hungarian Algorithm [22].
This gives us, for each unused enzyme the location where we should create the
recognition site for it.

4 Results

We tested our program on several viral sequences acquired from
the Website of the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov): Equine Arteritis Virus, Polio Virus,
Enterobacteria Phage λ, Measles Virus, and Rubella Virus. For these results

Table 1. Results for varying viruses under different insertion heuristics, including the
baseline algorithm, and the result of only removing duplicate sites, with no site insertion
(“After Removal”)

Virus Metric Initial Baseline After Greedy Weighted Min Max Gap Min Max Gap
Removal Bipartite (Fewest First) (Most First)

Equine # of base changes N/A 90 158 188 196 186 190
Arteritis # of unique enzymes 24 29 80 90 91 88 92

Virus Max. gap length 3575 1866 949 671 714 498 413

# of base changes N/A 149 371 383 384 384 384
λ Phage # of unique enzymes 18 28 77 82 82 82 82

Max. gap length 10085 6288 3091 2954 2954 2954 2954

Measles # of base changes N/A 247 358 397 399 395 395
Virus # of unique enzymes 15 42 83 90 89 89 88

Max. gap length 4317 1087 1921 1118 1118 804 977

Polio # of base changes N/A 141 120 207 216 194 189
Virus # of unique enzymes 35 40 81 104 105 104 110

Max. gap length 982 537 685 459 240 269 269

Rubella # of base changes N/A 197 174 219 218 204 215
Virus # of unique enzymes 32 40 84 99 99 94 97

Max. gap length 990 772 658 351 351 314 314
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We use a set of 162 restriction enzymes from the REBase restriction enzyme
database [5] with recognition sites at least 6 bases in length (as shorter
recognition sites appear very frequently).

In the tables below we give the number of nucleotides changed, total number
of unique restriction sites, and maximum gap length for each of our insertion
methods, as well as for the removal alone.

We give as a baseline for comparison one final heuristic. In this heuristic,
we first compute a gap-length g which would generate evenly spaced positions
throughout the genome, based on the total number of restriction enzymes which
either appear or can be created in the genome. We then attempt to introduce
a unique restriction site (either by insertion or by deletion) as close to position
g as possible, say at position p. The heuristic then moves to position p + g and
repeats. This algorithm is similar to that used by GeneDesign [14].

5 Conclusion

We consider the problem of manipulating virus-length genomes to insert large
numbers of unique restriction sites, while preserving wild-type phenotype. We
give an abstraction of this problem, show that it is NP-Complete, give a
2−approximation algorithm, and give a dynamic programming algorithm which
solves it in exponential time and space. We also give several practical heuristics,
which create genomes with several times more unique restriction sites, reducing
the largest gap between adjacent sites by three to nine-fold.
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Abstract. The GRP transform, or the generalized radix permutation
transform was proposed as a parametric generalization of the BWT of
the block-sorting data compression algorithm. This paper develops its
extension that can be applied with any combination of parameters. By
using the technique developed for linear time/space implementation of
the sort transform, we propose an efficient implementation for the inverse
transformation of the GRP transform. It works for arbitrary parameter
values, and can convert the transformed string to the original string in
time linear in the string length.

1 Introduction

The GRP transform, or the generalized radix permutation transform, was pro-
posed by Inagaki, Tomizawa, and the present author in [3] as a parametric gen-
eralization of the BWT of the block-sorting data compression algorithm [1],[2].
The BWT and its variations [6],[7],[8] can be derived from the GRP transform as
its special cases. The GRP transform has two parameters: the block length � and
the context order d, to which we can assign appropriate values so that we can
also realize new transforms. In this sense, the GRP transform is a proper exten-
sion of those existing transforms. Preliminary experiments [4] show that some
files are more efficiently compressed by an appropriate combination of parameter
values with a tuned second-step encoder than by the original BWT.

In spite of its generality, the GRP transform is given concrete procedures
only in the case where its parameters satisfy n = b� and 0 ≤ d ≤ � for the
length n of the string to be compressed and for an integer b. It is conceptually
possible to remove these restrictions and to allow n, � and d to be any natural
numbers. However, it is not obvious whether we can run such a general version
in an efficient way. In our previous paper [3], we have shown that the GRP
transform can be performed in O(n+ bd) = O(n+nd/�) time. This implies that
the transform runs in time linear in the string length, as long as the parameter
d stays in the range of 0 ≤ d ≤ �. However, it may require quadratic time when
we wish to increase d beyond the range.

In the GRP transform, the inverse transformation is more complicated than
the forward transformation. We observe a quite similar situation [5], [6] in the
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Sort Transform (ST) [7], which has been proposed as a finite-order variant of
the BWT. The ST, which is also a special case of the GRP transform, was
originally developed to speed up the BWT. This aim was achieved in its forward
transformation with a trade-off of a more demanding and complicated inverse
transformation. Nong and Zhang [5] have addressed the problem of developing
an efficient inverse ST transform, and gave a linear time/space algorithm with
Chan in their recent paper [6].

In this paper, we show that the method developed by Nong, Zhang, and
Chan [6] can be applied to the GRP transform so that its inverse transformation
can be performed in linear time for any combination of the parameters. In order
to show this and make clear the relation between the GRP transform and the
BWT, we adopt a completely different description on the GRP transform than
that given in our previous paper [3]. For example, in [3], the original data string
to be compressed is arranged as a column vector of a matrix. In the present
paper, on the other hand, we adopt the convention of the BWT, in which the
original string is arranged as a row vector of a matrix. The BWT gathers those
symbols that occur in the same or similar contexts in a source string, where
the contexts are backward ones in the sense that the string is traversed from
right to left. In this respect, too, we follow the BWT. The introduction of the
conventions of the BWT and the ST to the description here makes it easy to
understand that its inverse transformation runs in linear time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an extended
version of the GRP transform. We extend the transform to allow arbitrary pa-
rameters. Our main emphasis is on the development of an efficient inverse trans-
formation. For this, we apply the technique by Nong, Zhang, and Chan [5], [6] to
our transform. Its details and other remarks on complexity issues will be given
separately in Section 3.

2 GRP Transform with Arbitrary Parameters

2.1 Preliminaries

We consider lossless compression of strings over an ordered alphabet A of a finite
size |A|. Elements of the alphabet are called symbols. The alphabetically largest
symbol in the alphabet, denoted by $, is a sentinel, which appears exactly once
at the end of a data string. We represent a string of length n by

x[1..n] = x1x2 · · ·xn−1$, (1)

where the ith symbol is denoted by x[i], i.e., x[i] = xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and
x[n] = $. Similarly, a two-dimensional m × n matrix M of symbols is denoted
by M [1..m][1..n]. The purpose of introducing sentinels is twofold. While the first
one is the same as that adopted in the explanation of the BWT, the second one
is specific to the present paper. We append some extra sentinels to the input
string during the transformation in order to make its length an integer multiple
of a parameter.
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The GRP transform, which is an extension of our previous one [3], converts
an input string (1) into another string y[1..n] ∈ An. The transform has two
parameters: the block length � and the (context) order d, where � is an integer
in 1 ≤ � ≤ n and d is an integer in 0 ≤ d ≤ n. The values of these parameters
and the string length n are shared by the forward and inverse transformations
so that the original string (1) can be uniquely recovered from the transformed
string y[1..n].

In the forward transformation, the input string (1) is divided into blocks of
the same length �. We call an integer b = �n/�� the number of blocks of the
string. We first consider a string

x′[1..b�] = x1x2 · · ·xn−1$ · · · $, (2)

which is a concatenation of x[1..n] and extra b� − n sentinels. Let x′[0] = $.
Then, the forward transformation begins with a b×b� matrix M = M [1..b][1..b�]
whose (i, j) element is initialized as

M [i][j] = x′[(i − 1)� + j mod b�], 1 ≤ i ≤ b, 1 ≤ j ≤ b�. (3)

The leftmost d columns and the rightmost � columns of M are called the reference
part and the output part, respectively.
Example: For n = 11, d = 4, � = 3, consider the string:

x[1..11] = bacacabaca$. (4)

Then, b = �11/3� = 4, b� = 12, and x′[1..12] = bacacabaca$$. The initial
configuration of M is given below. Note that the string x′[1..b�] appears as the
first row, and each row is followed by its �-symbol left cyclic shift. Thus, the
concatenation of the rows of the left � symbols forms the string x′[1..b�]. If we
concatenate the rows of any consecutive � columns in an appropriate order, we
can recover x′[1..b�].

M = M [1..4][1..12] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
b a c a c a b a c a $ $
a c a b a c a $ $ b a c
b a c a $ $ b a c a c a
a $ $ b a c a c a b a c

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
reference part

︸ ︷︷ ︸
output part

(d columns) (� columns)

The forward and inverse transformations can be described in terms of operations
on the matrix M . The most basic operation is the sorting of the row vectors.
Sorting is performed in a stable manner by using the entire row or its part as a
sorting key.

In our previous paper [3], we defined the GRP transform on a matrix consisting
only of the reference and output parts because other elements have nothing to
do with the transform. In fact, the matrix representation is not essential to the
transform. We simply adopt the above representation so that we can intuitively
understand the relation of the transform with the BWT and the ST.
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2.2 Forward Transformation

The forward transformation comprises sorting of the row vectors of M and out-
put of its column vectors.

1. /∗ Initialization ∗/
Convert the input string into a matrix M = M [1..b][1..b�] using (3);

2. Use the symbols of the reference part (first d columns) of M as a sort key,
and sort the rows of M lexicographically and stably;
/∗ The matrix M is said to be in state “A” immediately after Step 2. ∗/

3. for j := b� downto b� − � + 1 do
(a) Output the symbols of the jth column of the current M according to:

y′[(b� − j)b + i] := M [i][j] for 1 ≤ i ≤ b;

(b) if j = b� − � + 1 then break;
(c) Sort the row vectors of M in a stable manner by the symbols of the jth

column;
end for

When there are more than one sentinels in x′[1..b�], the second and other suc-
ceeding sentinels are outputted from the last row. Therefore, we do not have
to include these sentinels except for the first one in the transformed string. In
this case, the number of symbols outputted from the forward transformation
is equal to n. We represent the output of the corresponding transformation by
y[1..n] = y1y2 . . . yn. The output drawn directly from the above procedure has
been denoted by y′[1..b�]. Both y[1..n] and y′[1..b�] are easily converted to one
another by sharing the parameters d, �, and n.

Example: For the string in (4) and d = 4, � = 3, we have

y′[1..12] = cc$acaa$bbaa, (5)
y[1..11] = cc$acaabbaa. (6)

2.3 Relation with Existing Transforms

Before proceeding to a description of the inverse transformation, we reveal close
relations between the GRP transform and other established transforms.

First, consider the case of � = 1 and d = n. In this case, it is easy to see
that y[1..n] (= y′[1..b�]) is exactly the same as one obtained when we apply the
BWT to x[1..n]. In this sense, the GRP transform can be regarded as a proper
extension of the BWT. Similarly, we can consider the case where we limit the
order d to an integer k < n with � = 1. This is known as the k-order variant of
the BWT, or sometimes called the Sort Transform (ST) [5],[6],[7].

Now, consider an application of the ST to a string over A�. For example,
suppose that we have a string CACB over A3, where A = aca, B = a$$, and
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C = bac. The ST with any k ≥ 1 transforms this string into CCBA. If we apply
the GRP transform with d = 1 and � = 1 to the same string CACB, we have

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
C A C B
A C B C
C B C A
B C A C

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ −→ MA =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
A C B C
B C A C
C A C B
C B C A

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
a c a b a c a $ $ b a c
a $ $ b a c a c a b a c
b a c a c a b a c a $ $
b a c a $ $ b a c a c a

⎤
⎥⎥⎦,

where MA represents the matrix M in state A. With a simple observation, we
can see that, in the case of d = kl, the application of the k-order ST to an
|A�|-ary string is essentially equivalent to obtaining the matrix M in state A
in the GRP transform with parameters � and d for the corresponding |A|-ary
string. The main difference between the k-order ST for an |A�|-ary string and
the GRP transform for the equivalent |A|-ary string lies in Step 3 of the forward
transformation of the GRP transform, in which |A|-ary symbols are outputted
symbolwise and sorted repeatedly according to their right neighbor columns.

In the sequel, we represent a matrix M in state A by MA, which plays a
similar role to a sorted matrix in the BWT and the ST.

2.4 Inverse Transformation

The inverse transformation of the GRP transform consists mainly of two parts:
reconstruction of the output part of MA and restoring the original string.

Let L�[1..b][1..�] denote the output part of MA. That is, L�[i][j] = MA[i][(b−
1)�+j] for 1 ≤ i ≤ b and 1 ≤ j ≤ �. It can be reconstructed from the transformed
string y′[1..b�] in the following way.

/∗ Reconstruction of the output part of MA ∗/
1. Allocate a b × � matrix L�[1..b][1..�] of symbols, and set

L�[i][1] := y′[i + (� − 1)b] for 1 ≤ i ≤ b;

2. for j := 2 to � do
(a) Sort the symbols in y′[1 + (� − j)b..b + (� − j)b] alphabetically, and put

the result into L�[1..b][j];
(b) Rearrange the rows of L�[1..b][1..j] in a stable manner so that its jth

column corresponds to y′[1 + (� − j)b..b + (� − j)b];
end for

The validity of the above procedure was given in [3] as Lemma 1. The output
part L�[1..b][1..�] plays a similar role to the last column of the sorted matrix
of BWT. In BWT, the symbols in the last column are then sorted in order to
obtain the first column of the same matrix.

In the GRP transform, on the other hand, we can use L�[1..b][1..�] to obtain
the first d or � columns of MA, depending on the value of d. Actually, however,
we do not recover explicitly the left columns of MA. Instead, we keep only two
mappings between the left and right ends of MA. To do so, we perform stable sort
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on the set of row vectors of L�[1..b][1..�] in lexicographic order of their prefixes of
length min{d, �}. As a result of sorting, if L�[i][1..�] is the jth one of the sorted
list of the row vectors, then define two column vectors: P [1..b] and Q[1..b] by

P [i] = j and Q[j] = i.

When d = 0, they are defined by P [i] = n for i = 1 and P [i] = i − 1 otherwise,
and Q[j] = 1 for j = n and Q[j] = j + 1 otherwise.

In order to continue our description of the inverse transform, we borrow some
notions from [6], in which Nong, Zhang, and Chan developed a linear time imple-
mentation of the inverse ST. We first introduce a binary vector D[1..b] ∈ {0, 1}b

such that

D[i] =
{

0 for i ≥ 2 and MA[i][1..d] = MA[i − 1][1..d],
1 for i = 1 or MA[i][1..d] 	= MA[i − 1][1..d]. (7)

Further, we introduce a counter vector Cd[1..b] and an index vector Td[1..b].
If D[i] = 0, then Cd[i] is also defined to be zero. Otherwise, Cd[i] stores the
number of the same prefixes of the row vectors in MA as MA[i][1..d]. The index
vector Td[1..b] along with Cd[1..b] is computed in the following way, provided
that D[1..b] is given. The computation of D[1..b] will be deferred to the next
section.

/∗ Computation of Td and Cd ∗/
1. Set Cd[1..b] to be a zero vector;
2. for i := 1 to b do

(a) if D[i] = 1 then set j := i;
(b) Set Td[Q[i]] := j;
(c) Set Cd[j] := Cd[j] + 1;
end for

We are now ready to summarize the inverse transformation. We can restore the
original string x′[1..b�] using the following procedure.

/∗ Restoring the original string ∗/
1. Set j := (b − 1)� + 1;
2. Set i := such an index that L�[i][1..�] includes the sentinel $;
3. while j > 0 do

(a) Set x′[j..j + � − 1] := L�[i][1..�];
(b) Set i := Td[i];
(c) Set Cd[i] := Cd[i] − 1;
(d) Set i := i + Cd[i];
(e) Set j := j − �;
end while

Example: First, the transformed string in (6) is converted to its equivalent form
(5) by using n = 11 and � = 3. Then, L�[1..b][1..�] and other auxiliary quantities
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are obtained as shown in the left table. Finally, the original string x′[1..12] is
restored as shown right below.

i L3[i][1..3] Q[i] D[i] T4[i] C4[i]
1 bac 4 1 3 1
2 bac 3 1 3 1
3 a$$ 1 1 2 2
4 aca 2 0 1 0

j L3[i][1..3], i = 3
10 x′[10..12] = a$$, i = 2
7 x′[7..9] = bac, i = 4
4 x′[4..6] = aca, i = 1
1 x′[1..3] = bac

3 Details of the Inverse Transformation

3.1 Computation of Vector D

The inverse transformation above is based on the framework of Nong and
Zhang [5]. A key issue in the framework lies in the computation of D, which
they called the context switch vector. The same authors gave a more efficient
solution to the issue in their recent paper [6]. We here generalize their recent
technique in order to apply it to the computation of the vector D[1..b] in our
case.

As shown in (7), the vector D[1..b] is defined on the matrix in state A, which
is not available when we are about to compute D[1..b]. However, the left d
columns of MA[1..d][1..b�] can be retrieved only by L�[1..b][1..�] and Q[1..b] in
the following way.

/∗ Reconstruction of the ith row of the reference part of MA ∗/
1. Set j := 1 and k := Q[i];
2. while j ≤ d do

(a) Set MA[i][j..j + � − 1] := L�[k][1..�]; /∗ valid only up to d columns ∗/
(b) Set k := Q[k]; j := j + �;
end while

When we wish to have a single value D[i] for a specific i, we may perform the
above procedure for i − 1 and i, and compare the results symbol by symbol.
However, in order to obtain the set D[1..b] of those values more efficiently, we
rather use a new quantity height and the notion of cycles. Thus, the above
reconstruction procedure is no longer used in actual transformation, but should
be remarked as a procedural representation of Property 6 in [6] with being
generalized to our transform. Property 6 in [6] says that a limited (constant)
order context of the ST can be retrieved by the combination of mapping Q and
symbols in the last column.

The vector height [1..b] represents the lengths of the longest common prefixes
(LCPs) between adjacent rows in MA. Let height [i] denote the length of the LCP
between MA[i− 1][1..b�] and MA[i][1..b�]. Obviously, {D[i] = 0} is equivalent to
{height [i] ≥ d} for 2 ≤ i ≤ b. The following theorem is a generalization of
Theorem 1 in [6] to the GRP transform with parameters d and �. The original
theorem in [6] corresponds to the case of � = 1.
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Theorem 1. height [Q[i]] ≥ height [i] − � for 2 ≤ i ≤ b.

Both in the above procedure and in the theorem, the indexes to the row vectors
are retrieved one after another by the use of mapping Q. Starting from an arbi-
trary integer i in [1, b], we eventually return to the same integer after successive
applications of Q. Thus, it is natural to define a set of indexes

α(i) = {i, Q[i], Q2[i], . . . , Qb−1[i]}, (8)

where Qk[i] represents Q[i] for k = 1 and Q[Qk−1[i]] for k ≥ 2. We call α(i) a
cycle, which we may regard as either a set or a linear list of indexes (integers)
depending on the context. Obviously, any two cycles are disjoint. Although our
definition of cycles is slightly different from that in [6], where a cycle is defined as
a list of symbols, we can apply almost the same discussions as those in [6] to the
computation of D in the inverse GRP transformation. The most characteristic
difference arises when we apply Theorem 1 to the computation of heights along
a cycle. A specific procedure follows.

/∗ Computation of the heights for the indexes in a cycle α(i) ∗/
1. Set j := i and h := 0;
2. do

(a) while h < d do
if j = 1 or Diff (j, h) then break else h++;

end while
(b) Set height [j] := h;
(c) Set h := max{h − �, 0};
(d) Set j := Q[j];
while j 	= i

In the above procedure, Diff (j, h) is a boolean predicate that indicates whether
the hth symbols (1 ≤ h ≤ d) of the j − 1th and jth row vectors of MA are
different. If we can perform this comparison in O(1) time, the time complexity
of the above procedure becomes O(d+ � · |α(i)|) for the cardinality |α(i)| of cycle
α(i). This comes from the fact that the total number of times we increment h
in Step 2 (a) never exceeds the sum of d and the total number of decrements of
h in Step 2 (c). Since the sum of the cardinalities |α(i)| of all the cycles is equal
to b = �n/��, the essential issues to be addressed when we wish to compute the
vector D in linear time are the development of O(1)-implementation of Diff (j, h)
and the exclusion of d from the complexity of the above procedure for all cycles.
Actually, these two issues are the main focus of Nong, Zhang, and Chan [6].

We can apply their method [6] almost as it is in order to compute D[1..b] in
time linear in the string length. First, to implement Diff (j, h), note that the hth
symbol of the jth row of MA is given by

MA[j][h] = L�[Q�h/��[j]][(h − 1) mod � + 1] for 1 ≤ j ≤ b, 1 ≤ h ≤ d. (9)

This can be validated by the reconstruction procedure of the reference part of
MA, which was given in the beginning of this subsection. In (9), Q�h/��[j] can be
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computed in a constant time by the use of a suitable data structure [6]. Thus,
we can compute Diff (j, h) in O(1)-time from L�[1..b][1..�].

As for the exclusion of d from the complexity
∑

cycles O(d + � |α(i)|), we can
completely follow the technique in [6]. As a result, we can compute the vector
D[1..b] in O(�b) = O(n) time without depending on the value of d.

3.2 Summary of Complexity Issues

We summarize the complexity of the inverse transformation.
The inverse transformation begins with the reconstruction of the output part

L�[1..b][1..�] of MA. Assuming that sorting of symbols can be performed in linear
time using bucket sorting, we can reconstruct the output part in time linear in the
string length n. Then, we proceed to the computation of the mappings P [1..b] and
Q[1..b]. These mappings are obtained by the sorting of the set of row vectors of
L�[1..b][1..�]. Since the number of the row vectors is b and the length of the key is
at most � symbols, the mappings are produced by radix sort in O(b�) = O(n) time.

The computation of vectors Td[1..b] and Cd[1..b] can be done obviously in
time linear in b when we already have the vector D, which we can obtain in
O(n) time, as mentioned above. The last operation for restoring the original
string is to simply copy the set of row vectors of L�[1..b][1..�] in a designated
order. Thus, we can now have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The inverse transformation of the proposed GRP transform can
restore the original string of length n in O(n) time.

Although we have not discussed the space complexity so far, it is obvious
that the space requirement for the inverse transformation is also O(n) because
L�[1..b][1..�] requires O(n) space while other auxiliary vectors P , Q, D, Td, and
Cd require only O(b) space.

To conclude this subsection, we must give a brief comment on the complexity
of the forward transformation. Its time complexity is obviously O(b(d + �)) =
O(bd + n) when we implement it by using simple radix sort. Although it is
desirable to exclude the order d as in the case with the inverse transformation,
O(bd + n) is not so demanding in practice. If we use the same radix sort to
implement the k-order ST, the time complexity of the k-order ST will be O(kn).
By choosing appropriate parameters in the GRP transform, we can make its time
complexity of O(bd+n) significantly smaller than O(kn) of the k-order ST. When
the GRP transform corresponds to the BWT, we can use various techniques
developed for faster construction of a suffix array [1]. However, it does not seem
plausible to be able to generalize those techniques to the GRP transform. On
the other hand, the space requirement of the forward transformation is simply
O(n). An array for the input string with a permutation vector representing the
row order of M will suffice to implement the matrix. We can access its elements
via the relation (3).
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4 Conclusion

We have proposed an extension of the GRP transform and its efficient imple-
mentation for the inverse transformation. The GRP transform is a proper gen-
eralization of the BWT and their typical variations. We can also say that, in an
algorithmic viewpoint, the proposed inverse transformation is a generalization
of the Nong–Zhang–Chan implementation of the inverse ST [6]. The generality
of the GRP transform will result also in the generality of second-step encoders,
which are used after the transform for actual compression. We can extend the
Move-to-Front heuristics, an example of the second-step encoders incorporated
into the block-sorting compression algorithm, so that it accommodates the char-
acteristics of the output of the GRP transform. We will present its details with
compression experiments on another occasion.
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Abstract. We study parallel and distributed compressed indexes. Com-
pressed indexes are a new and functional way to index text strings. They
exploit the compressibility of the text, so that their size is a function of
the compressed text size. Moreover, they support a considerable amount
of functions, more than many classical indexes. We make use of this
extended functionality to obtain, in a shared-memory parallel machine,
near-optimal speedups for solving several stringology problems. We also
show how to distribute compressed indexes across several machines.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Suffix trees are extremely important for a large number of string processing prob-
lems, in particular in bioinformatics, where large DNA and protein sequences are
analyzed. This partnership has produced several important results, but it has
also exposed the main shortcoming of suffix trees. Their large space requirements,
plus their need to operate in main memory to be useful in practice, renders them
inapplicable in the cases where they would be most useful, that is, on large texts.

The space problem is so important that it has originated a plethora of re-
search, ranging from space-engineered suffix tree implementations [1] to novel
data structures to simulate them, most notably suffix arrays [2]. Some of those
space-reduced variants give away some functionality. For example suffix arrays
miss the important suffix link navigational operation. Yet, all these classical ap-
proaches require O(n logn) bits, while the indexed string requires only n logσ
bits1, being n the size of the string and σ the size of the alphabet. For example the
human genome can be represented in 700 Megabytes, while even a space-efficient
suffix tree on it requires at least 40 Gigabytes [3], and the reduced-functionality
suffix array requires more than 10 Gigabytes. This problem is particularly evi-
dent in DNA because logσ = 2 is much smaller than logn.
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These representations are also much larger than the size of the compressed
string. Recent approaches [4] combining data compression and succinct data
structures have achieved spectacular results on what we will call generically
compressed suffix arrays (CSAs). These require space close to that of the com-
pressed string and support efficient indexed searches. For example the most
compact member of the so-called FM-Index family [5], which we will simply call
FMI, is a CSA that requires nHk + o(n log σ) bits of space and counts the num-
ber of occurrences of a pattern of length m in time O(m(1+ log σ

log log n )). Here nHk

denotes the k-th order empirical entropy of the string [6], a lower bound on the
space achieved by any compressor using k-th order modeling. Within that space
the FMI represents the text as well, which can thus be dropped.

It turns out that it is possible to add a few extra structures to CSAs and
support all the operations provided by suffix trees. Sadakane was the first to
present such a compressed suffix tree (CST) [3], adding 6n bits to the size of
the CSA. This Θ(n) extra-bits space barrier was recently broken by the so-
called fully-compressed suffix tree (FCST) [7] and by another entropy-bounded
CST [8]. The former is particularly interesting as it achieves nHk + o(n log σ)
bits of space, asymptotically the same as the FMI, its underlying CSA.

Distributing CSAs have been studied, yet focusing only on pattern matching.
For example, Mäkinen et al. [9] achieved optimal speedup in the amortized sense,
that is, when many queries arrive in batch.

In this paper we study parallel and distributed algorithms for several stringology
problems (with well-known applications to bioinformatics) based on compressed
suffix arrays and trees. This is not just applying known parallel algorithms to com-
pressed representations, as the latter have usually richer functionality than clas-
sical ones, and thus offer unique opportunities for parallelization and distributed
representations. InSection4wepresentparallel shared-memoryalgorithms to solve
problems like pattern matching, computing matching statistics, longest common
substrings, and maximal repeats. We obtain near-optimal speedups, by using so-
phisticated operations supported by these compressed indexes, such as generalized
branching. Optimal speedups for some of those problems (and for others, like all-
pairs suffix-prefixmatching) have been obtained on classical suffix trees aswell [10].
Here we show that one can obtain similar results on those problems and others, over
a compressed representation that handles much larger texts in main memory. In
Section 5 we further mitigate the space problem by introducing distributed com-
pressed indexes. We show how CSAs and CSTs can be split across q machines, at
some price in extra space and reasonable slowdown. The practical effect is that a
much largermain memory is available, and compressionhelps reducing the number
of machines across which the index needs to be distributed.

2 Basic Concepts

Fig. 1 illustrates the concepts in this section. We denote by T a string; by Σ the
alphabet of size σ; by T [i] the symbol at position (i mod n) (so the first symbol
of T is T [0]); by T.T ′ the concatenation; by T = T [..i − 1].T [i..j].T [j + 1..]
respectively a prefix, a subtring, and a suffix of T .
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The path-label of a node v, in a tree with edges labeled with strings over
Σ, is the concatenation of the edge-labels from the root down to v. We refer
indifferently to nodes and to their path-labels, also denoted by v. A point in T
corresponds to any substring of T ; this can be a node in T or a position within
an edge label. The i-th letter of the path-label is denoted as Letter(v, i) = v[i].
The string-depth of a node v, denoted SDep(v), is the length of its path-label,
whereas the tree depth in number of edges is denoted TDep(v). SLAQ(v, d) is
the highest ancestor of node v with SDep ≥ d, and TLAQ(v, d) is its ancestor
of tree depth d. Parent(v) is the parent node of v, whereas Child(v,X) is
the node that results of descending from v by the edge whose label starts with
symbol X , if it exists. FChild(v) is the first child of v, and NSib(v) the next
child of the same parent. Ancestor(v, v′) tells whether v is an ancestor of v′,
and LCA(v, v′) is the lowest common ancestor of v and v′.

The suffix tree of T is the deterministic compact labeled tree for which the
path-labels of the leaves are the suffixes of T $, where $ is a terminator symbol
not belonging to Σ. We will assume n is the length of T $. The generalized
suffix tree of T and T ′ is the suffix tree of T $T ′# where # is a new termina-
tor symbol. For a detailed explanation see Gusfield’s book [11]. The suffix-link
of a node v �= Root of a suffix tree, denoted SLink(v), is a pointer to node
v[1..]. Note that SDep(v) of a leaf v identifies the suffix of T $ starting at posi-
tion n − SDep(v) = Locate(v). For example T [Locate(ab$)..] = T [7 − 3..] =
T [4..] = ab$. The suffix array A[0, n−1] stores the Locate values of the leaves
in lexicographical order. The suffix tree nodes can be identified with suffix array
intervals: each node corresponds to the range of leaves that descend from v.
The node b corresponds to the interval [3, 6]. Hence the node v will be repre-
sented by the interval [vl, vr]. Leaves are also represented by their left-to-right
index (starting at 0). For example by vl − 1 we refer to the leaf immediately
before vl, i.e. [vl−1, vl−1]. With this representation we can Count in constant
time the number of leaves that descend from v. The number of leaves below b
is 4 = 6 − 3 + 1. This is precisely the number of times that the string b oc-
curs in the indexed string T . We can also compute Ancestor in O(1) time:
Ancestor(v, v′) ⇔ vl ≤ v′l ≤ v′r ≤ vr. Operation Ranka(T, i) over a string
T counts the number of times that the letter a occurs in T up to position i.
Likewise, Selecta(T, i) gives the position of the i-th occurence of a in T .

2.1 Parallel Computation Models

The parallel algorithms in this paper are studied under the Parallel Random
Access Model (PRAM), which considers a set of independent sequential RAM
processors, which have a private (or local) memory and a global shared memory.
We assume that the RAMs can execute arithmetic and bitwise operations in
constant time. We use the CREW model, where several processors can read the
same shared memory cell simultaneously, but not write it. We call p the number
of processors, and study the time used by the slowest processor.

For uniformity, distributed processing is studied by dividing the processors
into q sites, which have a (fast) local memory and communicate using a (slow)
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Fig. 1. Suffix tree T of string abbbab (right), with the leaves numbered. The arrow shows
the SLink between node ab and b. Below it we show the suffix array. The portion of
the tree corresponding to node b and respective leaves interval is highlighted with a
dashed rectangle. The sampled nodes have bold outlines. We also show the generalized
suffix tree for abbbab and abbbb (left), using the $ and # terminators respectively.

((0)(1)((2)((3)(4)))((5)(6)(7)((8)(9)(10)(11)(12))))

( 0 1 ( 2 ( 3 (4))) (5)(6)(7)( 8 9 10 11 12 ) )

B : 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 10111 1011011011 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

B0: 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 111 1011 11011 0 0 1 1

B1: 1 0 1 1 10111 1 11011 11 0 0 0 1 1

Fig. 2. A parentheses representation of the generalized suffix tree in Fig. 1 (left),
followed by the parentheses representation of the respective sampled tree SC. We also
show B bitmap for the LSA operation of the sequential FCST and the Bi bitmaps for
the LSAi operations of the distributed FCST.

shared memory. The number of accesses to this slower memory are accounted
for separately, and they can be identified with the amount of communication
carried out on shared-nothing distributed models. We measure the local and
total memory space required by the algorithms.

3 Overview of Sequential Fully-Compressed Suffix Trees

In this section we briefly explain the local FCST [7]. It consists of a compressed
suffix array, a sampled tree S, and mappings between these structures.

Compressed suffix arrays (CSAs) are compact and functional represen-
tations of suffix arrays [4]. Apart from the basic functionality of retrieving
A[i] = Locate(i) (within a time complexity that we will call Φ), state-of-the-art
CSAs support operation SLink(v) for leaves v. This is called ψ(v) in the litera-
ture: A[ψ(v)] = A[v]+1, and thus SLink(v) = ψ(v), let its time complexity be Ψ .
The iterated version of ψ, denoted ψi, can usually be computed faster than O(iΨ)
with CSAs, since ψi(v) = A−1[A[v]+ i]. We assume the CSA also computes A−1

within O(Φ) time. CSAs might also support operation WeinerLink(v,X) [12],
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which for a node v gives the suffix tree node with path-label X.v[0..]. This is
called the LF mapping in CSAs, and is a kind of inverse of ψ. Let its time com-
plexity be O(τ). We extend LF to strings, LF(X.Y, v) = LF(X,LF(Y, v)). For
example, consider the interval [3, 6] that represents the leaves whose path-labels
start by b. In this case we have that LF(a, [3, 6]) = [1, 2], i.e. by using the LF
mapping with a we obtain the interval of leaves whose path-labels start by ab.

CSAs also implement Letter(v, i) for leaves v. Letter(v, 0) = T [A[v]] is
v[0], the first letter of the path-label of leaf v. CSAs implement v[0] in O(1)
time, and Letter(v, i) = Letter(SLinki(v), 0) in O(Φ) time. CSAs are usually
self-indexes, meaning that they replace the text: they can extract any substring
T [i..i+	−1] in time O(Φ+	Ψ) time, since T [i..i+	−1] = Letter(A−1[i], 0..	−1).

We will use a CSA called the FMI [5], which requires nHk + o(n log σ) bits,
for any k ≤ α logσ n and constant 0 < α < 1. It achieves Ψ = τ = O(1+ log σ

log log n )
and Φ = O(log n log logn).2 The instantiation in Table 1 refers to the FMI.

The δ-sampled tree exploits the property that suffix trees are self-similar,
SLink(LCA(v, v′)) = LCA(SLink(v),SLink(v′)). A δ-sampled tree S, from a
suffix tree T of Θ(n) nodes, chooses O(n/δ) nodes such that, for each node v,
node SLinki(v) is sampled for some i < δ. Such a sampling can be obtained
by choosing nodes with SDep(v) = 0 (mod δ/2) such that there is another
node v′ for which v = SLinkδ/2(v′). Then the following equation holds, where
LCSA(v, v′) is the lowest common sampled ancestor of v and v′:

SDep(LCA(v, v′)) = max
0≤i<δ

{i+ SDep(LCSA(SLinki(v),SLinki(v′)))} (1)

From this relation the kernel operations are computed as follows. The i in LCA
is the one that maximizes the computation in Eq. (1).

•SDep(v) = SDep(LCA(v, v)) = max0≤i<d{i+ SDep(LCSA(ψi(vl), ψi(vr)))},
•LCA(v, v′) = LF(v[0..i− 1],LCSA(ψi(min{vl, v

′
l}), ψi(max{vr, v

′
r}))),

•SLink(v) = LCA(ψ(vl), ψ(vr)).

These operations plus Parent(v), which is easily computed on top of LCA,
take time O((Ψ + t)δ). The exception is SDep, which takes O(Ψδ).

Note that we have to solve LCSA. This requires mapping nodes to their lowest
sampled ancestors in S, an operation called LSA we explain next. In addition,
each sampled node v must store its [vl, vr] interval, its ParentS and TDepT ,
and also compute LCAS queries in constant time. All this takes O((n/δ) log n)
bits. The rest is handled by the CSA.

Computing lowest sampled ancestors. Given a CSA interval [vl, vr] rep-
resenting node v of T , the lowest sampled ancestor LSA(v) gives the lowest
sampled tree node containing v. With LSA we can compute LCSA(v, v′) =
LCAS(LSA(v),LSA(v′)).
2 ψ(i) can be computed as selectT [A[i]](T

bwt, T [A[i]]) using the wavelet tree [13]. The
cost for Φ assumes a sampling step of log n log log n, which adds o(n) extra bits.
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Table 1. Comparing local and distributed FCST representations. The operations are
defined in Section 2. Time complexities, but not space, are big-O expressions. The
dominant terms in the distributed times count slow-memory accesses. We give the
generalized performance and an instantiation using δ = log n log logn, assuming σ =
O(polylog(n)), and using the FMI [5] as the CSA.

Local Distributed

Space in bits |CSA| +O((n/δ) log n)
= nHk + o(n log σ)

|CSA|+O((n/δ) log n+n log(1+q/δ))
= nHk + o(n log σ) +O(n log q)

SDep Ψδ = log n log log n (log q + Ψ + τ )δ
= log q log n log log n

Count 1 = 1 log q = log q

Ancestor 1 = 1 1 = 1

Parent/ FChild/
NSib/ SLink/ LCA

(Ψ + τ )δ = log n log log n (log q + Ψ + τ )δ
= log q log n log log n

SLinki Φ+ (Ψ + τ )δ
= log n log log n

Φ+ (log q + Ψ + τ )δ
= log q log n log log n

Letter(v, i) Φ = log n log log n Φ = log n log log n

Child Φ log δ+(Ψ+τ )δ+log(n/δ)
= log n(log log n)2

Φ log δ + (Ψ + τ )δ + log(n/δ)
= log n(log log n)2

TDep (Ψ + τ )δ2

= (log n log log n)2
(log q + Ψ + τ )δ2

= log q (log n log log n)2

TLAQ log n+ (Ψ + τ )δ2

= (log n log log n)2
log n+ (log q + Ψ + τ )δ2

= log q (log n log log n)2

SLAQ log n+ (Ψ + τ )δ
= log n log log n

log n+ (log q + Ψ + τ )δ
= log q log n log log n

WeinerLink τ = 1 τ = 1

The key component for these operations is a bitmap B that is obtained by
writing a 1 whenever we find a ’(’ or a ’)’ in the parentheses representation of the
sampled tree S and 0 whenever we find a leaf of T , see Fig. 2. Then the LSA is
computed via Rank/Select on B. As B contains m = O(n/δ) ones and n zeros,
it can be stored in m log(n/m)+O(m+n log logn/ logn) = O((n/δ) log δ)+o(n)
bits [14]. We now present a summary of the FCST representation.

Theorem 1. Using a compressed suffix array (CSA) that supports ψ, ψi, T [A[v]]
and LF in times O(Ψ), O(Φ), O(1), and O(τ), respectively, it is possible to repre-
sent a suffix tree with the properties given in Table 1 (column “local”).

4 Parallel Compressed Indexes

In this section we study the situation where the index resides in main memory
and we want to speed up its main search operations. We start by studying exact
matching, matching statistics and longest common substrings over CSAs and
FCSTs, and finish with maximal repeats (only over FCSTs).
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The CSA’s basic operations, such as ψ, LF , A[i] and A−1[i], seem to be intrin-
sically sequential. However using generalized branching we can speed up several
algorithms. The generalized branching Child(v1, v2), for suffix tree points v1 and
v2, is the point with path label v1.v2 if it exists. This operation was first consid-
ered by Huynh et al. [15], who achieved O(Φ log n) time over a CSA. Russo et
al. [16] achieved O((Ψ + τ)δ+Φ log δ+ log(n/δ)) time on the FCST. The proce-
dure binary searches the interval of v1 for the subinterval where ψSDep(v1) ∈ v2.
With the information stored at sampled nodes, only an interval of size δ is binary
searched this way; the other O(log(n/δ)) steps require constant-time accesses.

These binary searches can be accelerated using p processors. Instead of divid-
ing the interval into two pieces we divide it into p and assign each comparison to a
different processor. The time complexity becomes Π(p) = O((Ψ+τ)δ+Φ logp δ+
logp(n/δ)). The CSA-based algorithm also improves to Π(p) = O(Φ logp n).

Pattern matching. Assume we want to search for a pattern P of size m. We
divide P into p parts and assign one to each processor. Each piece is searched
for, like in the FMI, with the LF operation. This requires O(mτ/p) time. We
then join the respective intervals with a binary tree of generalized Child oper-
ations. Assume for simplicity that m/p is a power of 2. We show a flow-graph
of this procedure in Fig. 3. We first concatenate the p/2 pairs of leaves, us-
ing 2 processors for the generalized branching operation, using time Π(2). We
then concatenate the p/4 pairs of nodes of height 1, using 4 processors for the
generalized branching, using time Π(4). We continue until merging the two
halves of P using p processors. The overall time of the hierarchical concate-
nation process is O((Ψ + τ)δ log p + (Φ log δ + log(n/δ)) log log p) on the FCST
and O(Φ log n log log p) on the bare FMI. Using the same instantiation as in
Table 1 this result becomes O(m/p + logn log logn(log p + log logn log log p))
time on the FCST and O(m/p + log2 n log logn log log p) on the FMI, both in
nHk + o(n log σ) bits of index space. The speedup is linear in p, except for the
polylogarithmic additive term. On the other hand, there is no point in using
more than m processors; the optimum is achieved using less than m.

Matching statistics. The matching statistics m(i) indicate the size of the
longest prefix of P [i..] that is a substring of T . Consider for example the string
P = abbbbabb, using the running example suffix tree T , right of Fig. 1. The
corresponding matching statistics are 4, 3, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1. To compute these values
we will again resort to the generalized Child operation. As before the idea is
to first compute a generalized branch tree, which is the tree in the flow-graph
of Fig. 3. This tree contains the intervals over CSA that correspond to strings
P [2jk..2j(k+1)−1], where j will indicate the level in the tree and k the position
in the level. The levels and the positions start at 0. Notice that constructing this
tree can be done exactly as for pattern matching, except that we do not stop the
tree at pieces of length m/p but continue up to length 1. Since the subtrees for
pieces of size m/p must be handled sequentially by one processor, they require
additional time O(mτ/p + (m/p)Π(2)). Note each node of this branching tree
stores the suffix tree point (or suffix array interval plus length) that corresponds
to its substring, if it exists, and Null otherwise.
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Fig. 3. The flow-graph for parallel exact matching and matching statistics is a tree of
generalized Child operations for pattern P = abbbbabb and p = 4 processors. Matching
statistics use all the operations in the tree, whereas exact matching performs only the
operations above the line and the search below the line is computed with LF operations.

After building the tree we traverse it m times, once for each P [i..]. For each
such i we find m(i) by traversing the tree path that covers P [i..i + m(i) − 1]
with the maximal nodes. This describes a path that ascends and then descends,
touching O(logm) nodes of the branching tree. We start at the ith leaf x of
the branching tree, which corresponds to the letter P [i], with v = P [i] the
current point of T , and move up to the parent z of x. If x is the right child
of z, we do nothing more than x ← z. If x is the left child of z, we do a
generalized Child(v, u) operation, where u is the point of T that is stored in y,
the right child of z. If the resulting point is not Null we set v to this new point,
v ← Child(v, u), and continue moving up, x ← z. Otherwise we start moving
down on y, x← y. While we are moving down we compute the generalized Child
operation between v and the point u in the left child y of x. If the resulting point
is still Null we move to the left child of x, x ← y. Otherwise we set v to this
new point, v ← Child(v, u), and move to the right child z of x, x ← z. The
value m(i) is obtained by initializing it at zero and adding 2j to it each time we
update v at level j of the branching tree.

For example, assume we want to compute m(2), i.e. we want to determine the
longest prefix of bbbabb that is a substring of T . We start on the third leaf of the
tree in Fig. 3 and set v = b. Then move up. Since we are moving from a left child
we compute Child(b, b) and obtain v = bb. Again we move up but this time we
are moving from a right child so we do nothing else. We move up again. Since
the interval on the right sibling is Null the Child operation also returns Null.
Therefore we start descending in the right sibling. We now consider the left
child of that sibling, and compute Child(v, ba) = Child(bb, ba) = bbba. Since
this node is not Null we set v to it and move to the node labeled bb. Considering
its left child we compute Child(bbba, b) = bbbab. Since it is not Null we set v to
it and move to rightmost leaf. Finally we check whether Child(bbbab, b) �= Null
since this is that case we know that we should consider the rightmost leaf as part
of the common substring. This means that m(2) = 5 = 20 +20 +21 +20 = 7−2.

Traversing the tree takes O(Π(2) logm) time per traversal, thus with p pro-
cessors the time is O((m/p)Π(2) logm). By considering that only p ≤ m pro-
cessors are useful, we have that the traversal time dominates the branching
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tree construction time. Using the instantiation in Table 1 this result becomes
O((m/p) logm logn(log log n)2) on the FCST and O((m/p) logm log2 n log logn)
on the FMI. The total space is O(m logm) + nHk + o(n log σ) bits. This time
the linear speedup is multiplied by a polylogarithmic factor, since the sequential
algorithm can be made O(m) time.

Longest common substring. We can compute the longest common substring
between P and T by taking the maximum matching statistic m(i) in additional
negligible O(m/p+ log p) time.

Maximal repeats. For this problem we need a FCST, and cannot simulate it
with a CSA as before. A maximal repeat in T is a substring S, of size 	, that
occurs in at least two positions i and i′, i.e. S = T [i..i+ 	− 1] = T [i′..i′ + 	− 1],
and cannot be extended either way, i.e. T [i−1] �= T [i′−1] and T [i+	] �= T [i′+	].
The solution for this problem consists in identifying the deepest internal nodes v
of T that are left-diverse, i.e. the nodes for which there exist letters X �= Y such
that X.v and Y.v are substrings of T [11]. Assume v = [vl, vr]. Then FMIs allow
one to access Letter(vl,−1) = T [vl − 1] in O(τ) time3. Hence node v is left-
diverse iff Count(LF(Letter(vl,−1), v)) �= Count(v). This can be verified in
O(τ) time, moreover this verification can be performed independently for every
internal node of T . At each step the algorithm chooses p nodes from T and
performs this verification. A simple way to choose all internal nodes (albeit with
repetitions, which does not affect the asymptotic time of this algorithm) is to
compute LCA([i, i], [i + 1, i + 1]) for all 0 ≤ i < n − 1. Hence this procedure
requires O((n/p)(Ψ + τ)δ) time, plus negligible O(n/p + log p) time to find the
longest candidates. Using the same instantiation as in Table 1 the result becomes
O((n/p) logn log logn) time within optimal nHk + o(n logσ) overall bits. This is
an optimal speedup, if we consider the polylogarithmic penalty of using a FCST.

The speedups in this section are similar to the results obtained for “classical”
uncompressed suffix trees by Clifford [10], which do not speed up exact matching
because they do not use a generalized Child operation. Clifford speeds up the
longest common substring problem and the maximal repeats, among others.

5 Distributed Compressed Indexes

In this section we study distributed CSAs and FCSTs, mainly to obtain support
for large string databases. In this case we assume we have a collection C of q texts
of total length n, distributed across q machines. Hence distributed FCSTs are
always generalized suffix trees, and likewise for CSAs. In fact, the local text of
each machine could also be a collection of smaller texts, and the whole database
could be a single string arbitrarily partitioned into q segments: CSAs and CSTs
treat both cases similarly. The only difference is whether the SLink of the last
symbol of a text sends one to the next text or it stays within that text, but either
variant can be handled with minimal changes. We choose the latter option.
3 This is an access to the Burrows-Wheeler transform.
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Various data layouts have been considered for distributing classical suffix trees
and arrays [17,9,10]. One can distribute the texts and leave each machine index
its own text, or distribute a single global index into lexicographical intervals, or
opt for other combinations. In this paper we consider reducing the time of a single
query, in contrast to previous work [17] where the focus is on speeding up batches
of queries by distributing them across machines. Our approach is essentially that
of indexing each text piece in its own machine, yet we end up distributing some
global information across machines, similarly to the idea storing local indexes
with global identifiers [17].

First we study the case where the local CSAs are used to simulate a global
CSA, which can then be used directly in the FCST representation. This solution
turns out to require extra space due to the need of storing some redundant
information. Then we introduce a new technique to combine FCSTs that removes
some of those redundant storage requirements.

Distributed Compressed Suffix Arrays. Assume we have a collection C =
{Tj}q−1

0 , and the respective local CSAs. We denote their operations with a
subscript j, i.e. as Aj , A−1

j , ψj and LFj . The generalized CSA that results
from this collection is denoted AC . Assume we store the accumulated text sizes,
AccT [i] =

∑i−1
j=0 |Tj |, which need just O(q logn) bits.

We define the sequence IdC of suffix indexes of C, where IdC [i] = j if the
suffix in AC [i] belongs to text Tj. Consider T as T0 and T ′ as T1 in our running
example. The respective generalized suffix tree is shown in the left of Fig. 1. The
Id sequence for this example is obtained by reading the leaves, and replacing $
by 0 and # by 1. The resulting sequence is Id = 0100101010101.

If we process Id for Rank and Select queries we can obtain the oper-
ations of AC from the operations of the Aj ’s. To compute Locate we use
the equation AC [v] = AId[v][RankId[v](v − 1)] + AccT [Id[v]]. For example for
AC [4] we have that A1[Rank1(4 − 1)] + AccT [1] = A1[1] + 7 = 7. To com-
pute A−1

C we use a similar relation, A−1
C [i] = Selectj(A−1

j [i − AccT [j]] + 1),
where j is such that AccT [j] ≤ i < AccT [j + 1]. Likewise ψC is computed as
ψC [v] = SelectId[v](ψId[v][RankId[v](v − 1)] + 1). Computing LFC(X, [vl, vr])
is more complicated: we compute LF in all the CSAs, i.e. LFj(X, [Rankj(vl −
1),Rankj(vr)−1]) for every 0 ≤ j < q. If [xvj,l, xvj,r] are the resulting intervals
then LFC(X, [vl, vr]) = [minq−1

j=0{Selectj(xvj,l + 1)},maxq−1
j=0{Selectj(xvj,r +

1)}]. Consider for example, how to compute LFC(a, [5, 12]). We compute
LF0(a, [3, 6]) = [1, 2] and LF1(a, [2, 5]) = [1, 1] and use the results to obtain
that LFC(a, [5, 12]) = [min{Select0(1+1),Select1(1+1)},max{Select0(2+
1),Select1(1 + 1)}] = [min{2, 4},max{3, 4}] = [2, 4]. This requires O(log q) ac-
cesses to slow memory to compute minima and maxima in parallel.

A problem with this approach is the space necessary to store sequence Id
and support Rank and Select. An efficient approach is to unfold Id into q
bitmaps, BIdj [i] = 1 iff Id[i] = j, and process each one for constant-time binary
Rank and Select queries while storing them in compressed form [14]. Then
since BIdj contains about n/q 1s, it requires (n/q) log q+O(n/q) + o(n) bits of
space. We store each BIdj in the local memory of processor j, which requires
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space |CSAj | + (n/q) log q + O(n/q) + o(n) local bits. The total space usage is
|CSAC | + n log q + O(n) + o(qn) bits (if the partitions are not equal it is even
less; n log q bits is the worst case). This essentially lets each machine map its
own local CSA positions to the global suffix array, as done in previous work for
classical suffix arrays (where the global identifiers can be directly stored) [17].

In this setup, most of the accesses are to local memory. One model is that
queries are sent to all processors and the one able of handling it takes the lead.
For AC [v], each processor j looks if BIdj [v] = 1, in which case j = Id[v] and
this is the processor solving the query locally, in O(Φ) accesses to fast memory
(processor j also stores values AccT [j] and AccT [j+1] locally). For A−1

C [i], each
processor j checks if AccT [j] ≤ i < AccT [j+1] and the one answering positively
takes the lead, answering again in O(Φ) local accesses. ψC proceeds similarly to
AC , in O(Ψ) local accesses. LFC is more complex since all the processors must be
involved, each spending O(τ) local accesses, and then computing global minima
and maxima in O(log q) accesses to slow memory. Compare to the alternative of
storing CSAC explicitly and splitting it lexicographically: all the local accesses
in the time complexities become global.

The o(qn) extra memory scales badly with q (as more processors are avail-
able, each needs more local memory). A way to get rid of it is to use bitmap
representations that require n log q+ o(n log q) +O(n log log q) = O(n log q) bits
and solve Rank and Select queries within o((log logn)2) time [18]. We will
now present a new technique that directly represents global FCSTs using tuples
of ranges instead of a single suffix array range.

Distributed Fully-Compressed Suffix Trees. Consider the generalized suf-
fix tree TC of a collection of texts C = {Tj}q−1

0 and the respective individ-
ual suffix trees Ti. Assume, also, that we are storing the Ti trees with the
FCST representation and want to obtain a representation for TC . A node of
TC can be represented all the time as a q-tuple of intervals 〈v0, . . . , vq−1〉 =
〈[v0,l, v0,r], . . . , [vq−1,l, vq−1,r]〉 over the corresponding CSAs. For example the
node abbb can be represented as 〈[2, 2], [1, 1]〉. In fact we have just explained,
in the distributed LF operation, how to obtain from these intervals the [vl, vr]
representation of node v of TC (via Select on IdC and distributed minima and
maxima). Thus these intervals are enough to represent v.

To avoid storing the Id sequence we map every interval [vi,l, vi,r ] directly to
the sampled tree of FCSTC , instead of mapping it to an interval v over CSAC
and then reducing it to the sampled tree of FCSTC with LSAC(v). We use
the same bitmap-based technique for LSAC , but store q local bitmaps instead
of just a global one. The bitmaps Bj are obtained from the bitmap B of the
FCSTC by removing the zeros that do not correspond to leaves of Tj , see Fig 2.
This means that, in Bj , we are representing the O(n/δ) nodes of the global
sampled tree and the n/q leaves of Tj . As each Bj has n/q 0s and O(n/δ) 1s,
the compressed representation [14] supporting constant-time Rank and Select
requires (n/q) log(1 + q/δ) +O(n/q) + o(n/δ + n/q) bits. This is slightly better
than the extra space of CSAs, totalling O(n log(1 + q/δ)) + o(nq/δ) bits. As
before, the o(. . .) term can be removed by using the representation by Gupta et
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al. [18] at the price of o((log logn)2) accesses to fast local memory. Now the same
computation for LSA carried out on Bj gives a global interval.

We then compute LSAC(v) = LCASC(LSA0(v0), . . . ,LSAq−1(vq−1)), where
LCASC is the LCA operation over the sampled tree of TC and LSAj(vj) is the
global LSA value obtained by processor j. This operation is computed in parallel
in O(log q) accesses to slow memory (which replaces the global minima/maxima
of the CSA). The sampled tree S and its extra data (e.g., to compute LCA in
constant time) is stored in the shared memory. Hence accesses to S are always
slow, which does not change the stated complexities. This mechanism supports
the usual representation of the global FCST.

Consider, for example, that we want to compute the SDep of node abbb. Note
that the SDep of [2, 2] in T0 is 7 and that the SDep of [1, 1] in T1 is 6. However
the SDep of abbb in TC is 4. In this example we do not have to use ψ to obtain
the result, altough in general it is necessary. By reducing the [2, 2] and [1, 1]
intervals to the sampled tree of FCSTC we obtain the node abbb and the leaf
abbbb#, see Fig. 1. The node we want is the LCA of these nodes, i.e. abbb.

Theorem 2. Given a collection of q texts C = {Tj}q−1
0 represented by com-

pressed suffix arrays (CSAj) that support ψ, ψi, T [A[v]] and LF in times O(Ψ),
O(Φ), O(1), and O(τ), respectively, it is possible to represent a distributed suffix
tree with the properties given in Table 1 (column “distributed”).

Moreover this technique has the added benefit that we can simulate the general-
ized suffix tree from any subcollection of the q texts, by using only the intervals
of the texts Tj that we want to consider. However in this case we lose the TDep,
TLAQ and SLAQ operations.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Compressed indexes are a new and functional way to index text strings using
little space, and their parallelization has not been studied yet. We have focused
on parallel (shared RAM) and distributed suffix trees and arrays, which are the
most pervasive compressed text indexes. We obtained almost linear speedups for
the basic pattern search problem, and also for more complex ones such as com-
puting matching statistics, longest common substrings, and maximal matches.
The sequential algorithms for these problems are linear-time and easy to carry
over compressed indexes, but hard to parallelize. Thanks to the stronger func-
tionality of compressed indexes, namely the support of generalized branching,
we achieve parallel versions for all of these. Some of our solutions can do with
a compressed suffix array; others require a compressed suffix tree. We plan to
apply this idea to other problems with applications in bioinformatics [11], such
as all-pairs prefix-suffix queries.

Distributing the index across q machines further alleviates the space problem,
allowing it to run on a larger virtual memory. Our distributed suffix arrays
require O(n log q) + o(n) extra bits, whereas our suffix trees require o(nq/δ)
extra bits. Both simulate a global index with O(log q) slowdown (measured in
communication cost), so they achieve O(q/ log q) speedup on each query.
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A challenge for future work is to reduce this extra space, as O(n log q) can
be larger than the compressed suffix array itself. We also plan to consider other
models models such as BSP and batched queries [17]. An exciting direction is to
convert the distributed index into an efficient external-memory representation
for compressed text indexes, which suffer from poor locality of reference.
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